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We are a civilization that has relied on the health of rivers and streams in this country for
over two centuries.  During the growth of this nation, many of these water resources have
become damaged or lifeless.  In recent times, countless community groups and their
volunteers have adopted an interest in bringing health back to their neighborhood river. 
Prime examples are in St. John’s, Newfoundland where children can gaze through an
aquarium window into the aquatic realm of Rennies River and its reclamation through
community action; or in Toronto, Ontario, where classrooms take part in re-creating a marsh
in the floodplain of the Don River.  The notion that people can contribute to the
rehabilitation of our waterways continues to grow; the strongest area of growth is with our
youngest generations.

This manual has been produced for the benefit of people who value the rivers and streams
of Ontario.  We hope that everyone who reads this manual will be able to understand how
streams work and recognize when they need to be rehabilitated.  It is meant to complement
our understanding of how rivers and streams arrived at their existing state, why we need to
help those that are unhealthy and to recognize who has been before us, with hopes of
learning from their experiences.  This manual also emphasizes the changes in our
relationship with public agencies and the need to seek cooperative partnerships with them. 
By providing sound project planning principles, up-to-date rehabilitation techniques, and a
catalogue of demonstration projects, the purpose of this manual is to encourage classrooms,
community groups, government and non-government agencies to work together in:

•  determining the health of their local stream,
•  adopting it,
•  applying protection and rehabilitation techniques with the

understanding that they are insuring its health for the enjoyment
of future generations.

The first stream rehabilitation manual for Ontario was produced in 1984 by the Ministry of
Natural Resources for the Community Fisheries Involvement Program.  It focused on trout
and their habitats with rehabilitation techniques that created overhead cover, spawning
habitat and improved water quality.  Since 1984, the watershed perspective, environmentally
conscious land-use planning and new information on streams and their management has
come to light.  Rehabilitation projects now start with an understanding of the watershed
where we first consider surface water runoff and groundwater infiltration from adjacent
tablelands as being the primary influences on the water quality and quantity in our streams. 
Watershed management plans, subwatershed plans, official plans, secondary plans and plans
of subdivision are designed with the intent to protect the watershed by limiting development
and mitigating impacts through innovative stormwater management practices.  Rather than
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traditional hard engineering or in some cases the trial and error approach, we have learned
that watercourses have a variety of physical characteristics which, if properly assessed, can
tell us what types of protection, mitigation and rehabilitation techniques will work.   It has
been only in the last decade that we see protection of stream corridors, bioengineering and
natural channel design principles being applied.

In this manual, the recommended rehabilitation process first considers the physical
tendencies of rivers and streams in the context of watershed management and natural
channel processes.  Simple project management skills are introduced that allow the reader to
flow into assessing and evaluating the physical, biological, and social characteristics of the
adopted stream or river.  Once these project fundamentals are in place, we can develop a
plan from a basic understanding of the causes of the stream problems.  Implementation of
this plan relies heavily on the personal commitment and enthusiasm of volunteers as well as
the confidence and support of the project partners.

MARK G. HEATON
May 2002
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The Created Need
Clean, clear water is the primary demand of people.  We depend on water coming from wells deep
beneath our homes, or pumping facilities on lakes with elaborate pipelines spread throughout our
communities.  On average, a person living in Ontario consumes about 360 litres of water per day. 
Each litre follows a cycle that starts from a surface or underground source and ends up returning to
the ground, river, lake or stream.  In addition, when you consider that 40 per cent of the base flow
of southern Ontario waterways comes from valuable groundwater resources, it is not surprising to
think of rivers and streams as a barometer of our environmental well being.

In this decade, economic growth and sustainable development bring to mind the contradictions of
how we, as a society, think of the Ontario landscape and its natural resources.  We know that
uncontrolled consumption of natural resources for economic development leads to their eventual
exhaustion and collapse.  In contrast, the sustainable use of natural resources nurtures the needs of
future generations, while providing for the people of today.  Commerce and the natural
environment should be considered mutually dependent since it is impossible to have a high quality
of life with economic development, in the midst of a degrading natural environment.

Without knowledge and understanding of past human impacts, the future is difficult to predict.  We
have a collective understanding of our past influences on our natural environment and diverse
opinions on how we should continue to live within it.  This difference in perspectives is what forms
the need for comprehensive land use planning and developing solutions that consider all users of
natural resources.  This is commonly referred to as an ecosystem approach where economic, social,
physical, natural and cultural interests are considered connected and integrated into a comprehensive
land use plan.

Rivers and streams have been a vital part of our cultural heritage since settlement in the 1740s and
even prior to that for the First Nations. They were the highways of the landscape, moving trade,
people food and lumber. With European settlement came the construction of towns, cities, mill
dams, the clearing of forests, intensive agriculture, livestock production, and new modes of
transportation. By 1840, much of the southern Ontario landscape had been cleared for urban areas
and agriculture. Early settlement practices typically ignored the natural features and their dynamic
processes. These same rivers and streams soon became the dumping ground for sawdust, garbage,
chemicals, and sewage as settlement turned to industry, municipal growth, and prosperity. Flooding
became an ever-growing fear of people living close to the river.

Primarily in rural southern Ontario, forested land and valleys turned to row crops and pasture over

Introduction
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  Figure 1.1: Many of our urban streams have been straightened and lined
  with concrete.

mere decades, with rivers and streams responding with varying degrees of instability. Shrinking
forests, which normally stored water and slowly released it as base flow to the river, had less capacity
to contain snowmelt. Wetlands, which act as massive storage facilities for our waterways, were
drained and filled in order to make way for row crops or shopping malls. Some streams that
traditionally supported fish all
year became dry and lifeless.
Livestock, still to this day, has
unrestricted access to many of
our streams and rivers.  This
causes onsite and downstream
problems for drinking water
supplies, aquatic life, and
beaches, as increased bank
erosion, phosphates, nitrates
and fecal bacteria impair the
quality of the waterways.
Clean water, as an essential
element to our existence,
needs to be protected from
poor rural land use practices.

Municipal growth continues
around us as we watch rural
lands being consumed by the vastness of urbanization. Over the last 40 years, many urban streams
and rivers have become hardened storm drains that are devoid of life. In the last century, many
smaller streams have been straightened, enclosed or re-directed in order to make way for urban
form. Stormwater, flowing over hard surfaces such as asphalt, builds to tremendous volumes during
a storm, collecting pollutants along its path as it eventually unleashes itself on a river valley through
a connected series of underground concrete pipes. Rivers and streams respond with aggravated
flooding and erosion, channel widening, sediment contamination, and loss of aquatic life. Decades
of damaging actions associated with urban land use practices prompted the need to prevent
continued misuse of our waterways.
Disheartening as these images of human intervention might seem, it is this environmental
carelessness that has prompted the need to protect remaining natural features and to rehabilitate
those that are degraded.   In light of our streams, this call has been out for at least three decades.
   

Restoration, Rehabilitation or Reclamation
Many hours were spent deciding on the best name for this manual, partly because our observations
of similar documents from around the World Wide Web led to some confusion regarding standard
terminology.  The definitions within the Dictionary of Natural Resource Management, written by Julian
and Katherine Dunster, were found to be very helpful.  Similar definitions within the Stream Corridor
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  Figure 1.2: Chris Marshall providing some history
  about his experiences with healing streams.

Restoration Handbook, a recent product of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, also assisted our effort
to reduce word confusion.  Moving  forward, we believe that we have used the best-suited
definitions based on an amalgamation of what these recognized publications had to offer.

Restoration, rehabilitation, and reclamation appear to have common meanings, but in the field of
ecology they have unique definitions that are driven by expectation.  Mending the impacts of the
past is the common theme, with each definition describing the degree of degradation and spirit of
renewal. Restoration encompasses a complex understanding of the physical, chemical, and biological
processes within the watershed, while recognizing land uses that have caused anatomic as well as
functional damage to the ecosystem. This damage has impaired the recovery of the naturally
dynamic ecosystem.  The goal is to return it to its original state by removing the cause of
degradation. Rehabilitation embraces the same understanding of ecosystem functions and processes
but does not focus on the recovery of the pre disturbance condition. Instead, rehabilitation targets
the recovery of natural functions and processes within the context of the disturbance. Reclamation,
taking one-step further, aims at recreating the functions and processes of a naturally stable
ecosystem with the understanding that it will be quite different from the condition prior to
disturbance.

We chose to rely on rehabilitation as the most appropriate descriptor since it defines the situation of
the majority of river and stream projects in Ontario. Most projects fall into the category of
recovering natural functions and processes within the context of the disturbance. Total restoration is
impossible to attain when you consider the thousands of years of natural processes that have

sculpted the landscape, combined with the
ever-growing degree of human influence. Yet
the term restoration can be generally applied to
situations where local impacts are being
removed. Likewise, reclamation can be applied
in cases where a stream or river and its natural
processes are being recreated within the
confines of existing disturbance.

  Building on Experience
In an effort to uncover the history and growth
of stream rehabilitation in Ontario over the last
two decades, several key people were
interviewed through the course of developing
this manual.  We are fortunate to have kept in
contact with these seasoned veterans. 
Likewise, we are fortunate that their early
demonstration projects are still noticeable
today.
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  Figure 1.3: Jack Imhof with renowned English riverkeeper
  Ron Holloway in the early days of stream rehabilitation
  (CVC photo)

In some cases, these people brought their skills and knowledge when they moved here from abroad. 
Chris Marshall, of the Cold Creek Flyfishers, fondly recalls his younger years in England, planting
waterweeds and building pools to improve a local river.  Since moving to Canada, Chris has
conveyed his passion for rivers in the rehabilitation of Cold Creek, near Belleville.  Early projects
included cattle fencing and tree planting.  Even as recent as the fall of 1997, Chris coordinated a
successful workshop called Healing Streams.  Ron Holloway, a respected river -keeper from the
River Itchen in England, brought his guidance and wealth of knowledge as the key speaker for the
event.

Similarly, Richard Hoffman, one of the founders of Trout Unlimited in Ontario, remembers
rehabilitation work as a boy in a Wisconsin meadow stream back in the late 1950’s.  He was happy
to work alongside his father, a biology teacher, at the time. By 1975, Richard was active in the Credit
River with boulder placements and helping form the beginnings of a local Trout Unlimited chapter.

Steve Copeland, past project coordinator
for Trout Unlimited - Greg Clark Chapter,
had his first experience in stream
rehabilitation while living near the Pine
River in northern British Columbia. 
According to Steve, a large pipeline
project had caused a great deal of damage
to the river during the construction season
of 1975.  Sediment was entering the
watercourse as a result of the pipeline
construction and continuous vehicle
crossing.  Area residents took to lobbying
the town council and eventually succeeded
in having bridges constructed and
riverbanks stabilized with rock.  Three
years later, Steve met up with Bob
Marshall of Trout Unlimited's Southern
Ontario Chapter on the Credit River. 
Shortly after becoming involved with that
group, he went on to become the project
director working with Jack Imhof, from
the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR),
and Geza Gespardy from the Credit Valley
Conservation Authority.  Today, Steve
promotes stream conservation through
partnerships as the President of
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Ontario Streams.  Nothing makes him happier than seeing people actively committed to their rivers.

Our home grown ecologists, biologists and technicians, including Jack Imhof, Delbert Miller and
Tim Rance, received exposure to stream improvement during the 1970’s in a variety of situations. 
Jack immersed himself into the early writings of Wisconsin's  Dr. Ray White, and by 1973, Imhof
was active in a brown trout project with the Izaak Walton Fly Fishers Club (IWFFC) on Bronte
Creek.  Personal interest, a love for fishing and a quest for knowledge as a developing stream
ecologist,  inspired Jack to become involved with clubs like IWFFC.  Delbert, working as an MNR
fish and wildlife technician under the guidance of biologist Harold Manson, was involved with the
construction of channel constrictors and log deflectors in Norfolk Sand Plain streams in the early
1970’s.  Tim Rance, while stationed in Owen Sound as the MNR District Biologist in 1982, was
fortunate enough to have the pleasure of working with a local conservationist, Osbourne "Os"
McArthur. Os, now just over 80 years old, has been active in stream improvement since the late
1940’s, starting in the Spey River and later with improvement projects in the Sydenham River during
the 1960's.  Tim and Os, with the help of Sydenham Sportmen's Association volunteers, other clubs
and the local conservation authority, added spawning gravel, constructed floating covers, installed
pallet cover structures and placed instream boulders to help restore a dwindling resident brown trout
population in the Sydenham River, just above Inglis Falls.  Tim still treasures the memories of four
and six-pound browns using those same habitat structures in the years that followed.   

Besides the personal experiences of these people, a great deal of external influence in stream
rehabilitation and habitat enhancement came from the United States and British Columbia, through
books and technical publications.  The B.C. Fisheries Enhancement Guide, by Ray Biette;  Stream
Conservation Handbook, by Save Our Streams; Better Trout Habitat, from the Montana Land
Reliance; and the variety of publications from the Wisconsin Department of Conservation, provided
a basis from which to refine techniques that were considered applicable to Ontario's streams and
rivers.

Not enough gratitude can be expressed to these outstanding volunteer organizations and the
personal time they have committed over the years.  Even today, the Sydenham Sportmen's
Association is just as busy, with over 50 years into local conservation programs including stream
rehabilitation and youth education.  Similarly, the Izaak Walton Fly Fishers Club, Cold Creek Fly
Fishers Club, Brant Rod and Gun Club, Islington Sportmen’s Club, and Trout Unlimited have made
significant contributions of time and money into rehabilitating the Grand River, Bronte Creek, the
Credit River, Humber River and Cold Creek of the Trent watershed.  Much of that work has been
based on the encouraging words of seasoned MNR staff such as Allan Wainio, Jack Imhof, Doug
Dodge, and Jerry Smitka.
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Time and time again, when asked the question “what are the most important aspects of stream
rehabilitation?” these skilled practitioners spoke of priorities that protect first, then rehabilitate, and
always involve the local community.  If the stream appears to be in need of helping hands, you must
first spend sufficient time with it in order to understand the problems and potential solutions. 
Developing partnerships with the public, your business community, non-government organizations
and government agencies early in the planning stages builds ownership in a project, and will be a
definite asset during the implementation of your plan.  Homework is essential to planning a
successful project.
 

Partnerships Mean Ownership
Management skills associated with planning and implementation of projects have evolved
considerably over the last two decades. In the 1970’s through to the late 1980’s, public agencies
dominated the planning, design, and implementation of regeneration projects involving natural
resources. We watched large sums of public tax dollars being spent on the rehabilitation of lakes,
rivers and streams, as the international demand for clean water and protection of fish and wildlife
escalated. The growing publicity about polluted air, water, and land associated with industrial,
agricultural and urban growth created an environmental consciousness within the general public that
prompted the need for remedial action. Various levels of government also acknowledged the need
for action and during that period of economic growth, governments had sufficient resources to
commit staff and public funds to create remedial action plans.

The International Joint Commission (IJC), which was founded in 1909 and is responsible for
managing boundary water issues between Canada and the United States, had spent many years
researching and monitoring pollution in the Great Lakes. In 1985, it released a list of 42 Areas of
Concern that it believed had significant problems with water pollution. Seventeen of these sites are
found within the waters of Ontario. After issuing the list, the IJC asked the respective governments
to develop Remedial Action Plans to restore the quality of the water and the associated beneficial
uses. Each Area of Concern was identified as being unique, but there were some pollution-related
similarities that impaired common beneficial uses such as drinking, swimming, fishing,
transportation, and/or fish and wildlife populations.

Once the governments committed to cleaning up those areas, Environment Canada and the
provincial Ministry of Environment, along with support from Agriculture Canada, Departments of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), Ontario Ministries of Natural Resources (OMNR) and Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), and local regional and municipal governments, embarked on a
three phase Remedial Action Plan (RAP). The intention of the RAP was to identify the problems,
set goals, formulate remedial options, and develop an implementation plan. For the majority of the
sites, the problems were complex and often regional in nature, spanning the entire area of a
watershed or several watersheds. The development of the plan involved a structured arrangement of
a RAP Team steering the process and public, scientific and technical advisory committees providing
a support role.
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When we step back and look at this Team and the support committees as a model, we see a diverse
representation from:

Environment Canada
Other Federal Departments
Ontario Ministry of Energy
Other Provincial Ministries
Local Conservation Authorities
Regional Government
Local Municipalities

Federal Agencies and Commissions
Agricultural Sector
Business/Industry Sector
Community Groups and Individuals
Environment and Conservation Organizations
Recreation and Tourism Sector

Often, some of those organizations had support roles spanning several functions within this
structure. They shared a degree of ownership with the identified water quality concerns, and it is that
common denominator that perpetuated communication between this diverse arrangement of
groups. Although the term “partnership” was not considered at the beginning of the process, it was
definitely implied early in the development of the Remedial Action Plans.

As local government resources dwindled, parallel with the economic recessions of the United States
and Canada, the RAP process struggled to continue. Gradual adjustments were made with respect to
leadership and the ability to implement remedial actions. As the financial support of federal,
provincial and municipal governments faded, the call for remedial implementation focused on the
local partnerships that had evolved through the process. Those same organizations, which were
represented on steering and advisory committees, were seen as the partners that would implement
the recommendations from the Remedial Action Plans. Currently, much of the remedial work within
the RAP areas is completed through local agencies and non-government partners. Their unique
blend of resources and abilities has proven to be a strength during a period of fiscal constraint.

Even within the magnitude of the RAPs, a decision-making process involving the public was
followed. The public needs and wants to participate in your rehabilitation initiative right from the
beginning. In addition, stakeholders, who represent government, non-government and private
interests, also need to be included. Stakeholders offer a wealth of support by bringing to the table
some common ecological, social, analytical, and organizational principles that help to guide the
management of the project and the activities centered on stream rehabilitation. It is essential to
include the public and stakeholders from the start of planning the project, in order to gain their
support and interest as partners. They have unique roles and add strength to the project as they
share their expertise, financial support, equipment, and other resources. There are limits to the
amount of public input for the decision making process and that is commonly based on the
magnitude and location of a project. Large-scale projects and those involving public lands usually
need significantly more public input than what is required for work on a small reach of stream
owned by a single party. Typically, more partners are needed to effectively implement a large-scale
initiative. In any case, open and honest dialogue is essential to forming the partnerships needed to
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implement a stream rehabilitation project. These relationships will evolve as the project gains
momentum. Regardless of the project, the consultation process remains the same, although the
complexity and duration will increase with project magnitude.

Stream rehabilitation projects can be rewarding for individuals and community groups and promise
to be the foundation for our ongoing need to preserve our waterways No matter how large or small
a project may be, the long term positive effects will benefit future generations. We encourage you to
use this manual and its resources as a guide in the new challenges that lie ahead.

 

  Figure 1.4: The Government of Ontario has encouraged the protection and rehabilitation of our streams and rivers
  through public stewardship - as depicted here with publications from 1971, 1974 and 1984 (left to right)



 

 

What is a Watershed?
Have you ever perused a road map of Ontario and tried to follow a familiar river from the mouth at
the lake to the furthest point inland?  There are many pathways to follow as you seek to find the
longest route.  For instance, the Grand River can be traced from Port Maitland on Lake Erie to the
headwaters near Dundalk, over 180 kilometres away!  This, of course, is a straight-line distance
between the two points while the actual river distance is much longer.  If you follow each tributary,

or “feeder” stream, of the Grand
upstream to its source,  you will quickly
realize the magnitude of the southern
Ontario landscape that this river drains.
It's equally interesting to think that one
drop of water released so far inland will
eventually make its way to the lake.  We
expect this will happen because water runs
downhill under the notorious force of
gravity. When we trace the path of all the
streams flowing into each consecutive
watercourse, we notice that the river
drains water from an enormous area or
basin.  Not only does the river capture the
flow of all the tributaries, but it also
catches the water that falls on the land
that drains toward the streams.  As water
descends through the landscape, it picks
up sediment, nutrients, and organic matter
along its route. Unfortunately, it also picks
up many pollutants.

The highest points of land adjacent to the
river define the drainage boundary.  We
refer to this area as the river's watershed.  A
subwatershed, as the name implies,

e
t
b

Perspectives
Figure 2.1: The Grand River Watershed
9

ncompasses all of the lands that are drained by a tributary to the main watercourse.  Of course,
here are other names that describe the same particulars, such as drainage basin or catchment area,
ut we prefer to use watershed since it is the most generally recognized term.
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Figure 2.2: The Hydrologic Cycle

Picture a watershed as a three-dimensional landscape that is a direct product of local climate and
local geography.   Each watershed has a natural character that is expressed by:

•  the size of the landscape it drains
•  the surface soils and topography that the water passes through
•  the climate that produces the volume of water
•  groundwater recharge and discharge
•  surface water transport 

The character of each watershed has evolved through more than ten thousand years of precipitation,
erosion, and deposition.

The geology of the watershed, combined with climate, dictates the volume of water available to the
stream as either baseflow, which comes from groundwater discharge, or surface run-off.  Surface
water, in combination with groundwater recharge and discharge, determine the hydrology of the
watershed.  Flat or shallow sloped land will tend to filter more precipitation than steep slopes of the
same soil type.  In porous, sandy soils, precipitation quickly soaks into the ground, recharging the
groundwater table.  This same groundwater appears downstream as cold discharge, that contributes
to the baseflow of the stream.  Tight soils such as clays and silts are less capable of recharging
groundwater, and instead, convey surface water toward the collection system of tributary streams. 
Exposed bedrock, much like asphalt and roof tops, sheds water even faster.   Some precipitation
that soaks into the ground
is soon lost to the
atmosphere by evaporation
or through transpiration
(sweat) from plants.  This
cycling through
precipitation, evaporation,
transpiration, recharge, and
discharge, is a natural
circulation system of water
between the earth and the
atmosphere.  Each of these
water pathways is
interrelated within the
hydrologic cycle.

The character of the soils
in the watershed influences
the quality of the surface
water entering the river. 
Water transports dissolved
and solid materials from
the land to the stream. 
Alkaline soils such as gravels, sands, and limestone bedrock produce alkaline surface water.  Granite
bedrock produces more acidic water.  Asphalt roadways can contaminate run-off with oils, salt and
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Figure 2.3: Cross section view of a stream's floodplain illustrating flood frequencies.

heavy metals.  Exposed erodable soils, such as silts, clays, and sands eventually drain into streams.
This causes an increase in turbidity (decreased water clarity) and bedload, the sediment moved by
waterflow.  In contrast, forested watersheds move woody debris and organic matter, such as leaves
and needles, that provide nutrients, forage, and cover for aquatic life.  The naturally occurring

dissolved and
solid materials
transported by
streams make up
the basic
elements needed
to sustain living
organisms.

The climate and
geology also
dictate the form
of the stream and
its floodplain as
it passes through
its valley.  As
water moves
downhill,

collecting sediment along the way, the size and volume of sediment, combined with the slope of the
land and volume of water, create a dynamic stream.  This stream is linked to its floodplain.  Steep
rock based streams may be a series of rapids cascading downward, moving water and sediment in a
linear path.  Shallow slope streams, carrying sediment in a channel with predominantly sands and
gravels, may meander back and forth through the valley.  Frequent flooding by storms and spring
snowmelt help form the floodplain of the river, which acts as an area of flood relief and sediment
deposition.  The bankfull channel (see Figure 2.3), which occurs once every one to two years in an
undeveloped watershed, defines the physical characteristics of the river.  The term fluvial geomorphology
is the technical term that captures these natural channel processes.

Life in a Dynamic Physical Environment ….. Eco~Systems
So far we have identified climate and geology as the determining factors that govern the water
volume, water chemistry and the actual physical characteristics of the river.  These same factors help
influence terrestrial and aquatic life within the watershed.  The landscape, in conjunction with the
various soils and slopes, is colonized by communities of plants and animals that have adapted to
living in these climatic conditions.  Forests, wetlands, prairies, fields and the urban form are
interconnected habitats that support organisms living within the watershed.  The environment of the
watershed is the product of the complex physical, chemical, and biological processes occurring
within it.  This environment is undergoing constant change, giving rise to adaptations in the
biological communities. The health of the watershed is sensitive to these changes.  The combination
of these dynamic processes is the framework of the watershed ecosystem. Now let's look at
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Figure 2.4: The Ecosystem Model

watershed ecosystems and the processes occurring within and between them.

By now we have a common understanding of what is meant by the word watershed.  An ecosystem
is not so easily described, since its age and boundaries are unlimited - a thought that most people
have troubles conceiving.  In reality, the planet earth is an ecosystem and so is a backyard pond. 
Both need energy in the form of sunlight, water, soil, and air in order to sustain living organisms. 
Similarly, both change or evolve as time progresses.  Each ecosystem is dynamic, unique in
complexity, and yet similar in general terms of matter, energy, relationships, and time.

We define ecosystems by their
composition, structure, and function. 
Composition refers to the
ingredients of the ecosystem, whether
it be animals, plants, energy,
groundwater, atmosphere, or soils. 
The structure of the ecosystem is
illustrated through the form or
organization of these ingredients,
such as aquatic habitat, watershed
size, or forest shape.  The function
of the ecosystem is determined by the
transfer of energy and matter from
one level of the food chain to the
next.  It portrays the dynamics of
composition and structure through
time.  For the purposes of this
manual, we have adopted the limit of
a watershed as the ecosystem we’ll
address.  Within the watershed ecosystem, sunlight is essential for the photosynthesis that allows
plants to harness the sun’s energy and use it for growth.  Water is vital to all living organisms, as it is
the main component of plant and animal tissue.  Water also acts as the medium for transporting
mineral nutrients and chemicals, such as oxygen.  Soil, composed of fractured rock and organic
matter, not only acts as a source of nutrients, but it also provides a base for plant growth, water
storage, and homes for organisms.  Air, which we use as the lay term for atmosphere, provides the
source of carbon dioxide, for the photosynthetic actions of plants, and oxygen essential for
respiration in animals.  The atmosphere also acts as the medium for evaporation, transpiration, and
precipitation in association with the earth's surface.  Living organisms rely on these elements as they
produce, consume, or decompose organic matter.  Every ecosystem represents a unique
environment or home (eco) where the living and non-living elements interact and depend on each
other (system).

Ecosystem health relies on a balance of social, economic, cultural, and ecological components.
Therefore, the overall health of the watershed ecosystem is inherently dependent on the degree of
human disturbance, as well as the dynamic nature of the various physical, chemical, and biological
processes at work.  We recognize that humans are a part of the ecosystem, yet their single and
cumulative actions can cause loss of species, loss of significant habitats, or harmful alterations to
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Figure 2.5: Rouge River corridor at the Toronto Zoo (photo courtesy
of the Rouge Park)

important natural processes.  Besides mitigating the impacts of human influences on the tableland,
or higher areas, of the watershed, it is of utmost importance to protect the stream corridor and the
vegetation within it, in order to protect the health of the stream and its inhabitants.

Stream Corridors
A watershed includes all of the land that drains toward the tributaries and river, including tableland
areas.  The stream corridor is a transition zone between the river and the adjacent tablelands. It is
the backbone of the watershed ecosystem.  The corridor consists of the valley form, adjacent
vegetation, and significant natural areas.  The stream channel, valley walls, floodplain forests,
riparian (stream side) meadows, and wetlands are important constituents as they help define the
corridor boundaries.  Other important features such as groundwater seepage zones and intermittent
watercourses also define the corridor.  Each component is directly linked, and has particular
biological, chemical and physical functions that are essential to the health of the stream, its
inhabitants and the watershed.

Streams and their corridors are providers of water-related benefits to the local landscape.  The
stream is responsible for transporting nutrients and foods, such as organic matter and sediments, to
aquatic habitats, which are found downstream.  During floods, rivers and streams will deposit this
material onto the floodplain, which enriches the soils and promotes plant growth.  During spring
freshet, when the snowmelt enters the river, and following large storms, the floodplain acts as a large
storage area that helps to reduce the risk of flooding downstream.  The stream corridor, composed
of lush native vegetation, purifies the surface run-off from adjacent lands by filtering out sediments,
absorbing nutrients in the root zone, and capturing harmful contaminants.  This vegetation has the
capacity to physically screen the water as it passes overland, promote absorption of substances into
the soil, and transform some
contaminants into less harmful
forms.  The floodplain can also
absorb water and replenish local
groundwater resources.  As
recharged groundwater moves
through the floodplain, it can
reappear as coldwater discharge to
the stream.  In these manners, the
stream corridor buffers the impacts
of adjacent land uses.

The stream corridor and its diversity
of vegetation also provide habitat
for various aquatic and terrestrial
creatures.  Well shaded coldwater
streams, influenced by the influx of
large woody debris from riparian
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forests, host a number of unique animals such as stoneflies, brook trout, brook lamprey, and
sculpin.  These animals rely on the corridor’s moderating effect on stream temperatures, as well as
its provision of food and cover habitat in the form of woody debris.  Dense riparian forests,
floodplain wetlands, meadows, and steep valley walls provide a variety of reproductive, nursery,
feeding, and cover habitats for numerous species of wildlife including gray tree frogs, spotted
salamanders, screech owls, voles, weasels, porcupine, and deer.  As linear forms of natural
vegetation, stream corridors also act as highways for wildlife by providing access to adjoining
habitats.

From a social perspective, healthy stream corridors provide a variety of education, business and
recreation benefits. As urban open space, they provide educational, aesthetic, and research
opportunities. People can explore their local natural heritage, learning about birds, wildflowers, or
aquatic insects.  Building lots adjacent to valleys, streams, rivers, and ravines are typically sold at a
premium compared to tableland lots.  In rural settings, market value and re-sale potential is greater
for properties with stream or river corridors.  Linking with urban development, these corridors are
often used for greenspace trails that connect communities with local parks. In some rural areas,
these corridors are used for regional trail systems such as sections of the Bruce Trail.   Low intensity
uses such as cross country skiing, hiking, fishing, and cycling are recommended recreational activities
that can be encouraged within established trail systems.  Keep in mind that trails should be designed
to have minimal impact on the stream corridor and its habitats.

From above, a healthy stream corridor looks like a mature forest divided by a river (see Figure 2.5). 
The forest shades the stream and maintains the cool waters.  The root zone of the forest holds the
soils in place and maintains bank stability.  As trees fall, they are positioned according to the size of
the river and its flow; creating cover habitat for fish and insects, storing sediments, collecting organic
matter and aiding in channel stability. The leaves and needles provide food for aquatic insects that
collect, shred or scrape the organic matter as a source of food.  The in-stream logs create scour
pools and overhead cover.  Both are important aquatic habitats that aid reproduction, growth, and
survival.  They also trap sediment in the channel and floodplain as it moves downstream, which adds
to channel stability.  Sediments stored in the floodplain during the previous spring freshet provide
fresh nutrients for the forest floor.  The natural erosion zones exhibit loss of sediment and tree
cover; whereas, the deposition areas are quickly colonized by grasses, shrubs, and trees.  The stream
corridor is in a constant state of change expressed by: the physical aspects of the river, the
successional adaptations of the floodplain plant community, and similar adaptations of the animal
populations.

Healthy stream corridors exhibit a dynamic stability within a natural hydrologic cycle.  Interventions
in the hydrologic cycle, as a result of human activity, can greatly influence the stream dynamics and
cause degradation. Changes in land use that create urban, industrial, or commercial forms can have
devastating effects on stream corridor health.  Stream corridor health starts to decline when as little
as 10 percent of the total watershed area becomes impervious, that is, unable to absorb and filter
rainwater.  Increases in impervious surfaces, such as rooftops and parking areas, can increase surface
run-off frequency and volume, while reducing groundwater recharge and impairing the quality of the
surface run-off.    This change in the hydrologic cycle has a physical impact on the health and
structure of the stream channel, causing increased bank erosion, channel lowering, and widening. 
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Figure 2.6: Valley Types

The urban or industrial contaminants introduced with the surface run-off eventually make their way
to the stream, dissolved in solution, in suspension, or bound to sediments.  The contaminants can
affect the biological and chemical balance of the stream by reducing available oxygen or acting as a
toxicant such as lead.

Alterations to the stream corridor, such as filling of wetlands, floodplain reduction, channelization,
introduction of contaminants, reducing baseflow, and forest removal, can affect the health of the
stream corridor.  The floodplain has an essential function within the corridor, which influences the
stream’s capacity to convey water (hydrology).  Floodplain reduction, where material is dumped into
the stream corridor, and the filling of riparian wetlands can lead to increased flooding downstream
due to the decrease in storage. Removal of mature vegetation along the stream and corridor can also
lead to increased water temperatures, loss of wildlife habitat, and increased bank erosion. Steep
valley walls are also sensitive to erosion and slope failure following clear cutting.  Increased erosion
also results in an additional load of fine sediment in the stream that can suffocate aquatic insects,
reduce water clarity, and bury sensitive fish habitat.

Protection of the stream corridors through the
planning process is essential to ensuring the future
long-term health of the watershed.  In order to
adequately protect the stream corridor, it must be
defined in terms of width and length.  Length
follows the path of the river to its headwaters and
includes the intermittent tributaries.  Width is
subject to the interpretation of topographic relief,
vegetation mapping, and, in some cases, the
hydrogeology of the area.  Steep valley walls
define a stream corridor that extends from top-of-
bank to top-of -bank.  Some valleys can be "V"
shaped or "U" shaped depending on the valley
slope and nature of the soils in the area.  Typically,
high gradient linear streams will have "V" shaped
valleys with an ill defined floodplain.  Meandering
rivers, having less gradient, have "U" shaped
valleys with a well-defined floodplain.  In both of
these cases, the valley form defines the stream
corridor.   In low gradient areas, typical of till
plains, headwater zones, and other areas of little
relief, it may be more difficult to define the extent
of the corridor because of limited topographic
contours.  In this case, adjacent vegetation,
seepage zones, or organic soils may be the best
indicators.
 
The most practical means of protecting the stream corridor is through the watershed and
subwatershed planning process.  The values of the corridor and its relationship with the hydrologic
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cycle are essential components, which set the framework for sustainable use, of the watershed plan.
At a subwatershed stage of planning, which is more detailed in terms of biophysical inventories and
assessment, land uses are recommended at a regional scale or local official plan, depending on the
structure of the local governments.  This is the most appropriate stage in the land use planning
process where stream corridors should be defined, protection limits established, and buffer
recommendations provided.  Chapter Six provides more detail on designing protection for stream
corridors.
 
So far we have described the panorama of watersheds, ecosystems, and stream corridors in general
terms, with the intention of helping you understand how the landscape dictates the health of the
stream.  The next section, graciously provided by Jack G. Imhof - Ontario’s foremost authority on
natural channels, provides a light perspective on the natural peculiarity of stream and river channels. 

The Natural Tendencies of Rivers
Written by J. G. Imhof

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
 
I watched the foam line intently. The caddis emerger was in perfect position, smack dab in the
middle of the thin frothy line, that was weaving around the boulders. I remembered old Bill Philips'
words, "Watch the foam; Ausable brown trout always rise in the foam". Then I saw a brown snout
poke out for a moment and punch a neat dash in the foam. The trout took my small emerger and
the fight was on! A few moments later I netted a lovely trout and released it back into the pocket
water of the Credit River.

As I sat by the edge of the boulder-strewn stream, I reflected upon the uniqueness and similarity of
every river I have fished. The Credit River below Cataract is not the West Branch of the Ausable
River in upper New York State and yet the pocket water, the foam lines, and the trout lies are the
same.  I had experienced a similar "dejá vu" while fishing other rivers: portions of the Grand River
and Saugeen River remind me of the Beaverkill; portions of the Sydenham River remind me of Flat
Creek in Wyoming; portions of the River Dee in Wales remind me of the Maitland River.
What is it about these rivers that on one hand is unique and yet so familiar? How is it that you might
never have fished a particular river before and yet you just know where the trout or bass will lie?

Perhaps part of the answer lies in how rivers and streams are formed. It is true that every part of the
earth is unique, with a slightly different mix of soils, geology, climate, vegetation and animals. But
ultimately there are still universal physical laws that govern the way climate, geology, and topography
of an area shape a watershed, the pattern, volume, and characteristics of water flow and the valleys
and stream channels found within them.

A wild cowboy from Colorado helped me to understand the underlying patterns of rivers that I had
observed over the last 30 years. As well as a cowboy, Dave Rosgen is a flyfisher, hydrologist, and
geomorphologist with 30 years of experience in researching and repairing rivers. Dave was suggested
as a speaker at a conference on trout stream rehabilitation that I was chairing back in 1990. A mutual
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Figure 2.7: Major Stream Types - longitudinal, cross section and plan views (adapted from Rosgen, 1996).

friend, Don Duff, from the U.S. Forest Service in Utah said, "You gotta have this guy speak at the
conference. He just knows rivers and loves them".

Dave knocked our socks off at the conference. His presentation was like a bombshell for many of
us. Besides his comments about the "pin-headed snarfs" that damage rivers and try to make them do
what they are not meant to do, he demonstrated that rivers have inherent patterns and forms based
upon the slope of their valleys, how tightly confined the streams are within their valleys, the size of
soil and rock the streams have to work with, and other factors. "When the works of man run
contrary to the natural tendencies of the river," Dave exclaimed, "the river eventually wins."

One year later I organized and participated in a one-week course on streams taught by Dave. During
the one week course, my mind was rocked by revelation after revelation about streams and their
characteristics. "It was like flashbulbs constantly going off in my head," I explained to a friend a few
weeks later. That comment was echoed by both biologists and engineers taking that particular course
and several others taught by Dave in subsequent years.
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Dave's course enabled me to understand the relationships I had observed about river forms, eroding
banks, spawning areas in streams, and the appropriateness of various stream improvement
techniques I had tested over the years. Dave was able to explain and demonstrate how and why the
traditional approaches to channelization, riprapping and river "engineering" almost always fail -
"they are contrary to the natural tendencies of the river." In addition, other shocks revolved around
a glimmer of understanding of where and why trout and bass used certain habitats in different types
of streams.

Dave has been able to develop a classification that helps to define typical stream types. The types
range from A to G. The basic stream type patterns are shown in Figure 2.7 and demonstrate certain
similar characteristics of slope, width, and depth and sinuosity based upon analysis during the
bankfull flows of a river. The classification is based upon research using data from over 450 river
systems throughout North America and New Zealand.

The major shaper of the stream channel is a certain volume of flow that has sufficient energy to
begin to reshape and adjust the channel. Dr. Luna Leopold, son of Aldo Leopold of Sand County
Almanac fame, noted that flood flows that typically occur once every 1.5 - 2 years are the major
flows that adjust channels, sort the bottom of rivers, move materials to deepen pools and reshape
riffles. This flow is called the "bankfull" flow. He and others coined the phrase, "dynamic
equilibrium" to explain that even though the actual location of pools and riffles, bends, and straight
portions changed and adjusted after every bankfull flow, the shape and form of a stream appeared to
be the same over the years. In this way a stream moves within its valley at a very slow and controlled
rate, adjusting for minor variances in flows and sediments. This is a major natural tendency of a
healthy river. In this way, given the valley slope, soils, and other controls, the river maintains the
appropriate shape and form of channel that is the most efficient to move and store both water and
sediment at all flows.

Stream types are determined by a length of channel that has the fitting characteristics for the
particular type. Based upon statistical analysis, stream classification requires a minimum of two full
wavelengths of stable channel in order to determine the type of stream. Fundamental assessment
characteristics include:

⇒  Wavelength is defined as two complete riffle:pool sequences and is usually 10-14 bankfull
widths in length. In some larger streams this requires a stable channel length of 0.5 to 1.0
kilometres!

⇒  Slope is measured as the percentage change in gradient from an upstream point to a
downstream point along the river channel. For example, a stream with a 2 per cent gradient
means that the streams falls 2 metres for every 100 metres of channel.

⇒  Width and depth are often examined as a ratio called width:depth, which is usually
measured at a riffle or shallow point in the stream. For example, a stream with a width:depth
ratio of 30 means that at the riffles the stream is 30 times as wide as it is deep.

⇒  Sinuosity is also called meandering, the way a stream wanders back and forth down its
valley. It is often measured as a ratio of the channel length versus valley length. For example,
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Figure 2.8: Form and characteristics of typical "B" channels (J.G. Imhof illustration).

a stream with a sinuousness of 1.5 means that for every 100 metres of stream valley you have
150 metres of stream channel.

The other part of this classification is the identification of the most common size of the substrate on
the bottom of the river. There are six particle sizes:

•  1 is bedrock
•  2 is boulder
•  3 is cobble
•  4 is gravel
•  5 is sand
•  6 is silt.

The sediment found on the bottom of streams is there as a result of transport down the channel
during high flows. Coarse material in the riffles indicates the sizes of material that is either moved

every high flow or only moved by exceptionally high flows. During near bankfull flows, sediment
moves along the bottom of the stream as bedload. Depending upon the gradient and form of the
stream and its discharge, materials in transport during floods can range in size from silt to large
boulders. The mean size of particles in the bottom of a riffle in a stream indicates the size of
substrate moved by the bankfull. The sorting of gravels and cobbles in riffles during bankfull
discharges is an important process for the "conditioning" of riffles for aquatic insect production and
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fish spawning. During high flows, the areas of the stream with the greatest erosion are usually in the
pools; this is why pools are deep, and the areas of greatest sorting and deposition of substrate are the
riffles. Point bars and floodplains are the locations of deposition and storage of finer materials.

Most anglers are familiar with three basic types of streams: pocket water streams; riffle:pool streams;
and meadow creeks or spring creeks. These overlap the scientific stream types developed by Dave
Rosgen. Pocket water streams fall into the "A", "B", and sometimes "G" stream types. Riffle:pool
streams fall into the "C" and "F" and occasionally "G" or lower slope "B" types and meandering
meadow and spring creeks fall in the "E" stream type. Typical planview or top:down view and
lengthwise side view of pocket water and riffle:pool streams are illustrated in Figures 2.8 and 2.9.
The "A" and "B" type streams are typical mountain or escarpment streams, tumbling down a
mountain side in a more or less straight line. In "A" and "B" channels, a step:pool sequence repeats
itself every 1-5 bankfull channel widths (depending upon slope). The "A" type streams have steep
sides, a bottom of bedrock or boulders, and create high-energy pocket water, referred to by
hydrologists as step:pool sequences (Figure 2.7). "A" channels also have a fairly narrow profile of
width and depth. The "B" channels are also steep, although not as steep as "A" streams and have a
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Figure 2.9: Form and characteristics of typical "C" channels (J.G. Imhof illustration).
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bowl shaped" channel when viewed in cross-section rather than steep slopes (Figures 2.7 and 2.8).
hese channels can have boulders and cobble and can range from pocket water to modest pools and

iffles (eg. the Credit River from below Cataract downstream to below the Forks as in Figure 2.10).

igure 2.8 shows the relatively straight form of a "B" channel along with the boulder steps that
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Figure 2.10:  Credit River through the Forks of the Credit Provincial
Park (CVC photo)

create the plunge pools and pocket water below them. The lengthwise cross-section shows a sharply
undulating bed as you move downstream. I believe that metre for metre, these streams have more
juvenile and adult habitat along the bed than any other stream type. Fish can be found almost
anywhere in these streams. However, they often do not have the range of habitat required for all
stages of the life cycle of trout
or bass, and, therefore, in order
to be fully exploited and
productive, there also needs to
be "C" channel reaches
available in the same system in
order to provide spawning and
early nursery habitat for the
trout or bass community.

By far the most common river
class in southern Ontario is the
"C" type channel, specifically
the C3 (cobble) or C4 (gravel)
channels such as the Saugeen
River below Durham, the
Credit River above and below
Inglewood, the Maitland River
below Wingham, and the
Grand River below Elora
Gorge all the way to Brantford
(see Figure 2.9 and 2.11). These streams are the classic riffle:pool streams common to all areas of the
world, where you find a modestly wide valley, good soils, and modest valley and stream gradient.
The "C" channels along with "E", "F" and "G" channels, have riffle and pool sequences that occur
every 5-7 bankfull channel widths as you move down the stream. These are the streams that
meander in a mild fashion through their landscape. The outside bends have the pools and steepish

sides, often with logjams and protruding root wads,
the inside bends have point bars with sorted gravels
and sands, plus a shallow floodplain behind them.
The riffles are found half way between the pools.
Figure 2.9 shows the gentle meandering form of the
riffle:pool stream along with the characteristic
logjams and wood debris at the bends and at the
edges of the channel. The bed of these streams
undulates in a more gentle manner, with a wider
spacing between deep sections (pools) than found in
the high energy, high gradient A and B streams.
Pools may be wider spaced but they are usually
much deeper than in "A" and "B" channels. A
healthy "C" channel has all the important
Figure 2.11: C4 channel in the Credit River
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requirements for trout as long as temperatures are
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Figure 12: Sydenham River "E" channel

appropriate. This stream type is also ideal for bass, as long as the stream is large enough. Research in
the United States, for example, found that a stream had to be, on the average, at least 10 metres wide
before it had sufficient size, depth and complexity to hold bass year-round.

Although "C" channels do not have as much "usable" habitat throughout the channel, the pools
often make up for it. The depth, size, and complexity of habitat within a pool, especially one with
logjams, root wads, and undercuts, can hold
surprising numbers of juvenile and adult
fish. For example, studies done on the
Credit River have found that every healthy,
stable pool on the Credit with a logjam
appears to have at least 6 to 10 kilograms of
trout in it. This weight of trout often
equates to 30 to 50 trout ranging in size
from 20 - 50 cm.

Many of the most common spring creeks in
Ontario, such as the Sydenham upstream of
Chatsworth, as well as the more interesting
ones in Montana such as O'Dell Creek, and
Wyoming's Flat Creek, are called "E"
channels (see Figure 2.7). These streams have extreme meanders that seem to loop back and forth
with wild abandon. They are extremely deep for their width, often with a width-depth ratio of less
than one. For example, upper Willow Creek, north of Barrie, is only approximately 5 - 6 metres wide
but is 3-10 metres deep! I am certain that many of us know of these creeks. They are the ones that
look so small but when we step into them we go over our waders! These types of streams occur in
wide, shallow valleys often called "water meadows." They have very low gradients. The sinuousness
and character of these streams are controlled completely by the vegetation along the banks. This
control also creates the incredible undercut banks found in these streams. These streams have
almost as much usable linear habitat for fish as the "B" channel and they have more volume of
habitat because of their greater depth. In one structurally healthy section of "E" channel on the
Sydenham River, MNR sampled 84 brown trout of 30-45cm in 50 metres of stream!

A few of the other channel forms are less common in Ontario, although some are present. The
Colorado River flowing through the Grand Canyon is classified as an "F" channel. These are streams
with a low gradient, mild sinuosity and relatively flat channel cross-section. Ontario has a few "F"
type channels, the most familiar being the Grand River through Elora Gorge.

Any particular watershed anywhere in the world, depending upon its topography, geology, soils,
climate, and vegetation will likely have a variety of stream types found within it. For example, the
Credit River has portions of "B", "C", "E", and "G" type reaches, although the most common type
is a "C" channel. A representative C4 stream with the typical gravel bed and meandering riffle:pool
channel is found between Inglewood and Cheltenham. Above the Meadow section in the Forks
Provincial Park there is a B3 channel with the typical step:pool, pocket water cobble bed stream.
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It is the characteristics of the watershed that control the volume, timing and duration of high flow
patterns that dictate the physical and biological functions of our streams. These flow patterns, when
combined with a watershed's soil characteristics, valley slopes, and streamside or riparian vegetation,
generate the dynamically stable channel forms we see and the physical and biological functions they
perform. If the characteristics of the watershed and valley stay the same over time, stream sections
retain their form and character. If, through landuse change, the watershed's water flow
characteristics and sediment supply changes, the stream will begin to adjust. If the process of change
is very slow, the rate of change will be gradual and controlled naturally. If the changes are rapid,

such as massive urban development without
significant sediment and stormwater control, the
stream adjustments will occur so rapidly that the
stream's form will become unstable, and erosion,
flooding, and channel degradation will occur. As this
happens, fish habitat will be lost, fish communities
will change then collapse, and water quality will
severely deteriorate. We have many examples of
these processes in southern Ontario.

Many of our streams in Ontario are in the process of
transition and adjustment from one type of stream to
another so often, it is difficult to determine what
stream type the reach was, and to what type, within
the limits of the valley slope and soil, it is trying to
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Figure 2.13: Credit River B3 channel below
Cataract
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evolve into. However, the direction of the evolution
f the stream can be determined through careful analysis and measurement of the stream's
eometry, slope, new flow, and sediment conditions. This information can then be used with the
lassification system to determine the dynamically stable type the reach should be, given the new
onditions.

o fish care what type of channel they live within? I doubt it. However, fish such as trout, bass,
ike, walleye, and the forage fish and bugs they feed on, take advantage of the features of healthy,
table stream channels exemplified by the Rosgen stream types. Fish use the various channel types in
ifferent locations within a watershed for various parts of their life cycles. There are numerous
haracteristics within stream channels that are important for fish and fish communities. The patterns
nd stability of riffle:pools or step:pools create habitat conditions for shelter, food, space, and
eproduction. The quality of pool area defined by depth, extent, location, and complexity provides
helter, feeding, and overwintering for many species of fish including: salmon, trout, bass, pike,
alleye, muskie, sturgeon, suckers, and minnows. Riffle areas provide shelter and feeding habitat for

ome species such as sculpins, darters, dace, and northern hog suckers. For other species such as
rout, salmon, and walleye, riffles provide only feeding and reproductive habitat.

ll species of salmon and true trout (brook trout are a char and have slightly different needs) require
ivers with a coarse substrate; well defined and sequenced riffles and pools or step:pools; low levels
f fine silts and sands in the riffle substrates (spawning is poor when too much fine sediment clogs
he spaces between gravel in a stream bed); deep pools, ideally with log jams and/or undercut banks
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Figure 2.14: This woody debris in Young's Creek can be beneficial in
creating cover habitat for fish provided that sediment transport through
the log jam is maintained.

used by juvenile and adults; and a complex, shallow edge, composed of mildly irregular shoreline,
ideally with small amounts of wood debris for fry.

Other species, such as smallmouth bass, that require well-developed pools with a good depth and
complexity, small side channels or scalloped margins and riffles and runs composed of coarse rock
and boulder. Some species of fish are primarily pool dwelling (eg. white suckers, coho salmon fry,
etc.) while others are primarily riffle dwelling (eg. darters, Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout
juveniles, and hog suckers). In all cases, fish communities require channels that are dynamically
stable and functional. The use of channels by aquatic bugs is similar to that of fish species. The key
concept is that the life forms that reside within streams require a channel/valley system and
surrounding watershed that are healthy and retain their functional characteristics.

Anglers understand the importance of wood in streams. These pieces of tree limbs, branches, trunks
and roots provide extremely important shelter areas for fish. Logjams on an outside bend or root
wads adjacent to a run spell out BIG FISH to canny anglers. Smaller bits of twigs and branches
along the margins of riffles are extremely important areas for little fish and fry of trout and bass. The
way that woody debris locally modifies the characteristics of stream channels is extremely important
to fish. It aids in pool formation, provides structural escape cover, and is an important roughness
element that influences channel
features not only within the
main channel of a river but in
its side channels, off-channels
and tributary systems. The
roughness characteristics of
woody material in the channel
and floodplain system creates a
high level of habitat complexity
and stability.

In high gradient "A" channels
with slopes greater than 2 per
cent, woody debris forms
debris dams that act to modify
sediment discharge, creating
gravel storage areas, stable
step:pools, and that enhance
side channel development. This
roughness function is very important in modifying stream energy, creating habitat for fish in these
rivers, and influencing structural patterns for some fish species. In "C" channels, woody debris on
the outside bends of channels enhances pool formation, reducing width:depth ratios and creating
better habitat for fish (Figure 2.9).  Woody debris in the margins of the stream creates habitat for
fish fry and older juveniles. It was found to be an important attribute of rivers for fish habitat (eg.
trout), no matter what the size or order of the stream.

In low gradient streams, too much wood debris in the channel can actually destabilize and degrade a
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functional channel. Subtle changes in roughness can have major implications on the ability of a
stream to mobilize or transport sediment, thereby modifying or altering the habitat of the streambed
for bugs and fish reproduction. Too much wood throughout a low gradient channel can actually
reduce the stream's ability to move its sediment. This can lead to too much sediment storage in the
channel and, ultimately, to accelerated bank erosion. This destabilizes the channel and reduces fish
habitat. In the past, many people believed that all wood in streams was bad because it slowed down
the flood flows of rivers and caused flooding and erosion. Wood debris that is along a bank or on
the outside bend of a river is often not the problem in these circumstances; rather, excessive
flooding and erosion occur in rivers that do not have the right width:depth ratio for the type of
stream they are. A channel that is too wide will not efficiently convey sediment and water during
floods, and will, over time, fill with sediment. This will then make bank erosion and overbank
flooding worse and worse. Instead of managing for healthy channel characteristics, the past, and
often, present solution is to remove all wood from the channel and then to widen the channel even
more! This simply worsens and accelerates any previous mistakes.

Most species of fish exploit the various physical characteristics of stable/dynamic channels for
reproduction and nursery habitat. Many of the salmons and trouts bury their eggs in riffles that are
actively sorted by the annual bankfull flows (especially those of 1-5 order streams). The sorting of
the riffle substrate, especially at the transition point between pool and riffle, reduces the
concentration of fines in spaces between the gravel and cobble of the substrate. These fines can
accumulate between bankfull flows. Fish such as walleye, that are broadcast spawners, prefer to
spawn in cobble riffles which also likely benefit from resorting or the flushing of fines that occurs
after major flow events. When stream substrates become packed with fine sediments, reproductive
success of salmonids and likely many other species of fish can become severely impaired. The
packing of fines into the substrate of streams is usually the result of surplus discharges of sediment.
The source is surrounding lands or bank failures that discharge sediment in excess of the natural
stream sediment budget.

Stable banks and healthy bankside or riparian vegetation along the river channel are interconnected.
Well-vegetated stream banks exert a fundamental control on channel form and shape. Although this
control may vary depending on the size of stream, vegetation in the riparian corridor helps to
regulate and modify channel characteristics as well as other parameters such as temperature. There
are high levels of roughness exhibited by banks containing rooted vegetation. These roughness
characteristics modify flow patterns adjacent to the banks, thereby reducing bank erosion and
increasing pool scour during floods. The increased resistance of the bank to scour results in a
decrease in width:depth ratio of the stream, deepened pools, reduction of total sediment eroded into
the channel system and aids in the movement of materials already in suspension or mobilized as
bedload. I think that river anglers have likely noted the importance of well-vegetated banks. Streams
having lush vegetation of shrubs and grasses or trees and shrubs have better pools and more fish
cover in them than stream sections with thinly grassed banks and active bank erosion.

In headwater systems, rooted vegetation in the riparian zone and along the bank is likely the single
most important control on shape and pattern of the channel and the quality of fish habitat in the
form of logjams and woody debris. In larger portions of the watershed, however, the volume of
water has more energy to exert some control on the river's shape and pattern and general in-channel
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characteristics. In larger rivers, the size and complexity of pools and side margins becomes most
important for fish, and vegetation becomes extremely important in the management and health of
the floodplain.

Vegetation is the strength and weakness of streams in headwater areas, and especially E type
channels. Loss of deeply rooted vegetation along these streams will cause massive bank erosion and
channel adjustment, ultimately creating
a different type of stream channel. If
the process is relatively slow the
channel will adjust to a "C" type
channel; if it is fast, the channel will
become a "D" or braided channel. "D"
channels are highly unstable systems
and are extremely poor environments
for fish, bugs, or people. At the same
time vegetation is also extremely
important to big rivers. Healthy,
densely rooted vegetation helps to hold
the banks of larger streams, is an
important element of floodplains,
provides woody material for fish
habitat and pool enhancement, and the
leaves and needles provide an important or
baseflow channel provides the control on t
This, in turn, ensures the health of the veg
one another.

The shape, form and characteristics of rive
and physical laws are universal. It is when 
characteristics with impunity and "go again
"The river will eventually win; it will kick a

We need to be friends of the river, and, if w
Figure 2.15: Loss of deeply rooted vegetation along streams can
cause massive bank erosion.
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ganic food source for aquatic bugs. The elevation of the
he shallow watertable under the banks and riparian zone.
etation. All elements of the system therefore rely upon

rs are not accidents. These forms are based upon physics
we, in our arrogance, believe that we can alter channel
st the nature of the river," that, as Dave Rosgen says,
ss; to our great loss and pain."

e are, it will be our friend.



Getting the first project underway is a difficult task for most people who are new to the idea of
adopting a local stream.  First, there are the business matters of building an organization interested
in the project.  Second, there is much to learn about watersheds, rivers, habitat and the things that
live in them.  For the purposes of this manual, we will assume you are already an organized group
and your intent is to focus your efforts on a particular watershed.  Project planning skills don’t
always come easily the first time around, but it is important to remember that by the time you are
ready to tackle the second project, the planning process flows much more smoothly.  Think of this
planning process as being the first step toward learning more about your watershed and how you
can help!

In this chapter, we are going to introduce you to the basics of project planning, from developing a
project focus, to establishing a goal, objectives and targets.  The four steps to project planning
presented here are necessary to build an understanding of your watershed before you leap into
action.  These are the fundamentals of becoming confident "RIVERKEEPERS".  With project
planning, a "STREAM TEAM" of riverkeepers that is organized, informed, effectively communicating
and exercising patience from the start, is on the road to success.  These qualities are essential to
managing a favorable project, keeping the landowners pleased, recruiting volunteers, raising money,
and ensuring your partners feel they have ownership in the effort.  Anyone with a love for rivers and
streams can become a riverkeeper!

Each organization involved with developing stream rehabilitation projects is unique as a result of the
economic, environmental and societal characteristics of their watershed.  There are several qualities
that are common to the most successful groups:

•  A clear mission statement that focuses first on protection.
•  A governing board which has a common vision; yet, a diverse representation of

backgrounds.
•  A broad perspective on issues that influence the health of the watershed.
•  Clear goals, objectives and targets that guide their activities.
•  Actions that are based on the respect of science and the advice of professionals.
•  A commitment to long term stewardship of the watershed.
•  Being open to building partnerships with a diversity of stakeholders.
•  Respect for and service to, the communities of the watershed.
•  Coordination with other organizations to avoid duplication of efforts.
•  Purveyors of information that build public understanding of the watershed and

its issues.

If you are interested in further information on building your organization, read Starting Up: A
Handbook for New River and Watershed Organizations produced by the River Netw rk.
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Figure 3.1: Planning process for developing stream rehabilitation projects

Project Planning Basics
Successful projects are built by successful organizations.  The characteristics of the organization
reflect the project planning and communication skills of the people within it.  Although projects
themselves may be diverse in nature, the manner in which they are completed successfully is similar.
The planning process has not changed dramatically over the years, and by following these seven
simple steps in sequence, you can ensure the effectiveness of your organization:

1. Focus
2. Research and Reconnaissance
3. Evaluation and Impact Assessment
4. Goal, Objectives and Targets
5. Plan, Prepare and Consult
6. Implement
7. Monitor and Report

Each of these steps has been briefly described in order to help you build an understanding of the
project planning process.  This process is further illustrated as a flow chart in Figure 3.1.   

Consider the planning process
as a sequence of activities,
where on occasion you back
pedal a little to re-evaluate
your previous work and
confirm your desired
direction.  Chapter 3 covers
the first four steps in
sequence.  Chapter 4
describes the steps that follow
the formation of your goal,
objectives and targets, and
includes suggestions on
fundraising, developing
partnerships and working
with volunteers.

There are many detailed
documents available that
provide more information on
each of these steps.  In order
to assist you in accessing this
information, each step concludes with a number of recommended reading materials that are
available through the organizations listed in Appendix E.  In addition, Appendix F includes a Project
Management Checklist to keep you on track with the planning process and a number of other more
specific checklists to help you through the various steps.

First you know the river, then you know
what is not right with it.

Richard C. Hoffmann, 1979.
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STEP ONE
FOCUS

Frequently, the focus of a project group grows from issues that arise in their immediate area of
concern.  A local stream may be under urban development pressure, so local residents have come
together to voice concern about protection of the natural habitat.  In a rural area, degraded water
quality from upstream land uses may spark a community’s concern in order to restore recreational
uses, such as swimming.  Many of the stream teams that adopt local waterways to rehabilitate fisheries
and improve fishing opportunities.  Usually, these adopt-a-stream projects last from two to five years
from start to finish.

A group of concerned citizens needs to communicate their values and build a mission, or vision,
statement that represents their combined interests.  Each person within your organization has a
similar interest but may not share the same reasons.  As a group you need to combine your thoughts,
generate a common mission and attach yourselves to a geographic area.  In addition, you'll need to
discuss a decision making process for your group, whether it be by vote or consensus.  Most people
prefer the consensus approach to decision making.  Decide on whether you want to adopt the entire
watershed, a smaller sub-watershed, or a specific reach.  Consider the stream, its valley, and the
boundaries of human impact and social culture of the area in your deliberations.  This will help your
group maintain a common direction.

As you progress through the research and reconnaissance stage of understanding your watershed,
you may discover important issues that require revisiting your mission statement.  Keep this in mind,
because mission statements evolve as your stream team grows, learns, and adapts.  Think “watershed”
and focus your efforts on what you, as a collection of concerned riverkeepers, believe is important.
Your mission statement reflects why you exist.

Some examples of mission statements from existing organizations within Ontario include:

"To develop, promote and implement projects which will preserve, conserve and enhance the ecology of the Grand
River watershed" (Friends of the Grand River, Fergus, Ontario)

"To promote clean waters, angling sportsmanship and the preservation of our natural resources" (The Izaak
Walton Fly Fishing Club, Mississauga, Ontario)

"Dedication Today for Tomorrow - For the enhancement, protection and promotion of a viable multi-species
fishery within the Thames River watershed" (Thames River Anglers Association, London, Ontario)

"The Friends of Highland Creek is a volunteer group committed to creating a recreation and wildlife corridor
along the banks of Highland Creek in Scarborough" (Friends of Highland Creek, Toronto, Ontario)

"To work in cooperation with local landowners and interest groups to integrate native, natural habitats into the
agricultural landscape of the Rondeau Bay watershed while promoting species recovery and a measurable
improvement in water quality." (Rondeau Bay Watershed Rehabilitation Program, Chatham,
Ontario)
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There are several resources available to assist your stream team in developing a mission statement.
These include:
•  Watershed Report Card - Bronze Level (Watershed Report Card, 1995)
•  Starting Up - A Handbook for New River and Watershed Organizations (River Network, 1996)
•  How to Save a River: A Handbook for Citizen Action (River Network, 1994)

STEP TWO
RESEARCH and RECONNAISSANCE

Research is a good practice to get into before making any personal investment – especially your
time!  As an organized stream team, you will need to investigate the watershed that you share interest
in.  Your objective is to understand the changes that have occurred over time in land use practices,
the watercourse and other physical characteristics of the landscape.  The best way to start is to
access local maps and aerial photographs and to determine the characteristics of the watershed.
Determine the location of the headwaters, tributaries, wetlands, towns, roads, forests, soil types, land
uses and land ownership.  Look at historic photographs and interview long-time residents to get an
appreciation of the changes that have occurred.  A good source of information is your local
Conservation Authority or Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources District Office. Consult with
them first as they usually have good advice to help your stream team get started.  For example, they
can help you access information, such as watershed and subwatershed management plans, or
fisheries management plans.  These documents will identify the issues effecting the watershed and
provide appropriate recommendations for protection and rehabilitation.

There are a number of recent products available that are excellent guides to conducting research
regarding your watershed.  An Ontario based group, "Fishermen Involved in Saving Habitat"
(F.I.S.H) initiated the development of the Watershed Report Card.  In 1995 the Watershed Report
Card – Bronze Level was published to help with the research component of project planning.  The
Bronze Level focuses on an inventory of your watershed.  Following the recommended path, you
will learn the answers to three important questions about your watershed:

1. What is your watershed?
2. What are the various characteristics of your watershed in terms of

topography, geology, existing and proposed land uses, forests,
watercourses and wetlands?

3. How do they impact your watershed?

Always prioritize your research and reconnaissance activities based on your team's budget, technical
ability and time availability.  As a minimum, you need to collect enough information to understand
the hydrology, reach-level stream channel characteristics, and valley vegetation.  Data collection
should match the scale of the project, and be based on determining the causes of problems and
making informed decisions.

Site reconnaissance is an essential component of building your knowledge base of the watershed.
Through your research, you will learn of the “hot-spots” or "issues" that need your attention.
Following up with site reconnaissance helps you understand the nature of the problems and gets you
in the communication loop with landowners, other interest groups, public officials and local
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citizens.  Always remember to ask the landowner for permission to access private property.  Every
effort should be made to collect information about the stream, surrounding landscape and land use
history from the public, resource users and landowners.  For example, stream health and corridor
problems identified in field visits, combined with the information collected during the initial
research stage, will be the building blocks of your project goal, objectives and targets.  The more you
know about your watershed and your local issues, the easier it is to plan your actions and gain the
support of the regulatory agencies involved.

The reconnaissance stage also presents itself with ample opportunities for educational outreach and
participation.  While in the field or in the local Town Hall, you will be talking to people, asking
questions and questions will be asked of you. Interaction with the local community builds the
understanding of local values, potential partners and potential funding sources.  Positive and
informative conversations tend to encourage help from public officials, local citizens and other
interest groups.  As your adopt-a-stream project gathers momentum, your stream team will expand to
possibly involve these people as team members or advisors.  Having a balanced representation of
interests on your evolving stream team is beneficial to the planning process.

There are several different types of field investigations that are used to collect information.  At the
watershed level, you will be collecting information from the various sources listed in Table 3.1.  If
you are looking for local weather information, like rainfall and air temperature, don't forget to
consult with the local airport or office of Environment Canada.

MUNICIPALITY CONSERVATION
AUTHORITY

MINISTRY OF
NATURAL

RESOURCES

MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE

FOOD AND
RURAL AFFAIRS

MINISTRY OF THE
ENVIRONMENT

EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS

ENVIRON-
MENTAL
GROUPS

Land use planning
maps and policies

Parks and open
space inventory

Road network

Storm drainage
network

Heritage resources

Potential partners
and stakeholders

Local history

Political interests

Aerial photographs

Bylaws

Watershed and
subwatershed
management plans

Hydrology

Wetlands,
woodlands and
watercourses

Fisheries resources

Environmentally
significant areas

Stream channel
assessments and
databases

Policies

Aerial photographs

Erosion inventories

Potential partners

Local history

Regional resource
management
plans

Provincially significant
wetlands

Woodlands and
watercourses

Fisheries and wildlife
resources

Stream channel
assessments and
databases

Areas of Natural and
Scientific Interest

Provincial parks

Policies and legislation

Rare, threatened and
endangered species

Aerial photographs

Potential partners and
stakeholders

Soils mapping

Managed agriculture
drains

Potential partners
and stakeholders

Spills information

Groundwater and
surface water
information

Water taking permits

Water quality and
quantity information

Potential partners
and stakeholders

Water quality
studies

Aquatic insect
surveys

Stream channel
assessments and
databases

Hydrologic
assessments

Local history

Site specific
information

Potential partners
and stakeholders

Inventory
information

Planned and
completed
projects

Volunteer and
in-kind
resources

Local history

Potential
partners and
stakeholders

Table 3.1: Potential sources of watershed related information.
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Figure 3.2 Collecting reach level
information. (CVC photo)

Appendix F provides data collection sheets, including a
generic watershed inventory form that has been adapted for
use in Ontario.  The form originated from the
"Streamkeeper's Field Guide" as produced by the Adopt-A-
Stream Foundation in Everett, Washington and can be
duplicated without permission.

As you focus more on collecting information on the reach
of a particular river, more detailed information is collected.
For example, at the stream reach level you will be collecting
information on the specific stream characteristics presented
in Table 3.2.  In order to conduct a stream reach
investigation, you will need to collect data from several sites
within that particular reach.  Field visits are also
opportunities to involve the public in your project.  They
are usually keen in helping with fish and wildlife inventories
(Figure 3.3), habitat mapping and other data collection
activities that inform, involve and spark their curiosity.
Table 3.2 also illustrates stream site level investigation in
terms of information collection.

STREAM
CHANNEL

WATER
QUALITY

FISHERIES AQUATIC
INSECTS

WILDLIFE VEGETATION

Reach Level Investigation
Flow
Valley Slope
Channel Slope
Meander
Beltwidth
Sinuosity

Habitat Habitat Habitat Community types
% Overhead canopy
Wetlands, woodlands
and meadows

Site Level Investigation
Cross section
dimensions
Pebble count
and bar
sediment
Bank stability
Channel width
and depth
Bankfull
discharge and
velocity

Dissolved
oxygen

Temperature

pH

Turbidity

Detailed Habitat
Descriptions
Resident
Migratory
Exotic, rare,
threatened,
endangered or
extirpated
species

Detailed Habitat
Descriptions

Species

Detailed Habitat
Descriptions
Resident
Migratory
Exotic, rare,
threatened,
endangered or
extirpated
species

Stream corridor
width

Exotic, rare,
threatened,
endangered or
extirpated species

Table 3.2: Typical information collected during stream reach and site level investigations.
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Figure 3.3: Collecting site level fisheries information by electrofishing. (Photo courtesy of Ken Dion, OS)

While collecting detailed information at the stream reach level, the data collected must be recorded
accurately and consistently.  This is very important, since lost or inaccurate data wastes your time,
because you have to duplicate the collection effort involved.  In order to help you with maintaining
good records, a series of Stream Survey Data Collection Sheets have been included in Appendix F.

It is very important that you take notes while conducting site visits on private and public lands.
Field notes should be kept close together in a project logbook in order to have organized

information to refer to at a later date. You should be documenting information like:
•  name of observer
•  date and time of observations
•  property lines
•  owner’s name, address and telephone number
•  dominant land use
•  problems observed

⇒  garbage
⇒  unrestricted livestock access
⇒  excessive erosion
⇒  lack of streambank vegetation
⇒  water pollution
⇒  lack of in-stream cover

A reach is typically 3 to 5
meander lengths for meandering

channels or 10 to 30 channel
widths for straight or braided

channels.

TIP
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⇒  barriers to fish migration
•  summary of dialogue with landowner

⇒  information provided
⇒  landowners values and issues
⇒  confirmed interest in helping
⇒  potential resources available
⇒  referrals made by landowner

Information collection is an on-going
activity when it comes to adopting a
stream.  In the early stages, your
stream team is at the bottom of the
learning curve trying to absorb as
much as possible about your
watershed.  Through this research and
reconnaissance step you can uncover
a vast amount of information about
proposed land uses, stream
characteristics and natural heritage
values.  This information is
documented in the form of reports,
maps and logbooks.  The next step is
to take what you have learned about
the watershed and evaluate this
information.  Evaluation of this
information allows your stream team to
assess the various impacts occurring
in your watershed.

There are many publications that are
available to assist you with understanding
investigations.  The following references 

For the beginners:
•  Watershed Report Card -
•  Starting Up - A Handboo

Network, 1996)
•  Streamkeepers Field Guid

(Adopt-A-Stream Founda
For the advanced:

•  Stream Corridor Restorat
of Agriculture, 1998)

•  Applied River Morpholog
•  Stream Restoration Moni

Authority, 1999)
Figure 3.4: Collecting reach level information through landowner
contact (photo courtesy of Ken Dion, OS)
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 your watershed and conducting reach and site level
have been categorized based on their degree of complexity.

 Bronze Level (Watershed Report Card , 1995)
k for New River and Watershed Organizations (River

e: Watershed Inventory and Stream Monitoring Methods
tion, 1999)

ion: Principles, Processes, and Practices (U.S. Department

y (Wildland Hydrology, 1996)
toring Framework (Nottawasaga Valley Conservation
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•  Stream Assessment Protocol for Southern Ontario (Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources, 1999)

•  Natural Channel Systems: An Approach to Management and Design (Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources, 1994)

•  Watershed Restoration: Principles and Practices (American Fisheries Society, 1997)
•  Ecosystem Health (Blackwell Science, 1998)

STEP THREE
EVALUATION and IMPACT ASSESSMENT

As watershed, reach and site level information is collected; your stream team organizes, analyzes and
summarizes the data.  Generally, watershed information drives the formation of big picture issues
within the watershed, and provides general recommendations for protection and rehabilitation.  In
the large urban areas of southern Ontario, there are several watershed management plans that help
you understand the broader issues and planning actions.  More locally, site level data is summarized
and considered in association with stream reach level information.  Evaluation of this detailed
information leads to the assessment of local impacts such as those presented in Table 3.4.

Watershed Level

From a watershed perspective, you can expect the evaluation and assessment of information will
lead you to an understanding of land use impacts on the landscape.  The watershed information that
your stream team collects during STEP TWO will be evaluated based on several broad themes
presented in Table 3.3 and compared to federal and provincial guidelines on watershed
management.  Urgent and obvious protection and rehabilitation issues might arise; you will need to
evaluate the necessity for further investigation.  Issues that are flagged as urgent and important will
be a higher priority than the collection of less critical information.

INFORMATION THEMES
LAND USE VEGETATION WATER NATURAL

HERITAGE
CULTURAL AND

HISTORIC
LANDFORMS

WATERSHED CHARACTERISTICS
% Developed

% Urban

% Industrial
and

Commercial

% Agricultural

Predicted
Growth

% Forest Cover

# of Wetlands

% Wetland Cover

% Old Growth
Forest

% Prairie

% of Riparian
Areas Forested

# of Altered
Watercourses

# of Storm Sewer
Outlets

Groundwater
Recharge Areas

Groundwater
Discharge Areas

# of Dams

Flood Risk Areas

Erosion Risk Areas

Rare, Threatened,
Endangered and

Extirpated Species

# of Native Fish
Species

# of Native Wildlife
Species

# of Amphibians and
Reptiles

# of Aquatic Insects

# of Historic Sites
Built

# of Archaeological
Sites

Historic Trade
Routes

Physiographic
Regions

Sensitive
Landscapes

Geology

Table 3.3: Watershed Information Themes and Characteristics
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Your analysis of the information relating to each of these themes produces reliable watershed
characteristics that are expressed in terms of real numbers, percentages or trends.  When you
compare these real numbers and percentages with recommended targets found in various provincial
and federal strategy documents, such as "A Framework for Guiding Habitat Rehabilitation in Great
Lakes Areas of Concern" (Environment Canada, 1998), you gain an understanding of watershed
impacts.  In most cases you will find that the mapping layer produced for land use shows developed
areas on top of known groundwater recharge areas, sensitive landscapes and flood risk areas.
You will also find that these development areas encroach on existing wetlands, forests, riparian
zones and prairies.  Summarizing the existing documentation and evaluating land use patterns helps
your stream team assess the impacts at the watershed level.  Typically, your issue list will have some of
the common land use impacts identified in Table 3.4.

LAND  USE IMPACTS
1. Increased Impervious

Surfaces
•  Hard surfaces, such as asphalt roads and rooftops reduce

the ability of the watershed to store water
•  Increased hard surfaces cause increased flooding and

aggravated erosion
•  Hard surfaces built over porous soils result in reduced

groundwater recharge and less baseflow to streams
•  Surface water becomes polluted with contaminants from

urban and industrial sources
2. Unregulated Urban

Development Limits
•  Loss of natural heritage resources such as wetlands,

forests, prairies and streams
•  Fragmentation of larger natural heritage areas
•  Loss of sensitive fish and wildlife species
•  Water pollution where construction occurs up to the

water's edge without protective buffers
3. Channelizations,

Diversions,
Extractions and
Dams

•  Loss of natural aquatic habitats
•  Loss of connection between aquatic habitats within a

watershed
•  Loss of sensitive fish and wildlife species
•  Pollution of natural habitats
•  Loss in quantity of groundwater and/or surface water

4. Agriculture •  Elevated sediment loading on waterbodies
•  Unrestricted access to waterbodies by livestock
•  Contaminated water where pesticides, herbicides and

other control chemicals are used adjacent to waterbodies
•  Loss of natural heritage resources such as wetlands,

forests, prairies and streams

Table 3.4: Common land use impacts on streams and stream corridors.
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Figure 3.5: Topographic map showing relative locations
of target and reference reaches

Reach and Site Level

Following the watershed level assessment of impacts, you can build an understanding of reach and
site level impacts.  What is the difference between a reach and site level assessment?  Your reach
level assessment is a "study area" that you have chosen that consists of similar channel
characteristics for approximately 5 to 7 meander lengths or 10 to 30 channel widths.  Site level
assessment looks at specific stream characteristics at several representative areas within a
reach.  It is a good practice to select two study reaches when doing reach level impact assessment.
Your first reach is your target reach for rehabilitation.

The quality and quantity of the data you collect on your target reach during the research and
reconnaissance step is very important, as it represents the baseline data for your monitoring work in
STEP SEVEN.  The second reach is called a reference and represents similar channel and/or
landscape characteristics of a nearby stream that is in a healthy condition.  Figure 3.5 represents a
typical scenario of a target and reference reach.  You should verify with the local OMNR and/or CA
biologist that your selected reference reach is
suitable for comparison purposes with your
target reach.  If a reference reach is not
available, you will need to build a list of
attributes from an analysis of historical maps
and aerial photographs of your area, literature
research, and interviews with local long-term
residents of the area.

The identification of impacts on streams and
stream corridors is sometimes difficult but
always important to developing a goal,
objectives, targets and solutions. To help
simplify this impact assessment procedure,
refer again to Table 3.2 to help you
understand the typical information collected
during reach and site level investigations.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are aerial photograph
examples illustrating a "healthy" reference reach
and observed "impacts" on a target reach.  In
addition, a Stream Impact Assessment form
has been developed to assist you in
identifying causes of problems in and around
streams.  You will find this form in Appendix
F.

As problem causes are identified, you should be evaluating opportunities for protection and
rehabilitation.  For example, a problem with unrestricted livestock access into a stream corridor
translates into an opportunity to restrict access by installing fencing and planting trees.  The
opportunity to protect and rehabilitate is based upon the knowledge of the impact and an
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Figure 3.6: Infrared aerial photograph of a selected reference reach
highlighting healthy stream corridor characteristics.

understanding of potential solutions.  When in the field, try to determine the cause of the problems
rather than the symptoms.

In the past, symptoms were
commonly expressed in terms of
low stream productivity or
diversity and did not accurately
represent the cause of the problem
or the physical characteristics of
the channel type.  For example,
the assumption is made that a
reach of trout stream had low
productivity because of the lack of
spawning gravel in the stream.
The local club decides to add
gravel to the stream to increase
spawning habitat, but, over a short
period of time, the gravel has
washed downstream. The
symptom is low trout productivity
based on a limiting habitat factor
and the solution is to create the
habitat.  Instead, the club should
have assessed the channel
characteristics to determine what
type of channel they were dealing
with and whether the stream has
supported or would ever support,
spawning habitat.  Best to treat
productivity and diversity as
indicators of the physical and
chemical characteristics of a
stream, by comparing it to a
reference reach of similar channel
character.

Once you have defined the cause
of the problem, it is much easier
and wiser to create a solution
rather than treat symptoms of the
problem.  At this stage in the
planning process, these solutions
should be considered as "draft"
until you have the acceptance in
principle from the landowner,
Figure 3.7: Infrared aerial photograph of a selected target reach

highlighting impacted stream corridor characteristics
HAPTER 3 38

general public and stakeholders.
This is best accomplished through
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consultation in the form of a public meeting or open house.

By summarizing your research, reconnaissance, evaluation and impact assessment information, you
will be in a position to move into the next step that focuses on developing a goal, objectives and
targets.  As an added measure of assurance, consult your local OMNR and/or CA biologist about
your impact assessment and ask for advice.  They can help keep you on the right track!

Need help with learning more about evaluation and impact assessment? Check the following
references for more details.

For the beginners:
•  Watershed Report Card - Silver Level (Watershed Report Card , in-progress)
•  Streamkeepers Field Guide: Watershed Inventory and Stream Monitoring Methods

(Adopt-A-Stream Foundation, 1999)
For the advanced:

•  Stream Corridor Restoration: Principles, Processes, and Practices (U.S. Department
of Agriculture, 1998)

•  Applied River Morphology (Wildland Hydrology, 1996)
•  Stream Assessment Protocol for Southern Ontario (Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources, 1999)
STEP FOUR

Goal, Objectives and Targets

Why have a goal, objectives and targets?  In terms of project planning, these are needed to give
direction and guidance to your adopt-a-stream project.  The actions taken to protect and rehabilitate a
stream should be based on the consensus of stakeholders that have mutually accepted a goal,
objectives and targets.  Simply stated, a goal represents the vision of the stream team and stakeholders
in respecting the potential health of the stream and the social, economic and cultural values of the
public.  Often, you will see a project goal stated as a project vision.  Objectives are derived from the
protection and rehabilitation opportunities identified through your impact assessment; they describe
broad actions that fulfill the goal.  Targets are tangible actions based on the objectives that are linked
to performance measures of success and failure.  Sometimes targets are referred to as "milestones".

Goal

When creating a goal for your project, you should consider a number of important aspects that it
represents.  First, the goal reflects the desired future for the stream and its surrounding ecosystems.
It incorporates realistic expectations to rehabilitate the health of the stream, the environmental
values of the people living in the area, and the scale of the project.  The goal should also be
consistent with the mission statement of the group leading the project.

Objectives

Objectives, in general, are created from the problems and opportunities identified in STEP THREE.
The objectives provide direction to the preparation, implementation and monitoring
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stages of your project.  They are specific in that they declare which stream reach will be rehabilitated
and to what expected condition.

Targets

Targets or milestones are actions that have specific time frames attached to them.  In multi-year
projects, the goal and objectives normally remain constant, while the targets may change from year
to year.  These targets are detailed implementation actions that are measurable and achievable.

In summary, your goal is your vision, the objectives are the guides to achieving your vision and your
targets are your planned actions to meet your objectives. Table 3.5 provides examples of a goal,
objectives and targets from a project in the Credit River watershed.

In STEP FOUR, the project goal, objectives and targets are drafted with the intention of gathering
input from the landowners, public and stakeholders. Small-scale projects, involving one or two
private properties, require a fraction of the consultation required for large-scale projects, where there
are multiple public and private landowners.  Typically, small-scale projects need consultation directly
with landowners and conservation agencies, and bypass a broader public consultation.  Large-scale
projects, involving several private landowners and public lands, should be provided with the
opportunity for public consultation.  There are a number of ways that you can do this.  Two of the
most common ways are:

♦  A public open house with a workshop
♦  A public meeting with formal presentations

In your meetings and workshops you need to spend time providing information to the audience
about the background of the project including: goals and objectives, the people involved, their
interests and issues, your research findings and the opportunities for action.  In return, your
audience will provide you with information about their needs and concerns, and some interesting
information about their personal history with the area.

Once input is received, you are responsible for making the necessary changes to the goal, objectives
and targets in respect to the long-term interests of your public audience.  It is best to record the
feedback from the public, summarize it and use it to direct change when appropriate.  Ideally, you
want to capture their thoughts and demonstrate your listening ability by making the changes they
feel are most important.

Here are some helpful resources for learning about building a goal, objectives, targets, and
consulting the public for input.

For the beginners:
•  Restoring Natural Habitats (Waterfront Regeneration Trust, 1995)

For the advanced:
•  Stream Corridor Restoration: Principles, Processes, and Practices (U.S. Department

of Agriculture, 1998)
•  River Channel Restoration: Guiding Principles for Sustainable Projects (John Wiley

and Sons, 1996)
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GOAL
To protect, restore and enhance the natural, scenic, educational and cultural values of the Upper Credit River in
an ecosystem context, and to promote public responsibility, understanding, stewardship, and enjoyment of this
natural heritage.

OBJECTIVES
1. To protect, restore and enhance the natural ecosystem of the Upper Credit River by ensuring the health and diversity of

its native species, habitat, landscapes, and ecological processes.
2. To identify, protect and conserve the cultural heritage features of the Upper Credit River and surrounding area for their

inherent value and depiction of the long-term human use and occupancy of the area.
3. To promote knowledge and understanding of the natural and cultural values of the Upper Credit River, their protection

and management requirements and their significance, sensitivities and interrelationships.
4. To ensure the protection of the ecological integrity and the cultural values of the Upper Credit River through innovative

planning, management, the promotion of stewardship and active involvement of landowners in the areas surrounding
the river. Land use within the natural heritage areas should be limited to the minimal requirements necessary for public
safety and access for compatible educational and recreational activities.

5. To provide opportunities for compatible recreational enjoyment such as fishing, hiking and nature appreciation.
6. To monitor fish and aquatic insects in the Upper Credit River as performance indicators for our efforts with the

objective of restoring the historical range and productivity of Brook Trout.

TARGETS for 2002 and Beyond
1. Plant 1.5 kilometers of stream corridor with native trees and shrubs upstream of

Highway 24.
2. Remove one barrier to fish migration below Caledon Lake on Shaws Creek.
3. Install 600 metres of livestock fencing along the Orphen Lake tributary upstream of Highway 136.
4. Plan and coordinate 4 volunteer days over the course of the spring summer and fall.

5. Conduct three fisheries and water quality surveys per year as per the monitoring program.

Table 3.5 An example of a goal, objectives and targets for a rehabilitation project

Case Study

Now, let’s take a look at a case study in the Humber River watershed.  A group of residents has
come together as a result of a problem involving the destruction of a local wetland.  The wetland has
a small brook trout stream flowing through it.  The stream and wetland were seriously damaged
when a sanitary sewer was installed through the valley.  They want to help rehabilitate the stream
and wetland to bring it back to what it once was.

How do they get started?
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STEP ONE:  FOCUS

The residents gather together at the local donut shop and decide they all want to work together,
since they share the same interest in helping the stream and wetland.  They organize themselves and
decide who will act as the leader, secretary and treasurer for the group.  They begin discussing a
common mission statement.  Each person writes their personal statement on a piece of paper and
hands it to the team leader.  The leader and secretary summarize the personal statements into one
mission statement that broadly covers the group's interests.  Everyone is given the opportunity to
voice his or her opinion on the mission statement.  A few changes are made and everyone is
satisfied.  This is a simple group "think" process of collecting divergent thoughts followed by
converging on similarities and building consensus.

The newly formed stream team called "Concerned Citizens of Caledon East" adopts a mission
statement that reads as follows:

"To protect and rehabilitate the wetlands and creek of Caledon East"

Keep in mind that the administrative aspects of building an organization, including board structure,
by-laws and corporate name are much more elaborate than described here.  It’s best to consult the
references provided if you need help in this regard.

What’s next?
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STEP TWO:  RESEARCH AND RECONNAISSANCE

Several members of the "Concerned Citizens of Caledon East" have previous experience with
working around wetlands and watercourses.  They recommend consulting the local District Office
of the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (OMNR), the Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority (TRCA) and the Town of Caledon for advice.  Three of the six members offer to take on
the challenge of collecting information.

Three weeks pass and the group meets again.  A great deal of written information is brought to the
table, including the following:

•  A copy of the Humber Watershed Strategy (a broad scale management
plan)

•  A copy of the Humber River Fisheries Management Plan
•  A land ownership map
•  Municipal and regional official plans
•  Wetland maps showing vegetation communities
•  Fisheries and wildlife inventory information
•  An application for funding through OMNR's Community Fisheries and

Wildlife Involvement Program
•  A list of other watershed interest groups

The stream team reviews and discusses the various publications, reports and maps.  They also share
the personal advice they received from each of the contacts they made with the respective
provincial, regional and local government agencies.  Following the discussion, they summarize their
findings and determine:

•  They are residents of the Centreville Creek subwatershed.
•  The wetlands are provincially significant and are referred to as the

Centreville Creek Wetlands Complex.
•  A majority of the watershed inventory information has already been

collected.
•  The watershed has an established and accepted goal, guiding principles

and thirty objectives for the environment, society and economy.
•  They have detailed natural heritage map and resource information.
•  They are now aware of the larger Humber River watershed issues and the

issues specific to the Centreville Creek subwatershed.

With this information in hand, the stream team works together completing the watershed data
collection sheets as completely as possible.  Site inspections along the watercourse follow the
evaluation of the watershed and the group collects enough reach level and site level information to
complete the Stream Survey data collection sheets. Following these activities, they come to a
unanimous decision to revisit their corporate name and mission statement.  They adopt the name
"Friends of Centreville Creek" and revise their mission statement to:

"To develop, promote and implement projects that protect and rehabilitate the health of the Centreville
Creek subwatershed through community action"
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There's a lot more to research and reconnaissance than what can be described on a single page.
However, the main messages are: your research may tell you to revisit your mission statement and,
the more research information you find, the easier it is to understand the past and present health of
the stream and its natural corridor.  What's next?

STEP THREE: EVALUATION and IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Following through on the evaluation of the information collected in STEP TWO, the stream team
generates a list of impacts.  They determine that there is:

•  excessive bank erosion and little overhead canopy on Boyce's Creek (a tributary
of Centreville Creek)

•  a lack of instream cover and overhead canopy along Centreville Creek
downstream of the regional road

•  a high amount of fine sediment in the same area downstream of the regional
road

•  a loss of wetland area within the village
•  a channelized section of Centreville Creek armoured with large stone

The issues are assessed in terms of probable causes, and the group determines that the sanitary
sewer installation caused many of the problems exhibited in Centreville Creek.  The channelized
section of stream and loss of wetlands, loss of instream cover and overhead cover are all direct
results of a poorly designed watercourse relocation project. The storm sewer network that drains the
main street in the village is the cause of the high sediment load experienced downstream.  The
problems experienced on Boyce's Creek are attributed to unrestricted livestock access and poor
stream corridor management in an adjacent residential area.

Opportunities for protection and rehabilitation are drafted following a discussion of potential
constraints.  It is determined that a natural channel design project is not practical for the altered
section of Centreville Creek because of the existing sanitary sewer and road network.  Instead, the
stream team proposes to work within the current channel alignment and introduce woody cover in the
form of logs and an artificial cover structure.  They also identify an area that could be excavated to
create a floodplain wetland.  Sediment traps are proposed for the storm sewer outfalls. This section
of the stream corridor is seen as a suitable area for planting native trees and shrubs.  Boyce's Creek is
a little different, in that the stream is naturally meandering but the banks are highly unstable.
Livestock fencing and a watering trough are proposed for the private farm.  The stream team learns
through the Town's staff that the stream corridor passing through the residential area is actually
owned by the Town, and it has a conservation easement on it.  Here the group sees the opportunity
to encourage the adjacent landowners to restrict lawn maintenance to their own properties and help
plant trees and shrubs along the stream corridor on the public lands.

The stream team has completed their evaluation and impact assessment, developed an impact list and
determined the causes of many of the problems plaguing the creek and valley.  Opportunities for
protection and rehabilitation are refined through a discussion of potential constraints. What's next?
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STEP FOUR: GOAL, OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS
This step involves translating the issues and opportunities into a distinct goal, series of objectives
and realistic targets that can be successfully implemented.  At this point, the opportunities are
considered draft as much as the goal and objectives.  The need for public consultation at this stage
in the process is identified and supported by the stream team.

Reflecting on their mission statement, the group decides on a goal for the project:
"To protect and rehabilitate the natural, social and historical values of Centreville Creek within the village of Caledon

East while respecting the guiding principles and objectives of the Humber River Watershed Strategy"
Complementing the goal, the group develops a series of objectives for the project:
1. Improve water quality by implementing appropriate urban and rural best management practices.
2. Create wetland habitat within the disturbed stream corridor where possible.
3. Rehabilitate the stream corridor by planting trees and shrubs that are native to this area.
4. Rehabilitate aquatic habitat by introducing natural woody materials for instream cover.
5. Include the local community of Caledon East in all aspects of project planning and

implementation.
6. Monitor the health of the stream, using fish and aquatic insects as performance indicators of our

rehabilitation efforts, with the intent of achieving the values expressed by our reference reach.
Realizing the need for tangible actions in order to achieve the objectives, the stream team proposes an
ambitious series of targets for implementation over the course of the next twelve months:
1. 300 metres of cattle fencing for Boyce's Creek
2. 2 sediment traps installed at the outlet of the storm sewers entering from the east side of the

regional road
3. 400 metres of tree and shrub planting along the residential stretch of Boyce's Creek
4. Initiate planning and design for the construction of a 1 hectare floodplain wetland downstream

of the regional road
5. 200 metres of introduced instream cover for Centreville Creek downstream of the regional road
6. One fish and aquatic insect survey per season to be conducted on the reference and target

reaches

This case study is meant to provide examples of what can be accomplished using the planning
process provided.  This is not a full accounting of the efforts by volunteers and agency staff in the
Caledon East Community Action Site.

We now move on to Chapter 4 to describe STEPS FIVE through SEVEN - planning, preparations,
consultation, implementation, monitoring and reporting.



 

These next three steps in project planning have to deal with turning thoughts into actions.  At this
point in the planning process, your stream team has finalized your project goal, objectives and targets.
We are now moving forward into the aspects of conceptual design, more consultation, developing
partnerships, writing funding proposals, detailing design considerations, government approvals and
how best to work with volunteers.

Each of the following steps is described in a manner that is intended to make you aware of the
details involved, encourage you to consult OMNR and CA staff frequently and research the detailed
publications that are referenced.  Suggested reading materials follow each step.

STEP 5
PLAN, CONSULT and PREPARE

In this step, we’re going to focus on developing the adopt-a-stream plan, created from your earlier map
products.  You are now working with the opportunities identified through the planning process to
refine them into a "long-list" of rehabilitation alternatives for your adopted stream.  These
alternatives and their respective techniques may represent both long term and short term
management actions.

PLAN

The adopt-a-stream plan should be fairly large in size and displayed on a board about one metre square
or larger.   The geographic area should represent the target reach and surrounding tablelands.  Large
blow-up aerial photographs or Ontario Base Maps (OBM's) are useful as a starting point for building
the concept plan.  The foundation of the plan should represent the information collected on road
and drainage networks, location of streams, wetlands, woodlands and development areas.  Using
clear acetate, create layers representing existing landuse and natural areas.  This is really helpful when
you’re trying to explain your intentions to the public and stakeholders.  You can start where you last
left off with existing information and overlay the new design information in subsequent layers.  Each
new design layer represents the scale of either watershed, reach or site rehabilitation.

The Overlay Process
1) Your first layer identifies proposed landuses.  It also illustrates your alternative techniques that

improve the health of the watershed and will typically highlight areas on the tablelands that can
be targeted for habitat protection, stormwater facility retrofits, new development design criteria
or soil conservation practices.

2) The second layer is the next level of alternatives that focus on the reach level.  This layer
identifies alternative techniques that improve the health of the stream corridor and protect the

Charting the Course to Action!
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"The best advice is to take steps to change the
landuse to allow the stream to heal"

Christopher J. Hunter, 1991

surrounding natural heritage areas.  The second layer may also outline public access areas and
trails.

3) The third layer represents alternative techniques specific to the site level assessment and may
include rehabilitation techniques centred on soil bioengineering, barrier mitigation or habitat
improvement.

By using overlays on your base map, you can illustrate complex ideas simply and capture the interest
and understanding of your audience.  Table 4.1 represents a general outline of watershed, reach and
site level rehabilitation techniques typically considered in a concept plan.

When developing your "long-list" you should:
a) Consider and identify the cause of the problems
b) Address the realistic changes to eliminate or mitigate the impact of the problems
c) Ensure that the proposed rehabilitation techniques are appropriate for the channel type you are

working on
d) Ensure alternatives are intended to manage

the cause or mitigate the impact of the
problem

e) Identify the time frame for implementation
of the various management techniques

Your stream team should evaluate each
alternative technique presented on the adopt-a-stream plan.  Evaluation should be based on benefits,
feasibility, cost effectiveness in achieving your objectives, social acceptance and potential impact on
the environment.  Basically, you want to narrow the "long-list" of possibilities into a "short-list" of
preferred techniques.  For example, consider the risk for private landowners of loss of economic
return when grazing pasture in the stream corridor is eliminated or reduced.  Consider how the
stream will respond to the implementation of the proposed technique.  Your documented evaluation
and assessment of alternative techniques should contain:

•  A brief site description including location
•  A description of the existing conditions of the stream, floodplain or tableland

area
•  A short description of the problems, causes and opportunities
•  A description of the alternative techniques and design characteristics
•  A description of the technique's design flexibility or constraints
•  A reflection on how the technique achieves project objectives, including a

description as to whether the technique eliminates the cause of a problem or
mitigates the impact of a problem

•  Approval requirements for each technique
•  Cost and maintenance needs for each technique
•  Monitoring needs for each technique
•  The concluding rationale for choosing one technique over another.
•  Priority for implementation

Once your team completes the selection of preferred techniques, the adopt-a-stream plan is ready for
stakeholder review and, if necessary, further public consultation.
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CHANNEL REHABILITATIONCHANNEL REHABILITATIONCHANNEL REHABILITATIONCHANNEL REHABILITATION
✰  DEVELOPMENT SETBACKS
✰  RIPARIAN CORRIDOR REHABILITATION
✰  NATURAL CHANNEL RECONSTRUCTION

Table 4.1: Watershed
✰  WOODY DEBRIS MANAGEMENT
✰  LOW STAGE WEIRS

⇒  ROCK VORTEX WEIRS
⇒  DIGGER LOGS
⇒  K DAMS

✰  WING DEFLECTORS

WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENTWATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENTWATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENTWATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
✰  STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

⇒  QUALITY CONTROL CRITERIA
⇒  QUANTITY CONTROL CRITERIA

✰  BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

⇒  SOURCE CONTROLS
⇒  END OF PIPE CONTROLS
⇒  SEDIMENT AND EROSION CONTROL
⇒  LIVESTOCK FENCING
⇒  LIVESTOCK WATER CROSSINGS
⇒  ALTERNATE WATER SOURCES

BARRIER MANAGEMENTBARRIER MANAGEMENTBARRIER MANAGEMENTBARRIER MANAGEMENT
✰  BARRIER MODIFICATION

⇒  BARRIER REMOVAL
⇒  BYPASS CHANNEL

✰  FISHWAYS

SOIL BIOENGINEERINGSOIL BIOENGINEERINGSOIL BIOENGINEERINGSOIL BIOENGINEERING
✰  LIVE STAKING
✰  FASCINES
48

✰  BRUSHLAYERS
✰  LIVE CRIBWALL
✰  NATIVE MATERIAL REVETMENT
✰  LIVE ROCK REVETMENT

HHHHABITAT IMPROVEMENTABITAT IMPROVEMENTABITAT IMPROVEMENTABITAT IMPROVEMENT
✰  L.U.N.K.E.R.S.
✰  BOULDER PLACEMENT
✰  HALF LOG COVER
✰  INSTREAM LOG COVER
✰  SWEEPERS
✰  PALLET COVER
✰  CABLED LOG JAM

, reach and site level rehabilitation techniques for the concept plan.
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CONSULT

Why the need for public consultation?  If your project involves multiple landowners and public
lands, the consultation is very important in that it maintains open communication between the
project proponent and the public.  Although it may add delays in terms of timing the
implementation of your project, the benefits are great.  Each public meeting is an opportunity for
the public to learn more about the local stream, the watershed and the needs for protection and
rehabilitation.  It is also an occasion for your stream team to learn about local issues relating to the
stream, social interests and historic land uses.  Through these meetings, you are informing,
facilitating involvement in decision making and inviting the public to assist with the implementation
of your adopt-a-stream plan.

Gearing up for further consultation, your stream team will want to refine the adopt-a-stream plan so
that it is organized and presentable.  Prepare reduced-size copies of your plan for pamphlets, letters
and flyers.  Organize your consultation meeting(s) and provide your information in a clear and
concise fashion.  Public meetings at this stage are designed to present:

•  background research
•  a finalized goal, objectives and targets
•  the stream problems and their causes
•  a range of protection and rehabilitation opportunities
•  an analysis of techniques
•  preferred techniques
•  implementation priorities
•  a monitoring program
•  the estimated project cost

The total presentation time should not exceed one hour.  Following the presentations, you should
allow thirty to forty five minutes for questions and answers. Once you create lines on a piece of
paper, you are bound to stir interest from the community so make sure you label everything as a
DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION.  Keep a written record of opinions, real and potential issues and
recommendations voiced during your consultation efforts.

Following the consultation, document any recommended changes, issues and need for follow-up
discussion.  With regulatory agencies, you are required to pay close attention to the approval process
for each piece of legislation that applies to your project.  With landowners, you will need to be
sympathetic to their needs and make every effort to satisfy their interests.  Make changes to the
plans that are necessary from the point of view of the landowner, approval agencies and public.
Once the changes are made, your team can refer to it as the final concept plan and circulate it to the
parties that expressed interest.  This adopt-a-stream concept plan now represents a product that can be
used for:

•  Refining your targets from STEP FOUR
•  Proposal writing, fund raising and partnership building
•  Community awareness and education
•  Media and marketing products
•  Public workdays
•  Landowner contacts and agency approvals
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PREPARE

Having a community supported concept plan in hand, your next task is to develop the project work
plan and budget with a bit of foresight in mind.  For simplicity, the work plan is based on a calendar
year and highlights the major tasks associated with the project targets, implementation priorities and
planning needs.  From the work plan, you can guide your equipment, labour and supply
requirements over the course of the year and translate these needs into your project budget.

PROJECTPROJECTPROJECTPROJECT TASKTASKTASKTASK ESTIMATEDESTIMATEDESTIMATEDESTIMATED
LABOURLABOURLABOURLABOUR

MATERIALSMATERIALSMATERIALSMATERIALS
NeededNeededNeededNeeded

Source ofSource ofSource ofSource of
MaterialsMaterialsMaterialsMaterials

1.5 KM Livestock
Fencing

Fall 2000

Site design
•  Landowner meetings
•  Field measurements
•  Detailed design

Site Preparation
•  Field staking
•  Clearing
•  Acquire materials

Construction
•  Install 300 posts
•  Install wire
•  Install 3 stiles
•  3 volunteer days

10 hrs (1P)
Project
leader

40 hrs (2P)
Site

leaders

360 hrs (3P)
Site

leaders and
10

volunteers

Vehicle
Office supplies

Stakes
Sledge hammers

Shovels
Axes and
chainsaw

250 T bar posts
50 cedar posts
1500 m of 9-42

fencing
Portable Toilet
Food and Drinks

Personal

Equipment
donated by

Local
hardware

store

Local farm
coop (at cost)
Food donated
from grocery

store
Rent toilet

Farmer
providing

tractor and
auger

Subtotal 410 hrs
TREE PLANTING

Spring 2001
Site Design
•  Landowner meetings
•  Field measurements
•  Detailed design

Site Preparation
•  Clearing
•  Acquire plants and

mulch

Planting
•  2 volunteer days
•  potted trees and

shrubs

15 hrs (1P)
Project
leader

25 hrs (2P)
Site

leaders

700 hrs
(60P)
Site

leaders and
55

Volunteers

Vehicle
Office supplies

50m tape
measure

Stakes
Sledge hammers

45 Shovels
500 trees and

shrubs

Portable toilet
Food and drinks

Personal

Trees and
shrubs from
CA for 1/2

price
Borrow
shovels

Food donated
from grocery

store
Rent toilet

(P - people) 740 hrs

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL 1,150 hrs1,150 hrs1,150 hrs1,150 hrs

Table 4.2: Sample work plan.

Traditionally, project planning, fund raising and reporting were commonly carried out during the late
fall and winter months.  Many successful non-profit groups make fundraising their number one task
year round.  As you complete tasks and meet your targets, record the improvements you need to
make for planning projects for the following year.  We'll touch on fundraising in a bit more detail
later in this chapter.

From the work plan perspective, implementation and monitoring takes place during the spring,
summer and fall.  Spring and fall are the seasons for coordinating workdays, planting trees, livestock
fencing projects and soil bioengineering.  Your monitoring activities may include collecting
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information regarding fisheries, wildlife, aquatic insects, water quality and channel characteristics.
Instream work is best in the summer months so you can avoid disrupting any fish spawning.  There
are several software programs, like Microsoft Project, that are available to help you with managing
your project schedule.

The stream team should document each of the preferred techniques in the work plan for the year.
•  Indicate the proposed time frame from start to finish.
•  Describe the tasks necessary to complete the implementation of the technique.
•  Estimate the amount of labour needed and whether the tasks require skilled
labour or volunteer labour.

•  Do you need to have food, drinks and washrooms made available?
•  Calculate the materials and supplies needed and the associated costs.
•  Consider the potential sources for the supplies and materials.
•  Document the manner in which you expect to acquire these resources.
•  Determine how best to transport the equipment and supplies to the work site.

A sample work plan is illustrated in Table 4.2.

In a separate budget table:
•  Outline each of the task related items and associated costs.
•  Include whether your estimated cost is considered an in-kind donation from a
known supplier or not.

•  Identify the volunteer and salary hours needed for each entry.
•  Summarize the total equipment, supplies, volunteer hours and labour costs for
the entire year.

The grand total represents your proposed project budget for the year.  Next, we'll show you how to
build your fund raising proposals based on the work plan and budget table you have just created.

PROJECTPROJECTPROJECTPROJECT TASKTASKTASKTASK LABOURLABOURLABOURLABOUR MATERIALSMATERIALSMATERIALSMATERIALS ESTIMATEDESTIMATEDESTIMATEDESTIMATED
COSTCOSTCOSTCOST

1.5 KM Livestock
Fencing

Fall 2000

Site design

Site Preparation

Construction

10 hrs (1P)
40 hrs (2P)
360 hrs (3P)

$50.00
$150.00
$6,930

$225.00
$630.00

$11,250.00
Subtotal 410 hrs $7,130.00 $12,105.00

TREE PLANTING
Spring 2001

Site Design

Site Preparation

Planting

15 hrs (1P)
25 hrs (2P)

700 hrs (60P)

$50.00
$350.00

$2,600.00

$310.00
$650.00

$11,000.00
Subtotal 740 hrs $3,000.00 $11,960.00

SLOPE
BIOENGINEERING

Spring 2001

Site design

Materials Preparation

Construction

40 hrs (1P)
150 hrs (3P)
210 hrs (9P)

$120.00
$180.00
$460.00

$820.00
$1,980.00
$2,980.00

Subtotal 400 hrs $760.00 $5,780.00
PROJECTS

MONITORING
Spring/Fall 2000

Site Inventories

Data Analysis

Report Preparation

120 hrs (2P)
80 hrs (1P)
80 hrs (1P)

$1,600.00
$120.00
$85.00

$3,700.00
$1,520.00
$1,485.00

(P – people) Subtotal 280 hrs $1,805.00 $6,705.00
GRANDGRANDGRANDGRAND TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL 1,830 hrs1,830 hrs1,830 hrs1,830 hrs $12,695.00$12,695.00$12,695.00$12,695.00 $36,550.00$36,550.00$36,550.00$36,550.00

Table 4.3: Sample budget table.
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You will hear it said that only two things are needed
for successful fund raising: a truly worthwhile

mission and leadership that is enthusiastic and
willing to participate.

Fisher Howe, 1991.

Raising Project Funds

The majority of the fundraising preparations take place after you’ve refined your adopt-a-stream
concept plan, work plan and project budget. Throughout the planning process, your stream team
should always be on the lookout for potential sources of funds and "in-kind" support for your
project. "In-kind" refers to donated materials, equipment or labour without the transfer of money.
Keep track of these potential sources and their respective personal contacts in an organized fashion
so that you can refer to them at a later date. Normally, your project funding will come from a variety
of sources.

Most sponsors and government grant programs like to provide seed money to projects rather than
100% funding.  Consider and respect the approach.  You may also need to consider linking specific
project tasks to a potential sponsor because, in some cases, their program rules restrict the types of
activities they support and the manner in which their money is spent.  For example, some
foundations only provide funding for the purchase of materials and will not cover support staff or
contractor costs.  This highlights the importance of researching the background of potential
sponsors, before you approach them.

As with most volunteer-based stream rehabilitation projects, experience is usually lacking in the area
of fundraising.  Starting from scratch without anyone to rely on for help is a difficult path to follow.
There are some important considerations to keep in mind when it comes to fundraising and you will
find many of the principles apply to building partnerships as well.

Your aim is to build long-term
cooperative relationships with
your potential sponsors and
partners.  Use the network of
project contacts listed in Appendix
A as a source of information for
project planning, fundraising and
partnership development.

When it comes to fundraising in the private sector, whether it is for a hospital or a conservation
campaign, almost 90% of the funds come from individual donations.  These are people with lots of
money looking to give it away to a good cause, possibly in exchange for an income tax receipt.
About 7% comes from foundations and another 5% comes from corporate donations.  Don't be shy
to ask wealthy people for money - make it fun.  As long as you are honest and sincere about your
project and its goal, your request will be respected and considered.  Remember that fundraising is
successful when you have the right attitude and honest effort.

What's the best way to tackle fundraising?  Brainstorm together as a team in a special meeting.
Consider all your contacts, friends of contacts, neighbours, bosses, bank managers and local
businesses such as lumberyards. Build a list of potential sponsors, partners or in-kind supporters.

Create an annual fundraising plan based on a realistic goal, strategies, targets and timelines. Share the
responsibility equally within your stream team and monitor your progress.  Attend fundraising
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seminars offered through local support organizations like the Sustainability Network.  Your
approach to project funding should be based on building diversity and integrating fundraising with
all of the day-to-day activities of your organization.

Consider the local community as a potential source of funds.  Target the businesses and individuals
that may benefit from your activities.  Ask them if they are supportive of the project and whether
they would be interested in making an in-kind or cash donation.

Beforehand, consider what business marketing or publicity opportunities exist for potential sponsors
in project signs, brochures or other related products.  Always think of what aspect of your project
benefits the sponsor!  Think about approaching the civic associations and service clubs in your area
like the local chamber of commerce and see if they are interested in contributing money, supplies or
volunteer labour.  There are all kinds of activities and events you can hold in your local community
to raise money and reach out for volunteers.  These community-based events could be things like
raffles, dinners, pub-nights or silent auctions.

With most foundations and government grants, you will have to apply for project money using their
specific application based on their unique funding criteria.  Are they all that different that you need
to worry immensely about applying?  Not really.  Researching the foundation or program is vital to
being successful in applying.  You need to know what they have sponsored in the past and for how
much.  You want to know if they are interested, in which case you need to call and ask for their
advice on how your project fits with their criteria.  Don't be shy when it comes to asking questions.
It's a far better use of your time to consult and request help rather than tackle the application
blindly.

POTENTIAL SPONSORPOTENTIAL SPONSORPOTENTIAL SPONSORPOTENTIAL SPONSOR GRANT PROGRAMSGRANT PROGRAMSGRANT PROGRAMSGRANT PROGRAMS
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Community Fisheries and Wildlife

Involvement Program
Fish and Wildlife Protection and

Enhancement Fund
TDCanada Trust Friends of the Environment Foundation

Environment Canada Eco Action 2000
Great Lakes Sustainability Fund

Tip of the Mitt Watershed Council Great Lakes Aquatic Habitat Fund
Shell Canada Shell Environmental Fund

Ontario Trillium Foundation Community Program
The Evergreen Foundation Evergreen Canada Initiative

Molson's Brewery Local Heroes Program

Table 4.4: Potential sources of grants for stream rehabilitation projects.

Be careful and concise when it comes to filling out the application forms.  There are many helpful
hints to keep in mind when applying for grants:

⇒  Successful grants are based on building cooperative relationships with the grant
providers.

⇒  Find out who is on the application review board and get to know one or two of
them.

⇒  Keep to a word limit and be concise in your wording - avoid too much detail
⇒  Avoid the use of technical jargon or acronyms.  Use plain language that anyone
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can read.
⇒  Give your application a structure based on a table of contents so that it is

organized and easy to read.
⇒  Consider what the sponsor wants to fund and how your project meets their

interests.
⇒  Describe the uniqueness of your project, the facts, its merits to the local

community and the environment.  Identify what questions you hope to answer
by implementing the project.

⇒  Avoid using run-on sentences.  More than 14 words in the sentence means
you’ve gone overboard.

⇒  Paragraphs should be five sentences or less and include opening and closing
statements.

⇒  Use fonts that are easy to read like Garamond or Times Roman set at 12 or 14
point size.

⇒  At least one third of the time you spend on the funding proposal should be
editing.

⇒  The body of your project description should include your project goal, objectives
and targets.

⇒  Illustrate key features like location or problems with maps and "action"
photographs.

⇒  Briefly describe the rationale, tasks involved, benefits and the proposed timeline.
⇒  Your project budget table should be simple, easy to follow and identify where

sponsor monies will be spent.
⇒  Concluding remarks should be logical and reflect your project goal, objectives

and targets.

Much like the process with project planning, you will find fundraising requires research, evaluation
and goal, strategy and target setting.  The most important part of this process is building cooperative
relationships with your potential sponsor.

Here are a few helpful publications for grant seeking:
•  Starting Up - A Handbook for New River and Watershed Organizations

(River Network, 1996)
•  Secrets of Successful Grantsmanship: A Guerrilla Guide to Raising

Money (Susan L. Golden, 1997)
•  The Board Members Guide to Fund Raising: What Every Trustee Needs

to Know About Raising Money (Fisher Howe, 1991)

Developing Partnerships

The concept of partnerships in environmental conservation between Ontario's private and public
sectors dates back to the late 1800's.  Prompted by the deplorable condition of fish and wildlife
resources in the province and the lack of enforceable laws, Dr. G.A. MacCallum of Dunnville and
an organized group of local sportsmen convinced the Ontario Government to appoint the Royal
Commission on Game and Fish.  Their charge was to investigate the treatment of wildlife in the
province.  As the chairman of the Commission, Dr. MacCallum reported the findings of the
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investigation in 1892 and made a series of recommendations for the conservation of fish and
wildlife.

These recommendations prompted the re-writing of the fish and game laws to include enforceable
harvest limits, seasons and gear restrictions.  Shortly afterwards, the first four full-time game
wardens were hired at ten dollars a month. The notion of a partnership was never realized back
then, but the Dunnville sportsmen's group, a local doctor and the Government of Ontario worked
together cooperatively to protect our fish and wildlife.

Although you may not realize it, you formed your first partnership the day you decided as a stream
team to adopt your local stream.  The partnership is between you and the natural environment you
live in.  You share the benefits your stream has to offer in exchange for the care that you are willing
to give.  That's what partnerships are all about: sharing, cooperating and building beneficial
relationships.

There is no cookbook on how to form partnerships.   They evolve from opportunities that present
themselves and the people that recognize these opportunities have the ability to cooperate
effectively in order to make them happen.  There are a number of common characteristics
associated with successful partnerships though.  From the observer's point of view, flourishing
partnerships are flexible, based on commitment and a shared interest, fortified with mutual respect
and effective communication.

In some of the more involved stream rehabilitation projects, these partnerships start at the local
level with "grassroots" organizations and branch out to include private landowners, regional and
provincial governments, local environmental organizations, recreation clubs and municipalities.
Why does this happen?  Partnerships develop in response to mutual conservation interests and the
desire to work together effectively and economically.

How are partnerships developed?  Lots of patience, hard work and the ability to nurture healthy
relationships are the building blocks of partnerships.  With experience, you will learn to identify
potential players, recognize the opportunities and confirm the core aspects of the partnership.  As
you develop the shared goal and objectives, the partners establish commitment through agreement.
In some cases this agreement may become formal through an actual co-authored partnership
document.  The tangible outcomes of the partnership confirm the on-going interest in the growing
relationship.  These outcomes are based on the hard work of the individuals involved and the
sharing of workload, assets and responsibility.

Partnerships take on many forms.  In the past and present, we see partnerships between levels of
government and sometimes these reach out to private business.  For example, conservation
authorities in Ontario have had a long-term partnership arrangement with local municipalities and
the Ministry of Natural Resources to deal with watershed management. The local stream team, at the
other end of the scale, may have a partnership project with a local trail association where each
organization benefits from the other's involvement in the project - whether it be sharing volunteers
or equipment.  The key to maintaining these partnerships, whether large or small, is to continuously
nurture the arrangements so that they are always mutually rewarding.
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For more information on building partnerships, consult the following reference:
•  Watershed Restoration: Principles and Practices (American Fisheries Society, 1997)

Obtaining Approvals

There are two types of approvals you need before embarking on any stream rehabilitation project.
The first is landowner permission. Landowner permission is needed very early in the project
planning process - before you start any site visits, inventory or assessment work.  The second is
regulatory approval by the agencies responsible for administering water-related legislation.
Regulatory agency approval, if required, is usually addressed prior to implementation and just
following the development of the adopt-a-stream concept plan.  Regularly consulting the approval
agencies during the project planning process will help you with obtaining your permits.

Getting landowner permission is fairly straightforward.  Knock on the door, visit with the owner
and explain the nature of your proposal and the details around the work you intend to do.  As long
as you are not intruding on their privacy and the project has benefits for them, most landowners are
willing to allow you onto their property.  Leave them your name, phone number and expected dates
of entry so that they can contact you should they have any questions.  As a common courtesy, if you
open a gate - always close it behind you.  This will help avoid any embarrassing moments having to
chase cows back into the pasture!  A simple form has been included in Appendix F to help you with
maintaining your records when it comes to access permission.

There are several different pieces of legislation that deal with water-related activities:
•  the Fisheries Act of Canada (federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans)
•  the Navigable Waters Protection Act (Canadian Coast Guard)
•  Public Lands Act (Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources)
•  Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act (Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources)
•  Ontario Water Resources Act (Ontario Ministry of Environment)
•  Environmental Assessment Act (Ontario Ministry of Environment)
•  Conservation Authorities Act (Conservation Authorities)

Federal, provincial and regional agencies are responsible for the administration of their respective
laws.  Most staff that implement these pieces of legislation know whom you need to contact within
the other agencies.  These people have lots of practical experience and this is what you need to help
you move your project in the right direction.

The Federal Fisheries Act is administered by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in Ontario
and applies to public and private projects.  The primary sections of the Act that relate to stream
rehabilitation include Section 35 - Fish Habitat and Section 36 - Water Quality.  Section 35 states
that no one may carry out work that harmfully alters, destroys or disrupts fish habitat, unless
authorized by the Minister of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans.  Section 36 states that no
one may deposit a harmful substance in water frequented by fish.  Through consultation with your
local Conservation Authority or Ministry of Natural Resources office, you will find out whether your
project is consistent with the regulatory needs of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

The Navigable Waters Protection Act is administered by the Canadian Coast Guard in Ontario and
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applies to public and private projects.  Stream rehabilitation projects on larger rivers, where water
navigation is possible, may require approval under this legislation.  Relevant projects requiring
approval may include rocky ramps, boulder placement and rock vortex weirs.  Consult through your
local contact of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans to determine if this Act applies.

The Public Lands Act and Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act are both administered by the
Ministry of Natural Resources.  These Acts apply to both public and private projects.  The Public
Lands Act applies to public lands and regulates dredging and filling of shorelands through work
permits.  The Lakes and River Improvement Act follows a similar work permit process and regulates
any project that forwards, holds back or diverts water.  Depending on the nature of the project,
permits can take from 4 to 12 weeks for processing.

The Ministry of the Environment administers the Ontario Water Resources Act and the
Environmental Assessment Act.   The Ontario Water Resources Act regulates the taking of
groundwater and surface water and it also regulates the discharge of substances into surface water.
Common regulated activities include drilling water wells and running sewage treatment plants.  The
Environmental Assessment Act applies to public rather than private projects.   It sets in motion the
planning process whereby alternatives to water related undertakings are considered through a public
consultation process.  The public consultation process is graduated in relation to the scale and cost
of the project.  The Ministry of Natural Resources, Conservation Authorities and Municipalities each
has their own Class Environmental Assessment process to follow for projects that are covered by
their mandate.

Thirty-six watershed-based Conservation Authorities throughout Ontario administer the
Conservation Authorities Act.  These agencies work in partnership with local municipalities and the
Ministry of Natural Resources in regulating activities related to filling, construction of and alterations
to watercourses and floodplains.  The Act applies to municipal and private projects.  Ontario
ministries and agencies are exempt from this Act.  Conservation Authorities are also responsible for
managing Conservation Areas and large tracts of public land purchased through floodplain
acquisition programs.

Our relationship with regulatory agencies is gradually changing as the ideals of partnerships,
flexibility and cooperation become more common amongst the traditional technocrats.  Ten years
ago you may have needed several permits from several different government agencies for a stream
rehabilitation project - it all depended on what you were proposing to do.  These days, the staff of
the agencies are more likely to help steer your project in the direction where permits are not
required, provided you start consultation early in the process.

Where a permit is required, in some cases the agency contact assumes the responsibility for getting
the permit in place for you.  Otherwise, the approval permit process can be very difficult and
frustrating.  In order to avoid this, contact the agencies well in advance of any work and bring them
into the planning process.  Depending on the nature of the work involved, you may need to finalize
in-water project details before permits are issued.

Keep in mind that if your project is sponsored under the Ministry of Natural Resources' Community
Fisheries and Wildlife Involvement Program (CFWIP), the ministry staff look after many of the
approval requirements up-front. Most CFWIP projects involving stream rehabilitation are funded
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and include volunteer insurance for personal injury. Through the application and approval process,
your project is screened under the habitat provisions of the federal Fisheries Act, and several other
pieces of legislation including the Environmental Assessment Act.  CFWIP volunteers are
considered agents of the Ministry of Natural Resources because they are implementing approved
fish and wildlife projects that benefit the public.  Accordingly, these CFWIP projects are generally
exempt from the permit requirements of the Public Lands Act, Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act
and Conservation Authorities Act, but it's best to check with your local district office of MNR to
confirm that this is the case for your project.

Depending on the nature of the proposed work in the floodplain, you may be asked to obtain a
permit from the local Conservation Authority.  If you are proposing large-scale alteration of any
existing stream, you may also be asked to obtain a Fisheries Act authorization from the federal
Department of Fisheries and Oceans.

STEP 6
IMPLEMENTATION

At this stage of the planning process, we assume that the regulatory agencies have been satisfied in
terms of the adopt-a-stream concept plan.  They may have directed you to either finalize the in-water
details before proceeding further or informed you that a permit is forthcoming or a permit is not
required.  In any case, you will need to finalize the details for implementing the concept plan.  This
is accomplished by providing phasing information, detailed diagrams and descriptions of the
proposed work.

Implementation of the concept plan will, most likely, occur in a phased approach.  You should
identify the proposed activities for each phase of the project, as outlined in the development of your
work plan.  Your permits may be issued to correspond with the phases.  Commonly, project phasing
will occur in a logical sequence that minimizes disruption of prior works and fits with the confirmed
financial resources.  Valley cleanup, baseline monitoring and instream works should be completed
prior to livestock fencing and tree planting.

Remember:
•  Detailed diagrams of instream and stream corridor works should reference the
location on the concept plan and the page number in your implementation package.
•  Each activity should be described in terms of:

1) proposed phase
2) specific timing
3) location
4) construction details (including measurements)
5) potential safety hazards
6) a detailed layout diagram

If required, include your sediment and erosion control measures on the layout diagram.

Once you wrap up the implementation details, confirm with your stream team that they are
comfortable with every aspect of it and that they are committed to helping coordinate workdays and
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leading volunteer work crews.  It really helps to check commitment before proceeding further as this
helps avoid discontent amongst the stream team.  You will also want to consult with your local MNR
and CA office to ensure that they are comfortable with your implementation package and that they
are in the position to provide in-kind support and/or a grant.  If volunteer insurance coverage is not
provided by MNR, contact a local insurance broker and obtain coverage for your event.

Now we are ready to tackle the intricate details of planning a volunteer day.

1) Make sure you have adequate site supervision and expertise.  Look to your stream team and
partners for expertise in implementing the works and volunteer supervision.  Assign one person to
be in charge of communicating essential safety information to the leaders and volunteers. New
projects really benefit from agency staff involvement at this stage, because it gives the stream team a
chance to learn how to implement the various techniques, personal safety requirements and
leadership that is necessary.

2) Create a schedule of volunteer workdays with your leaders and have them commit to specific
dates, activities and preparation needs.  Generally, volunteer workdays are 4 to 5 hours in length.

3) From the workplan, develop your materials and equipment list with the volunteer leaders.  Each
person should share the workload involved with acquiring the materials.

4) Estimate the number of volunteers needed for each task.  This will help you calculate the total
number of volunteers you need when it comes time to recruit.

5) It's a good idea to have everything you need purchased, available and stored close to the site
within a couple of days of the event.

6) A project specific checklist will help you stay organized.

Now all you need is volunteers.

Recruiting Volunteers

The perfect volunteer day is rewarding and fun for all of the people involved.  Every volunteer
wants to walk away knowing they accomplished something for the benefit of their community and
the stream.  A rewarding experience builds the volunteer's motivation for the next event and helps
spread the word about your organization and its adopt-a-stream project.

To nurture this sense of accomplishment in your volunteers, it is important that you take the time to
organize the event properly.  Being organized, having washrooms, proper equipment, enough
materials, food and drinks and good site supervision are essential to making this happen.

Recruiting is something you definitely don't want to leave to the last minute.  Here are some helpful
suggestions on soliciting volunteers:

⇒  start recruiting at least three weeks in advance of the workday
⇒  use diverse methods to recruit
⇒  personal contact is better than advertising, so don't be afraid to ask in person
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⇒  be task specific when you advertise your needs (e.g. looking for volunteer tree
planters)

⇒  provide a location map, a stream team contact person and suggested personal
effects (like rubber boots or sunscreen)

⇒  for weekends, you should target clubs, adults, families and university or college
students

⇒  weekday events are best suited for school groups
⇒  use such media as

•  press releases
•  television interviews
•  newspapers
•  newsletters
•  flyers

⇒  solicit your organization's membership and your project partners
⇒  phone the people that expressed interest through the project's consultation

process
⇒  keep track of the volunteers who commit to the day and add  20%  to cover

those that don't show up
⇒  send out a personal reminder one week in advance of the event

You will want to inform the media about your volunteer event and invite them to attend.  One
person from your stream team should be assigned the responsibility of being the media contact --
preferably someone who is comfortable talking to the press.

You will need to divide the planned tasks into manageable activities that are based on teams.
Consider a contingency plan for your volunteers should you have bad weather or too many workers.
Common team activities include rock rollers, post hole diggers, mulchers and clean up.

Once your volunteers arrive, make the effort to speak to the group about the background of the
project, work safety, location of washrooms, break time and a brief outline of the planned activities
for the day.  Good orientation is essential.

One person on your stream team should be trained in first aid and act as the safety supervisor.
Introduce the team leaders for the work crews and introduce any dignitaries that are present.

Give the politicians a chance to say a few words to the volunteers and media.  Fifteen to twenty
minutes should be allocated to introductions and orientation.

Divide the volunteers into teams and record the volunteers’ names, addresses, phone numbers and
hours worked.  Appendix F has a form for tracking volunteer effort.

Have each of the team leaders provide an activity explanation and basic training before getting
started.  While everyone is working away, make sure you have someone taking pictures of the
various activities.

A break for refreshments at about the halfway point is good to include in your event.
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Once the day comes to a close, you should congratulate your volunteers on a job well done and
inform everyone of the next scheduled workday.  A friendly "thank-you" goes a long way to
motivate your volunteers for the next time.  Recognize the volunteers that showed good skills and
motivation and invite them to become leaders for the next volunteer event.

After your volunteers leave, have members of your stream team visit each of the work areas and
pickup any tools or materials left behind.  Determine which areas need more work and inform the
stream team leader of the tasks that require further work to complete.

Thank your team leaders for helping make the event successful.

For more information on working with volunteers, refer to the following publications:
•  Starting Up - A Handbook for New River and Watershed Organizations (River Network, 1996)
•  Working with Volunteers (Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, 1995)

STEP 7
MONITORING and REPORTING

Monitoring measures the accomplishment of any stream rehabilitation project.   The stream team
must monitor the various rehabilitation activities to ensure they follow the original design plans, they
are implemented properly, to detect change in the health of the stream, and determine if the project
objectives are being met.  A degree of uncertainty is acknowledged in every project and monitoring
helps adjust planning accordingly.

In addition, the monitoring will identify maintenance needs, unforeseen problems and recommend
adjustments or refinements.

Too often in the past, project monitoring has been overlooked because of the fear of analyzing data,
the long-term commitment required or the lack of financial support from project sponsors.
Unfortunately, it is the lack of long-term project monitoring and evaluation that slows down our
ability to refine rehabilitation techniques.  The lack of monitoring also hinders the advancement of
knowledge in stream rehabilitation.   Accordingly, monitoring must become a high priority for each
stream rehabilitation project, and each sponsor must respect the need to allocate sufficient resources
to it.

It is very important to document and describe what is happening in and around the stream.  Record
everything from initial baseline assessments, to the implementation of rehabilitation techniques and
the biological and the resulting physical changes.  In order to build a combined knowledge base,
these findings need to be shared with the project stakeholders.  It is important to be equally proud
of successes and failures, as these drive the changes in the way streams are managed.

There are three types of monitoring involved with stream rehabilitation projects.

1) Implementation monitoring occurs during and immediately following construction.  It inspects
whether the techniques were constructed according to the designs to ensure that the correct
orientation, materials and dimensions were applied.  If mistakes or inadequacies are identified,
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additional effort is assigned to rectify the problems.

2) Effectiveness monitoring is more complex and involves the measurement of the success or
failure of the project following construction. Monitoring must take place after a period of weeks,
months and years have passed.  Effectiveness monitoring involves the use of performance
indicators and an evaluation of results in relation to the project objectives and targets.

3) Validation monitoring examines the basic scientific understanding of stream ecology.

The notion of building a monitoring program should be first considered in STEPS 2 and 3 of the
project planning process.  Your baseline data collection of physical and biological information and
the comparisons between target and reference reaches are really the beginnings of your monitoring
effort.

This pre-implementation monitoring should be carefully thought out so that the data collection can
be repeated in a consistent manner in the years that follow the execution of your rehabilitation
project.  This is best accomplished by documenting the procedures and protocols of data collection
in your monitoring plan.

Describe each of the sampling locations and clearly identify them in the field, using permanent visual
markers.  Keep track of your equipment needs and the effort required to complete each survey.
Also, document the expected duration of the monitoring program and the expected schedule of field
surveys and reports.

Sound performance targets reflecting the goal and objectives of the project should guide stream
rehabilitation monitoring. There are many physical and biological variables that can be used as
performance targets in your monitoring program.  Your stream team, in consultation with your project
stakeholders and your local MNR and CA biologist, should determine these variables and their
procedures for data collection. The data collected in baseline studies can be used as a pre-
construction condition for which you can compare post-construction findings.  Comparisons
between a target and reference reach both pre and post-construction, allow you to evaluate which
variables have changed in relation to natural variation and which variables have changed in relation
to the techniques applied.  All data analysis and interpretation should be completed or peer-reviewed
by a trained professional prior to publishing in a monitoring report.  Depending on the nature of the
project, you could be monitoring:

•  Stream flow
•  Water temperature
•  Channel and bank conditions
•  Bedload measurements
•  Overhead canopy
•  Corridor vegetation communities
•  Fisheries biomass
•  Aquatic insect diversity

You should focus on the minimum number of monitoring parameters that are most effective in
illustrating the quality of life in the stream and the stream corridor.
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It is suggested that a minimum of three parameters be represented in your monitoring plan and that
they focus on hydrological, physical and biological attributes. Use parameters that have well
established sampling protocols.  The data collection involved with monitoring should be relevant,
efficient and cost effective.  In some cases, you may need to prioritize the components of your
monitoring plan to ensure that the most important aspects are undertaken first, should there be
funding cutbacks.  A periodic review of adjacent land use practices is recommended, as this may
shed some light on unexplained changes that are occurring.

 It has been observed and well-documented, that aquatic organisms clearly demonstrate a change in
stream health as compared to solely relying on the monitoring of chemical parameters of water
quality.  Fish and aquatic insects are our canaries of the coal mine and can be excellent indicators of
the success or failure of a stream rehabilitation project.  Noticeable changes in the diversity and
biomass in aquatic insects can be observed over a period of a few years.  Similar changes in fish
communities can take from as little as a few years to a decade.  To assist your monitoring efforts of
fish and aquatic insects, several monitoring protocols have been developed for specific use in
Ontario's streams and rivers.  Refer to the Stream Monitoring Framework produced by the
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority for details on the recommended monitoring protocols.

Following each monitoring cycle, a brief report should be written.  The report should have a
structured format including:

•  title page
•  table of contents
•  introduction
•  project map and site description
•  monitoring methods and schedule
•  results and analysis
•  photographs
•  discussion, conclusions and recommendations
•  acknowledgments
•  references

Copies of the report should be circulated to the project stakeholders and regulatory agencies.  If
substantial monitoring information is available, perhaps at year three or five, you may want to
display your findings in a formal presentation to your stakeholders and any other interested parties.

Your monitoring program will be unique to your project and incorporate sampling protocols that
have been developed for Ontario.  For more information on monitoring stream rehabilitation
projects, consult the following documents:

•  Stream Corridor Restoration: Principles, Processes, and Practices (U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 1998)

•  Stream Restoration Monitoring Framework (Nottawasaga Valley Conservation
Authority, 1999)

•  Watershed Restoration: Principles and Practices (American Fisheries Society, 1997)
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Figure 5.1: Demonstration project catalogue format

merged to create the
catalogue format in
Appendix A.  An example of
this catalogue format is
illustrated in Figure 5.1.  The
data was edited to maintain
consistency in reporting
project information. 
However, due to diverse
reporting measures related
to parameters such as
volunteer effort and stream
size, we can only draw
general summaries from this
information.  Several
projects were screened from
the database since they did
not adequately match the
selection criteria.

Each project includes a
contact person, address,
phone number and, if
available, a fax, e-mail or
web site address. 
Geographic information
related to watershed,
township and Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM)
grid coordinates were
provided by the project
contact. UTM grid
coordinates represent a
central point within the
project, similar to latitude
and longitude, that can be
used by Geographical Information Systems (G.I.S.) software to produce the provincial distribution
map of stream rehabilitation projects in Ontario.  In many cases, a site visit with a hand held Global
Positioning System (GPS) device was required to validate data or produce data points when project
contacts were not familiar with the technology.  In general, UTM’s were recorded with an error
factor of +/- 100 metres.  A U.T.M. database was created and accessed through a G.I.S. software
application to produce Figure 5.2.



Figure 5.2: Distrbution map of demonstration projects in Ontario
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Additional information related to project purpose, objectives and description, estimated cost,
construction date, volunteer effort, funding sources and project partners was provided and inserted
into the database.  Each project was then organized by watershed and assigned a catalogue number. 
Once compiled, the database was then merged to produce the project catalogue found in Appendix
A.   Analysis of the project summary data collected guides the development of several conclusions.

DRAWING CONCLUSIONS…

Clearly, each project submitted is unique as it relates to the people involved, the local social issues,
the site conditions, when it was constructed and the manner in which it was completed.  Some
projects dealt with one rehabilitation technique, such as building a fishway, whereas others dealt with
a variety of problems and applied a diversity of techniques.  Large-scale rehabilitation projects
involving hundreds of thousands of dollars, including channel restoration, relocation or major
erosion control, were undertaken by Conservation Authorities,  municipalities and provincial
ministries.  Most consulting professionals implemented projects on behalf of municipalities or
developers.  Smaller scale projects, including cattle fencing and aquatic habitat improvement, were
typically undertaken by non-government organizations with a great deal of volunteer effort.

The catalogue in Appendix A represents a variety of rehabilitation techniques over a period of three
decades and, most importantly to consider, it represents projects that have been planned in a variety
of manners with a diverse perspective of outcomes.  For example, projects prior to 1985 have less of
a watershed perspective built into the planning process as compared to the projects post 1995.
Some may have not included an analysis of the stream characteristics in relation to the suitability of
the applied techniques.  Hence, we learn from our past mistakes.

Considering the broad target audience who was circulated with a request for demonstration projects,
it is interesting to note that the Conservation Authorities within southern Ontario had submitted
thirty-six percent of the projects.  Non government organizations, such as watershed interest groups
and local fish and game clubs, provided twenty-seven percent of the submissions.  Projects managed
by staff of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs
accounted for nineteen percent of the demonstration catalogue.  Professionals in the fields of
consulting engineers and landscape architects provided fourteen percent of the submissions.
Municipalities contributed four percent of the demonstration projects.

Of the 140 demonstration projects within the catalogue, ninety-two percent of the submissions are
within the boundaries of southern Ontario as delineated by an imaginary zone between Barrie and
Kingston extending southward.  One can conclude that this dominance relates to several factors
including:

• predominate soil types are of glacial origin
• prevalent land uses within this region are private urban or agricultural

that typically cause local streams to become degraded
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• the highest proportion of Ontario residents live within this region,
which results in a proportionately high degree of local interest,
stewardship and advocacy

Only eight percent of the projects came from central and northern Ontario.  These include projects
from the Thunder Bay, Nipigon, Timiskaming, Haliburton and Ottawa areas.

When we look at the distribution over time, a general trend in the number of stream rehabilitation
projects is observed.  Project “start dates” were grouped within five-year increments over a twenty-
year period and the following results were observed:

Prior to 1980 - 1.4%

1980 to 1984 - 7.9%

1985 to 1989 - 4.3%

1990 to 1994 - 29.3%

1995 to present - 57.1 %

Interestingly enough, from this analysis we can draw a logical conclusion that the catalogue of
demonstration projects predominately represents techniques that have been planned and applied
since 1995.

The economic benefit of these demonstration projects is equally interesting.  Not only have we seen
that volunteer work can help reduce costs, but these projects have also shown how little it can
actually cost to make large differences in the health of a local stream.  Within the span of the twenty
year period, over thirteen million dollars has been spent on stream rehabilitation, with the majority
of these funds being spent in the last eight years. How have these projects evolved within the
economic recessions of the 1990’s?  Simply stated, the people and organizations involved with
stream rehabilitation have managed to develop diverse partnerships with local communities,
businesses and governments.  To this end, these project managers should be congratulated for their
entrepreneurial methods in securing the financial resources as well as the sixty-four thousand hours
of volunteer effort that has been invested in these projects!
 



Techniques
This chapter has been developed for the purpose of introducing you to the fundamental
themes of stream rehabilitation and their recommended techniques. The techniques
presented in this manual are based on the authors' assessment for application in stream
rehabilitation projects within Ontario.  There are a number of different techniques available
in the literature and we have chosen those that represent the best solutions given the
common causes of stream problems in our province.  In selecting these techniques, we
considered how well they integrated with our direction in the management of natural
channels. We took into account whether the techniques had demonstrated applications in
Ontario or not. We also carefully thought about the suitability of construction materials and
their potential implications on the long-term health of our streams.

Each stream rehabilitation theme has a corresponding icon that is used to identify its
uniqueness and meaning.  They are as follows:

BARRIER MANAGEMENT

Barrier management is our first theme that is introduced to help you
understand the pros and cons of dams, their impacts on watersheds
and the rehabilitation techniques available for your adopt-a-stream
project.

SOIL BIOENGINEERING

Soil bioengineering, listed as the second theme, describes in detail the
various techniques available to deal with slope erosion problems.

HABITAT IMPROVEMENT

This theme describes the role of habitat improvement in stream
rehabilitation.  For habitat improvement, it is particularly important
that you determine whether the technique is appropriate given the
characteristics of the channel you are working with.

CHANNEL REHABILITATION

The channel rehabilitation theme focuses on techniques that improve
or restore channel features and functions.  Particular emphasis is
placed on rehabilitating the stream corridor.
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Each theme starts with a background description. Detailed information on the associated
techniques follows the background.  This information includes:

•  a brief description and purpose
•  application details
•  construction guidelines
•  a recommended materials list
•  a short summary of cost and maintenance needs
•  recommended integration with other techniques
•  reference to demonstration projects listed in Appendix A
•  suggested reading materials

It is very important that you first review the previous chapters that deal with project
planning prior to implementing these techniques.  A thorough understanding of your
watershed, stream reach and site is recommended before implementing rehabilitation
projects.  Proper research, planning and consultation will eventually reward you with a
successful project.  Those that neglect to plan properly, only plan to fail.



 

 
WHAT IS BARRIER MANAGEMENT?

Barrier management incorporates the environmental effects of natural and man-made obstructions
on the health of our rivers and streams.  Obstructions in rivers can be vertical structures or water
velocity barriers.  Permanent natural barriers include geological formations such as waterfalls, chutes
and gorges.  Man-made barriers include dams, weirs, locks, culverts, pipes and channelizations.

The physical form of our rivers is produced by the surface geology of the watershed.  Life in the
river has evolved over thousands of years to adapt to natural barriers.  Likewise, the animals in a
river are adapted to natural disturbances such as beaver dams or logjams.   These short-lived barriers
have negligible long-term environmental effects on riverine ecology.

Unnatural barriers take the form
of dams, weirs, locks, drop
structures and culverts.  Dams
and locks are structures that have
the ability to control a volume of
water behind them.  Typically,
small dams are less than 5 metres
high and have an impoundment,
or on-line pond, less that 40
hectares.  Large dams include
those used for generating
electricity, or for supplying water
to our towns and cities.  Locks
allow for ships and boats to
move through a waterway such
as the Trent Severn canal system.
Drop structures are used for
gradient control where the
stream has been channelized; they also provide energy dissipation of fast flowing water.  Culverts are
steel or concrete pipes used to convey water under a road or highway.  The physical footprint of
unnatural barriers is short-lived, with most structures typically having a life expectancy of 50 years.

Some barriers are beneficial to society, while others are functionally obsolete.  Regardless of the
function of existing barriers, many of these water control structures fail to adequately mitigate the
physical, chemical and biological impacts on the forbearing river.   It is the manufactured barriers
that create significant long-term environmental effects on a river’s biological integrity.  In relation to
rivers and streams of Ontario, our rehabilitation efforts need to focus on reversing the harm of
unnatural barriers.  We need to look closely at how we manage man-made barriers and take sensible
actions that revitalize our rivers and streams.

Barrier Management

Dams and locks are structures that have the ability to control a
volume of water behind them.
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“Dams are not like the pyramids of
Egypt that stand for eternity.  They are
instruments that should be judged by
the health of the river to which they

belong”

US Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt, 1998

A HISTORY OF CHANGE

The last ice age retreated from Laurentian
Great Lakes over 10,000 years ago.
Human colonization of North America is
thought to have occurred around 9,000
B.C.  From the initial colonization to
about 1600 A.D., the Native peoples of
Ontario lived in harmony with nature,
using rivers as travel corridors for trading
goods and as a source of food and water.
Fish, wildlife and plants were plentiful and
harvested from the river valleys, prairies
and forests to sustain their lives.

Europeans first ventured to North
America in the early 1600’s and came into contact with Ontario Iroquois and the Algonquin
speaking people.  The rivers were used as trade routes supplying furs to the European markets.  As
the European influence dominated more and more of the Ontario landscape, new diseases from
Europe, exhausted food resources and dwindling territories, overwhelmed the Native peoples.

By the late 1700’s, pioneers from Europe were moving into Ontario to conquer the landscape.
Parcels of Native land were traded for goods and purchased by early settlers.  Once acquired, lands
were harvested for timber and cleared for farms and roads.  The first man-made barriers of the
Industrial Revolution were dams, built to harness the power of rivers, for milling lumber and
grinding grains or to provide water for logging operations, irrigating crops and livestock.   The first
dam on record was built in 1782 on the Cataraqui River near Kingston.  These early dams were
commonly built of elm and pine cribs filled with rock.  By the 1860s, dozens of mills existed in the
Moira, Ganaraska, Credit, Don, Humber,
and Rouge rivers of Upper Canada.  90
mills were in operation on the Humber by
1860.  Communities formed around mills as
more settlers came to Ontario from Europe.
The dam and pond associated with the mill
were important to the livelihood of
community because they were the basis of
prosperity.

With the invention of electricity in the late 1800s, larger dams were constructed to generate a new
means of power for industry.  This gave rise to the abandonment of smaller private dams because
hydro generated electricity became the cheaper source of power for operating mills. Many of these
smaller dams and ponds, that once served a worthy societal function, still exist today with some
being more than 150 years old.  The linkage between the mill, dam, pond and the growth of the
community are the basis of the cultural significance expressed by present day historians, when the

Weirs have a static volume of water behind them
and are typically used for irrigation, monitoring river
flows or inhibiting sea lamprey migration.
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long-term management of a concrete monument is questioned.

In 1954, Hurricane Hazel hit southern Ontario hard and eliminated many of the antiquated barriers
as the floodwaters swept them away.  This flood event caused loss of life, massive property losses
and triggered a new way of managing our rivers and floodplains.  We became aware that living in the
floodplains of rivers was not safe.  In response to the flood damage, control structures were built in
efforts to solve future threats.  Streams were channelized with concrete, new dams were built in
headwater areas to store floodwaters, and floodplain protection policies were developed by new
regulatory agencies – the Conservation Authorities.  By 1973, 72% of the 16,700 kms of streams
tributary to Lakes Ontario, Erie and Huron were blocked by dams.

Today we have a variety of man-made barriers that have been constructed for mills, generation of
electricity, flood control, shipping vessels, irrigation, livestock watering, sea lamprey control,
domestic water supply, and recreation.  It is estimated that there are 3,000 dams, weirs and other
barriers throughout the province, with some watersheds, like the Humber River in the Toronto area,
having over 110 man-made obstructions currently existing.  The majority of these barriers are
located in the headwaters of our rivers.  Some of the structures are beneficial to the public, while
others are obsolete.  Ownership of these structures may be federal, provincial, municipal or private.
In the last decade, many functionally obsolete barriers have come under close public scrutiny due to
their outlived intended purpose, risk to public safety and environmental impacts on river ecology.
Social values associated with the dams and weirs of our history are slowly changing from the
nostalgic to the pragmatic, as the public becomes more informed of the inherent economic and
environmental consequences of barriers.

EFFECTS OF BARRIERS ON RIVERS AND STREAMS

The effects of barriers on rivers and streams have been widely studied across North America,
Australia and Europe.  An extensive volume of science-based information exists.  This knowledge
has advanced our understanding of rivers and documented the environmental consequences of man-
made obstructions in our watersheds.

A series of complex physical, chemical and biological processes occur in flowing rivers that link the
watershed ecosystem from its headwaters to downstream limit.  Longitudinal changes occur in the
characteristics of river form, floodplain, substrate and water chemistry, creating physical gradients
through a watershed.  The ecology of healthy watersheds has adapted to this gradient over
thousands of years.  Unnatural barriers tend to exhaust reaches of flowing rivers from the natural
processes associated with watershed gradients.  From this understanding, dams are considered an
extreme cataclysmic episode in the river’s cycle of life.  Other man-made barriers such as culverts,
weirs, and drop structures have similar impacts on a river’s health.

The effects of a barrier are directly linked to the physical, chemical and biological processes that
occur in a river.   It is the combination of process changes induced by an unnatural barrier that cause
deleterious consequences.  The effects of barriers have been summarized into five categories.



   

Physical Effects
1. An existing channel form is altered in terms of meander pattern and slope.  The flowing

river is modified into a still water lake or pond environment.
2. Sediment transport of cobbles, gravel, sand, and finer material can be inhibited, which

eliminates replenishing of sediment in downstream reaches.  This results in streambed
armouring.

3. Sediment builds up behind the barrier over years and gradually fills in the on-line pond
or impoundment.  Reservoirs become wetlands over decades.

4. Drastic vertical drops in elevation block longitudinal riverine habitat.
5. Barriers block the downstream movement of large woody debris that is important for

aquatic habitat.
6. Large impoundments created by barriers decrease light penetration to the river bed
7. Loss of floodplain area occurs as a result of creating an impoundment.  This reduces or

eliminates the ability of the floodplain to act as a water filtration zone.
Dams, like this 7 metre high structure on the West Credit River, create a drastic vertical drop in
elevation that interrupts the natural processes of a river.
                  BARRIER MANAGEMENT
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Hydrologic Effects
1. Large impoundments can arrest the flow of water.
2. Flow regulation can result in reduced flow during spring freshet and controlled summer

discharge.  Maintenance of pre-development fish populations has not been achieved in
cases where river flows have become regulated.

3. Loss of spring freshets degrades aquatic habitat by inhibiting the annual sediment flush
of physical habitats.

4. Reduced flows can strand fish and fry.
5. Culverts and weirs can become velocity barriers, where the current of water moves too

quickly for migrating fish.
6. Wide dams and weirs spread water across the top of the spillway; this diffuses the

attraction flow, making it difficult for fish to find passage.

Water Quality Effects
1. Impoundments created by

barriers cause stratification of
temperature through the water
column, making surface water
warmer.   This can lead to the
warming of the river downstream
of the impoundment.

2. Dams and weirs act as pollution
traps. As pollutants move
downstream, they become
trapped with fine sediment in the
impoundments.

3. Impoundments trap nutrient
movement and induce over-
enrichment (eutrophication).

4. Algae blooms are common in
impoundments and indicate too many nutrients in the water.

5. Organic materials trapped in the pond behind a dam use up more oxygen during
decomposition than an equivalent area within the river.  This results in a reduction of
oxygen to downstream reaches.

6. Nitrogen gas supersaturation can occur as water spills over a barrier into turbulent water.
7. Warming of water behind dams leads to increased bacterial concentrations, such as fecal

coliforms.

Natural Heritage Effects
1. Barriers lead to population isolation and fragmentation of habitats.
2. Fragmentation of habitats in a river inhibits gene flow between inhabitants and can

reduce the biological fitness of aquatic populations.

Excessive algae growth in impoundments indicates
over-enrichment of nutrients in the water
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3. The flow of leaf litter is a
primary food source for the
base of a food chain.
Interruption of this flow, as a
result of a barrier, can impair
aquatic insect production.

4. Fish mortality of downstream
migrants can occur in
turbines and spillways.

5. Upstream migration of fish
can be inhibited, or blocked
entirely, which can impair
natural reproduction.
Barriers isolate fish from
their traditional spawning
areas in a river.

6. Over time, fragmentation of
riverine habitats leads to reduced

7. Impoundments can impair migra
water.

8. Impoundments can cause disorie
their downstream movement.

9. Impoundments can increase pre
10. The siltation of gravel and cobbl

populations.  Typically, stoneflie
less immediately upstream, due t
sensitive aquatic insects are dimi

11. Barriers and their impoundment
downstream aquatic insects.

12. Barriers disrupt the natural move
beaver, along the stream corrido

Social Effects
1. Barriers inhibit navigation of peo

kayakers and canoeists.
2. Barriers, such as dams and weirs

owner.  Risk of failure increases 
3. Man-made obstructions in rivers
4. Barriers that inhibit fish reprodu

collapse.
5. Impaired water quality in the imp

algae blooms, odour or loss of c
6. In time, reservoirs fill in with sed
Dams block the downstream movement of sediment
and large woody debris starving the downstream
habitats of critical substrates.
T
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tion motivation in adults, due to the reduced flow of

ntation of smolts, due to the lack of current, and delay

dation on migrating juvenile fish.
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o siltation.  Likewise, downstream populations of
nished, due to the loss of coarse sediment supply.
s reduce the food supply, in the form of leaf litter, to
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ple using traditional river watercraft such as rafters
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ction can lead to the loss of fishing revenue when stocks

oundment leads to impaired visual aesthetics such as
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iment, prompting the need for expensive dredging.
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DAMS, WEIRS AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Public safety around our dams and weirs is often taken for granted.  We are not informed or
sufficiently warned about the potential risks of living or playing near them.  Decrepit dams can fail,
putting people at risk, property in peril or the river’s aquatic health in jeopardy.  Children have
drowned below them in their turbulent waters and in the depths of their reservoirs.  Safety around
dams and weirs needs to be better communicated to the public.

Many of our estimated 3,000 dams and weirs across the Province of Ontario need remedial work to
ensure public safety.  The majority of these barriers were built over 50 years ago, with some
structures being over 150 years old.  As time passes, the erosive action of water chews away at the
concrete, steel and wood within the man-made obstructions.  The freezing and thawing of water in
concrete in our cold climate, further degenerates the structural integrity of these barriers.  The
growing roots of trees can also
cause deterioration of a dam or
weir.  Intense storms can
produce more water than a dam
can handle causing a breach.
Water can find routes around
and under the structure that
leads to foundation defects.  As
these barriers become
structurally unsafe, they become
more susceptible to failure and
represent a significant liability
to the owner.

BARRIER MANAGEMENT PROCESS

The road to reaching a management decision for a specific barrier in a river is long and difficult.
Competition and conflict exists between private and public interests when the use of freshwater is at
stake. At the local level, cultural heritage, economics, public safety and environmental concerns
expressed by the community can easily turn a barrier management project into a politically
contentious issue.  It is often difficult to avoid short-term manipulation and benefit desires when
faced with the need to manage for a healthy river on a long-term basis.

Using technologies to mitigate the effects of a barrier may lead to partial gains in river health but,
commonly, these engineered techniques do not provide adequate substitutes for natural processes. A
balanced, comprehensive approach must be taken that considers assessment of impacts and
assessment of alternatives.  The simple questions that need to be answered are as follows:

1. Why does the barrier exist today?
2. Do the derived benefits of the barrier outweigh the costs?
3. What measures can be taken to reverse the harm the barrier causes on the river?

Dams deteriorate over time from the erosive action of water.
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To answer these questions and make sound decisions, we need to follow a process that combines
the information derived from research, with a thorough cost-benefit analysis of alternative barrier
management techniques.  It is recommended that experienced professionals be consulted for advice
and leadership.  Use the planning process described in Chapters 3 and 4 for developing an adopt-a-
stream project, but center the process on a site level problem. For barrier management projects, it is
suggested that you use the following scoped process as a guide:

STEP 1: Focus

Define the barrier problem and identify the study area.

STEP 2: Research and Reconnaissance

Study the physical, chemical, social and biological aspects of the barrier to gain a better
understanding of effects and consequences. It is recommended that the stream team contact the local
conservation authority and OMNR office at this stage in the process, for guidance on developing
barrier related studies. They can usually inform you of a barrier’s function and ownership, and
provide access to background design reports.  There are a number of different types of
investigations that can be undertaken to assess a barrier.

Physical Studies
•  River contours and elevation survey
•  Hydrologic models (HEC-2)
•  Hydraulic models
•  Bathymetric contours and sediment

deposition
•  River morphology
•  Structural analysis
•  Sediment transport characterization

Biological Studies
•  Habitat assessment
•  Aquatic insect population
•  Bacteria counts
•  Fish community inventories
•  Fish biomass assessments
•  Wildlife surveys
•  Plant surveys
•  Sediment seed-bank analysis

Social Studies
•  Community opinion surveys
•  Stakeholder surveys
•  Economic assessment
•  Title search
•  Cultural heritage appraisal
•  Federal, provincial, municipal policy

assessment

Chemical Studies
•  Oxygen and temperature profiles
•  Ammonia, nitrate and nitrites loading
•  Phosphorus loading
•  Sediment contaminants

STEP 3: Evaluation and Impact Assessment

Good baseline information helps us scope the effects of a barrier and develop river rehabilitation
alternatives.   Review the information collected in Step 2 and assess the effects of the barrier
including costs.  Develop a long list of rehabilitation alternatives and evaluate their effectiveness in
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eliminating or mitigating the effects.  Investigate the costs of each of the alternatives.  Consult with
your community, stakeholders and confirm the effects, alternatives and costs you have identified.

Consider future monitoring requirements.

STEP 4: Goal, Objectives and Targets

Through consultation with the stakeholders and local community, develop your goal statement,
objectives and targets for the project.

STEP 5: Plan, Prepare and Consult

Review the alternatives in relation to feasibility, costs and benefits, and your goal, objectives and
targets.  Determine the preferred alternative and present it to the stakeholders and public for
dialogue and design input.  Prepare a workplan and detailed designs.  Seek regulatory approvals and
funding.

STEP 6: Implement

Develop a phasing plan if necessary.  Implement the detailed design of the preferred alternative.

STEP 7: Monitor and Report

Monitor the construction progress.  Undertake post-construction monitoring plan and report
findings to stakeholders and community.

BARRIER MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES

There are two categories of barrier management alternatives.  Barrier modification includes removal,
partial removal, and outlet conversion, as alternatives that help eliminate effects on river processes.
Fishways deal with mitigating the obstruction effect of barriers on the migration and dispersal of
fish.  Descriptions of each of the alternatives have been limited to the purpose, application and
information relating to costs and benefits.  These techniques should be considered as alternatives
when conducting an evaluation and impact assessment on an existing or proposed stream
obstruction.

Suggested Reading:
•  Palgrave Dam Aquatic Habitat Restoration Project Study Report. (I. B. Buchanan and

W. K. Annable, 1997)
•  Environmental Considerations for Assessing Dam Removal Alternatives for River

Restoration (J. R. Shuman, 1995)
•  Dam Removal Success Stories: Restoring  Rivers Through Selective Removal of Dams

That Don’t Make Sense (Friends of the Earth, Trout Unlimited and American Rivers,
1999)

•  American Rivers Internet Web Site http://www.amrivers.org



 

  
There are five alternative types of barrier modifications. They are intended to eliminate either all or
some of the negative physical, chemical and biological effects of barriers on rivers and streams by
directly modifying or bypassing the structure and the impoundment.  Early consultation with
OMNR and the local conservation authority is recommended.

Barrier Removal
Removal involves the demolition and excavation of the man-made barrier and rehabilitation of the
site to a more natural condition.  It has been said by many professionals in the field of fisheries
management that breaching dams and weirs is the single most important and essential step in
restoring populations of species that have been degraded or on the brink of extinction.  It may also
be the most pragmatic alternative that protects public interest.  Breaching of a barrier is intended
where the structure is no longer safe, represents a significant risk of failure and environmental harm
or not economically viable to maintain.   Many of our aging dams are significant hazards to public
safety.  By removing the obstruction and restoring the area to a more natural condition, the natural
physical, chemical and biological processes eventually recover.  A renewed public interest in river
recreation activities, such as canoeing, kayaking, fishing and rafting, sometimes evolves from barrier
removal.

This alternative is well suited in situations where the planning process has identified that the dam or
weir no longer serves the interests of the public.  Technical concerns exist in relation to managing
accumulated sediment, demolition, channel rehabilitation and long-term monitoring.  Usually, the
decision to move forward with this alternative is based on the economic analysis of the situation.
An informed position is reached through the planning process where the benefits of the barrier have
been found to no longer outweigh the harm it imposes. Recent studies in the United States have
shown that removal typically costs 3 to 5 times less than the cost of keeping functionally obsolete
barriers.  When faced with the potential financial burdens of repeated dredging, dam inspections,
maintenance, repair, safety hazards and liability, the economic benefit of dam removal far outweighs
the cost of keeping the barrier in place.

Each barrier removal project has its own unique set of issues.  Despite the benefits of dam removal,
there will always be opposition within the community.  Strong emotional ties, claims of historical
significance and decreased property values are common issues raised during public consultation.

For dams and weirs greater than 1.0m high, this alternative is typically designed and implemented by
professional contractors.   With large dams, extensive channel reconstruction work is required.  For
smaller dams and weirs, it is possible to remove the structures using volunteers and hand tools.
Costs can range from $500 for small weirs to over $200,000 for large dams.  Sediment control and
site restoration are important components of the removal plan that should be considered and
adequately address prior to demolishing a barrier.

The demolition of beaver dams is generally not a recommended alternative for rehabilitating river
80
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health.  However, there are circumstances
where public safety could be at risk and it
is within these situations that removal is
considered appropriate.   Similar
consideration should be given to the
control of sediment during and after
removal.

Partial Removal
Partial removal allows a portion of the
original structure to remain while also
removing a sufficient amount of the
obstruction to restore river health or fish
migration.  Partial removal of a river
obstruction, such as a dam or weir,
maintains a portion of the original
structure.  This includes weir notching.  Depending on the degree of removal, some river processes
will return but it is possible that this alternative only provides a partial solution to the problems
identified.

This alternative is well suited for situations where the cultural heritage attributes of the barrier
represent a regionally significant public interest.  It is also a viable alternative where site conditions
indicate a low risk of sediment discharge from the impoundment.  Partial removal can restore
sediment transport, link previously fragmented habitats, improve water quality and recreate a flowing
river upstream of the barrier.  It is feasible to combine partial removal of a barrier with a rocky ramp
downstream of the structure to restore upstream fish passage.  The cost to notch a weir or remove a
portion of a dam varies depending on the scope of work involved.  Partial removal projects on the
Humber River in Toronto have ranged from $2,500 to $60,000.

Volunteers can implement this alternative
when the barrier is small.  Carving into larger
barriers typically involves hiring a concrete
cutting company to remove portions of the
barrier. Sediment control and site restoration
should be considered and adequately addressed
in the project plan prior to modifying a barrier.

Rocky Ramps
and Vortex Weirs

This alternative is typically used to mitigate the
impacts of weirs that are less than 2m high.

Partial removal of a barrier can restore some natural
processes in a river.

Rocky ramps are built to mimic a natural riffle
and improve connection between habitats.
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The rocky ramp is a layer of rock placed over
the obstruction in a manner that resembles a
natural riffle. The rock can be placed over the
obstruction to also form a longitudinal series of
riffles and pools.  By removing the vertical
drop and replacing it with a shallow sloped
riffle, fish migration and aquatic habitat is
restored.

Where the channel form permits, rock vortex
weirs can be built with large stones to help
build the grade of the river below the drop
structure or weir.  This helps reduce the slope
of the rocky ramp over the barrier.

This alternative typically maintains the characteristics of the barrier under a layer of round rock.  It is
well suited to small barriers on headwater streams.  Costs are dependent on the size of the barrier
and the river or stream.  Cost can range from $200 on a small stream to $200,000 on a larger river.
Stone size should match or exceed the size recommended in the sediment transport study.

Volunteers can design and implement this type of project, however, professional guidance is
suggested.

Outlet Conversion
Outlet conversion modifies the route water takes
through the barrier as it leaves an impoundment.
Beaver dams and man-made dams that discharge
surface water are similar in nature as they allow warm
water in the summer to pass downstream.  In winter,
colder water passes downstream.  Outlet conversions
change the way in which water leaves the
impoundment or pond so that the cooler water,
found on the bottom of the reservoir, is discharged
downstream in summer months.  In the winter, the
influence is the reverse, allowing the warmer waters
from the bottom of the reservoir to continue
downstream.

Outlet conversion is a practical and economical
choice that can mitigate the temperature impacts of
barriers where other alternatives are not feasible.
Costs can range from a few hundred dollars to
several thousand dollars based on the complexity of
the outlet conversion and site conditions.

Rock vortex weirs are used to help build the
grade of the stream below a barrier.

A bottom draw conversion on a dam can
be effective where the depth of the
impoundment is greater than 4 metres.
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Beaver dams on a fragile stream can
be damaging to a rehabilitation
project.  However, the wetland that
is created by a beaver pond can be
beneficial to wildlife.   To mitigate
the effects on water temperature, a
“beaver baffler” device is a type of
outlet conversion that can be used
to help reduce the downstream
water temperatures below a
beneficial beaver dam.  They can
also be used to discourage beavers
from building dams.  Beaver bafflers
are also known as Clemson Levelers.
They cost about $400.00 to build
and easy for volunteers to install.

A temperature and oxygen profile study in the impoundment will help determine whether this
alternative can provide benefits to downstream water temperatures.  Obvious temperature layers, or
stratification, should be evident in summer and winter in order to make this alternative beneficial.
This is typically observed where pond depth at the outlet is greater than 4 metres.

Bypass Channels
Bypass channels involve the creation of a new stream or river channel around the barrier to connect
upstream and downstream sections of a river.  In most cases, the original barrier and impoundment
are left untouched.  River processes, such as sediment transport and fish migration, can be restored
using this alternative.

However, where space is constrained based on native soils, topography or the size of the
impoundment, a bypass channel may be limited to only around the barrier and connected to the
impoundment.  The volume of flow passing through the bypass channel may also be limited to a
fraction of the river’s flow.  In this case, one can only expect to achieve fish passage and the design
will not address the myriad of other river processes.  It is therefore important that one consider the
entrance location and velocity requirements of fishways in the design of this form of bypass channel.

The bypass channel is typically based on natural channel design principles and constructed with a
series of riffles and pools on a 5% grade or less.  The main constraint to consider in the selection of
this alternative is character of the floodplain in relation to the impoundment.  In some cases there
will be insufficient space available to accommodate a bypass channel.  Where space is available,
grading plans will need to consider channel slope, soil type, timing of construction and sediment
control measures.  One of the benefits of building bypass channels is that they can be built “in the
dry” to avoid sediment discharge into the stream.

Beaver bafflers can be used to help reduce downstream
water temperature (CVC photo).
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Barriers on smaller streams are
more easily rectified using
bypass channels than larger
rivers.  The cost to construct a
bypass channel can range from
a few thousand dollars to
several hundred thousand
dollars depending on the size of
the stream and the construction
complexity.  A recent bypass
channel created for a small
stream on the headwaters of the
Humber in Caledon cost about
$6,000 to implement yet a
bypass channel for Toogood
Pond in Markham cost over
$150,000.

As with the cases with most
projects involving natural
channel design, seek professional assistance in the design and bypass channels.  Consultation with
OMNR and conservation authority staff can be helpful in determining the appropriateness of a
bypass channel for your local barrier management project.

Demonstrations
 Barrier modifications have been applied in the following demonstration projects:

Barrier Removal
•  Project #3, East Red Wing Creek
•  Project #41, Devil’s Creek
•  Project #52, Mill Creek
•  Project #54, D’Aubigny Creek
•  Project #55, Rest Acres Creek
•  Project #71, Humber Riffle Creation
•  Project #86, St. Helen’s Creek
•  Project #89, Normandale Pond Removal

Partial Removal
•  Project #113, Harvey Brown’s

Rocky Ramps and Vortex Weirs
•  Project #33, Pottery Road Weir Mitigation
•  Project #35, Dunbarton Creek Rehabilitation
•  Project #94, Martin Property - MacIntyre Creek

Where space is limited, a bypass channel may be restricted to
only connecting the river with the impoundment.
(Toogood Pond, Rouge Park photo)
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•  Project #98, Orchard Creek Fish and Wildlife Santuary
•  Project #102, Petticoat Creek Rehabilitation
•  Project #134, Stoney Creek Enhancement Project

Outlet Conversion
•  Project # 29, Scottsdale Farm
•  Project #97, Boyne River Rehabilitation Project

Bypass Channel
•  Project #2, Slabtown Bypass Channel
•  Project #70, Palgrave Dam Aquatic Habitat Restoration Study
•  Project #97, Boyne River Rehabilitation Project
•  Project #110, Parkview Dam Bypass Channel
•  Project #112, Toogood Pond Sediment Removal and Restoration Project
•  Project #114, Curcio’s Bypass
•  Project #121, Christian Blind Mission

For More Information

Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:

•  Dam Removal Success Stories: Restoring  Rivers Through Selective Removal of Dams
That Don’t Make Sense (Friends of the Earth, Trout Unlimited and American Rivers,
1999)

•  American Rivers Internet Web Site http://www.amrivers.org
•  Options for Controlling Beaver on Private Land (OMNR, 1994)

http://www.amrivers.org/


The Denil fishway is a sloped flume with a
series of baffles.

 

  
Fishways are constructed to pass fish around natural and man-made obstacles to migration and
dispersal.  Migration is the seasonal pattern of movement of adult fish to spawning grounds or
juvenile fish to feeding grounds.  Dispersal of juvenile fish occurs when they randomly move to
feeding grounds or colonize territories in other areas of a river throughout the year.  Dispersal and
migration are important periods in the life cycle of fishes.  Barriers to movement, such as dams and
weirs, can have a significant negative impact on fish populations.  Fishways can help fish negotiate
around a barrier when they are properly located and designed.

Fishways have existed for almost 300 years with
the earliest being built in Europe.  The first
notions of science-based design of fishways using
the fundamentals of hydraulics was conceived in
1909 by a Belgium scientist named Denil.  He
developed a sloped flume with baffles that
reduced the velocity of water such that fish could
pass through it.  His design and variations of the
Denil fishway are still used today in North
America.

The construction of large hydroelectric power
dams in western Canada and the United States in
the 1930s, such as the Bonneville Dam on the
Columbia River, triggered more research and
development into the design of fishways.  Several
types of fishways have evolved as a part of these
immense dam construction projects including the
pool-weir, vertical slot, fish elevators and fish
locks.  Learning from the inefficiencies of these
fish passage projects has advanced our
understanding of fish physiology, behavior, and
swimming mechanics in the last fifty years of
scientific research.  One of the most interesting
fishways is Canada’s only eel ladder on the 28
metre high Robert H. Saunders Power Dam on
the St. Lawrence River in Cornwall, Ontario.

Fishways can be built of wood, steel or concrete and will vary in size based on the size of the river.
The cost of constructing a fishway can range from a few thousand dollars to several hundred
thousand dollars.  Where barriers are small enough, such as in headwater areas, volunteers can build
simple fishways at a low cost.  In larger river systems, the design, construction and cost of fishways

Fishways
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are typically beyond the capabilities of volunteers. In these instances it is important that the local
community help support the intent of the project.

Fisheries biologists and fishway designers must work closely as a team in determining what type of
fishway to use and where to locate the structure in relation to the barrier.  There are a number of
preliminary pieces of information that need to be collected in advance of design.  Your design team
needs to know:

•  What species are present in the river throughout the year
•  Swimming speeds, including burst, sustained and prolonged for the
target species

•  When the species migrate
•  How large are the migrations
•  Where do the fish congregate in relation to the barrier
•  How much habitat is accessible upstream
•  The locations of other barriers in the watershed
•  The seasonal hydrologic characteristics of the river at the location of the
barrier

•  How much debris and ice is carried by the river in the location of the
barrier

Once this information is collected and analyzed, the design team will be better equipped to:
•  Locate the fishway entrance where the fish are known to congregate
below the barrier

•  Provide sufficient attraction flow at the fishway entrance throughout the
range of flow conditions during the year

•  Provide adequate water flow and velocities, sufficient depths and resting
areas through the fishway for peak migration periods

•  Deflect debris away from the exit of the fishway
•  Minimize maintenance and operation requirements
•  Locate the exit of the fishway away from areas that would cause them to
be swept downstream.

We have several varieties of fishways in Ontario that have been constructed in the last thirty years.
There is only one fish elevator in this province.  It was constructed on the Beaver River in
Thornbury and has had difficulty in performing to its original expectations.  Although they act as
fishways, bypass channels and pool-riffle fishways can provide benefits to river processes and are
discussed in the previous factsheet on barrier modification. The four types of fishways that have had
demonstrated success in Ontario include:

•  Vertical- Slot
•  Pool and Weir
•  Denil
•  Culvert
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Vertical-Slot Fishway
This type of fishway is usually
constructed of concrete and
conveys water down a flume of
baffles and resting pools.  The
flume is constructed at a 10%
slope or less.  One or two vertical
slots extend the full height of the
baffle between pools and convey
the water over a small drop in
elevation. The speed of water
passing through each slot is
quickly dissipated by the standing
water in the pool below.  Fish will
swim through the narrow slot into
the next pool and rest behind the
wall of the vertical baffle.  It is
important that the velocity of the water passing through the slot is less than the burst speed of the
target fish species.

The first vertical-slot fishway in Canada was built in 1946 at Hells Gate on the Fraser River in
British Columbia.  The arrangement of vertical-slot fishways at this location operate at flow depths
ranging from 3 to 28 metres depending on the time of year.  The salmon have difficulty finding the
entrance to the fishways and it has been known to take three days just to pass through Hells Gate.
It was designed to pass sockeye salmon on their upstream migration from the Pacific Ocean to the
spawning areas in the interior of British Comumbia.  One of the most infamous spawning areas is
the Adam’s River tributary that receives a run of close to 2 million sockeye in a good year.

This type of fishway is ideal for fish
species that do not jump.  It is also self
adjusting to flow, and functions well under
a wide range of conditions.  It is well
suited for passing fish at barriers on large
rivers.  One choice example of a vertical-
slot fishway can be observed passing
rainbow trout in the spring on the Nine
Mile River located in Port Albert, Ontario.

Pool and Weir Fishway
Like the vertical-slot fishway, the pool and
weir fishway can be constructed of wood,
Pool and weir fishway

OPTIONAL
SUBMERGED
ORIFICE
Vertical-slot fishway
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Denil fishway

steel or concrete.  It consists of a flume that is separated by low head weirs into a series of stepped
resting pools.  The water cascades down the series of weirs from one pool to the next.  Fish ascend
this fishway by jumping or swimming from one pool over the weir to the next pool.  Pools provide
dissipation of water velocities and also function as resting areas as fish move through the facility.
The flume has a slope of 10% or less.

Pool and weir fishways are the more common type of fish passage facilities used for assisting the
migration of species that are capable of jumping.  This type of fishway does not work well under a
variable flow regime and is best suited to situations where the flow passing through remains
constant.

Denil Fishway
A Denil fishway consists of a steep
flume with a series of internal baffles
that are fixed to the floor and walls.  The
closely spaced baffles are designed to
create turbulence and dissipate the
energy of the water passing down the
flume to velocities that permit fish
movement.  In fact, the design of the
Denil baffles is so efficient at dissipating
the energy of fast flowing water, that this
type of fishway is capable of passing
more volume, as compared to another
type of fishway, with the same cross-
sectional area.  This translates into having a better attraction flow at the entrance of the fishway.  For
larger dams, several Denil fishways may be interconnected with intermediate pools to allow fish to
rest between sections.

Denil fishways can be built with slopes ranging from 10 to 20% and prefabricated of steel or
aluminum.  Construction costs can range from several thousand to several hundred thousand dollars
depending on the site conditions and size of the fish passage structure.  With the design allowing for
a steeper slope, this fishway can be constructed in a shorter area as compared to other fishways.
This type of fishway can accommodate small fluctuations in the flow regime of less than 2 metres in
height during the migration period.

Culvert Fishways
There are a variety of different types of culverts used in road, highway and railway construction
projects.  There are concrete, corrugated steel and wooden culverts than can be rectangular, open
footing, arch or round in shape.   Culverts can vary in length, from several metres under a road, to
hundreds of metres of pipe under an urban subdivision.  The benefit of a culvert in comparison to a

STEEL BAFFLES
ON 450 SLOPE
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bridge is that it is cheaper and more efficient at conveying water as compared to a meandering
natural channel.  This is because culverts are straight and smooth and this allows them to move
water faster.

Unfortunately, culverts that are
inadequately designed or improperly
located in streams can lead to the
creation of barriers to fish migration.
Perched culverts are a typical barrier to
fish passage on headwater streams.  A
vertical drop at the end of the culvert, as
a result of excessive scouring of the
stream bed over several years, makes it
difficult for fish to pass.  Culverts that
are built on steep slopes produce
problems for fish migration where the
velocity of the water passing through the
barrel is greater than what fish can swim
through.  This is known as a velocity
barrier. Also, the
depth of the water in the culvert is importan
movement.  There is a collection of design a
installing a new culvert:

•  The hydrology of the wate
•  The species of fish present
•  The slope of the channel t
•  Bottomless culverts are pr
•  Culvert alignment should b
•  Keep the proposed slope a
•  Maintain a water velocity o

under low flow and bankfu
•  A series of internal baffles

metres long and the propo
water exceeds 1.0 m/s.

•  Maintain a minimum depth
conditions.

•  Install such that 10% of th
stream bed.  Back fill the b
where possible.

•  Construct a plunge pool at
metres deep and twice as lo

•  Likewise, the upstream inle
fish after passing through t
Culvert fishway

BAFFLE DIRECTED
UPSTREAM AT 450

ANGLE

ALTERNATE
BAFFLE AT 900

TO FLOW
DIRECTION
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t.  Sufficient depth must be present to allow for fish
nd placement qualifications to consider prior to

rcourse
 throughout the year
hrough the reach
eferred.
e the same as the stream.
s close to 0.5% as possible.
f 1.0m/s or less throughout the length of the culvert
ll stages.
 will be needed where the culvert is greater than 25
sed slope is greater than 1.0% or where the velocity of

 of 0.25 metres in the culvert under low flow

e culvert barrel is below the bottom of the natural
ottom of the culvert with appropriately sized river stone

 the downstream outlet of the culvert that is at least 0.6
ng and as wide as the width or diameter of the culvert.
t of the culvert should allow sufficient resting areas for
he culvert.
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•  Where multiple culverts are proposed, one should be located at least 0.25 metres
below the other(s) and designed with fish passage qualifications.

For existing culverts that act as barriers to fish migration, there are two alternatives that can be
considered in developing a solution.  Creating a backwater into the barrel of the culvert, with one or
a series of rocky ramps and pools downstream of the outlet. will remove a vertical drop and reduce
the velocity of water passing though the culvert.  Care should be taken as to not exceed 0.25m of the
depth of culvert with the backwater effect.  Another method is to install baffles inside the barrel of
the culvert.  There are a variety of different styles of baffles including: boulders, weirs, slotted weirs,
offset baffles and spoiler baffles.  Offset or alternating baffles are considered the best type.  They are
constructed of wood or concrete, secured to the base of the culvert and provide up to 0.25 m of
depth.  Slower pool areas between baffles allow fish to rest as they move through the culvert.  Both
of these alternatives can be designed and implemented by volunteers, under proper guidance from
MNR or conservation authority staff.

Demonstrations
 Fishways have been constructed in the following demonstration projects:

Pool and Weir Fishway
•  Project #4, Quance Dam Fish Ladder
•  Project #7, North Creek
•  Project #97, Boyne River Rehabilitation Project
•  Project #109, Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation Project
•  Project #118, Rouge River Headwaters Rehabilitation Project

Denil Fishway
•  Project #83, Bluevale Dam Fishway

Culvert Fishway
•  Project #66, Purpleville Creek Rehabilitation Project
•  Project #109, Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation Project

For More Information
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:

•  Design of Fishways and Other Fish Facilities (Clay, 1995)
•  Introduction to Fishway Design (Katapodis, 1992)
•  Culvert Guidelines: Recommendations for the Design and Installation of Culverts in

British Columbia to Avoid Conflict with Anadromous Fish (Dane, 1978)



 

 written by Rick Grillmayer,
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

WHAT IS SOIL BIOENGINEERING ?

Soil bioengineering is an established method of stabilizing or protecting eroded soils.  It is unique in
that plants and plant parts (roots, stems) are used as the main structural components to reinforce the
soil and to provide protection.  Soil bioengineered structures rely on living or dead plant materials
and can act as drains and prevent earth movement.  The techniques outlined in this manual use
woody plants that root from dormant cuttings.  There are effective methods of using wetland or
herbacious plants, coir logs, and pre-grown plant mats in soil bioengineering for lake shores and
river banks.  These methods are not listed in this manual because they can be more complex and
costly, making them unsuitable for the active volunteers.

  HISTORY OF SOIL BIOENGINEERING

Soil bioengineering has been widely practiced in Europe, in various forms, since the 1500's.  Today
there is a professional association dedicated to the promotion and advancement of soil
bioengineering, called the Gesellschaft fur Ingenenieurbiologie.  In North America, soil
bioengineering was also in widespread use from the late 1920's to the 1940's.  But with the
availability of cheap energy and the high cost of labour in the 1950's, steel and concrete structures
became preferred over soil bioengineered
structures.

Fortunately for rivers and streams in North
America, soil bioengineering has been
regaining popularity since the early 1980's,
and is now once again in widespread and
successful use.  Many large scale projects
have been completed, such as the
Rehabilitation of the Markham Branch of
Highland Creek, and the Mad River Cribwall
in Glen Huron.

BENEFITS OF SOIL
BIOENGINEERING

There are many benefits associated with using
soil bioengineered structures.  The roots,
stems and associated foliage from the cuttings
used to build the structures form a protective
vegetative cover that reinforces the soil and prote
created with living vegetation, they grow stronge
contrast to inert structures (gabions, concrete and

Soil Bioengineering
Figure 1: The root system of a 3 year old fascine placed on a
clay/shale slope. (photo by Rick Grillmayer)
cts it from erosion.  Because these structures are
r and more effective with age.  This is in direct
 sheet piling) which weaken and crumble with age. 



 

The root systems of the living structures penetrate the soil, providing substantial strength and
resistance to movement.  Figure 1 shows the root system of a 3 year old fascine placed on a
clay/shale slope.  The roots of Heartleaf and Slender willow, as well as Carolina poplar, have grown
deeply into a very compact soil. These growing plants will provide protection and stability long after
the stakes, twine, and original cuttings in the fascine have decomposed.

Perhaps the greatest benefit of living structures lies in the many functions that they perform.  Not
only do they provide stability, but they provide food and cover for wildlife, oxygen and moisture
through transpiration, and they are a part of the ecosystem.  Living structures are also attractive and
can be very cost effective.  It is the habitat benefits of soil bioengineering that make the method
interesting to those working to create habitat be it aquatic or terrestrial.  Most of the techniques in
this manual are built by hand, which makes them compatible with environmentally sensitive sites or
sites with limited access.
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Figure 2: Bioengineered slope on the left and concrete block wall on the right. (photo by Rick Grillmayer)
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he following figures illustrate the benefits of a soil bioengineered structure.  On the left side of
igure 2 is a soil bioengineered cribwall constructed in the fall of 1993 by the Collingwood Harbour
emedial Action Plan on a tributary of Black Ash Creek.  On the right side is a concrete block wall
uilt by the Town of Collingwood Public Works Department during the summer of 1995.  Figure 2
hows both walls during the spring floods.  Both structures have performed their roles in terms of
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protecting the streambank, but only the cribwall has provided the extra benefits of habitat and
natural aesthetics.

Soil bioengineered structures also lend themselves to the volunteer group.  They are relatively easy
to build and with a bit of scrounging, the materials can be acquired for little cost.

  LIMITATIONS OF SOIL BIOENGINEERING

While soil bioengineering has many advantages, it does have limits.  The use of soil bioengineered
structures would be ineffective on a site that is densely shaded since the live materials used need
sunlight in order to grow.  Sites with toxic soils (or no soils !!) and extreme water velocities/level
fluctuations should be avoided.  The requirement of dormant materials also limits the use of soil
bioengineering to seasons when access to certain sites may be limited.  The most important thing to
remember if you wish to use soil bioengineering is that you are building a LIVING structure, one
that needs to grow.

The methods in this section of the Techniques chapter will provide most of the information you
need to build the structures described.  Those wishing to use soil bioengineering are also urged to
refer to the authors listed in the bibliography.

  MATERIALS

Selection of species
Willows (shrubs and trees), dogwoods, and poplars are the main species that are readily available in
Ontario.  The species listed in Appendix B are described as either native, or non-native. Where
possible, projects should avoid the use of non-native species since they can outcompete and displace
native plants.

It is recommended that tree form willows be avoided when working on small streams.  As the trees
mature, the root systems will eventually fill in the floodplain, congesting the channel.  This is
particularly evident with Salix fragilis, and S. fragilis/alba.  Shrub willows and dogwoods can provide
the stability/habitat sought, while still allowing the stream to use its floodplain.
 
Poplars should not be used in stream projects where beaver dams are perceived as a problem. 
Beavers will cut and utilize a wide range of trees and shrubs, but they prefer poplars.  Poplars are
shade intolerant (will not grow in the shade), so they should be used in the open.  They are a good
species to use if quick growth is required.  Beavers have also been known to browse on the live
cuttings used in the construction of the various techniques.  This browsing can be serious if it occurs
immediately after installation, before the structure has a chance to grow.  We recommend inspecting
the structures periodically and repairing any damage. If the browsing continues to be a problem,
removal of the beavers may be required.  Once the structure is growing, the browsing rarely destroys
the structure.

All of the species listed in Appendix B possess a certain degree of environmental flexibility in terms
of their ability to grow in a range of soil types and moisture regimes.  To maximize your chances of



 

success, you should try to select species whose growing conditions roughly match the environmental
conditions of the project site.  We also recommend mixing several species of cuttings in each
structure. Each method lists some suggested species.  Care should also be taken to select species
with root systems that match the nature of the soil movement at the project site.  Sites with deep
earth movements may require plants with deep and widespread root systems.  

 
Willows, dogwoods, and poplars are pioneering species. 
This means that they are often the first species to grow
in an area that has been cleared or disturbed.  This trait
gives these woody plants the ability to grow quickly,
vigorously and in abundance.  Figure 3 shows a 2.5 year
old Heartleaf willow live stake.  This live stake, planted
in a streambank, has grown substantially in a relatively
short period of time.  This abundant fast growth is a
result of full sun exposure and proper soil conditions. 
In shaded conditions, most plant material will grow
poorly and be relatively short lived.  Over time, the
species originally planted may give way to other types of
trees and shrubs.     .
 
Locating material donor sites
All of the species listed in this chapter can, with a bit of
effort, be found in areas were they can be collected free
of charge. Many of the materials listed in Appendix B
cannot be purchased or are prohibitively expensive if
available.

The locating of donor sites is best done in advance of
project construction. Most species are easiest to identify
in the spring and summer, when catkins and leaves are
present. Potential sites can be found by driving around,
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Figure 3: A 2.5 year old Heartleaf willow
live stake. (photo by Rick Grillmayer)
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paying attention to roadside ditches, abandoned fields,
ydro corridors (or other utility right of ways), drainage ditches, or riverbanks.  For those that have
ccess, airphotos can also be used to locate donor sites. In most cases donor sites will be privately
wned so you will need to secure permission to harvest.  Township or county road superintendents
re constantly battling willows in their attempts to maintain drainage in roadside ditches.  This is also
rue of Drainage Superintendents, who often welcome having "nuisance" willows removed from
unicipal drains.

n some cases there will be materials growing onsite. Ideally, donor sites should be close to the
roject site, as distant sites require more effort logistically to use.

WHEN TO HARVEST

ll live materials should be harvested when they are dormant. While many species of willow will



 

root from a cutting that is not dormant, the chances of success are slim, and only if specific site
conditions are met. Dormant materials have the highest probability of growing with the broadest
range of site conditions. One of the best indicators of dormancy is when the leaves have turned
color, and fall from the twig. The time in which this happens can vary, but as a general rule one
should not harvest materials until:

October 20 - Southern Ontario
October 15 - Central Ontario
October 10 - Northern Ontario

Materials can be cut and used through the winter till spring, until the buds have begun to flush
(break open, usually in early April). Materials should NOT be used once the buds have broken.
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Figure 4: The use of a set of sawhorses makes it easier to tie the bundles. (photo by Rick Grillmayer)
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EXTENDING THE WORKING SEASON

sing dormant materials in the time that they are readily available restricts projects to a window of
pportunity from Mid October to Mid April. One method of extending this season is to place
ormant materials in cold storage. Willow and dogwood cuttings have been stored successfully for
s long as 10 weeks after harvesting. Cuttings should be stored at temperatures between 3 - 5oC,
ith moderate to high humidity. Some molding of the cut ends will occur, but the stems should be

ine as long as they don’t dry out. Commercial storage may be expensive, but options include ice



 

rinks, vegetable barns (cabbage storage etc.) or refrigerated truck units.

  HOW TO HARVEST

Materials can be cut with pruning shears, clearing saws, hand saws, or chain saws. Since many of the
structures require substantial amounts of cuttings, a mechanical saw is the most efficient. For
cuttings with diameters from 10 mm to 70 mm, a clearing saw is recommended. Since the cuts will
be close to the ground, a clearing saw is far easier on the operator than a chainsaw. Chainsaws work
best on materials over 70mm. Both chainsaws and clearing saws are potentially dangerous tools,
those using them are urged to wear the appropriate safety equipment.
 
When tying together materials for transport - construct the bundles so that all of the growing tips
are aligned in the same direction. This makes it much easier to use the materials onsite.  Bundles

should be constructed such that they are easy to
transport and should be tied so that they do not fall
apart when handled. Leave all of the side branches
intact.  The use of a set of sawhorses makes it easier to
tie the bundles (Figure 4).  For this manual, a bundle is
typically 40 cm in diameter.
When cutting the material be sure to make the cuts 15 -
30 cm above ground. This will ensure successful coppice
growth from the stem (Figure 5). Caution - for safety
reasons leaving high stumps should be avoided in areas
frequented by people. This coppice growth can be cut 2
- 3 years later and is often easier to handle than the
original stems, grows faster as a cutting, and the number
of stems sometimes increases tenfold over a given area.

A note of  caution - for safety reasons, leaving high
stumps should be avoided in areas frequented by people.

To help you in the construction of future projects, keep
track of areas that have been mowed for clearing, or
harvested by previous soil bioengineering projects. They
can be re-cut in the future, usually providing better
quality material than during the first harvest.
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Figure 5: Successful coppice growth from the
stem. (photo by Rick Grillmayer)
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HOW TO TRANSPORT

emember that the cuttings are ALIVE, and should be handled with care. When transporting them
ny distance, they should be covered (in an enclosed truck, or tarped over) to avoid drying out from
he wind. Cuttings that are not used within 12 hours of harvesting should be stored with the cut
nds in water. You should avoid storing cuttings (unless in a controlled environment like a cooler)
or more than 72 hours after harvest. Every effort should be made to keep cuttings, cool, moist, and
haded.
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Description
 
Live staking is simply the installation of live cuttings that have the ability to root and grow thus
acting as stakes.
 

Purpose
Live stakes can be used as a simple and economic means of vegetating and stabilizing small,
uncomplicated areas.  Live stakes also work very well as a means of introducing a particular plant
species to a site.  They also are used as a means of securing other soil bioengineered structures or
erosion control measures to the ground.
   

Application
Installed on their own, live stakes can be
planted in slopes and stream banks to help
control minor, or shallow erosion.  In this
role the stability is provided by the root
network of the growing plant.  When using
live stakes for this purpose it is important to
remember that the stakes will provide no
protection until they have had an
opportunity to grow.  Considering this
aspect, live stakes should not be relied on
when facing large, or deep earth movements
or bank failures.  They are also an effective
means of securing fascines, brush
mattresses, and erosion control blankets. 
The added advantage of using a live stake to secure a treatment lies in the extra plant growth that the
stake itself will provide.

Live stakes can also be used to add growth to existing treatments.  For instance, if there is sufficient
soil present, livestakes can be added to the rip-rap to provide some natural strength and diversity.
 

Construction Guidelines
Live stakes can be cut from just about all of the species listed in Appendix B. Live stakes can vary
greatly in both diameter and length, but should be a minimum of 3 cm in diameter, and 30 cm long.

Live Staking
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To build a live stake:
 

•  Collect a supply of fresh, live cuttings. Live stakes MUST be cut from dormant
materials. Mature stems with diameters over 3cm work best.

•  Using a sharp pair of pruning shears, trim all side branches, taking care not to
damage the bark. Cut the stake to length, then make an angle cut at the basal end, or
bottom of the stake. It is important to make sure that the angle cut is at the bottom,
so that the stake is not planted upside down.

Installation:
Live stakes should be installed using a deadblow hammer. This hammer is a large rubber mallet with
the head filled with lead pellets. Deadblow hammers are readily available at any large building centre.
This type of hammer causes less damage to the stake than a standard mallet.
 

•  Gently tamp the live stake into the ground at right angles to the slope.
•  If the soil is compact, and the stake cannot be easily installed, a pilot hole made with

a steel bar should be used. If using a pilot hole, make sure the soil is packed in
around the stake, or it will desiccate and die.

•  When installing a live stake, make sure that at least 70% of the stem is buried and
only 30% is exposed. This is very important as this forces the live stake to produce
roots.

Materials
For collecting and
installing live stakes, you
will need the following:  
•  a ready supply of

large, mature cuttings
•  sharp pruning shears.
•  deadblow hammer.
•  steel bar for pilot

hole.
•  shovel

Cost and Maintenance Needs
Live stakes are the most cost effective soil bioengineering technique. A volunteer can cut and install
as many as 75 live stakes in an hour. There is also no maintenance required one the stakes have
grown.
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Integration
Live stakes can be used in conjunction with:

•  fascines
•  brush mattresses
•  live cribwalls
•  wing deflectors
•  tree revetments
•  rock revetments
•  L.U.N.K.E.R.S.

Demonstrations
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:

•  Project #15, Black Ash Creek Rehabilitation
•  Project #24, Brault Property Project
•  Project #64, Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project
•  Project #79, Loyalist Creek Rehabilitation
•  Project #94, Martin Property - MacIntyre Creek
•  Project #100, Scott's Plains Park  
•  Project #105, Morrison Property
•  Project #135, Halls Creek Project

For More Information
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:
 

Schiechtl and Stern. 1996.
Gray and Sotir. 1996.
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Description 
 

Fascines can be best described as a rope-shaped  bundle of live cuttings, lashed together with twine.  
Fascines have many other names including brush wattles, faggots, wattles, wattling bundles, and live 
fascines.  Fascines grow rapidly when constructed from live materials.  The resulting root systems 
work well to secure soils and to hold the fascine in place.  They are simple and effective, require little 
time to build and can be installed with little site disturbance.  
     

Purpose 
 

Fascines can be used to perform a wide variety of functions.  They can be used on their own to 
provide erosion protection on small streams, and to bench eroded slopes or gullies.  They are very 
effective in preventing surface erosion.  They can also be used in conjunction with many other soil 
bioengineering techniques, habitat improvement measures or conventional methods of erosion 
control.  Structurally, fascines can provide immediate protection once installed.  This feature is 
enhanced once the fascine begins to grow.  
   

Application 
 

When used on their own as a streambank erosion control measure, fascines are placed in a shallow 
trench excavated at the waters edge, typically along the outside bends of small streams.  Fascines can 
be used to stabilize slopes where the toe or base of the slope is stable or protected.  In this case the 
fascines would be installed across the slope to reduce runoff and trap sediment.  Fascines can also 
be used as drains to conduct runoff or bank seeps.  
 
When used on stream banks, fascines should be restricted to sites that are experiencing surface 
erosion (shallow sloughing of soil) NOT mass wasting (mass wasting is when large, deep sections of 
a slope shift, or fail at the same time).  Nor should they be used in situations where they would 
experience rapid undercutting, such as along the outside bends of deep pools cut into soils that are 
highly erosive.  This method is best suited to small streams less than 5 metres wide with bank 
heights less than 1.5 metres.  Fascines in this function can be used in most channel types. In 
conjunction with other methods, fascines can be used to protect the toe of brush mattresses, and the 
top leading edge of cribwalls. They can also be used to "soften" existing rock rip-rap, gabion baskets, 
or concrete blocks, by placing them along the top edge of the stone, or if possible, along the waters 
edge.  
  
 
 
 

 

Fascines 
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Construction Guidelines 
 

Make sure the toe is stable when using fascines on slopes. If the toe is not stable, erosion can move 
up the slope, undermining the fascines and causing failure. Should the toe be experiencing erosion,  
you will need to remedy the situation by using one of the other appropriate methods in this manual. 
Once this has been addressed, you can then place the fascines on the slope. The following steps 
should be followed when placing fascines on slopes:  

• install the first fascine at the bottom of the slope.  
• move upslope, placing fascines using the recommended spacing of 1 metre for 1:1 

slopes (height:vertical), 1.5 metre for 2:1, 2 metres for 3:1, and 3 metres for 4:1 
slopes.  

• on dry slopes fascines can be placed level or on contour.  
• on wet slopes fascines can be placed on slight angles to facilitate drainage of runoff.  
• place long straw on the slope between fascines (on slopes 1.5:1 or flatter), steeper 
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slopes would require the use of an erosion control fabric. This fabric would be 
anchored in place by tucking the leading edge into the trench, and staking the fascine 
on top.  

 
To build a fascine:  

 
1. Harvest and stockpile an assortment (being different species, ages and lengths) of live, 
dormant cuttings. Fascines can be built from a wide range of cuttings, but are best built from 
slim relatively unbranched cuttings (coppice) because they are the easiest to work with and 
produce the densest fascines. If the cuttings have multiple, hard to bend side branches, 
prune them, being sure to use the trimmings  
 
2. Fascines are easier to build in a set of saw horses. Lay the cuttings on the sawhorses, with 
the growing tips facing in the same direction, and with the cut ends staggered throughout.  
 
3. Tightly tie the fascines together tight with rope or twine. The distance between ties can 
vary. You should be able to carry, bend, and not be able to pull apart, a properly tied fascine. 
If your first attempt fails, make sure the cut ends are staggered, and that the ties are tight, 
and frequent. Fascines can be constructed in varying lengths and diameters, but work best if 
they are tied so they are dense.  
 

To install a fascine:  
 

1. Dig a shallow trench, slightly less wide and deep than the diameter of the fascine. The 
fascine should be approximately 20% exposed once installed.  
 
2. Place the fascine in the trench, and stake into place. The growing tips should point 
upstream, or if placed on angles on slopes, pointed uphill. There are several methods of 
staking.  Livestakes are recommended as they will grow, providing extra strength in the long 
run for the structure. In compact soils such as clays and clay/shales, UNTREATED 2"x2" 
stakes, or 2"x4"s cut on a diagonal work well. Place the stakes every 1-1.5 metres. You 
should not be able to lift the fascine out of the trench.  
 
3. Care should be taken to make sure the upstream end of the fascine is "returned" to the 
streambank. This means tucking the upstream end into the bank, and staking it securely so 
that the current cannot dislodge it. If the upstream end of the fascine is pulled away the 
entire structure could fail.  

 
4. Bury the fascine by placing soil around and on top of  it, tamping gently into place. Make 
sure you fill in all of the air spaces. Large air spaces around the fascine should be avoided, as 
they will promote desiccation of the live material.  
   

Materials 
   

• rope or twine, strong enough to tie the fascines together, and resilient enough to 
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last 1 year. Hemp rope, heavy bailer twine, or plastic utility cord are good 
examples.    

• ample quantities of live cuttings, for example a 4 m long fascine 25 cm in 
diameter will use approximately 5 bundles of cuttings (bundles being 20-30 cm in 
diameter, and 2 m long). Fascines should be constructed with a minimum of 2 
different species. This will optimize the chances of successful growth.  

 
Recommended species:  
Small streams  - Heartleaf willow, Sandbar willow, Shining willow, Pussy willow, 
all of the dogwoods.  
Large streams  - Black willow, Peachleaf willow, Pussy willow, Sandbar willow, 
Heartleaf willow, Carolina poplar, Balsam poplar, all of the dogwoods.  
   

• shovels, rakes, deadblow and sledge hammers, pruning shears, utility knife, 
sawhorses.  

• stakes, depending upon the application, from live stakes, to untreated 2"x2"s, to 
2"x4"s cut into wedges.  

• straw (for mulching on slopes), or an erosion control blanket (jute, coir, or a 
straw mix).  

   
Cost and Maintenance Needs 

 
Fascines cost very little, especially if the live materials are cut for free. Costs can be reduced even 
further if livestakes are used to anchor the fascine. The main expense is the time required to harvest 
live cuttings, transport them, and construct the fascines. Time required to install varies from 0.5 - 1 
hour per linear metre. Fascines should be inspected periodically in the first year. Once the fascine is 
growing, they require little maintenance.  
   

Integration 
 

Fascines can be easily integrated into many types of projects such as:  
• brush mattresses  
• live crib walls  
• log/brush shelters  
• rock rip-rap  
• joint planting  
• native material revetment  

   
Demonstrations 

 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:  

• Project #15, Black Ash Creek Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #24, Brault Property 
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• Project #42, Soper Park - Mill Creek 
• Project #44, Strausberg Creek  
• Project #46, Kolb Creek  
• Project #47, Schneider Creek 
• Project #50, Colonial Creek 
• Project #51, Bechtel Park  
• Project #64, Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #91, Tioga Wildlife Area - Pine River  
• Project #93, Glen Huron  
• Project #94, Martin Property - MacIntyre Creek 
• Project #100, Scott's Plains Park 
• Project #113, Harvey Brown's  
• Project #114, Curcio's Bypass  
• Project #115, Dixon Hill Tributary  
• Project #117, Harding Property  
• Project #121, Christian Blind Mission 

   
 

For more information 
 

Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:  
Gray and Sotir, 1996  
Schiechtl and Stern, 1996  
210-EFH, 1992  
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Description 
 

In brushlayers, the cuttings are arranged perpendicular to the slope, and are used in two 
forms; cut slope brushlayers and fill slope brushlayers. Cut slope brushlayers are brushlayers 
placed on benches dug into a slope. Fill brushlayers are imbedded between layers of soil fill. 
  

Purpose 
 
Brushlayers can be excavated into eroding streambanks where the protruding tips assist in 
managing runoff and reducing the downslope movement of soil. The branches in brushlayers 
also serve to reinforce the soil, making them useful in areas were mass wasting is a problem. 
A brushlayer can also act like a horizontal slope drain, effectively moving water within the 
slope to the surface.  
   

Application 
 
Like fascines, brushlayers can be used to terrace a slope, breaking it up into smaller sections, 
and effectively reducing erosion. But unlike fascines, they are excavated farther into the slope, 
and can be used in areas where shallow mass wasting is a problem. Brushlayers also provide 
immediate stability to soils that are placed as fill.  
 
Mass wasting, or movement (more popularly known as landslides) is a complex and 
potentially dangerous phenomenon. While brushlayering is an effective solution if applied 
properly, care should be taken when trying to stabilize large slopes, slopes with known deep 
soil movements, abundant groundwater discharge, or where property values are high. If 
confronted with these scenarios, we strongly recommend consulting with your local Ministry 
of Natural Resources, or Conservation Authority office prior to construction.  
  
Both cut and fill brushlayers are susceptible to undercutting. When used on streambanks it is 
critical to ensure the base or toe of the slope is protected in some way, be it with fascines, tree 
revetments, or existing vegetation.  
 
Cut slope brushlayers should not be used on slopes steeper than 2:1. Nor should they be 
used where mass wasting occurs in layers deeper than 0.75m. The depth of the bench or 
brushlayer can vary, but should be a minimum of 0.5m and a maximum of 1.25m. Cut slope 
brushlayers should also have long straw mulch placed on the slope between brushlayers. This 
mulch can also be seeded. Straw should only be used on slopes no steeper than 2:1.  

 

Brushlayers 
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Fill brushlayers should also have mulch placed between the brushlayers, and on slopes 
steeper than 2:1, a coir or erosion control blanket should be used. This blanket is anchored in 
place by wrapping it around the lifts, or layers of soil. Fill brushlayers can be up to 4m long.      
 
Brushlayers in both cut and fill scenarios can be built to varying thickness, but should be a 
minimum of 10cm thick. Spacing on slopes is the same as for fascines. Brushlayers must not 
extend out of the slope a distance greater than 1/3 their total depth, but must extend at least 
1/4. It is these exposed tips that serve to catch soil as it moves down the slope.  
 

Construction Guidelines 
 

To construct cut slope brushlayers, follow these steps: 
  

• Collect a supply of fresh, live, dormant cuttings. Mature stems with diameters 
over 2cm work best. Cuttings should be relatively unbranched, and 1/3 
longer than the depth of the bench. If the bundles of cuttings are 
considerably longer than the depth of the bench they can be cut to length in 
the bundle. Heavily branched cuttings can be used if the larger side branches 
are trimmed. 

  
• Excavate the first bench at the bottom of the slope. The surface of the bench 

should angle back into the slope, 10-25 degrees off horizontal (see figure).  
 
• Place the first layer of cuttings on the bench. All of the cut ends should be 

touching the back of the excavation, and all of the growing tips pointing out 
of the slope. Criss-cross the cuttings. The first layer should be between 2 – 4 
cm thick. Note if using textiles or coir, the top edge of the coir would be tucked onto the 
bench before placing the first layer of brush. 

  
• Place soil on the cuttings. Dry, mobile soil works best. Sift the  

soil onto the cuttings, working it with shovels or boots, ensuring that there 
are no air voids in the cuttings. Place the next layer of cuttings and repeat. By 
building the brushlayer in several individual layers, you can ensure that there 
are no air voids. 

 
• Move up the slope, repeating these steps. As you progress up the slope, try 

building two benches at once. Soil from the upslope bench can be moved 
downslope to be placed on the downslope cuttings. 

 
• Once the brushlayers are complete, place mulch on the exposed soil between 

the brushlayers.   
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Fill slope brushlayers are constructed in the same away as listed above, except that the soil 
between the lifts is placed during construction, and usually moved by machinery. 

 
 

Materials 
 
You will need a ready supply of fresh, dormant cuttings. Availability and size are more 
important than species, so most of those listed in Appendix B will work.  In addition, you 
will need the following equipment and materials: 

• sharp pruning shears. 
• chainsaw and appropriate safety equipment - if bundles need cutting to 
size. 

• straw mulch or erosion control blankets 
• shovels 
• earth moving machinery (fill brushlayers only). 

 

Cost and Maintenance Needs 
 

Brushlayers require more effort to construct than do fascines. Costs in terms of financial 
resources are difficult to estimate. In the case of cut brushlayers the costs can be minimal if 
the live materials are collected from free sites and are installed by volunteers. Fill brushlayers 
tend to be considerably more expensive, since they usually require the use of heavy 
equipment to move and place fill. Fill brushlayers on large sites may also require the 
involvement of a civil or geotechnical engineer. The geotextiles and/or natural geofabrics that 
are often used also tend to be expensive, varying in price from $0.50/m to $2.0/m.    
 
Maintenance of established brushlayers is minimal. The species used in brushlayers often 
only survive long enough to allow pioneering vegetation to become established, so control of 
willows or poplars in the future is rarely required. 
 
Effort, like cost, is also variable. Cut brushlayers can be built at a rate of 0.5 m to 3 m per 
hour (measured across the slope as a finished brushlayer), fill brushlayers at a rate of 0.5 – 6 
m per hour. 
 
 

Integration 
 

Brushlayers can be used in conjunction with: 
 

• fascines 
• live cribwalls   
• tree revetments 
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• rock revetments 
• live stakes 

 
 

Demonstrations 
 

This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects: 
 
• Project #12, Plumb Creek C.U.R.B. Project 
• Project #24, Brault Property 
• Project #47, Schneider Creek 
• Project #64, Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project - Markham Branch 
• Project #80, Williamsburg Community Biotechnical Works 
• Project #100, Scotts Plains Park 
• Project #117, Harding Property 
• Project #139, Cairns Boulevard 
 

 

For More Information 
 

Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the 
bibliography: 
 

 Schiechtl and Stern. 1996. 
 Gray and Sotir. 1996. 
 Schiechtl, 1980 
 210-EFH, 10/92, 1992 

 
 

Figure   - Cut slope brushlayer, cross section, and overhead view, on   
   streambank. 
 
Figure  - Fill slope bru shlayer, cross section only, on streambank. 



 
 
 
 

Brushmattress   
 

 
 
 

Description 
 

The brushmattress is the soil bioengineering version of rock rip-rap.  A brushmattress is a 
protective mat of cuttings placed on the stream bank and staked sufficiently to hold it in 
place.  This mat provides 100% coverage in the area that it is placed.  Brushmattresses have 
also been referred to as live brush mats or brush matting.   

 
Purpose 

 
Brushmattresses are a simple and cost effective means of protecting stream banks against 
erosion.  The cuttings will root along the entire length of the structure, providing long-term 
protection.  If access is available, brushmattresses can also be easily constructed with earth 
moving machinery which greatly 
increases the amount of 
brushmattress that can be installed. 
 

Application 
 
Brushmattresses are not 
recommended for stream banks 
steeper than 2.5:1 nor should they be 
used on stream banks where mass 
wasting occurs.  A properly staked 
brushmattress can withstand 
considerable stream velocities, but 
must have a secure toe.  In most 
cases, a single fascine provides sufficient protection.   
 
The toe or bottom of the brushmattress should be at or below the mean low water level of 
the stream.  When placing on erosive, soils the brushmattress should cover the entire bank 
from the low water mark to the high water mark.  This is not required in compact soils such 
as clays, but the height of the brush mattress should extend 1.5 metres up the streambank 
from the waters edge.  The thickness of the structure can vary, but should be a minimum of 
10 cm thick.  
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They are resilient to ice damage, both immediately after construction and when growing.  
Brushmattresses can be used on C, E, F, and G channels.  They can tolerate deposition of 
sediments, especially once growing and if designed with the appropriate species.  
 

Construction Guidelines 
 

To construct a brushmattress, follow these steps: 
  

• Collect a supply of fresh, live, dormant cuttings.  Mature stems with diameters 
over 2 cm work best.  Cuttings should be relatively unbranched, and 1/4 longer 
than the height of the brushmattress.  If the bundles of cuttings are considerably 
longer than the height of the brushmattress they can be cut to length in the 
bundle.  Heavily branched cuttings can be used if the larger side branches are 
trimmed. 

 
• If you are using fascines as toe protection, construct them, following the directions 

in the fascine method.  If other methods are to be used, such as rip-rap, install it at 
this point. 

 
• If you are using machinery, excavate a shallow bench about the length and height 

of the brushmattress.  Make sure the base is free from holes or large divots as the 
brushmattress must have complete contact to the ground.  With hand installation, 
excavating the entire length of the slope not required, but good contact to the 
ground is important.  Dig a small trench 15-20 cm deep just below the waterline 
and flush with the plane of the slope. 

 
• Place the first layer of cuttings on the ground. Criss-cross the cuttings (see figure).   

As in brushlayering, the first layer should be between 2 to 4 cm thick. The growing 
tips all face the same direction, in this case uphill.  If the cuttings are not long 
enough to cover the slope they must be overlapped by at least 40 cm.  All of the 
cut ends should butt up against the bottom of the trench or existing toe 
protection.  

 
• Place soil on the cuttings.  Dry, mobile soil works best.  Wet or clumped soils are 

difficult to work with and tend to leave spaces.  Sift the soil onto the cuttings, 
working it with shovels or boots, ensuring that there are no empty spaces in the 
cuttings.  If you are using a back hoe to place the fill, take the bucket and pour 
some water on the brush.  This will also help to pack the soil tightly. 

 
• Place the next layer of cuttings, making sure the cut ends touch the bottom of the 

trench.  Add soil.  Repeat until the desired thickness of the brush mattress is 
achieved. 
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• Place the fascine at the 
stream edge, on top of 
the butt ends of the 
cuttings.  Stake fascine 
securely, following the 
guidelines listed in the 
fascine method.  

 
• Place soil around the 

fascine. 
 
• Move along the bank, 

repeating these steps.  
The finished brushmattress should be partially covered in soil. 

 
• Once all of the live material is placed the brushmattress is ready for staking.  As 

with installing fascines, live stakes should be used where possible.  In compact 
soils wooden stakes will work.  Place stakes through the mattress in a grid fashion 
approximately 1 metre apart.  The first row of stakes should be close to the bottom 
of the mattress. Drive the stakes in 2/3rd’s of the way.  Tie in hemp rope, wire, or 
cord in horizontal and diagonal runs.  Drive in the stakes until the cord is tight. 
Stakes should reach a minimum of 45 cm into the ground. 

 
• Avoid using one continuous piece of rope or cord.  This will make it impossible 

to pull all of the stakes out. 
 
• Be aggressive when staking the upstream edge of the brushmattress.  Like fascines, 

a failure at this end could be detrimental to the entire structure. 
 

Materials 
 
Here’s a list of what you will need: 
 

• a ready supply of fresh, dormant cuttings.  Availability, size, and species similar to 
that of fascines.  You will use a lot of material.  A brushmattress 15 cm thick, 2 m 
high, and 10 m long could use 25-35 bundles of cuttings.  

• sharp pruning shears. 
• chainsaw and appropriate safety equipment - if bundles need cutting to size. 
• sledgehammer, deadblow hammer  
• shovels, rakes 
• earth moving machinery  
• livestakes, or 2"x2"s, or angled 2"x4"s, stakes should be a minimum of 50 cm 
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long. 
• hemp rope 5 - 10 mm, or light gauge fencing wire, or plastic cord. 

 

Cost and Maintenance Needs 
 

Most of the effort required to construct a brushmattress is in the form of labour.  Like 
fascines, live stakes, and brushlayers, costs can be kept to a minimum with free live material 
donor sites and volunteer labour.  Staking will incur costs for the rope, wire, or wooden 
stakes.  Costs will also rise if machinery is used to prepare the site and construct the mattress.  
Installation rates also vary considerably. If machinery is used 10-15 linear metres per hour is 
possible.  Hand installation is considerably slower, 2 to 5 metres per hour.  Maintenance of 
established brushmattresses is minimal.  
 

Integration 
 

Brushmattresses can be used in conjunction with: 
 

• fascines 
• vortex weirs  
• live stakes 

 
Demonstrations 

 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects: 
 

• Project #91, Tioga Wildlife Area - Pine River 
• Project #135, Halls Creek Project 
• Project #44, Strausberg Creek 
• Project #46, Kolb Creek 
• Project #42, Soper Park - Mill Creek 
• Project #50, Colonial Creek 
• Project #51, Bechtel Park 
• Project #117, Harding Property 

 

For More Information 
 

Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the 
bibliography: 

 Schiechtl and Stern. 1996. 
 Schiechtl, 1980 
 Leiser. 1994 



 
 
 
 

Description 
 
A live cribwall is a three dimensional structure created from untreated timbers, fill, and live cuttings.  
This structure, once filled, acts as a retaining wall.  The timbers provide immediate protection and 
stability for the structure, but their importance is gradually lessened as they decompose, and the live 
cuttings grow and proliferate.  The resulting root mass binds the fill and the parent soils into a single 
coherent mass.  Live cribwalls are also one of the more complex structures listed in this manual, as 
their construction can cause considerable site disturbance.  
   

Purpose 
 
Live cribwalls can be used to perform a wide variety of functions.  They can be used instead of a 
structural treatment (such as gabions or concrete blocks) where the natural appearance and habitat 
features are important.  Live cribwalls are also helpful in reducing the grade of a slope by stabilizing 
the toe and protecting it against undercutting.  This feature is especially important if you are faced 
with a site where grading the bank to a flatter and more stable angle is not an option.  
   

Application 
 
When used to protect streambanks, live cribwalls should not be placed in areas that experience large, 
lateral earth stresses or mass wasting.  Live cribwalls constructed from untreated timbers should also 
be built with a maximum height of 3m.  If the site requires a cribwall higher than 3m, treated 
timbers, or rot resistant timbers, such as cedar, may be required.  A structure this high may also need 
the expertise of an engineer.  
 
There is a considerable amount of fill needed for its construction.  Therefore, live cribwalls require 
the use of heavy equipment, making this method unsuitable if machinery access is impossible.  The 
foundation of the cribwall should be excavated into the streambed just below the deepest part of the 
streambed.  Care should also be taken to align both the upstream and downstream ends of the 
cribwall into the streambank.  
 
Heavy equipment is typically required for the excavation of a footing into a streambed.  Therefore, it 
is recommended that those interested in constructing a cribwall contact their local Conservation 
Authority and Ministry of Natural Resources District office.  There will be concerns with 
sedimentation, timing, and the impact of the machinery on the stream.  
   
 
 
 

 

Live Cribwall 
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Construction Guidelines 
 

To build a live cribwall, follow this sequence of construction steps:  
   

• Harvest and stockpile an assortment of live, dormant cuttings. The live cuttings should be 
the same form and species as used in brushlayers.  Slim, relatively unbranched cuttings 
(coppice), work best because they are the easiest to manipulate and they produce the densest 
brushlayers.  If the cuttings have multiple, hard to bend side branches, prune them.  The 
cuttings should not be shorter than the depth of the cribwall plus 1/4.  

 
• Excavate the footing of the cribwall; making sure the base is below the streambed (figure) 

and that it is angled into the streambank so that the cribwall will have a batter of at least 
15%.  

 
• If working in a de-watered site, place the first course of logs or timbers at the front and back 

of the excavation (parallel to the streambank).  Place the next course at right angles, on top 
of the other timbers (perpendicular to the streambank).  Nail timbers together.  If working in 
the water, the submerged portion of the cribwal can be constructed in sections in the dry 
and lowered into place. 

 
• Fill the submerged portion of the cribwall with the rock fill, taking care to place conifer 

boughs or brush into the openings in the face of the cribwall.  These cuttings provide a 
rough surface to the cribwall, creating instream habitat, and protection by forcing the current 
away from the cribwall.  This "dead" brush should protrude 0.5 m - 1 m into the stream, and 
extend from the footing, just below the baseflow level of the stream.  

 
• The portion of the cribwall that is above water is a combination of timbers and brushlayers.  

The brushlayer is placed on the cribfill, perpendicular to the streambank.  The brushlayer 
should be constructed following the same procedures as listed in the Brushlayers Factsheet.  If 
possible, soils from the site should be used in the construction of the live portion of the 
cribwall.  If faced with saturated, contaminated, or rocky soils, you may need to import soil.  
The brushlayer is placed with the cut ends touching the back of the excavation, and the 
growing tips pointing out over the stream.  The brushlayer should be as thick as the height 
of the timbers placed perpendicular to the streambank.  The finished brushlayer will be flush 
with the top of this timber.  If using fertilizer, sprinkle it sparingly throughout the 
brushlayer.  Cuttings should be placed liberally, and the brushlayer should be dense to reduce 
the washing out of the soil.  

 
• The brushlayers should run uninterrupted (except for the ends of the perpendicular logs) 

along the entire length of the cribwall.  Care should be taken to ensure that the batter of the 
cribwall is maintained throughout each course.  This is to provide enhanced stability to the 
cribwall, and to ensure that the brushlayers are also placed at the proper angle.  

 
• Place the next course of parallel logs onto the cribwall, fasten, and fill with soil to the top 
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edge of these logs.  This is the fill layer.  
 

• Place the next brushlayer, then the next fill layer, and so on until the desired height is 
reached.  The top of the cribwall should reach the bankfull or high water mark.  

 
Materials 

  
Here’s a list of what you will need:  

• timbers such as eastern white cedar, red pine, jack pine or spruce.  Timbers that are straight, 
with a relatively uniform diameter work best. In cribwalls less than 3m, wood rot resistance 
is not as important as straightness or uniformity of diameter.  Timbers should have a 
minimum diameter of 15cm.  

• ample quantities of live cuttings.  For example: a 30m long cribwall 1.5m high, with 3 
brushlayers will use approximately 160 bundles of cuttings (bundles being 20-30cm in 
diameter, and 2m long).  
Recommended species:  
Small streams - Heartleaf willow, Sandbar willow, Shining willow, Pussy willow, all of the 
dogwoods. 
Large streams - Black willow, Peachleaf willow, Pussy willow, Sandbar willow, Heartleaf 
willow, Carolina poplar, Balsam poplar, all of the dogwoods.    

• shovels, rakes, deadblow and sledge hammers, pruning shears, utility knife, chainsaw and 
appropriate safety equipment, measuring tape, level.  

• ardox spikes, length to be 2x the diameter of the timbers.  
• pit run gravel, gabion stone, or rock for filling the submerged portion of the cribwall, rock 

should be unsorted, sizes from 2 - 10 cm in diameter.  
• evergreen boughs, or (if not easily available), brush, sticks, or tips from trimmed willow 

bundles.  
• 7-7-7 granular fertilizer.  
• backhoe/or highhoe.  
• sediment curtain, if excavating the cribwall footing into the streambed.  

  
Cost and Maintenance Needs 

 
Live cribwalls can be costly to construct.  The use of timbers, imported rock fill, and the use of earth 
moving machinery to prepare the site and construct the wall make this one of the more expensive 
techniques listed in this manual.  Costs can range from $100 - $400/linear meter completed.  Once 
the live cribwall is growing, it should require little maintenance.  
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Integration 
 
Live cribwalls can be easily integrated into many types of projects such as:  

• brush mattresses  
• live stakes  
• fascines  
• L.U.N.K.E.R.S.  
• Sweepers  

Demonstrations 
 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:  
   

• Project #15, Black Ash Creek Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #24, Brault Property 
• Project #47, Schneider Creek 
• Project #58, Larches Creek 
• Project #64, Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project - Markham Branch  
• Project #67, East Humber River Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #80, Williamsburg Community Biotechnical Works 
• Project #93, Glen Huron - Mad River  
• Project #135, Halls Creek  

 
For more information 

 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:  

Gray and Sotir, 1996  
Schiechtl and Stern, 1996  
210-EFH, 1992  
Schiechtl, 1980 

 
 



Description
Willow posts are large cuttings taken from the trunk or main branches of tree form willows.
These posts are placed into deep holes drilled into the streambank.

Purpose
Willow posts are an excellent means of establishing tree form willows on a streambank.
Willow posts can grow at a greater distance from the water than live stakes, especially in
streambanks with dry, well-drained soils.  Drilling the deep holes allows the willow post to
access the water table adjacent to the stream.  Willow posts can be applied to sites that may
be considered too unstable for live stakes.

Application
Willow posts can be installed on their own into streambanks that do not experience
substantial erosion or loss of soil.  An example of this would be a sand bank that looses 1-
2m of soil each year.  On sites such as these, an additional means of protecting the
streambank and toe may be required.  The large size and depth of willow posts provides
stability to slopes prone to shallow soil slides or rotational failures.  Live stakes planted on a
similar slope would provide little protection, and would be removed with the slide.

While many of the tree form willows can withstand seasonal inundation, the posts should
not be installed were they would be submerged for more than 2 months.  Willow posts will
grow best if they have ample soil moisture (not waterlogged) in the top 60 cm of soil.
Growth is slow to poor in dense, compact soils such as clay.

Construction
Guidelines

At first, willow posts appear similar
to live stakes, but their
construction guidelines are more
complex. To build a willow post:

1)  Harvest posts from tree
form willows. Posts should
be 2-3.5 m long, with a top
diameter of no less than 10
cm.

Willow Posts
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2)  Since the posts should be planted in the upright position, mark the top end with a
dab of paint.

Installation:

1)  Create a pilot hole slightly larger than the diameter of the post. Willow posts
can be installed at depths ranging from 1-3 m deep.  A steel ram or auger can
be used.

2)  Place the post in the pilot hole.  Try to keep the amount of the post above ground to
no more than 1/3 of the posts total length.

3) The bottom of the post should be in contact with the bottom of the pilot hole.

4)  Make sure the hole is backfilled with soil to avoid the creation of air pockets.
This can be accomplished by tamping soil in with an iron bar, or by washing
soil in with water.

5)  As with live stakes, care should be taken not to split or crack the posts, as they
will not survive.

Materials
For installing willow posts, you will need the following:

•  a ready supply of posts, tree form willows such as Black willow,
Peachleaf willow, or Crack willow.

•  a high-hoe or backhoe with a steel ram or auger attachment. Small posts
can be installed with a portable post hole auger.

•  chainsaw and appropriate safety equipment.
•  steel bar to tamp backfill.
•  shovel.

Cost and Maintenance Needs
The costs for installing willow posts can vary considerable from site to site. The most
expensive part is the requirement of heavy machinery to drive, or drill the pilot hole. Since
the posts can be quite large, machinery may also be required to transport the posts to the
project site. Costs listed in the literature have ranged from $15-55.00/post installed. There is
no maintenance required one the posts have begun to grow.
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Integration
Willow posts can be used in conjunction with:

•  wing deflectors
•  tree revetments
•  live rock revetments
•  L.U.N.K.E.R.S.

Demonstrations
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:

•  Project #105, Morrison Property
•  Project #109, Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation Project

For More Information
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the
bibliography:

Derrick, D. 1998.
Pezeshki, R.S. et al, 1998.
Kinney, W. nd.



 
   
 

 
Description 

 
A native material revetment is an interlocking matrix of woody material and stone that is anchored 
into the eroding bank of stream or river.  It is also known as a tree revetment or root wad revetment 
because it uses uprooted live or dead trees and their root wads as a natural means of reducing bank 
erosion.  It can become a living wall of woody vegetation over time if designed properly. 
  

Purpose 
 

The purpose of the native material revetment is to provide a permanent structure built with natural 
materials to protect eroding banks from the scour action of fast moving water.  This type of 
structure will divert high-energy flows of bankfull stage away from the bank.  This technique is a 
good alternative to the traditional hard approaches of gabion baskets or armour stone walls.   
 
The combination of root wads, large logs and field stone provides good quality instream habitat  
along a run or outside bend of a pool.  Micro-habitats for fish and other aquatic creatures are created 
as a result of all of the edges, gaps and voids in the root tangles.    
 
In addition, the structure can minimize sediment loading on the stream by acting as a buffer 
between the erosive action of moving water and the fragile soils of the exposed bank.  As the fast 
moving water approaches the root wad revetment, the roughness of the structure causes turbulence 
near the bank and this disrupts the force of the incoming flow.  The velocity of the moving water is 
reduced and this encourages sediment deposition and plant growth behind the structure. 
   

Application 
 

Native material revetments are generally used in streams and rivers less than twenty metres wide and 
with a channel slope less than two percent.  Aggravated erosion caused by unrestricted livestock 
access, pipeline installation or watercourse relocation is usually the justification for this 
bioengineering technique.  Eroding bank height can range from a half to four metres.  High banks 
are usually graded back to a stable slope following construction of the revetment. The size of the 
wood and rock materials are selected based on the size of the stream or river and its bankfull 
velocity. 
 
A good physical understanding of the stream within the selected reach is needed for selecting this 
technique.  You will need to know what type of watercourse you are working in, its channel 
characteristics and the dynamic nature of seasonal flow, ice formation, debris movement and 
sediment transport prior to completing the detailed designs. Sketches of the channel in plan view 
and cross section, indicating bankfull, low flow and thalweg will be essential for determining 
suitability and positioning. The outside bends of pools and eroding banks of runs are typically well-
suited sites for this type of bioengineering structure. Native material revetments will work very well 
in a variety of channel types including A, B, C, E, F and G type channels where there is a 

 

Native Material Revetment 
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Figure 5.x: Root wads in position 

 

Figure 5.x: Back-filling with Christmas trees and brushlayers 

 

predominant cobble, gravel or smaller 
substrate. They work well in all C 
channels.  
 
Native material revetments should be 
designed to the bankfull stage of the 
stream.  It is highly recommended that 
you consult with your local MNR and/or Conservation Authority for advice on suitability.  This 
technique is not suited for rivers where the bankfull stage is greater than thirty metres wide. 
 

Construction Guidelines 
 

Constructing native material revetments on small streams less than two metres wide will require only 
hand tools and possibly a chain saw.  On larger streams and rivers, you will need heavy equipment to 
dig out the trenches for the footer logs, place the root wads in position and backfill with rock. 

 
Follow these steps to construct a native material revetment: 
 

• Remove all existing woody debris and shrubs from the bank where you will be  
building the revetment. The revetment will be dug into the ground to about the same 
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Figure 5.x: Native material revetment eventually fills in with sediment 
(top photo) and rapidly stabilizes with plant growth.  

elevation as the thalweg of the stream.   
 

• Start construction at the downstream limit and work upstream. The ends of the 
shoreline treatment should be tied bank into the banks with large fieldstone in order to 
prevent erosion from occurring behind the structure. 

 
• If the low flow water depth is one metre or less, no further toe protection is needed.  
If the water depth is greater than one metre, an underwater field stone revetment will be 
needed to reduce toe 
erosion. 

 
• Excavate the footer 
log trenches parallel to 
the alignment of the 
flow of the stream to a 
point slightly below 
the streambed.   
Footer logs should be 
spaced 1.5 to 2  
metres apart.  The 
logs should also be 
placed such that there 
is a 1.5 metre 
overlapping of the 
adjacent the log at 
each end.  Footer logs 
should be returned 
into the streambank at 
both the up and 
downstream ends to 
avoid future 
undermining. 

 
• Excavate the root 
wad trunk trenches 
perpendicular to the 
alignment of the 
footer logs such that 
the root fan is 
perpendicular to the 
direction of the water 
current at bankfull 
stage (Figure 5.x).  
Root wads should not 
project into the channel any more than 10% of the length of the trunk.  The centre of 
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the root wad should be above the elevation of low flow and the root fan should extend 
up to the predicted bankfull stage water elevation. 

 
• Secure the root wad trunk to the footer logs with the reinforcing steel bar in the two  

locations indicated in the drawing. 
 

• Backfill the trenches with the native bank material and pack tightly. 
 

• Fix the high stage deflector logs in tight behind the root wads in parallel with the  
footer logs below.  Secure with the reinforcing steel bar in the locations indicated in 
the drawing. 
   

• Backfill the structure with large field stones to the same elevation as the top of the  
high stage deflector logs. 
 

• A combination of brushlayering and densely packed layers of Christmas trees can be 
used instead of rock backfill.  This creates a sediment trap in behind the revetment 
that is eventually stabilized by vigorous plant growth (see Figures 5.x and 5.x) 
 

• Brushlayering over the stone backfill will eventually fill in with dense roots. 
 

• The remaining bank can then be re-graded to a stable slope and stabilized with a  
mulch blanket.   
 

• Live stakes, willow posts or transplanted shrubs will rapidly grow to create a dense 
root zone over the native material revetment.  The revetment should have live cuttings 
placed throughout. 

  

Insert diagram 
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Materials Needed 
 

For best results, use decay resistant species of trees for root wads and logs.  Cedar, juniper, hemlock 
and hardwoods will work well and last a long time.  If recently cut live willow or cottonwood logs 
are available, use them instead because they will sprout new growth in a matter of weeks and help 
build a living wall of roots and wood. 

 
For small streams less than two metres wide, native material revetments are constructed with the 
following materials:  

• 15 to 25 cm diameter cedar, hemlock or willow tree trunks with root wads, 
long enough to imbed 1.2 to 2.5 m in to the bank and a maximum of fifteen 
percent of the length into the channel   

• root wad trunks are at least 1.5 metres long 
• 15 to 35 cm cedar or hemlock logs about 2.5 metres long 
• 0.8 m long reinforcing steel bar with a diameter of 2 cm  
• 15 to 20 cm diameter field stone for backfill  
• large bow saw, axe, shovels, rakes and sledge hammer  

 
In larger streams and rivers, native material revetments should be constructed with:  

• 40 to 75 cm diameter cedar, hemlock, willow or hardwood tree trunks with 
root wads, long enough to imbed 4 to 5 m in to the bank and a maximum of 
fifteen percent of the length into the channel  

• root wad trunks are 6 metres long or more   
• 25 to 60 cm cedar, hemlock or hardwood logs about 5 metres long 
• 1.2 m long reinforcing steel bar with a diameter of 2 cm  
• 40 to 60 cm diameter field stone for backfill  
• back hoe or excavator, chainsaw, axe, shovels, rakes and sledge hammer 

 
In both cases, the final grading of the bank can include brushlayering, fascines, livestakes or willow 
posts to encourage the growth of a dense root zone and added stability. 
 

Cost and Maintenance Needs 
 

Native material revetments can be a low cost technique depending on the availability of materials, 
site access, channel size and need for heavy equipment.  Root wads with adequate length of tree 
trunk are typically difficult to acquire.  A crew of three experienced people can construct a 
revetment in a small stream in two to three days. As channel size increases, so does the amount of 
materials and labour required to construct.   
 
These structures typically last seven to ten years.  Longevity can be extended when wood materials 
are constantly submerged.  Life expectancy can also be extended where live willow or cottonwood 
trunks and logs are used since these will readily sprout growth and become part of a living wall. 
Frequent monitoring and maintenance is recommended during the first year to ensure proper 
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function and correct erosion problems on re-graded slopes.  Continue with annual monitoring after 
the first year to ensure revetments work properly.  
   

Integration 
 

Several bioengineering and habitat enhancement projects can be used in conjunction with native 
material revetments such as:  

• brush layering 
• willow posts 
• fascines 
• live staking 
• sweepers 
• large woody debris placement  

  
Demonstrations 

 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:  

• Project #66, Purpleville Creek Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #67, East Humber River Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #102, Petticoat Creek Rehabilitation 
• Project #104, Collingwood Shipyards - CSL Property 
• Project #135, Halls Creek Project   

    
For More Information 

 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:  

M.T.O. 1997  
Osmond, D. L. et al 1995 
Rosgen, D. 1996 
Slaney, P. A. and D. Zaldokas 1997 



Description
A live rock revetment is the combination of live dormant cuttings with field or armour
stone. The live cuttings are placed in the openings between the rock, during or after rock
placement. The rock holds the cuttings in place, and as the cuttings grow the roots hold the
rock in place and help to stabilize the site. This method has also been referred to as a joint
planting, vegetated rip-rap, and rock fill with branch layering.

Purpose
While a live rock revetment provides immediate protection after installation, it should be
used sparingly. In this bioengineering technique, preference is placed on improving past
installations.  

The extensive use of rock or armourstone (blankets of quarried limestone) by itself as a
means of stabilizing stream banks can have a negative affect on both the stream’s physical
and ecological stability. The relatively smooth surface of a streambank covered in rock
provides less resistance to the flow of current than a similar streambank covered in
vegetation. The widespread use of rip-rap or rock can actually have the effect of gradually
accelerating the streams current, increasing the occurrence and severity of erosion

Live Rock Revetment
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downstream. Large amounts of rock can also reduce the amount and complexity of riparian
growth. This can have a cumulative negative impact on both wildlife and fish habitat.

However, where it is appropriate, there are many advantages in combining live cuttings with
stone. They include the creation of diverse riparian habitats; the roughening of the surface of
the rock treatment which can slow current velocities and trap sediment; the presence of
roots which help to hold the rock in place; and a more natural appearance. A live rock
revetment is also efficient in dealing with high volumes of bank seepage.

While it is best to combine live cuttings with rock when the rock is placed, this method can
also be effectively used to improve existing rip-rap or armourstone structures. This
"improving" feature is important to note since the use of purely rip-rap or armourstone is
still common.

  Application
A live rock revetment can be a cost effective means of dealing with erosion in situations
where there are high current velocities, wave action, steep banks that cannot be graded, or
where there are small breaks in the streambank. This method is simple to use, and can lend
itself to the private landowner or volunteer group faced with severe erosion problems.

A live rock revetment can be placed on a wide range of slopes, as long as the finished slope
is approximately 2:1.  Placement on slopes from 1:1 to vertical require the use of stone sized
1.5 to 2 times greater than recommended by looking at velocity alone.

The size of rock to be used depends on stream velocity, gradient or slope, and the weight of
the stone. The following table gives a general guide to size stone:

Stream Flow Velocity (m/sec) Mean Stone Diameter (cm)

less than or equal to 2.0 8 - 11
2.0 - 2.5 11 - 18
2.5 - 3.0 18 - 22
3.0 - 3.5 22 - 23
3.5 + requires a more thorough design

Those interested in building a live rock revetment are urged to contact their local
Conservation Authority or get the help of a Water Resources Engineer to ensure the
appropriate sizing of stone. The stone does not need to be uniform in size, but should have
an average diameter that matches the recommended diameter.

Most literature detailing the construction of a standard rip-rap structure recommend the use
of angular quarried stone. This is so that the individual rocks "knit" together, making it more
difficult for the structure to be washed away over time. Fieldstone, if found in sufficient
quantities and sizes, works just as well as quarried stone. The growing cuttings help to hold
rocks in place, allowing for the use of rounded stone.
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Standard rip-rap also demands the use of a filter fabric or gravel to be placed at the rock/soil
interface. This is to prevent the erosion of the finer soil through the rip-rap. In the case of a
live rock revetment this is not required; as a brushlayer or willow bundles act as a filter
material.

The thickness of a live rock revetment can vary, but should be sufficient to hold the cuttings
in place. In a live rock revetment, long-term protection is provided by the growing cuttings,
not the stone. A live rock revetment should extend up the streambank to a point close to the
bankfull stage.

Care should be taken to ensure both the up and downstream ends of the structure are
returned into the streambank. The toe of the live rock revetment should be slightly lower
than the streambed to prevent early undercutting. This is because the structure requires
substantial quantities of rock, therefore, a live rock revetment can only be used on sites that
are accessible to machinery. Site disturbance can be quite high.

Construction Guidelines
To construct a live rock revetment in existing rip-rap or armour stone, follow these steps:

•  Collect a supply of fresh, live, dormant cuttings.  Mature stems in all shapes
and sizes can be used. Any of the species listed in the appendix will work, as
long as the chosen species match the site conditions. Willow posts are also
effective. Cut live stakes, following the recommendations in the live stake
factsheet. Keep in mind that the proportion of materials used should be ½
live cuttings, ½ stone.

•  Pry up or dislodge the rock in the area you want to plant. Try to reach the
underlying native soil. If there is a layer of filter fabric, you will need to cut a
small hole in it to give the cuttings access to the soil.

•  Install the live stakes, willow posts, or bundles of cuttings. Make sure they
have penetrated the filter fabric, and the underlying soil. Place soil around
the cuttings, while carefully replacing the rock.

•  If the rock layer is too thick and the underlying soil cannot be easily
reached, place the cuttings as close to the underlying soil as possible and
pack with soil while replacing the rock.

To construct a complete live rock revetment, follow these steps:

•  Prepare the bank by making sure that it is free of debris. The live rock
revetment should (like a brushmattress) have complete contact with the
ground. Excavate a shallow trench the thickness of the revetment, and
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slightly below the streambed. Make sure this trench is returned into the
streambank at both the up and downstream ends.

•  Starting at the upstream end, place a layer of live cuttings at the bottom of
the trench and along the bank. This layer of cuttings should be at least 5 cm
thick, and should be placed so the growing tips are at an upward angle. The
cuttings should protrude from the rocks at least 50 cm.

•  Place a load of stone on top of the cuttings. This should be done carefully
to minimize damage to the cuttings.

•  Add live stakes and/or willow posts. Make sure they have penetrated the
underlying soil.

•  Place more stone, continually mixing in cuttings, move up the slope until
you have reached the desired height. The revetment should have live
cuttings placed throughout.

•  If you are working on a site were high current velocities make it difficult to
place the live cuttings, move downstream in short increments, completing
the entire revetment as you go.

Materials
Here’s a list of what you will need:

•  a ready supply of fresh, dormant cuttings.  Availability, size, and species
similar to that of live stakes. Willow posts can also be installed.

•  sharp pruning shears.
•  chainsaw and appropriate safety equipment.
•  sledgehammer, deadblow hammer.
•  shovels, rakes.
•  earth moving machinery.
•  a sufficient quantity of appropriately sized stone.

Cost and Maintenance Needs
The costs of creating a live rock revetment out of existing rip-rap is minimal if live cuttings
and labor are provided by volunteers.  Costs will rise dramatically when building a complete
revetment. The use of machinery to transport stone, to grade or prepare the site, and to
place the stone can be substantial. Cost per linear metre can run from $100-200/m.
Maintenance of an established live rock revetment is minimal.
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Integration
A live rock revetment can be used in conjunction with:

•  fascines
•  vortex weirs
•  live stakes

Demonstrations
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:

•  Project #15, Black Ash Creek Rehabilitation Project
•  Project #92, Baxter Bridge CP Rail
•  Project #119, Rouge River Restoration - Redstone Road Bridge

For More Information
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the
bibliography:

Schiechtl and Stern. 1996.
Schiechtl, 1980
Gray and Sotir, 1996



 
   

 
 

Description 
  
L.U.N.K.E.R.S. is the short form of the structure called "Little Underwater Neighbourhood Keepers 
Encompassing Rheotactic Salmonids" .  The design of this compartment-type structure evolved 
from work in southern Wisconsin streams.  They are constructed with hardwood or cedar planks 
and imbedded into the bed of the channel, usually on the outside of a bend in the stream or river. 
   

Purpose 
 

L.U.N.K.E.R.S. are primarily used to introduce overhead cover for fish where existing habitat is 
limited.  They can be used in rivers or streams independently or in conjunction with erosion control 
measures such as native material revetments. 
 

Application 
 

This structure is placed below the elevation of the low flow channel typically along the outside 
bends of a stream where the channel depth is consistently higher than the top of the 
L.U.N.K.E.R.S..  Usually, it is placed in a location that allows for a gentle flow through in order to 
reduce sediment accumulation. 
 
Prior to installing, the reach of stream should be carefully assessed in order to better understand the 
channel characteristics of bankfull and baseflow, ice formation and spring flooding as well as 
sediment movement.  L.U.N.K.E.R.S. are ideal in B and C channel situations where there is 
predominately cobble and boulder lining the channel with an average grade of less than 4%.  These 
rock-lined streams are gently meandering and have defined pools, rapids and riffles.  Streams and 
rivers which move large volumes of sediment, such as E channels, are not appropriate for the 
placement of L.U.N.K.E.R.S. since they are typically well entrenched and actively moving laterally.  
In addition, C channels with gravels and sand in the riffles are also unsuitable.  
 

Construction Guidelines 
 

This is a fabricated 1.8 to 2.4 m long structure 
constructed of rough-cut 5 cm by  25 cm hardwood or 
cedar lumber for durability and long-life underwater.  
Six 15 to 20 cm thick spacer blocks are used to create 
the 25 to 30 cm wide gap between the six 1.6 m long 
stringers.  The stringers are positioned at right angles to 
the bank and  secured to the blocks with 10 cm nails or 
ceramic coated deck screws.  Two blocks per pair of 
stringers are positioned such that one is located flush 
with the outside edge and the other is recessed 60 to 75 
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cm toward the rear.  The 1.8 to 2.4 m boards are then secured to the stringers that have been 
positioned with one in the middle and one at either end.  Each board is laid flush to the next.  One 
additional board is secured to the inside as a backboard.  Six 1.6 cm holes are then drilled through 
the bottom board, stringer and block to allow for the placement of the 1.5 m long by 1.6 cm 
diameter steel reinforcing rods.  Larger reinforcing rods will require larger drilled holes.  
 
The outside bends of stream are the target locations with the structure being excavated into the bank 
and below the waterline of the low flow channel.  In most cases, the structures can be placed using 
hand tools, but in larger projects the use of heavy machinery may be the best means of excavating, 

installing the structures and 
restoring the river bank.  
Generally the L.U.N.K.E.R.S. 
are placed flush with the bank 
or exposed within 10% of the 
low flow channel width.  
 
The L.U.N.K.E.R.S. are placed 
individually or in series 
depending on the available area 
and size of stream or river.  
Each unit is anchored to the 
bed by steel rods or "T" bar 
posts and covered with stone 
to secure it in place.  The 
largest stones are placed along 
the toe of the newly formed 
bank.  Soil, seed, mulch and 
native shrubs are then applied 
to create a stable 2:1 slope.  
 

Materials 
 

For building and installing a L.U.N.K.E.R.S., you will need the following:  
   

• seven 5 x 25 cm rough cut boards, 1.8 to 2.4 m long  
• six 5 x 25 cm rough cut stringers, 1.6 m long  
• six 15 to 20 cm square spacer blocks, 25 cm long  
• six 1.6 cm x 1.5 m steel reinforcing rods  
• 66 - 90 10 cm long galvanized ardox nails or ceramic coated deck screws  
• 1.6 cm wood auger bit at least 25 cm long  
• shovels, rakes, tape measure, hammers, drill and screwdriver  
• 2 tonnes of field stone  
• sod or seed/mulch mat, shrubs  
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Cost and Maintenance Needs 
 

Each unit costs approximately $400.00 for materials and it takes one day to construct and install for 
a group of three.  Units can be constructed off-site and carried to the stream for installation.  
Frequent inspection is suggested within the first full year to ensure proper placement and growth of 
vegetation.  Annual inspection after this period is recommended.  In stable channels, the expected 
life of the structure is 10 to 15 years. 

 
Integration 

 
L.U.N.K.E.R.S. can be integrated into larger erosion control and habitat enhancement projects  
such as: 

• native material revetments  
• live crib walls  
• wing deflectors  
• sweepers  
• log/brush shelters  

 
Demonstrations 

 
 This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects: 

• Project #15, Black Ash Creek Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #17, Hiltz Farm  
• Project #26, Mini L.U.N.K.E.R.S.  
• Project #67, East Humber River Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #73, Hopefull Creek Rehabilitation 
• Project #106, Spooner's Hole 
• Project #109, Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #116, Spring Creek  
• Project #118, Rouge River Headwaters Rehabilitation Project 

 
For More Information 

 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography: 

Hunter, C. J. 1991  
Hunt, R. L. 1993 



  
   

 
 

Description 
 
Boulders are a common natural element of riffles, runs, rapids and to a lesser degree of pools.  The 
location within a channel, in combination with its slope, dictates the habitat function.  They are a 
simple, cost effective means of enhancing the complexity of habitat within a suitable reach of 
stream.  Boulders are known for their durability and ability to maintain their original arrangement 
and function. 
   

Purpose 
Large angular rocks or smooth field boulders create surface turbulence and expose coarser 
substrates as a result of scouring.  This technique can enhance the production and diversity of 
aquatic insects by exposing larger substrates.  In addition, large boulders create more fish spawning 
and nursery habitat in riffles and cover habitat in pools.  Commonly, this application can result in a 
significant increase in the production of juvenile salmon and trout. 
 

Application 
 

Typically, boulders are placed adjacent to the thalweg of the channel. They can be placed 
individually, in organized arrangements or in random clusters.  Staggered or random clusters are 
preferred.  The minimum boulder size is dependent on the maximum velocity of the bankfull 
channel.  They can be used in conjunction with K dams, cabled log jams, log sills or by-pass 
channels.  Previously channelized watercourses can be visually enhanced through the placement of 
boulders. 
 
A boulder placement project should begin with developing a good understanding of the channel 
characteristics within the selected reach.  You will need to know what type of watercourse you are 
working in and the dynamic nature of seasonal flow, sediment transport and ice formation prior to 
selecting this habitat improvement technique.  Sketches of the channel in plan view and cross 
section, indicating bankfull, low flow and thalweg will be a tremendous asset for determining 
suitability and positioning.  Instream boulder placement is ideal in B type channels (slope between 2 
to 4%) with a predominant cobble and gravel lining.  They may also work in this same slope range 
where sand and silts dominate the channel bed.  Expect to see pronounced scouring in this 
situation.  C type channels (slope less than 2%) having a cobble dominated substrate are also 
appropriate but not as well suited.   Boulder placements are not recommended for streams 
exhibiting a high bedload of fine sediments or lateral channel movement.  Downstream bar 
formation may occur as a result.  

 

 Construction Guidelines 
 
Once you have a good idea of the maximum channel velocities, you can then determine the best size 
of stones for placing in the channel. Limestone, granite or quarry stone will suffice.  Sandstone has a 
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tendency to disintegrate and is not recommended.  
 
Typically, stones are 60 to 100 cm in diameter and placed 0.5 to 1.0 m apart to form staggered 
clusters adjacent to the thalweg.  Twenty-five times the average diameter of the riffle substrate is a 
good rule of thumb for determining the size of stone you need.  Clusters of 5 to 7 boulders are 
preferred.  Avoid adding boulders that cover more than 1% of the channel bed area as this will 
increase hydraulic resistance, cause sediment deposition and provoke river shifting.  

Boulders are usually placed at the mid point or tail of a riffle and never at the crest.  In runs, they are 
best suited in the upper to mid reach, while in pools they are best located at the head and tail.  
Random placement of individual stones helps to increase habitat complexity by introducing localized 
scour pockets, exposing larger substrates and creating surface turbulence.  Clustering and organized 
formations compound the effects of altering channel hydraulics by creating larger scours and more 
complex eddies.  Clusters should be at least 3.0 m apart. 
 
Boulders should be buried about one third of their depth into the stream bed as an added measure 
of stability.  Shovels and hand levers can be used to position rocks although heavy machinery makes 
it easier if access is not a problem. 
 

Materials 
 

Depending on site access and the availability of suitably sized stones, this technique can be easily 
implemented by a crew of four to six.  You will need:  

• a close supply of 60 to 100 cm boulders  
• safety equipment - steel toed boots, gloves, lifting belt  
• marking stakes and sledge hammer  
• shovels and levers  
• chain and come-a-long  

Direction of 
Flow 
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In some cases, heavy machinery may be used to move the stone into position.  Access and cost will 
determine the most suitable means of installation. 
 

Cost and Maintenance Needs 
 

This is one of the most reliable techniques when applied in suitable streams and rivers.  In stable 
channels, the expected life of the structure is indefinite.  
 
If local stone is not available, the cost of shipping boulders to the site can be as much as $35.00 per 
tonne delivered.   Backhoe operators charge from $45.00 to $65.00 per hour and add a float charge 
for moving the machine to the site.  
 
Frequent inspection is suggested within the first full year to ensure proper placement.  Annual 
inspection after this period is recommended. 

 
Integration 

 
Instream boulders can be integrated into other habitat improvement projects such as: 

• K dams  
• log sills  
• log jams  
• by-pass channels  
• sweepers  

 
Demonstrations 

 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:  

• Project #14, Bighead River Demonstration Project 
• Project #17, Hiltz Farm  
• Project #30, Cedarvale Park - Silver Creek  
• Project #80, Williamsburg Community Biotechnical Works  
• Project #82, Blyth Brook Rehabilitation Program  
• Project #85, Lower Napanee River Fish Habitat Improvement Project 
• Project #86, St. Helen's Creek  
• Project #88, Henry's Creek  
• Project #116, Spring Creek 
• Project #118, Rouge River Headwaters Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #123, Rocky Saugeen Silt Spill Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #135, Halls Creek  
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 For More Information 
 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography: 

 
Brock, W. A. 1986 
Buchanan, R.A. , D. A. Scruton and T. C. Anderson 1989  
Fitch, L., et al. 1994  
Fuller, D.D. 1990  
Moreau, J. K. 1984 
Rosgen, D. 1996 
Ward, B. R. 1997 

 



  
   

 
 

Description 
 
The half log cover is a semi-natural arrangement of a cedar or oak log cut lengthwise.  It is secured 
above the channel bottom using wood spacer blocks and steel stakes.  The resulting unobtrusive 
space attracts fish.  This is commonly referred to as the classic log cover  from Wisconsin.  Here in 
Ontario, we tend to refer to them as the "Wilkins" and "Hunt" designs that are described here in 
detail.  
 

Purpose 
 
Half logs and variations of this design attract juvenile and adult fish by providing overhead cover 
where it did not previously exist.  This technique is especially useful in stable, low gradient 
headwater streams where existing cover habitat limits productivity.  
 

Application 
 
This form of cover structure is installed at the channel thalweg or adjacent to it.  Choice streams and 
rivers are less than 10 m wide, with little sediment load and a secure substrate for anchoring.  They 
are always placed such that they are entirely submerged.  The linear orientation is slightly off line 
with the low flow channel which allows for some continuous cleaning of the substrate beneath. Half 
log covers can be applied independently or in tandem with boulder placements.  Ice damage and 
sediment deposition are two potential downfalls which would result in failure.  Care and forethought 
are necessary prior to locating and installing this structure.  
 
As with other habitat improvement structures, a well established knowledge of the channel 
characteristics within a reach of stream is essential for determining suitability and placement.  Look 
for typical characteristics of the steeper gradient B channels.  Boulder, cobble, gravel and silt/sand 
base are your determining features for suitability.   Gravel/cobble point bars with a cobble or 
bedrock base are good indicators of the few C channels that are also appropriate for these 
structures.  Half log covers are susceptible to sediment deposition and ice damage, so be wary of 
streams carrying large volumes of sediment during higher flows.  
  

Construction Guidelines 
 
The first design is a product of Robert L. Hunt of Waupaca, Wisconsin and the second illustration 
was devised by Gary Wilkins of the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority. Both 
arrangements involve a fabricated unit which can be built on shore and secured in place with steel 
anchors.  Green cedar or oak are the preferred varieties of wood to use.  Logs should have a 15-30 
cm butt diameter and length of around 2.5 m.  Local lumber mills are often the best place to have 
the logs cut lengthwise.   Make certain that the structure is totally submerged at low flow stage as 
this will retard decomposition of the wood.  
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The Hunt design uses one single half log, two 10-15 cm square spacer blocks and two 1.5 m lengths 
of steel reinforcing rods.  Two 1.5 cm holes, each setback 15 cm from either end, are drilled through 
the log and through each spacer block.  A length of reinforcing rod is inserted into the spacer block 
and driven into place with a post pounder being careful to leave sufficient length to accommodate 
the width of the half log and a 30 cm exposed tip.  The steel rod should be driven on a slight angle 
directed downstream to maximize holding strength.  Place the half log on top of the secured spacer 
block flat side down.  The next reinforcing rod goes through the remaining hole in the log and 
second spacer block.  Orient the log slightly offset from the stream current and pound the steel rod 
into place.  At this point, a 1.0 m piece of 2.5 cm steel pipe is slipped over the remaining tip and 
cranked like a handle forcing a bend in the rod.  Ideally, the bent section of rod should be flat on the 
log and facing downstream. 
 

 
The Wilkins design incorporates two half logs, a 2.0 m steel T bar, 15 to 20 cm galvanized ardox 
spikes, 14 or 16 gauge page wire and 3.5 cm fence staples.  A 20 to 25 cm section is cut from each 
log and used as the spacer to keep the cover structure off the bottom of the stream.  Both half logs 
are placed flat-side up and side by side.  Leave  a 6 cm gap between them for the T bar.  Place the 
spacers perpendicular and flat-side down on the logs at least 20 cm from either end.  Nail them into 
place using the ardox spikes.  The structure can then be placed in the stream with a similar 
orientation in the current as the first example.  The  T bar is cut in half using a steel chop saw to 
create two anchors.  Each is placed in between the half logs on the downstream face of the spacer 
block.  A post pounder will help you drive the anchor into the substrate on a similar slight angle as 
before.  The anchor should end up being flush with the tops of the logs and you can then lash the 
anchor to the logs using the page wire.  The page wire is then secured using the fence staples.  
Alternately, if there are holes available in the T bar, you can nail the post into the spacer block. 
 
Select streams that are less than 10 metres wide and have little ice accumulation, debris movement or 
sediment deposition.  You want to be assured that the structure does not become dislodged or 
smothered.  Place them in runs or along the banks of riffle areas adjacent to the thalweg of the 
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channel at a minimum depth of 30 cm.  The maximum depth recommended is 90 cm.  Directly 
downstream of a large boulder is ideal provided that you avoid placement in the deposition area.  
 

Materials 
 

For both applications, you will need the following tools for construction and placement:  
• sledge hammer and post pounder  
• drill with 1.5 cm auger bit, 30 cm long  

steel chop saw 
Hunt Design uses:  

• one 20-30 cm diameter,  green cedar or oak log, 2.6 m long  
• two 10-15 cm square spacer blocks  
• two 1.5 m long 1.5 cm diameter steel reinforcing rods 1.0 m long, 2.5 cm 

diameter steel pipe 
Wilkins design uses:  

• one 20-30 cm diameter, green cedar or oak log, 2.6 m long  
• 15-20 cm galvanized ardox spikes  
• one 2.0 m T bar post  
• one roll of 14 or 16 gauge page wire 
• fence staples 

 

Cost and Maintenance Needs 
 
It is a simple and inexpensive technique that can be easily constructed and installed by a crew of two 
in a couple of hours.  Cost is less than $20.00 per unit.  In stable channels, the expected life of the 
structure is 7 to 10 years provided the recommended type of wood is used and the location is not 
subject to sediment deposition or ice scour.   Frequent monitoring is required for the first year to 
ensure proper installation and function.  Annual maintenance is recommended after the first 
successful year. 
 

Integration 
 
Half log structures can be integrated into other stream rehabilitation projects such as:  

• boulder placements  
• K dam  
• wedge dam  
• cabled log jam  
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Demonstrations 
 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects: 

• Project #118, Rouge River Headwaters Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #109, Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation 

Project  
 

For More Information 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography: 

Hunter, C. J. 1991  
Hunt, R. L. 1993  
Rosgen, D. 1996 

 



  
   

 
 

Description 
 
Large woody debris is an important component of rivers and streams, providing varying degrees of 
channel stability and habitat diversity based on amount and size.  Mature or old growth forests 
adjacent to streams and rivers are the source of large diameter logs which greatly influence pool 
formation, gravel deposition and cover habitat.  It is not uncommon to see 12 to 15 logs in 100 
metres of stream of which most are partially submerged.  Introductions of large woody debris can 
significantly favour the production of juvenile and adult fish while also providing habitat for aquatic 
invertebrates.  Watercourses having low volumes of large woody debris, either from the effects of 
logging or channelization, are candidate sites for introducing instream logs. Irregular shaped cedar or 
oak logs are anchored to the river bed.  These structures may sway, rise and fall depending on river 
flow and current. 
 

Purpose 
 
Instream log cover tends to attract juvenile and adult fish as a result of providing surface turbulence 
and overhead cover.  It is used in reaches where overhead cover is a limiting habitat.  Much like the 
half log cover, these structures tend to be most suited for streams having stable substrates, limited 
seasonal fluctuation and little ice formation.  In addition, the irregular nature of the logs has a 
tendency to provide direct overhead cover as well as adjacent cover in the form of surface 
turbulence.  
 

Application 
 
Pools, runs, riffles and backwater areas of moderately sized streams that are 5 to 20 metres wide are 
well suited for instream log cover.  This habitat structure works well floating on the surface, 
suspended in the water column or anchored to the bottom, as long as it furnishes adequate space 
underneath for fish.  It will tend to float and drift in the current with the rise and fall of the flow.  
They are usually placed mid-channel.   
 
A basic knowledge of the channel characteristics within a reach of stream or river is needed to 
determine suitability and placement.  The typical characteristics of bedrock, cobble, gravel, sand and 
silt/clay base, combined with an average channel slope of less than 4%, are your determining 
features for suitability.  Stepped pools or point bars within a meandering channel are good indicators 
of the choice B and C type watercourses that are appropriate for this type of structure.  Instream log 
cover is susceptible to sediment deposition, debris accumulation and ice damage, so be wary of 
streams carrying large volumes of sediment during higher flows as they are not suitable candidates.  
Actively eroding channels with high bedload are also not appropriate.  
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Construction Guidelines 
 
Instream log cover is a simple and inexpensive habitat enhancement structure that can be anchored 
to the exposed bedrock, a boulder or stable substrate in the river using steel pins or aircraft cable.  
Logs can be anchored to boulders by fixing aircraft cable into drilled holes in the rock using epoxy 
cement.  Logs should be 25 to 40 cm in diameter and 3.0 metres or more in length.  Using crooked 
logs with limb stubs increases the cover benefits of the structure by introducing surface turbulence 
and substrate scour.  Be sure to orient the log in the current such that the limb stubs point 
downstream.  This will reduce the amount of debris accumulation.  
 
In small headwater streams, logs can be anchored into the stream using T bar posts or 1.0 m lengths 
of 12cm steel reinforcing rod.  The log is fixed into a position that does not allow it to move. 

 

 
In some cases, it may be desirable to have the instream log moving with the current of the river.   
Using a 1.5 cm diameter wood auger, drill a hole through the trunk of the log at least 20 cm from 
the thickest end.  Insert a 3.0 metre long piece of aircraft cable through the hole, around the trunk 
and back through the other hole.  Be careful to leave a 25 cm section for the crimp to the main 
cable.   Using the crimping tool, fasten them together and fix the wrapped section of cable to the 
trunk with the fence staples.  You should have 1-1.5 m of cable leftover.  Securely anchor to the bed 
of the stream using a T bar post or pin and install on a slight angle upstream.  A 10 cm section of 
post with a pre-drilled 0.6 cm diameter hole located 5 cm from the top should remain for cable 
attachment.  Drag the floating log into position and secure with the rope to maintain desired aspect.  
Carefully insert cable into the hole in anchor, tighten, wrap once and crimp.  Cut off excess cable 
and release rope.  The log should float freely in the current.  
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Alternatively, the log can be fixed to an instream boulder.  Drill one 1.5 cm hole through the trunk 
of a log.  Two 1.5 cm holes, 15 cm deep, need to be drilled in the top or side of a large instream 
boulder using the width of the trunk to guide the distance between the holes.  Make sure the holes 
are free of dust and dirt.  The boulder should be dry in the location of the drilled hole to properly 
anchor the aircraft cable with epoxy resin.  Place the trunk of the log onto the boulder and using 
rope, temporarily secure the log into position.  Insert the aircraft cable through the log and the two 
ends into the boulder and fill the holes with industrial grade epoxy cement.  Allow 24 hours for the 
resin to cure and dry.  Remove the rope. 
   

Materials 
 
You will need the following items for installing instream log cover:  

• sledge hammer and post pounder  
• gas-powered drill with 1.9 cm auger bit, 30 cm long  
• 5 metres of 0.6 cm diameter stainless steel aircraft cable  
• matching 0.6 cm diameter crimps or clamps  
• crimping tool or cable cutting tool and pliers  
• crooked, irregular surfaced cedar or oak logs at least 3.0 metres long, 25-

40 cm diameter with limb stubs or root mass  
• 1.0 to 2.0 metre T bar posts or steel reinforcing rod  
• hammer and 3.5 cm fencing staples  
• chain winch for large logs  
• 5 to 10 metres of heavy rope  

For anchoring to instream boulders, you will also need: 
• 1.9 cm diamond-tipped drill bit 
• Hilti c-10 epoxy cartridges 

 
Cost and Maintenance Needs 

 
It is a simple and inexpensive technique that can be easily installed by a crew of three in a couple of 
hours.  Cost is less than $30.00 per unit.  In stable channels, the expected life of the structure is 5 to 
10 years provided the recommended type of wood is used and the location is not subject to 
sediment deposition or ice scour.   Expect the log to become waterlogged in time.  Frequent 
monitoring is required for the first year to ensure proper installation.  Annual observation is 
recommended after the first successful year. 

 

Integration 
 

Instream log cover can be integrated into other stream rehabilitation projects such as:  
• boulder placements  
• K dam  
• wedge dam  
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• cabled log jam  
• deflectors 

 
Demonstrations 

 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects: 

• Project #7, North Creek  
• Project #73, Hopefull Creek Rehabilitation 
• Project #109, Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #118, Rouge River Headwaters Rehabilitation Project 

 
For More Information 

 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography: 

Cedarholme, C. J., L. G. Dominguez and T. W. Bumstead, 1997 
Crispin, V. , R. House and D. Roberts 1993  
Hunter, C. J. 1991  
Hunt, R. L. 1993  
Rosgen, D. 1996 

 



  
   

 
 

Description 
 
A fallen cedar tree, partially submerged in water, provides an abundance of nooks and crannies for 
aquatic insects.  Natural sweepers are common in the upper reaches of Ontario rivers like the 
Sydenham, Saugeen, Nottawasaga and Credit.  The branches collect twigs and needles amongst 
other pieces of organic debris which add to habitat complexity.  The greater the number of 
branches, the greater the accumulation of debris.  These secluded spaces provide cover for juvenile 
fish and a wealth of insect forage for them.  Once colonized with a bounty of life, larger fish are 
attracted to the prospect of engulfing an unsuspecting minnow.  The sweeper, sometimes referred to 
as a submerged brush shelter, is used to mimic this natural habitat by introducing a thick mass of 
instream cover in the form of an entire tree, crown or large branches. 
 

Purpose 
 
Sweepers are used to attract juvenile fish by providing dense cover and food in the form of aquatic 
organisms. Cut locally and cabled in place, they can be used to create nursery cover where it is 
limited and deflect bank erosion. Eastern white cedar or hemlock are the proven species for 
durability and longevity although white spruce can be used with less confidence in surviving several 
years. In contrast with other woody cover structures, sweepers tend to be most suited for streams 
that have high flows, serious sediment movement, or potential for ice damage.  
 

Application 
 
There is a great deal more flexibility in the application of this type of cover structure when we 
consider location and channel characteristics. Sweepers are well suited to a variety of streams and 
rivers that exhibit fluctuating water levels, inherent ice accumulation and moderate bedload. Target 
reaches have sparse cover. They can be placed on the outside of a meander or along a straight 
section of channel. A single point of attachment to the bank allows the sweeper to move up and 
down with the flow while deflecting the erosive energy of the water away from the bank.  
 
Having determined your basic knowledge of the physical characteristics within a reach of stream, 
determining suitability and placement is relatively easy.  These structures work equally well in 
meanders or straight sections. In watercourses containing bedrock, cobble, gravel, sand or silt/clay 
base as the dominant substrate combined with slopes less than 4% and light to moderate bedload, 
sweepers are well suited in straight reaches. The meanders within B, C, E and F channels composed 
of substrates of bedrock, cobble or silt/clay are where placement should be focused along the 
outside of a bend.  
 

Construction Guidelines 
 
Sweepers are natural and inexpensive habitat enhancements that are anchored to the bank of the 
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river using steel posts and aircraft cable or simply cabled to the stump from where it fell. Cedar or 
hemlock are the species which are most resilient to decay although hardwoods will also suffice. 
Sweepers should have at least a 15 to 40 cm butt diameter and 4.0 metres or more in length. More 
branches mean more cover and be sure to orient the tree in the current such that the branches trail 
downstream. 

 
There are two ways of securing a sweeper. The hinged method involves selecting a tree that leans 
toward the edge of the river. Using a chainsaw, cut toward the river to the point where it starts to 
fall. Be sure to step back well away from the tree at this point. As it falls, the remaining uncut section 
will act as a hinge and secure the tree to the stump. Wrapping and securing aircraft cable to the 
stump and tree will provide additional strength.  
 
In the second method, a previously cut tree is dragged to the site. Using a 1.5 cm diameter wood 
auger, drill a hole through the trunk at least 20 cm from the thickest end. Insert a 3.0 metre long 
piece of aircraft cable through the hole, around the trunk and back through the other end of the 
hole. Be careful to leave a 10 cm section for the crimp to the main cable. Using the crimping tool, 
fasten them together and fix the wrapped section of cable to the trunk with the fence staples. You 
should have 1-1.5 m of cable leftover. The anchor should be secured to the bank between the low 
flow and bankfull elevations. This prevents the sweeper from being deposited outside of the 
bankfull channel after a flood. Pound the 2.0 metre T bar post into the bank at a slight angle 
upstream. A 10 cm section of post with a pre-drilled 0.6 cm diameter hole located 5 cm from the top 
should remain for cable attachment. Drag the sweeper into position and carefully insert cable 
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through the hole in the anchor, just enough to loop around and crimp. There should be 0.5 - 1.0 
metre of cable between the T bar post and the butt of the sweeper. Once released, it should float 
freely in the current. 
   

Materials 
 
You will need the following tools for installing sweepers:  

• sledge hammer and post pounder  
• chainsaw and personal safety gear  
• drill with 1.5 cm auger bit, at least 30 cm long  
• 3.0 metres of 0.3 cm diameter stainless steel aircraft cable  
• matching 0.3 cm diameter crimps or clamps  
• crimping tool or cable cutting tool and pliers  
• cedar, hemlock or hardwood trees at least 4.0 metres long, 15-40 cm 

diameter with dense branches  
• 2.0 metre T bar post  
• hammer and 3.5 cm fencing staples 

 
Cost and Maintenance Needs 

 
Sweepers are a natural and cost-effective technique that can be easily installed by a crew of two in an 
hour. Cost is less than $15.00 per unit. The expected life of the structure is 3 to 5 years provided the 
recommended type of wood is used. Expect the submerged portion of the sweeper to become 
waterlogged in time. Frequent monitoring is needed to ensure proper installation and continued 
function. 

 
Integration 

 
Sweepers can be integrated into other stream rehabilitation projects such as:  

• cabled log jams  
• native material bank revetments  
• live crib walls  
• L.U.N.K.E.R.S.  
• log cover  

 
Demonstrations 

 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:  

  
• Project #14, Bighead River Demonstration Project 
• Project #91, Tioga Wildlife Area - Pine River  
• Project #94, Martin Property - MacIntyre Creek  
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• Project #104, Collingwood Shipyards - CSL Property 
• Project #109, Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation Project 
• Project #113, Harvey Brown's  
• Project #117, Harding Property  
• Project #123, Rocky Saugeen Silt Spill Rehabilitation Project 

 
For More Information 

 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:  

Buchanan, R. A. , D. A. Scruton and T. C. Anderson 1989  
Forder, D. R. et al, 1997  
Rosgen, D. 1996  

 
 
 
 

 



  
   

 
 

Description 
 
Whether a pallet for bricks or car parts, this humble structure uses that same forklift skid to create 
instream cover habitat.  Hardwood or cedar is the preferred construction material.  It is simple to 
install, easy to move into position and is positioned onto the bed of the channel at the edge of the 
thalweg.  Large rocks are used to hold it in place.  This type of cover structure is best suited in 
cobble streams and rivers. 
 

Purpose 
 
Pallet cover structures are used to introduce overhead cover for adult fish.  Typically, they are placed 
in close proximity to existing spawning areas to provide protective refuge or used to create instream 
cover where it is currently lacking.  They can be used in various sizes of rivers and streams. 
 

Application 
 
The structure is placed at the edges of the main current within pools and runs.  It is oriented in a 
position that allows for a gentle flow through while also inhibiting sediment accumulation.  The 
preferable stream size is greater than 5.0 m in width and rivers greater than 10.0 m wide are also 
suitable provided that there is no ice scour.  This technique has had limited application in Ontario.  
Prior to installing, the reach of stream should be assessed in order to better understand the channel 
characteristics of bankfull and baseflow, ice formation and spring flooding as well as sediment 
movement.  Pallet cover structures are ideal in B and C channel situations where there is 
predominately cobble and boulder lining the channel with an average grade of less than 4%.  These 
rock-lined streams and rivers are gently meandering and have defined pools, rapids, riffles and runs.  
Streams and rivers which move large volumes of sediment, such as E channels, are not appropriate 
for the placement of pallets since they are typically well entrenched, transporting high volumes of 
sediment and actively moving laterally.  In addition, C channels with gravel and sand in the riffles are 
also unsuitable.  
 

Construction Guidelines 
 
This is a pre-fabricated 1.3 m square structure constructed of hardwood or cedar planks which 
provide durability and long-life underwater.   The planks are separated by three pieces of lumber to 
create 10 to 15 cm wide gap.  Cedar branches, less than 10 cm in diameter, are secured to the top of 
the pallet in a "W" formation to help brace boulders in place when installed.  The branches should 
be nailed into place with galvanized ardox spikes.  
 
The pools and runs are the target locations with the pallet being placed on the river bed.  The 
structure should be placed at the edge of the main current and the top should be well below the  
waterline of the low flow channel.   Orient the upstream opening at a 15 to 30 degree angle to the 
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main current.  
 
Pallet cover structures are placed individually or several to a reach depending on the available area 
and size of stream or river.  Small streams 4 - 5 m in width should have individual pallets placed in 
appropriate pools and runs.  Streams and rivers greater than 5 m in width can have two or three 
pallets placed separately in a run or pool to create more cover.  After moving the pallet into the 
preferred position and orientation, the upstream corner and the downstream corner should be 
anchored with large boulders to prevent shifting. The unit is then covered with large stones to 
secure it in place.  The "W" form of the secured cedar branches help to hold the stones in position.  
Additional rock can be placed along the closed sides of the pallet.  
 

 
If the channel bed is a combination of gravel, hard clay and cobble, "T" bar posts can be used to 
hold the pallet in place.  Make sure these are properly secured with spikes and the ends of the "T" 
bars are concealed to prevent personal injury or debris accumulation.  
 

Materials 
 
You will need the following materials and equipment for installing pallet cover structures:  
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• hardwood or cedar pallet approximately 1.3 m square  
• 15 cm long galvanized ardox nails  
• 15 to 20 large stones  
• 4 cedar branches 1.3 metres long and 10 cm diameter  
• hammer 

 
Cost and Maintenance Needs 

 
Pallet cover structures cost less than $30.00 for materials if the skid is donated.  It takes very little 
time to install.  Frequent inspection is suggested within the first full year to ensure proper 
placement.  Annual inspection after this period is recommended.  In stable channels, the expected 
life of the structure is 10 to 15 years. 
 

Integration 
 
Pallet cover structures can be integrated into larger erosion control and habitat enhancement 
projects such as:  

• native material revetments  
• live crib walls  
• wing deflectors  
• sweeps  
• log/brush shelters 

 
Demonstrations 

 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:  
   

• Project #118, Rouge River Headwaters Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #123, Rocky Saugeen Silt Spill Rehabilitation Project 

 
For More Information 

 
Please refer to the following author and their respective publication located in the bibliography:  

 
O.M.N.R. 1984 
 
 

 



  
   

 
 

Description 
 
Just like the name implies, the cabled log-jam resembles a natural log-jam. It is well anchored to the 
bed of the river and does not disrupt the flow of water when constructed properly. It is built as a 
skeleton of logs secured with aircraft cable and steel posts. The internal pockets are filled with 
woody debris and lashed or nailed into place. These structures are best suited for the outside bends 
of the river or along the banks of deep runs. Each year they will continue to collect more woody 
debris as it washes in from upstream under higher flows.  

 

Purpose 
 
This structure is designed to provide overhead cover for aquatic creatures in the mingled form of a 
log-jam.  Large woody debris in rivers tends to attract turtles, frogs and mink that use them for 
basking in the sun or foraging for food. It is an excellent habitat improvement technique that ties in 
well with the application of woody debris management. The surface and exposed river edge is rough 
providing numerous nooks, crannies and back eddies. The form follows the lines of the river current 
without impeding flow.  
 

 

Cabled Log-jam 
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Cabled log-jams can also reduce erosion at the toe of an eroding bank. The structure, depending on 
the size of river and degree of anchoring, can usually withstand spring floods and ice movement. In 
behind the log-jam, the eroding bank can be re-graded to a stable slope and planted with native 
grasses and willow shrubs.  
   

Application 
 
Cabled log-jams work well as a means of re-positioning material salvaged from woody debris 
obstructions in the channel. The main consideration is building the structure without obstructing the 
bankfull channel’s capacity to move water, sediment and debris. The alignment of the log-jam 
should follow the curvature of the meander bend.  
 
A knowledge of channel slope, entrenchment, sinuosity and substrate will help you select the A, B, 
and C channel forms which accommodate cabled log jams. In general, these streams and rivers are 
known for their ability to sustain large woody debris based on the stable nature of the channel and 
limited sediment supply. Ideal placement is in pools on the outside of the bend or along the bank of 
a deep run. Caution should be exercised in gravel, sand and silt based C type streams where bank 
placed large woody debris can aggravate erosion on the opposite bank.  
 
The channel width provides the direction for determining the size of woody material that can be 
considered stable in the stream and the manner in which it can be positioned in relation to the flow. 
Refer to the technique on woody debris management. Largest diameter (greater than 30 cm) and 
longest logs are to be placed on the river edge to absorb the erosive energy of the current, deflect 
debris and ice. These logs are positioned in an arc or straight line parallel with the bank. Similar sized 
logs are also used for imbedded cross braces into the banks. Cross braces are positioned into the 
bankfull current in order to absorb the impact of higher flows against the log face.  
 
Small streams less than 7 metres in width can support a larger amount of woody debris with a 
variety of diameters and lengths. Logs less than 30 cm in diameter can be used in the construction of 
the skeleton structure. Brush, branches and short logs can be used to fill the log-jam. Streams and 
rivers, greater than 7 metres in width, typically transport smaller debris to areas of accumulation 
such as log-jams. Keep this in mind when you are building a log-jam on this size of river. You will 
need larger sized debris to fill it.  
   

Construction Guidelines 
 
This is a summer construction project giving workers a chance to cool off in the river when a sweat 
breaks out. It is also the best time to see the river at low flow stage which makes the construction 
much easier. The choice sites for building log-jams are on the outside bend of a pool or along the 
bank of a straight run. Some bank erosion may be evident. Look for depths of 0.3 to 1.2 metres as 
ideal sites. They can also be constructed at the confluence with an old river channel (oxbow). Watch 
for existing debris accumulation, anchored logs or stumps in pools and runs and consider this as 
fixed material which can be a part of the overall skeleton structure. The length, width and height are 
dependent on site conditions and the size of the river. Typically they are from 5 to 30 metres in 
length.  
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The width of the log-jam should draw to the edge of the current/eddy interface without extending 
into water greater than 1.2 metres in depth. The deeper the water, the more difficult it is to anchor 
the logs. By no means should the structure stretch out more than 25% of the low flow channel 
width.  

 
The height of the log-jam should not impede 
higher flows. The front edge should be less than 
25 cm out of the water and gradually taper up to 
the bankfull height on the slope. Branches and 
limbs should not extend beyond the front of the 
log-jam in order to reduce the risk of snagging 
debris in drift.  
 
The backbone of the structure is the imbedded 
braces and the reinforced front edge. Several 1.5 
to 2.0 metre long trenches into the bank are 
required for installing “deadmen” braces. The 
trenches should be aligned such that they face 
into the bankfull current and are spaced 2.5 
metres apart. The deadmen are logs at least 4 to 5 
metres long and 30 cm in diameter that are cabled 
and spiked into placed with “T” bar posts. These 
logs should extend out to the front face of the 
structure since they form a vital component of the 
overall anchoring system. Log cross members can 
be used to secure braces together which provides 
added stability.  
 

The front edge of the log-jam is built from the largest and longest logs that are anchored into the 
river bed with “T” bar posts and aircraft cable. Each end of the front edge should gradually taper 
into the shoreline with a good portion of the log imbedded into the bank and secured. These logs 
are also anchored by cable and spikes into the deadmen that protrude from the bank. The upstream 
end of the log-jam should be reinforced with river stone where it meets the shoreline. This helps 
reduce the risk of structural failure.  
 
With the skeleton in place, the next step is to fill the internal open pockets with woody debris. With 
large log-jams, use the largest debris possible and make sure everything is either nailed or cabled into 
place. Smaller streams are less likely to be affected by flooding and ice, so you can get away with 
using smaller logs and brush to fill the spaces. Old Christmas trees work great.  
 
If you are working beside an eroding bank, this is a great technique to stabilize the slope. Once the 
log-jam is in place, you can regrade the slope and try some bioengineering later in the fall. In the 
meantime, plant it with native grasses to encourage quick soil stability.  
   

Deadman 

T Bar Post 
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Materials 
 
You will need the following materials and equipment for constructing a cabled log-jam:  

• a ready supply of big logs, brush or old Christmas trees  
• a small quantity of 20 - 30 cm fieldstone  
• sledge hammer and 50 metre measuring tape  
• post pounder and 2.0 metre “T” bar posts  
• 15 cm galvanized ardox spikes  
• 25 cm long galvanized ardox spikes  
• 0.3 cm diameter aircraft cable, crimps and crimping tool  
• hammers, shovels  
• bow saw, chainsaw and personal safety gear  

 

Cost and 
Maintenance 

Needs 
 
Depending on the size of the 
watercourse and the 
availability of woody debris, 
cabled log jams can be 
constructed in a matter of a 
few hours to a couple of days. 
A crew of six can build a 
twenty metre long log-jam in 
about one day. The main cost 
associated with the 
construction, besides labour, 

is the “T” bar posts, aircraft cable and crimps which, in most cases, can be purchased for less than 
$800.00 in total. Frequent monitoring is recommended following construction to ensure the log-jam 
remains well secured. Annual maintenance is also suggested as a means of ensuring continued 
stability following the spring freshet.  
   

Integration 
 
Usually this type of structure is a product of activity related to instream woody debris management. 
Cabled log-jams can incorporate a number of other habitat improvement structures including:  

• instream log cover  
• L.U.N.K.E.R.S.  
• sweepers  
• half log cover  

 

Christmas 
Tree 
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Bioengineering is recommended on the slope in behind the log-jam. Following slope reduction, 
fascines, brush layering and live staking work equally well in stabilizing an eroding slope.  
   

Demonstrations 
 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:  

• Project #7, North Creek 
• Project #14, Bighead River Demonstration Project 
• Project #25, Bankside Log-Jam  
• Project #66, Purpleville Creek Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #67, East Humber River Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #76, Lawrence Creek  
• Project #91, Tioga Wildlife Area - Pine River 
• Project #140, Young's Creek Rehabilitation 

  

For More Information 
 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:  
 

O.M.N.R. 1984 
Slaney, P. A., R. J. Finnigan and R. G. Millar. 1997 

    
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Natural accumulations of large woody debris are 
very important as they provide a variety of cover 
habitats for fish, aquatic insects, and wildlife.  

 

 
  

Description 
 

History tells us that rivers and streams contained numerous boulders, large fallen trees, logs and 
drift jams prior to settlement.  In the first decades of colonization, pioneers saw fit to "improve" 
streams and rivers by clearing away debris and obstacles to allow for transportation, logging, 
mills, and the draining of floodplain forest to create pasture.   In recent years, we have come to 
recognize the importance of large woody debris in river channels and the contribution it makes 
to channel function and fish habitat.  This 
gives rise to the understanding that there 
are good log-jams and then there are bad 
log jams.  Differentiating between the 
two requires knowledge of what 
instigated the problem from a watershed 
perspective, typical channel characteristics 
within the specific reach and the social 
and biological impacts at the local site 
level.  The risk of severe flooding, erosion 
or fragmentation of aquatic habitats are 
concerns that are raised when instream 
woody debris causes channel 
obstructions.  
 
Natural accumulations of large woody 
debris are very important as they provide 
a variety of cover habitats for fish, aquatic insects, and wildlife. They also maintain, to a 
significant degree, the stability of the channel by trapping sediment and organic matter while also 
redirecting flow that scours pools and exposes larger substrates.  The diameter, length, and the 
degree of being imbedded into the channel will indicate debris stability in the stream and 
whether it needs to be removed or repositioned.  The width of the stream also dictates the 
typical orientation, with perpendicular logs common in small streams.  Larger rivers typically 
force woody debris into a parallel direction with the current. 
 

Purpose 
 
Large debris dams caused by changes in adjacent land use practices can have a devastating 
impact on fish migration, sediment transport, channel stability and increase the threat of 
flooding.   When social values are at risk or some form of serious biological impact is identified, 
the obstructions should be removed in order to restore channel function and reduce possible 
harm.  Otherwise, natural woody debris should be left alone because it's important to the stream 
ecosystem.  If it is not natural debris - the usual urban garbage of shopping carts and plastic bags 
- feel free to remove those.  

 

 

Woody Debris Management 
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Steep slope streams, such as this B channel on the 
West Credit River, benefit from large woody debris 
because it creates pools and spawning areas.           

 Application 
 
Recognizing the importance, identifying stable forms, and evaluating the function of large 
woody debris are fundamentals to determining which material should be removed or retained.   
For the most part, removal of debris obstructions will focus on instream material that has 
potential to increase ice jamming, flooding and erosion or present impassable barriers to fish 
migration.  Debris removal, as a stream rehabilitation technique, is applied in cases where the 
watercourse or watershed has been significantly altered in terms of forest removal, catastrophic 
events, drastic changes in hydrology (increased stormwater runoff volume and frequency) or 
channelization.   It is important to recognize early in the assessment that the actual removal 
should be the last resort.  
 
Having a knowledge of channel slope, 
width, entrenchment, sinuosity and 
substrate combined with the length and 
diameter of the logs in the obstruction will 
provide the basis for determining whether 
the woody debris can be salvaged for 
creating log sills, deflectors, cover habitat, 
or, if it should be removed from the 
floodplain.  Channel width will indicate the 
size of woody material that can be 
considered stable in the stream and the 
manner in which it can be positioned in 
relation to the flow.   Slope, entrenchment, 
sinuosity and substrate will define the A, 
B, and C channel forms that accommodate 
woody structures.  In general, those 
streams and rivers are known for their ability to sustain large woody debris based on the stable 
nature of the channel and limited sediment supply.  Caution should be exercised in gravel, sand 
and silt-based C-type streams where bank-placed large wood debris can aggravate erosion on the 
opposite bank.  Generally, high gradient streams have an increased need for wood debris 
whereas low gradient streams are more likely to benefit from selective removal of woody debris.  
In addition, small streams might benefit from selected woody debris removal and larger streams 
benefit from adding wood debris.  
 
Small streams of less than seven metres in width can support a larger amount of wood debris 
with a variety of diameters and lengths.  In this case, most logs will orient perpendicularly or 
downstream to the flow.  Those logs will create stable plunge pools,  bank-side log jams, 
deflectors and instream cover when firmly anchored to the bank or bed.  Hazardous debris jams 
are not a common concern in this situation.  Larger streams and rivers, greater than 7 metres in 
width, typically transport debris smaller than 10 metres in length to areas of accumulation such 
as log-jams.  Logs and trees greater than 10 metres in length will orient parallel to the high 
discharge flow and maintain a stable position if firmly anchored to the river or bank.  Hazardous 
drift dams are more common in larger streams and rivers.  
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  Removal Guidelines 
   
As with most other stream rehabilitation projects, we encourage you to look and learn before 
you leap.  In most cases, woody debris in a stream is not a concern, but in a few cases, the flow 
impediment, sediment accumulation and habitat fragmentation related to the log-jam might 
prompt the need for action.  This guideline has been created as a step-by-step process on the 
path of developing a removal plan based on consultation, assessment, restoring channel 
function, and creating cover habitat.  Prior to embarking on a debris removal project, there are 
three important steps to be followed toward establishing agreement in principle:  
   

1. Ownership  
• find out who owns the property at risk  
• ask if they share a similar concern regarding the obstruction  
• ask if they concur with the need for removal.  

 
2. Consultation  

• meet with your local MNR district office and/or conservation authority 
on site  

• ask for their thoughts on your proposal.  An application process and 
permit might apply.  

• find out when the least amount of impact is likely to occur as a result of 
debris removal.  Correct timing will help mitigate biological impacts.  

• ask what is expected in terms of sediment control and removal of woody 
debris.  

 
3. Agreement  

• if consensus is reached with the approval agencies and land owner that a 
serious flooding, erosion or biological impact exists, request their 
assistance in designing an obstruction removal project.  

  
Once the principle of obstruction removal has been established, you will then develop a 
detailed plan of action.  As a general rule of thumb, the larger the channel, the more 
assessment and forethought required. You will need to document existing conditions related 
to typical channel characteristics and the nature of the obstruction:  
   

4. Draw  
• a plan-view sketch of the reach of stream indicating the location of the 

debris obstruction, thalweg, pool and riffles, access options  
• take photographs  

 
5. Measure  

• channel widths on 10 metre increments for the reach and determine typical 
channel width, total length of reach and debris obstruction  
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• the drop in vertical head of the water level from one end of the debris jam to 
the other using a surveying scope or line level  

• average slope of reach with survey scope or line level  
• the length and diameter of a representative sample of wood debris  

 
6. Determine  

• if the debris is consolidated in sediment or not  
• the nature of the sediment stored upstream of the obstruction - is it silt, sand, 

gravel, or organic  
• if the blockage provides grade control and whether removal would accelerate 

erosion  
• the predominate substrate for a typical section within the reach  
• limits of the active floodplain  

  
Once this information has been documented, you will have the knowledge to proceed with 
developing the removal plan in consultation with the regulatory agencies and landowner.  
The measurements provide an understanding of the obstruction size and damming effect as 
well as the characteristics of the channel in a typical section.  Determining the nature of  
accumulated sediment, degree of debris consolidation, typical substrate composition, and 
extent of floodplain will help you develop answers to questions such as:  
   

• what should the channel look like in the location of the obstruction?  
• how is this debris to be removed?  
• is a partial removal sufficient to address the concern?  
• who or what is going to remove it?  
• when is it to be removed?  
• how long will it take, given the resources available?  
• is there a sufficient volume of stored sediment to warrant a phased removal 

over several weeks or months?  
• what is the closest access?  
• where is the debris to go once removed?  
• is the debris large enough to create instream cover habitat nearby or better 

suited for floodplain brush piles for wildlife?  
• what kind of habitat structures are suitable for this type of channel?  

  
Documented explanations should be carefully thought out because they form the basis of 
your removal plan.  Once you have achieved a level of confidence with these answers, the 
removal plan should illustrate the proposed channel form through the affected section, the 
points of access, the location for debris piles outside of the active floodplain, and the 
location and type of any prescribed sediment controls.  You should also include the types 
and locations of rehabilitation structures such as bankside cabled log-jams, sweeps, floating 
log cover, log sills, or deflectors.  
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Building a cabled log-jam with the 
woody debris removed from a 
safety hazard can create beneficial 
habitat for fish and stabilize eroding 
shorelines. (CVC photo) 

Keep in mind that streams and rivers narrower than 
seven metres will accommodate more wood debris 
than larger channels.   In this case, most large wood 
salvaged from drift dams should be secured to the 
bed or back of the channel such that it is 
perpendicular to the flow or oriented downstream.  
Generally, expect to accommodate 18 to 20 pieces of 
large woody debris in a 100 metre section.  Rivers 
wider than 10 metres usually deposit the debris in the 
floodplain or cause it to accumulate on the outside of 
bends, on top of large anchored logs and boulders.   
In their natural state, large logs are anchored at one 
or both ends in parallel with the flow.  If you are 
trying to mimic this condition, it is suggested that 
70% of the length of the log be anchored into the 
bank and the orientation of the log into the flow of 
the river should be 30 degrees or less.  Alternative 
uses of salvaged large woody debris include 
construction of log deflectors, sweepers or bankside 
cabled log-jams.  
  

Materials 
 

You will need the following tools for removing woody debris:    
• 50 metre measuring tape  
• survey scope and metred stick or line level and string  
• bow saws, shovels  
• chain saw and personal safety gear  
• land based winch  
• rope  

  
For securing relocated logs to the channel you will need:   

• aircraft cable, crimps and crimping tool  
• cable cutting tool  
• 2 metre "T" bar posts  
• 25 cm galvanized ardox spikes  
• sledge hammer  

 
Cost and Maintenance Needs 

 
Under most circumstances, the expense of removing debris obstructions is limited to the 
cost of the crew and hand tools.  Costs can escalate where heavy machinery is needed.  
For larger log-jams, the phased approach might be required to reduce the amount of impact 
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Under most circumstances, the expense of removing debris 
obstructions is limited to the cost of the crew and hand 
tools. (CVC photo) 

from sediment release.  It is best to start at the downstream end and work upstream. 
Frequent monitoring of the area within the first year is needed to ensure that the removal 
has not aggravated erosion.  
Sediment scour will reveal buried 
debris that might require removal 
as well.  
   

Integration 
 

Debris removal can be integrated 
into other stream rehabilitation 
projects such as:    

• cabled log-jams  
• floating log cover  
• sweepers  
• deflectors  
• log sills  

  
 

Demonstrations 
 

This type of channel restoration has been applied in the following demonstration projects:    
• Project #41, Devil's Creek  
• Project #43, Hanlon Creek  
• Project #66, Purpleville Creek Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #67, East Humber River Rehabilitation Project  
•  Project #87, Anderson's Creek  
• Project #86, St. Helen's Creek  
• Project #123, Rocky Saugeen Silt Spill Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #140, Young's Creek Rehabilitation 
    

For More Information 
 

Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the 
bibliography:  
 
Bilby, R. E. and J. W. Ward 1989  
Crispin, V., R. House and D. Roberts 1993  
Flebbe, P. A. and C. A. Dolloff, 1995 
G.R.C.A. 1997  
McConnell, C. et al 1983  

McMahon, T. E. and G. F. Hartman. 1989 
Rosgen, D. 1996  
Ruediger, R. and J. Ward 1996  
Sedell, J.R. and K. J. Luchessa, 1981 
Zapzalka, T. 1996 

  



 
   
 
 

 
 

Description 
 
Wing deflectors are specifically designed as a solid triangular structure that reduces the width to 
depth ratio of the bankfull channel. Reducing channel width increases the stream velocity. The shape 
is important as it not only guides low flow, but also directs bankfull flows toward the thalweg. In 
terms of channel form, they are meant to behave as an artificial bar. Wing deflectors can be placed 
as single structures, in an alternating series or in opposing doubles.  
 
In most circumstances, deflectors are simple to construct and a cost-effective means of restoring a 
meandering thalweg to altered channels that are wide, shallow and sluggish. Common construction 
materials include river stone, logs or wood debris. They have a natural appearance and are easy to 
maintain when constructed in the appropriate channel type.  

Purpose 
 

Placement can enhance the formation of scour pools, guide current toward cover or direct flow 
away from an eroding bank. Individually, they can enhance the local meandering of the thalweg and 
concentrate flow toward natural or created bank cover. In an alternating series, deflectors can create 
a deep meandering thalweg in a previously shallow and over widened channel. In opposing pairs, the 
deflectors further increase mid channel velocity and cause the formation of a scour pool. The 
scouring action maintains clean substrates which attracts aquatic insects and spawning fish. Mid 
channel pools provide resting and feeding habitat which invite juvenile and adult fish.  

 

 

Wing Deflectors 

Scour Scour 
Scour 

Alternating 
Series 

Opposing  
Pair 
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Application 
 

Wing deflectors are placed in shallow, widened reaches of stream that lack a well defined, 
meandering thalweg. The host channel has a gentle slope and had some form of past influence that 
has increased the width to depth ratio. This could be caused by dredging or unrestricted livestock 
access.  
 
You will need a good understanding of the channel characteristics within the selected reach while 
having a similar awareness of a reference reach that is in a stable form. Failing this comparison, one 
should have sufficient baseline information to predict stable channel geometry. You will need to 
know what type of watercourse you are working in, the channel characteristics it should have and 
the dynamic nature of seasonal flow, ice formation, debris movement and sediment transport prior 
to selecting this rehabilitation technique. Sketches of the channel in plan view and cross section, 
indicating bankfull, low flow and thalweg will be essential for determining suitability and positioning. 
Straight runs, glides and below the crest of riffles are suitable sites for locating this type of structure. 
Wing deflectors are ideal in B type channels (slope between 2 to 4%) with a predominant boulder, 
cobble or gravel lining. They may also work well in boulder or cobble based C channels (slope less 
than 2%), F type channels with cobble dominate substrate or sand/silt based B channels but there 
may be a need for localized bank stabilization. This technique is not suited for streams with highly 
erodible substrates, high gradient or large volumes of ice and debris movement.  
 
Deflectors should be designed to only alter the low flow and bankfull stages of the stream.  
Deflecting higher flows is generally discouraged due to the possibility of aggravated erosion and 
channel instability.  It is highly recommended that you consult with your local MNR and 
Conservation Authority for advice on suitability.  
   

Construction Guidelines 
 

Wing deflectors are specifically designed in three dimensions as a tapered, triangular structure that 
points into the channel. Regardless of the materials used, there are common construction aspects 
that need to be addressed to 
maintain a functioning low 
profile presence in the bankfull 
channel.  
 
The position within the channel 
is very important. It determines 
channel velocity, the direction of 
current during low flow while 
also directing higher flows 
toward the centre of the 
watercourse. The structure 
should not occupy more than 
one third of the width of the  

Rock Deflector 
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bankfull channel. The upstream angle of the deflector should range between 30 to 45 degrees from 
the bank to guide the flow toward the centre of the channel. The angle of the downstream log 
should be 90 degrees to the upstream edge (see illustration). The elevation of the tip of the deflector 
should not exceed two times the height of the low flow channel. The tip should also be in line with 
the centre of stable structure on the opposite bank. The arrangement should be gradually tapered 
back to the bank at the elevation of the bankfull stage. The final height should allow for ice and 
debris to flow over top during high flows.  
 
Stability under high flows is a very significant consideration that needs to be addressed through 
proper construction. Whether using rock or logs for the deflector, the structure should be securely 
anchored into the bed and bank of the channel. 25 percent of the average height if the deflector 
should be excavated into the bed. Logs and rock should extend 1.2 to 2.5 metres into the bank.  
 
Wing deflectors constructed of boulders or quarried rocks are ideal in larger channels that are 5 to 
10 metres in width. Excavate a trench into the bed and bank to create the outline of the triangular 
shape and place two layers of larger rock along the upstream edge ensuring that they are keyed 
together. Largest rocks should be placed at the point. Trench depth should be 25% of the average 
height of the deflector. Medium sized rock can be used for the trailing edge and the interior can be 
filled with smaller stone. The rock should be tapered from the tip up to the bankfull elevation on 
shore and keyed in (see illustration). Surplus bank material can be raked into the gaps between the 
rocks and planted with native grasses and shrub willows.  

 
Log deflectors are built in the same fashion with a defining perimeter trench. They are more suited 
for streams less than 6.0 metres in width. Cedar or hemlock logs should be 30 to 50 centimeters in 
diameter. The upstream log is placed into position first as the leading edge. It should be level and 
dug into the bank 1.2 to 2.5 metres. Half of the log should be submerged into the bed of the 
channel. Be sure to properly align the angle at 30 to 45 degrees from the bank. The downstream log 
is placed to act as perpendicular brace to the upstream log. Using 1.2 metre long steel pins or “T” 
bars, secure into position using two to four anchoring pins per log. Nail the upstream log into the 
end of the downstream log. A second layer of logs can be used for additional height although 
frequent exposure to the air can cause decay. Use long galvanized ardox spikes to secure logs 

together. The interior of the 
deflector can be filled with rock, 
brush bundles or cabled wood 
debris keeping in mind that the 
form should be sloped up to the 
bankfull elevation at the shore.  
 
Single wing deflectors can be 
located in wide shallow runs or 
below the crest of riffles to the head 
of the pool. Multiple wing 
deflectors, placed in an alternating 
fashion 5 to 7 channel widths apart 

Steel Anchor 

Log Deflector 
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can create a deeper, meandering thalweg in a long, straight reach.  
 
Double wing deflectors, placed opposite to one another in the channel, further reduce the channel 
width and increase current velocity. This arrangement should occupy less than 80 percent of the 
width of the bankfull channel.  
   

Materials Needed 
 

There are two distinct designs used that are dependent on the widths of the channel. Wing 
deflectors for small streams are constructed of logs and require the following materials:  

• 30 to 50 cm diameter or hemlock logs, long enough to imbed 1.2 to 2.5 m in 
to the bank and a maximum of 1/3rd of the channel width  

• 1.2 m steel pins or “T” bar posts, at least two per log placed 2 m apart  
• 15 to 20 cm rock for fill or brush bundles and wood debris secured with 

aircraft cable  
• long galvanized ardox spikes or steel pins to secure logs together  
• shovels, rakes, sledge hammer  

 
In larger streams and rivers, rock deflectors should be constructed with:  

• 30 to 50 cm large rock for the edges and tip (amount and size will vary with 
size of deflector)  

• 20 to 30 cm rock for the interior 
 
In both cases, the final grading of the bank will need stabilization with a quick growing seed mixture 
and native shrub willows.  
   

Cost and Maintenance Needs 
 

Wing deflectors can be a low cost technique depending on the availability of materials, site access, 
channel size and need for heavy equipment. A crew of three experienced people can construct one 
small deflector in several hours. As channel size increases, so does the amount of materials and 
labour required to construct. These structures have varying degrees of longevity depending upon the 
materials used and the dynamic nature of the channel. Typically, they can last up to five years. 
Frequent monitoring and maintenance is recommended during the first year to ensure proper 
function, correct erosion problems or remove undesirable debris accumulation. Expected annual 
maintenance cost can range from $12.00 to $22.00 per metre depending on the availability of rock. 
Continue with annual monitoring after the first year to ensure deflectors work properly.  
   

Integration 
 

Several habitat enhancement projects can be used in conjunction with wing deflectors such as:  
• L.U.N.K.E.R.S.  
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• instream log cover  
• half log cover  
• boulder placement  
• sweepers  

  
Demonstrations 

 
This type of habitat structure has been applied in the following demonstration projects:  

• Project #91, Tioga Wildlife Area - Pine River  
• Project #17, Hiltz Farm  
• Project #67, East Humber River Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #118, Rouge River Headwaters Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #109, Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat 

Rehabilitation Project  
• Project #135, Halls Creek  
• Project #58, Larches Creek  
• Project #48, Laurel Creek  
• Project #76, Lawrence Creek  
• Project #32, Dedricks Creek  
• Project #82, Blyth Brook Rehabilitation Program  
• Project #1, Moore Drain Project  

    
For More Information 

 
Please refer to the following authors and their respective publications located in the bibliography:  

Buchanan, R.A. et al 1989  
Fitch, L. et al 1994  
O.M.N.R. 1984  
M.T.O. 1997  
Rosgen, D.  1996 
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     Number  Watershed Township

1  Bayfield River Stanley and Tuckersmith
2  Beaver River Collingwood
3  Beaver River Collingwood
4  Big Creek Delhi
5  Big Creek Delhi
6  Big Creek Delhi
7  Big Creek Delhi
8  Big Creek Norfolk
9  Big Creek North Walsingham
10  Big Creek South Walsingham
11  Big East River Huntsville
12  Big Otter Creek South Norwich
13  Big Otter Creek South-West Oxford
14  Bighead River Markdale
15  Black Ash Creek Town of Collingwood
16  Black Creek Townsend
17  Bothwell's Creek Sydenham
18  Bronte Creek Town of Milton
19  Carp River West Carleton
20  Clearwater Creek Nipigon
21  Coburg Creek Town of Cobourg
22  Credit River City of Brampton
23  Credit River Erin
24  Credit River Town of Caledon
25  Credit River Town of Caledon
26  Credit River Town of Caledon
27  Credit River Town of Caledon
28  Credit River Town of Halton Hills
29  Credit River Town of Halton Hills
30  Credit River Town of Halton Hills
31  Credit River Town of Orangeville
32  Dedricks Creek Norfolk
33  Don River City of Toronto
34  Drag River Dysart
35  Dunbarton Creek Town of Pickering
36  Farewell Creek City of Oshawa
37  Fishers Creek Charlotteville
38  Fishers Creek Charlotteville
39  Grand River Blandford-Blenheim
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Watershed and Township Index

  Number  Watershed Township

40  Grand River City of Cambridge
41  Grand River City of Cambridge
42  Grand River City of Cambridge
43  Grand River City of Guelph
44  Grand River City of Kitchener
45  Grand River City of Kitchener
46  Grand River City of Kitchener
47  Grand River City of Kitchener
48  Grand River City of Waterloo
49  Grand River City of Waterloo
50  Grand River City of Waterloo
51  Grand River City of Waterloo
52  Grand River Puslinch
53  Grand River Wilmot
54  Grand River Wilmot
55  Grand River Wilmot
56  Grand River Wilmot and Woolwich
57  Grand River Woolwich
58  Grand River Woolwich
59  Grand River Pilkington
60  Grindstone Creek Flamborough
61  Grindstone Creek Flamborough
62  Harmony Creek City of Oshawa
63  Highland Creek City of Scarborough
64  Highland Creek City of Toronto
65  Hog River Tay
66  Humber River City of Vaughan
67  Humber River City of Vaughan
68  Humber River Town of Caledon
69  Humber River Town of Caledon
70  Humber River Town of Caledon
71  Humber River Town of Caledon
72  Humber River Town of Caledon
73  Humber River Town of Caledon
74  James Berry Drain Norfolk
75  Kaministiqua River O'Connor
76  Lawrence  Creek Charlotteville
77  Little River City of Windsor
78  Little Skeetamatta Creek Elzevic
79  Loyalist Creek City of Mississauga
80  Lynde Creek Town of Whitby
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Appendix A 3

Watershed and Township Index

     Number  Watershed Township

81  Lynn River Charlotteville
82  Maitland River Hullet
83  Maitland River Town of Bluevale
84  Napanee River Camden East
85  Napanee River Napanee
86  Nine Mile River Ashfield
87  Nine Mile River West Wawanosh
88  Nine Mile River West Wawanosh
89  Normandale Creek Charlotteville
90  North River Tay
91  Nottawasaga River Adjala Tosorontio
92  Nottawasaga River Baxter
93  Nottawasaga River Clearview
94  Nottawasaga River Clearview
95  Nottawasaga River New Tecumseth
96  Nottawasaga River Tosorontio
97  Nottawasaga River Mulmur
98  Orchard Creek St. Vincent
99  Oshawa Creek City of Oshawa
100  Otonabee River City of Peterborough
101  Oxenden Creek Keppel
102  Petticoat Creek Town of Pickering
103  Pottawatami River Derby
104  Pretty River Clearview
105  Pretty River Clearview
106  Pretty River Town of Collingwood
107  Pretty River Town of Collingwood
108  Rideau River Regional Municipality of Ottawa

-Carleton
109  Rouge River City of Toronto
110  Rouge River Town of Markham
111  Rouge River Town of Markham
112  Rouge River Town of Markham
113  Rouge River Town of Markham
114  Rouge River Town of Markham
115  Rouge River Town of Markham
116  Rouge River Town of Markham
117  Rouge River Town of Markham
118  Rouge River Town of Richmond Hill
119  Rouge River Town of Richmond Hill
120  Rouge River Whitchurch-Stouffville
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Watershed and Township Index

     Number  Watershed Township

121  Rouge River Whitchurch-Stouffville
122  Sauble River Amabel
123  Saugeen River Bentinck Twp/Grey County
124  Sixteen Mile Creek Town of Milton
125  Spencer Creek Dundas
126  Spencer Creek Flamborough
127  Spencer Creek Flamborough
128  Spencer Creek Flamborough
129  Spencer Creek Puslinch
130  Spencer Creek Town of Flamborough
131  Sydenham River City of Owen Sound
132  Thames River East Zorra - Tavistock
133  Thames River East Zorra - Tavistock
134  Thames River London
135  Thames River South-West Oxford
136  Twenty Mile Creek Lincoln
137  Wabi Creek Kerns
138  Welland River Ancaster
139  Willow Creek Springwater/Simcoe
140  Young's Creek Charlotteville
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Project Index

Number  Title

1  Moore Drain Project
2  Slabtown Bypass Channel
3  East Red Wing Creek
4  Quance Dam Fish Ladder
5  Stream Rehabilitation - South Creek
6  South Creek Drain Project
7  North Creek
8  Cranberry Creek Project
9  Schoppes Creek
10  Dedricks Creek
11  Big East River Rehabilitation
12  Plumb Creek C.U.R.B. Project
13  Sanderson Farm C.U.R.B. Project
14  Bighead River Demonstration Project
15  Black Ash Creek Rehabilitation Project
16  Tributary of Black's Creek - Pasture Land Reforestation
17  Hiltz Farm
18  Limestone Creek
19  Carp River Remedial Action Plan
20  Clearwater Creek Rehabilitation
21  Coburg Creek Golf Course
22  Huttonville Creek
23  Hillsburgh Natural Channel Design Project
24  Brault Property
25  Bankside Logjam
26  Mini L.U.N.K.E.R.S.
27  Belfountain Creek Realignment
28  Camp Weselka
29  Scottsdale Farm
30  Cedarvale Park - Silver Creek
31  Monora Creek Realignment
32  Wetlands/Woodlands/Wildlife Shelterbelt and Creek Buffer
33  Pottery Road Weir Mitigation
34  Drag River Walleye Habitat Improvement Program
35  Dunbarton Creek Rehabilitation
36 Harmony Creek Golf Centre
37  Fisher's Glen
38  Spooky Hollow
39 Washington Creek Riparian Zone Rehabilitation
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Project Index

 Number  Title

40  Groff Mill Creek Restoration
41  Devil's Creek
42  Soper Park - Mill Creek
43  Hanlon Creek
44  Strasburg Creek
45  Strasburg Creek
46  Kolb Creek
47  Schneider Creek
48  Laurel Creek
49  Cedar Creek
50  Colonial Creek
51  Bechtel Park - Laurel Creek
52  Mill Creek
53  Baden Spring Creek Rehabilitation
54  D'Aubigny Creek
55  Rest Acres Creek
56  Beaver Creek
57  Restoring a Riparian Forest Ecosystem - Canagagigue Creek
58  Larches Creek
59  Carroll Creek Project
60  Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project - Site #20

 and 50
61  Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project – Site

 #104
62  Farewell Park Cribwall
63  Highland Creek Rehabilitation Cedarbrook Park
64  Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project - Markham Branch
65  Severn Sound RAP Tributary Rehabilitation Project
66  Purpleville Creek Rehabilitation Project
67  East Humber River Rehabilitation Project
68  Albion Hills L.U.N.K.E.R.
69  Caledon East Wetland Community Action Site

 (Centerville Creek)
70  Palgrave Dam Aquatic Habitat Restoration Study
71  Humber Riffle Creation
72  Centerville Creek Instream Cover
73  Hopefull Creek Rehabilitation
74  James Berry Drain Project
75  Rock Run Creek- Cattle Fencing
76  Lawrence Creek Rehabilitation
77 Little River Riparian Habitat Rehabilitation
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Project Index

 Number  Title

78  Solar Wind Alternate Water Project
79  Loyalist Creek Rehabilitation
80  Williamsburg Community Biotechnical Works
81  Kent Creek Rehabilitation
82  Blyth Brook Rehabilitation Program
83  Bluevale Dam Fishway
84  Napanee River Shoreline Improvement Project
85  Lower Napanee River Fish Habitat Improvement Project
86  St. Helen's Creek
87  Anderson's Creek
88  Henry's Creek
89  Normandale Pond Removal
90  Severn Sound RAP Tributary Rehabilitation Project
91  Tioga Wildlife Area - Pine River
92  Baxter Bridge CP Rail
93  Glen Huron - Mad River
94  Martin Property - MacIntyre Creek
95  Nottawasaga River Tributary Rehabilitation
96  Rosemont Creek
97  Boyne River Rehabilitation Project
98  Orchard Creek Fish and Wildlife Sanctuary
99  Realignment and Rehabilitation of Goodman Creek
100  Scott's Plains Park
101  Oxenden Creek Rehabilitation
102  Petticoat Creek Rehabilitation
103  Coulter Farm - Maxwell Creek
104  Collingwood Shipyards - CSL Property
105  Morrison Property
106  Spooner's Hole
107  Pretty River Dyke - Fishway
108  Cummings St. Bridge Fish Compensation Project
109  Morningside Tributary Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation

 Project
110  Parkview Dam Bypass Channel
111  Rouge River Circle
112  Toogood Pond Sediment Removal and Restoration Project
113  Harvey Brown's
114  Curcio's Bypass
115  Dixon Hill Tributary
116  Spring Creek
117 Harding Property
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Project Index

Number  Title

118  Rouge River Headwaters Rehabilitation Project
119  Rouge River Restoration Redstone Road Bridge
120  Carruthers Pond
121  Christian Blind Mission
122  Chan's Creek
123  Rocky Saugeen Silt Spill Rehabilitation Project
124  Sixteen Mile Creek Riparian Planting
125  Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project - Site #89
126  Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project - Site #60
127  Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project - Site #16
128  Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project - Site #59
129  Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project - Site #35
130  Nimijohn Farm Stream Rehabilitation
131  Sydenham River Spawning Channels - Harrison Park
132  Sally's Creek
133  Timms Creek Project
134  Stoney Creek Enhancement Project
135  Halls Creek Project
136  Highview Farms Demonstration Site
137  Streamside Fencing and Shrubs
138  Mirsalov Cuscuz Farm - Buckhorn Creek
139  Cairns Boulevard
140  Young's Creek Rehabilitation



Project Number: 1
Moore Drain ProjectMoore Drain ProjectMoore Drain ProjectMoore Drain Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Habitat Improvement, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Stanley and Tuckersmith Watershed: Bayfield River
Stream Size: 1-1.5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 458672 E   4819369 N

Purpose: 
To rehabilitate rural drainage channel in order to support coldwater species.

Objectives:
To create spawning and nursery habitat for rainbow trout, and improve water
quality by creating natural riparian buffers.

Description:
Substrate was enhanced using spawning gravel, rock placement and rock
deflectors.  Debris removal took place along with tree planting.

Estimated Cost: $15,000.00   Construction Date: 1998  Volunteer Effort: 180 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Private donations, Huron Stewardship Council

Project Partners:
Huron Stewardship Council, OMNR, Huron Centennial School, Ausable
Bayfield CA, Landowners

Doug Reed
Bayfield Anglers Association

53 Highway 4,
Brucefield, Ontario N0M 1J0

Phone: 519-233-7406



Project Number: 2
Slabtown Bypass ChannelSlabtown Bypass ChannelSlabtown Bypass ChannelSlabtown Bypass Channel

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Collingwood Watershed: Beaver River
Stream Size: 12m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 542341 E   4929720 N

Purpose: 
To mitigate impacts of dam on fish migration.

Objectives:
Create bypass channel to allow migratory trout and salmon species to
upstream spawning areas.

Description:
Channel cut through the berm of the dam and then lined with rip rap. The
flow is controlled by an inlet structure made of concrete and stop logs. The
channel connects the upstream head pond to the downstream plunge pool.

Estimated Cost: $4,800.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
OMNR, Miller Paving, two landowners, Praxair, Teledyne

Ralph Fisher
Blue Ridge Sportsmen's Club

Box 102, Clarksburg, Ontario N0H 1J0
Phone: 519-599-3873



Project Number: 3
East Red Wing CreekEast Red Wing CreekEast Red Wing CreekEast Red Wing Creek

Project Type: Water Quality, Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Collingwood Watershed: Beaver River
Stream Size: 1-2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 543919 E   4922078 N

Purpose: 
To enhance spawning and nursery habitat for rainbow trout.

Objectives:
To improve water quality which would improve rainbow trout reproduction
in the Beaver River and also to rehabilitate habitat for brook trout.

Description:
Project involved removal of a beaver dam, other barriers and debris
management.  Installation of a fence line, a dry crossing for cattle and
placement of rock vortex weirs. Rainbow trout transfers tie in with Slabtown
Dam fish-bypass channel.

Estimated Cost: <$1,000.00   Construction Date: 1995 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 350 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Blue Ridge Sportsmen's Club, OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Local Landowners, Blue Ridge Sportsmen's Club, Praxair, Teledyne

Ralph Fisher
Blue Ridge Sportsmen's Club

Box 102, Clarksburg, Ontario N0H 1J0
Phone: 519-599-2015 Fax: 519-599-6803



Project Number: 4
Quance Dam Fish LadderQuance Dam Fish LadderQuance Dam Fish LadderQuance Dam Fish Ladder

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Delhi Watershed: Big Creek
Stream Size: 5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 540650 E   4744520 N

Purpose: 
To construct a fishway which would allow the movement of fish from the
lower end of the Quance dam to the upper level of the dam.

Objectives:
Provide a fishway allowing migratory fish passage.  Facilitate cooperative
agreement with the Township of Delhi to maintain park area.

Description:
The Township of Delhi wished to maintain the aesthetics of the park area
and initiated rebuilding the dam and construction of fishway. The fishway
was constructed to be low maintenance and is monitored daily by the District
Anglers Association.

Estimated Cost: $70,000.00   Construction Date: May 1994

Volunteer Effort: >2,500 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Jobs Ontario Community Action, Environmental Partners Fund, LPRCA

Project Partners:
Township of Delhi, Delhi District Anglers Association, OMNR

Dave Johnstone
Delhi District Anglers Association

477 Ridgewood Crescent,
Delhi, Ontario N4B 2S2

Phone: 519-582-3833 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 5
Stream Rehabilitation - South CreekStream Rehabilitation - South CreekStream Rehabilitation - South CreekStream Rehabilitation - South Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Delhi Watershed: Big Creek
Stream Size: 2.5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 538130 E   4744050 N

Purpose: 
To increase stream cover along the banks and to create spawning habitat for
trout.

Objectives:
Establish stream cover and creation of spawning bed.

Description:
The Delhi District Anglers undertook the rehabilitation of a section of South
Creek.  Spawning bed gravel was placed in the stream and vegetative cover
was planted along the banks. The project requires little or no maintenance.

Estimated Cost: $600.00   Construction Date: August 1996  Volunteer Effort: 32  hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
OMNR, Delhi District Anglers Association

Dave Johnstone
Delhi District Anglers Association

477 Ridgewood Crescent,
Delhi, Ontario N4B 2S2

Phone: 519-582-3833 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 6
South Creek Drain ProjectSouth Creek Drain ProjectSouth Creek Drain ProjectSouth Creek Drain Project

Project Type: Water Quality, Riparian Habitat and Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Delhi Watershed: Big Creek
Stream Size: 3m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 536410 E   4743830 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish habitat and downstream water quality of the South Creek
municipal drain while maintaining effective surface drainage.

Objectives:
Control cattle access and stabilize eroding banks, concentrate summer flow,
create fish habitat while maintaining effective farm drainage, and publicize
techniques which maintain practical farm operation. Improve fish and
wildlife habitat.

Description:
The project focused on creation of fish cover, concentration of flow to
remove excess sediments, limit slumping of the banks by stabilizing the
banks as well as providing a vegetative strip.  Fenced the entire farmer's area
to restrict cattle access.

Estimated Cost: $3,000.00 - $4,000.00   Construction Date: 1980's

Volunteer Effort: 500 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR

Project Partners:
OMNR, LPRCA

Dave Richards
Ministry of Natural Resources

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H 2S8

Phone: 519-773-4731 Fax: 519-773-9014 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 7
North CreekNorth CreekNorth CreekNorth Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement, Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Delhi Watershed: Big Creek
Stream Size: 3m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 539900 E   4744390 N

Purpose: 
To provide fish cover.

Objectives:
Provided fish cover for adult and juvenile rainbow and brown trout.

Description:
Constructed several log cover structures and cabled log jams using cedar
posts sawed from local ginseng farms. Aircraft cable used to fasten wood to
T-Bars. Step pool fishway built in 1967 and operated/maintained by local
clubs.

Estimated Cost: $450.00   Construction Date: 1995-1998  Volunteer Effort: 90 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Club donations

Project Partners:
Delhi District Angler's Association, Long Point Conservation Authority,
Landowners

Dave Johnstone
Delhi District Anglers Association

477 Ridgewood Crescent,
Delhi, Ontario N4B 2S2

Phone: 519-582-3833



Project Number: 8
Cranberry Creek ProjectCranberry Creek ProjectCranberry Creek ProjectCranberry Creek Project

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Norfolk Watershed: Big Creek
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 536930 E   4738620 N

Purpose: 
To employ sand traps instead of normal bottom clean out procedure.

Objectives:
Construct sand traps to remove entrained silt and sand.

Description:
The project employed the use of sand traps as a part of an experimental drain
maintenance program in accordance with a report prepared by Spriet
Associated under the Drainage Act. Sand traps will be maintained for the
next five years.

Estimated Cost: $15,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort: 300-400 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR, 3W, OMFRA,  CWS

Project Partners:
Township of Norfolk, LPRCA, OMNR, Spriet Associates

Peter Bryan-Pulham
Township of Norfolk
Box 128, 22 Albert St.,

Langton, Ontario N0E 1G0
Phone: 519-875-4485 Fax: 519-875-4789 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 9
Schoppes CreekSchoppes CreekSchoppes CreekSchoppes Creek

Project Type: Erosion Control, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: North Walsingham Watershed: Big Creek
Stream Size: 1m wide, 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 544273 E   4737392 N

Purpose: 
To restore site and irrigation pond after berm failure and gully erosion.

Objectives:
To control erosion and to provide irrigation pond. Also, to convert online
pond to bottom draw.

Description:
Rip rap was used for erosion control on new berm. Drainage tile was used to
collect groundwater on slopes and direct it towards the creek.  Bottom draw
standpipe used in pond to direct coldwater downstream.

Estimated Cost: N/A   Construction Date: Early 1980's  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
OMNR, LPRCA and Landowner

Project Partners:
OMNR, LPRCA and Landowner

Delbert Miller
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H   2S8

Phone: 519-773-4718 Fax: 519-773-9014
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 10
Dedricks CreekDedricks CreekDedricks CreekDedricks Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: South Walsingham Watershed: Big Creek
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 545017 E   4728754 N

Purpose: 
To improve channel form for trout.

Objectives:
Establish thalweg and deepen channel to promote instream habitat diversity.
Expose gravel substrate for spawning habitat.

Description:
Remnants of log deflectors still visible after 20 years. First application of
stream rehabilitation in Norfolk sand plain region.  Parking access provided
for anglers.

Estimated Cost: N/A   Construction Date: Prior to 1975  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
OMNR

Project Partners:
OMNR

Delbert Miller
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H   2S8

Phone: 519-773-4718 Fax: 519-773-9014
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 11
Big East River RehabilitationBig East River RehabilitationBig East River RehabilitationBig East River Rehabilitation

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Habitat Improvement, Erosion Control

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Huntsville Watershed: Big East River
Stream Size: 1.5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 638000 E   5055000 N

Purpose: 
Mitigate the erosion and undermining of a railway embankment.

Objectives:
To improve fish habitat,  riparian vegetation density and cover.  Mitigate
erosion and downcutting and establish long term stability for the railway
bed.

Description:
Potential for failure was mitigated by realigning the tributary away from the
railway bed. Embankment was stabilized with planted fieldstone retaining
wall and supplementary plantings. Root fans were installed for added cover
over pools..

Estimated Cost: $70,000.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
C.P. Rail Systems

Project Partners:
None

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 510,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 12
Plumb Creek C.U.R.B. ProjectPlumb Creek C.U.R.B. ProjectPlumb Creek C.U.R.B. ProjectPlumb Creek C.U.R.B. Project

Project Type: Bioengineering, Water Quality, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: South Norwich Watershed: Big Otter Creek
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 526980 E   4751050 N

Purpose: 
To restrict livestock access which would improve water quality as well as
reduce the chance of cattle transferring disease.

Objectives:
To completely restrict cattle access, to retire and plant 4 acres with trees and
re-establish vegetation along banks.

Description:
Fenced off both sides of the creek that traveled through pastured areas.
Planted approximately 4 acres of hilly, erodible pasture land with eastern
white cedar to define buffer boundary. Highly eroded areas were stabilized
using brush layering.

Estimated Cost: $24,000.00   Construction Date: April 1995 and  Summer 1997

Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
MOEE, Landowner

Project Partners:
LPRCA, MOEE, Landowner

Wendy Cridland
Long Point Region Conservation Authority

R.R.#3, Simcoe, Ontario N3Y 4K2
Phone: 519-428-4623 Fax: 519-428-1520 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 13
Sanderson Farm C.U.R.B. ProjectSanderson Farm C.U.R.B. ProjectSanderson Farm C.U.R.B. ProjectSanderson Farm C.U.R.B. Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: South-West Oxford Watershed: Big Otter Creek
Stream Size: N/A
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 515280 E   4749130 N

Purpose: 
To restrict livestock access to improve water quality as well as reduce the
chance of cattle transferring disease.

Objectives:
Restrict livestock access while providing  cattle/tractor crossing, eliminate
runoff through the construction of liquid manure tank, protect adjacent
waterways from bacteria and nutrient loading.

Description:
Restricted livestock access has been achieved through fencing which in turn
prevents bank erosion as well as allows re-establishment of vegetation to
provide shading. A large capacity liquid manure tank was also installed in a
covered storage area.

Estimated Cost: $59,000.00   Construction Date: 1993  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
MOEE, Landowner

Project Partners:
LPRCA, MOEE, Landowner

Wendy Cridland
Long Point Region Conservation Authority

R.R.#3, Simcoe, Ontario N3Y 4K2
Phone: 519-428-4623 Fax: 519-428-1520 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 14
Bighead River Demonstration ProjectBighead River Demonstration ProjectBighead River Demonstration ProjectBighead River Demonstration Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Markdale Watershed: Bighead River
Stream Size: 15m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 530668 E   4935752 N

Purpose: 
Stream rehabilitation for cold water species and water quality improvement
with emphasis on restricting livestock access.

Objectives:
To reduce livestock access and soil erosion.  To improve water quality and
rehabilitate coldwater fish habitat, create wildlife habitat and educate rural
farming community.

Description:
Log jams, boulder placement and fieldstone revetments were used. A
wetland was created.  MNR electrofishing records showed an increase of
349% in fish population after the project was completed.  Project also helped
educate the rural farming community.

Estimated Cost: $414,770.00   Construction Date: 1993 - March 1997

Volunteer Effort: 900 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Landowners, Wetlands/Woodlands/Wildlife Program, Agriculture Canada

Project Partners:
Grey County Soil and Crop Improvement Association, OMAFRA

Ray Robertson
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs

P.O. Box 496, 181 Toronto St. S.,
Markdale, Ontario N0C 1H0

Phone: 519-986-2040 Fax: 519-986-3014 E-mail:
World Wide Web: http://www.gov.on.ca/omafra/english



Project Number: 15
Black Ash Creek Rehabilitation ProjectBlack Ash Creek Rehabilitation ProjectBlack Ash Creek Rehabilitation ProjectBlack Ash Creek Rehabilitation Project

Project Type: Bioengineering, Water Quality,  Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Collingwood Watershed: Black Ash Creek
Stream Size: 32 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17  560000 E    4925000 N

Purpose: 
To enhance fish and wildlife habitat as well as reduce sediment loading as a
part of the Collingwood Harbour RAP.

Objectives:
To incorporate habitat enhancement into erosion control providing
innovative techniques as well as design effective, economical approaches to
bio-engineering.

Description:
Techniques used include LUNKERS, rock revetments, live crib wall, channel
reconstruction, fascines, live stakes and joint plantings.

Estimated Cost: $250,000.00   Construction Date: 1992 - 1995

Volunteer Effort: 1000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, OMNR, MOEE, NVCA

Project Partners:
Collingwood Collegiate Institute, Collingwood Rotary Club, Landowners

Rick Grillmayer
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1,
Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0

Phone: 705-424-1479 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net
World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 16
Tributary of Black's Creek - Pasture LandTributary of Black's Creek - Pasture LandTributary of Black's Creek - Pasture LandTributary of Black's Creek - Pasture Land

ReforestationReforestationReforestationReforestation

Project Type: Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Townsend Watershed: Black Creek
Stream Size: N/A
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 567600 E   4746200 N

Purpose: 
To retire and establish tree cover on marginal pasture land, and secure a
riparian buffer along a tributary of Black's Creek.

Objectives:
Establish tree cover which will reduce erosion of pasture land and
sedimentation of adjacent creek.

Description:
30,000 trees were planted by groups from Townsend Central and Windham
Centre Public Schools. The site prior to planting was burned and the trees
were sprayed with weed control in 1993/1994.

Estimated Cost: $11,157.71   Construction Date: 1993 to 1994  Volunteer Effort: 80 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Tree Plan Canada, Ontario Ministry of Government Services

Project Partners:
LPRCA, Tree Plan Canada, OMGS, Townsend Central Public School,
Windham Centre Public School

Wendy Cridland
Long Point Region Conservation Authority

R.R.#3, Simcoe, Ontario N3Y 4K2
Phone: 519-428-4623 Fax: 519-428-1520 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 17
Hiltz FarmHiltz FarmHiltz FarmHiltz Farm

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Habitat Improvement and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Sydenham Watershed: Bothwell's Creek
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 509862 E   4935730 N

Purpose: 
To improve stream for coldwater nursery habitat.

Objectives:
Improve water quality, improve habitat for coldwater species and restore
channel form.

Description:
Unrestricted livestock access resulted in undefined braided channel. Barbed
wire fencing was used to restrict livestock from stream corridor. Log
deflectors, LUNKERS and boulder placements used to create cover for
juvenile trout and salmon.

Estimated Cost: $30,700.00   Construction Date: 1991-1995  Volunteer Effort: 1000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Environmental Partners Fund, Friends of the Environment
Foundation, Golden Triangle Steelheaders, City of Owen Sound

Project Partners:
OMNR, Environment Canada, Canada Trust, Golden Triangle Steelheaders,
City of Owen Sound

Jeff Graham
Sydenham Sportsmen's Association

P.O. Box 264,
Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 5P3

Phone: 519-376-7612 ext. 223 E-mail: hpa@bmts.com



Project Number: 18
Limestone CreekLimestone CreekLimestone CreekLimestone Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Milton Watershed: Bronte Creek
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 587200 E   4811300 N

Purpose: 
To "open up" a reach of limestone creek characterized by heavy alder
encroachment and siltation.

Objectives:
Alders were removed from the active channel and adjacent banks.  Original
velocity was regained quickly.  Sediments were transported downstream and
gravel exposed. Salmonid production increased by an order of magnitude.

Description:
Pollarding chosen as best technique to address alder encroachment.  Visual
assessment of changes in channel morphology and biomass studies were all
part of post construction monitoring. Target species were salmonids.

Estimated Cost: $500.00   Construction Date: 1986-1987  Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Four Seasons Anglers and Hunters, OMNR

David Featherstone
Four Seasons Anglers and Hunters

700 Middleton Cr.,
Milton, Ontario L9T 4C3

Phone: 905-336-1158 Fax: 905-336-7014 E-mail: admin@hrca.on.ca



Project Number: 19
Carp River Remedial Action PlanCarp River Remedial Action PlanCarp River Remedial Action PlanCarp River Remedial Action Plan

Project Type: Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: West Carleton Watershed: Carp River
Stream Size: N/A
UTM Grid Coordinates:  18 430080 E   5014000 N

Purpose: 
To develop a sustainable management plan for the Carp River watershed.

Objectives:
To improve the overall health of the ecosystem through sound management
practices.

Description:
Tree planting and inventory work are ongoing efforts to provide a watershed
report card.

Estimated Cost: $8,500.00   Construction Date: 1996-1998  Volunteer Effort: 100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Private Donations

Project Partners:
Regional Municipality of Ottawa Carleton, OMNR, Mississippi Valley
Conservation Authority, Environmental Advisory Committee of the
Township of West Carleton

Dr. Caren Garrity and Dr. Rene Ramseier
Microwave Group - Ottawa River, Inc.

3954 Armitage Ave.,
Dunrobin, Ontario K0A 1T0

Phone: 613-832-0411 Fax: 613-832-4166 E-mail: icedoctors@ig.net



Project Number: 20
Clearwater Creek RehabilitationClearwater Creek RehabilitationClearwater Creek RehabilitationClearwater Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Habitat Improvement, Bioengineering, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Nipigon Watershed: Clearwater Creek
Stream Size: 1.0 - 1.5 m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  16 407500 E   5429000 N

Purpose: 
To mitigate erosion, improve aquatic habitat and implement an education
program.

Objectives:
To enhance instream habitat and vegetation cover, stabilize eroding valley
walls and implement initiatives to afford educational opportunities. To
moderate discharges from a stormwater outfall.

Description:
Erosion and loss of brook trout spawning areas occurred in creek.
Stormwater management pond, step pool channel and grade control
structures were installed for abatement. This incorporated an outdoor
education facility. Volunteers implemented planting.

Estimated Cost: $245,000.00   Construction Date: Fall 1994  Volunteer Effort: 5,500 hrs

Funding Sources:
St. Edward School, Canada Ontario Infrastructure Program,  Lake Superior
Programs, North Shore of Lake Superior RAP, Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up
Fund, Town of Nipigon

Project Partners:
Nipigon Bay RAP, DFO, Env. Canada, G. L. 2000 Clean Up, St. Edward's
Separate School, OMNR, Ont. Min. of Education and Training, Twp. of
Nipigon, Federal Infrastructure Program, Env. Partners Program, North of
Superior Roman Catholic Separate School Board

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 510,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 21
Coburg Creek Golf CourseCoburg Creek Golf CourseCoburg Creek Golf CourseCoburg Creek Golf Course

Project Type: Bioengineering, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Cobourg Watershed: Coburg Creek
Stream Size: 100 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 726021 E   4873696 N

Purpose: 
Stream Rehabilitation.

Objectives:
To create coldwater fisheries downstream by reintroducing upstream habitat
through channel improvement and also to minimize erosion on golf course.

Description:
Cedar log cribs with two layers of cedar boughs were held down by shot rock
and three layers of live plant material separated by soil. Organic-mineral soil
mix was placed in the cribs, followed by a tier of live plant material. T-bars
were also used.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: Nov./Dec. 1997  Volunteer Effort:  0 

Funding Sources:
Landowner

Project Partners:
Landowner, Ganaraska Conservation Authority

Bill Newell or Mark Peacock
Ganaraska Region Conservation Authority

P.O. Box 328,
Port Hope, Ontario L1A 3W4

Phone: 905-885-8173 Fax: 905-885-9824 E-mail: grca@eagle.ca



Project Number: 22
Huttonville CreekHuttonville CreekHuttonville CreekHuttonville Creek

Project Type: Water Quality and Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Brampton Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 1.5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 593950 E   4835808 N

Purpose: 
To restrict livestock access and to improve water quality as well as reduce the
chance of cattle transferring disease.

Objectives:
Improve water quality through reducing bank erosion and restoring the
natural diversity of the stream.

Description:
Construction of electrical fencing to control cattle access as well as provision
of nose pumps for alternate water supply. Wet stream crossing constructed
of terrafix block and page wire. Riparian plantings and soil bio-engineering
were also used.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort: 180 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Developer

Project Partners:
Credit Valley Conservation, Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club, Credit River
Anglers, Developer, Landowner

Bob Morris
Credit Valley Conservation

1255 Derry Road West,
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6G4

Phone: 905-670-1615 Fax: 905-670-2210 E-mail: bmorris@creditvalleycons.com
World Wide Web: http://www.creditvalleycons.com



Project Number: 23
Hillsburgh Natural Channel Design ProjectHillsburgh Natural Channel Design ProjectHillsburgh Natural Channel Design ProjectHillsburgh Natural Channel Design Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Erin Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 1m wide, 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 569047 E   4849917 N

Purpose: 
To create a new channel by installing a diversion culvert.

Objectives:
To improve the productive capacity of fish habitat by diverting a coldwater
roadside drainage ditch containing brook trout into a single constructed
natural channel away from the road.

Description:
Diversion of an existing braided channel into a connecting channel.  Channel
was created by raking a new stream bed and banks.

Estimated Cost: $7,250.00   Construction Date: 1998 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 60  hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR, CVC

Project Partners:
CVC, Town of Erin, Local Landowners, Residents of Hillsburgh

Mitch Wilson
Wellington County Stewardship Council

1 Stone Road West,
Guelph, Ontario N1G 4Y2

Phone: 519-826-4936 Fax: 519-826-4929 E-mail: wilsonm5@epo.gov.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 24
Brault PropertyBrault PropertyBrault PropertyBrault Property

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 300 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 584202 E   4851597 N

Purpose: 
To rehabilitate a section of river using both hard and soft measures.

Objectives:
Reduce bank erosion and improve instream cover as the part of the Credit
River Water Management Strategy.

Description:
Construction of an overhanging cover took place using log crib base, brush
layering and fascines on the slope. Throughout the project, a combination of
hard and soft techniques were implemented such as rip-rap, live crib wall,
fascines and log revetment.

Estimated Cost: <$1,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort: 180 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Trout Unlimited, Izaak Walton Fly Fishers Club

Project Partners:
Trout Unlimited, OMNR, Credit Valley Conservation

Bob Morris
Credit Valley Conservation

1255 Derry Road West,
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6G4

Phone: 905-670-1615 Fax: 905-670-2210 E-mail: bmorris@creditvalleycons.com
World Wide Web: http://www.creditvalleycons.com



Project Number: 25
Bankside LogjamBankside LogjamBankside LogjamBankside Logjam

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 225 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 578760 E   4851400 N

Purpose: 
To restore and maintain valuable instream conditions important for brook
trout wintering and spawning habitat.

Objectives:
Stabilize eroding bank and reduce siltation. Create and restore brook trout
cover and nursery habitat.

Description:
Construction of bankside log jam to reduce bank erosion and provide
instream habitat.

Estimated Cost: $400.00   Construction Date: 1988  Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Trout Unlimited

Project Partners:
Trout Unlimited, Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club, OMNR

Steve Copeland
Ontario Streams

17266 Old Main Street,
Belfountain, Ontario L0N 1B0

Phone: 519-927-5025 Fax: 519-927-3939 E-mail: president@ontariostreams.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.ontariostreams.on.ca



Project Number: 26
Mini L.U.N.K.E.R.S.Mini L.U.N.K.E.R.S.Mini L.U.N.K.E.R.S.Mini L.U.N.K.E.R.S.

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 325km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 583517 E   4851846 N

Purpose: 
To provide instream cover while widening a section of the river.

Objectives:
Introduce woody debris as instream cover.

Description:
Two mini LUNKERS constructed of hardwood skids with block type
spacers were installed in an high gradient section to provide adult and
juvenile trout habitat. The LUNKERS were dug into the bank and then
stabilized with t-bars, rip rap and shrub plantings.

Estimated Cost: $50.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort: 40 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Trout Unlimited, OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Trout Unlimited, Credit Valley Conservation

Steve Copeland
Ontario Streams

17266 Old Main Street,
Belfountain, Ontario L0N 1B0

Phone: 519-927-5025 Fax: 519-927-3939 E-mail: president@ontariostreams.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.ontariostreams.on.ca



Project Number: 27
Belfountain Creek RealignmentBelfountain Creek RealignmentBelfountain Creek RealignmentBelfountain Creek Realignment

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 579148 E   4849536 N

Purpose: 
Relocate channel to rear of property.

Objectives:
Use principles of Natural Channel Design to relocate channel and to create
instream habitat.

Description:
Created riffles, runs and pools and also a mini LUNKER.

Estimated Cost: $100.00   Construction Date: Fall 1997  Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
CVC

Project Partners:
CVC, Trout Unlimited, Co-op Students, Landowner

Bob Morris
Credit Valley Conservation

1255 Derry Road West,
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6G4

Phone: 905-670-1615 Fax: 905-670-2210 E-mail: bmorris@creditvalleycons.com
World Wide Web: http://www.creditvalleycons.com



Project Number: 28
Camp WeselkaCamp WeselkaCamp WeselkaCamp Weselka

Project Type: Water Quality and Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Halton Hills Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 1.5m wide, 3rd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 577921 E   4834579 N

Purpose: 
To mitigate the impacts of three on-line ponds.

Objectives:
Improve water quality by providing floodplain ponds and wetlands as well as
ensuring fish passage.

Description:
Project involves diversion of creek to bypass channel which runs beside
existing ponds.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: Ongoing  Volunteer Effort: 84 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Ukranian Youth Association, Credit Valley Conservation, Izaak Walton Fly
Fishing Club, OMNR

Bob Morris
Credit Valley Conservation

1255 Derry Road West,
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6G4

Phone: 905-670-1615 Fax: 905-670-2210 E-mail: bmorris@creditvalleycons.com
World Wide Web: http://www.creditvalleycons.com



Project Number: 29
Scottsdale FarmScottsdale FarmScottsdale FarmScottsdale Farm

Project Type: Channel Restoration and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Halton Hills Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 1.0m wide, 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 581763 E   4837606 N

Purpose: 
To control cattle access thereby improving water quality as well as provide
riparian corridor.

Objectives:
Improve water quality through instream channel restoration and aquatic
habitat enhancements.

Description:
Cattle fencing along with gravity fed water supplies were used to restrict
cattle access. Restoration of the low flow channel and riparian plantings
ensures water quality improvement. The upstream dam was retrofitted to
provide coldwater bottom draw.

Estimated Cost: $8,000.00   Construction Date: 1993  Volunteer Effort: 90 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club, Ontario Heritage Foundation

Project Partners:
Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club, Ontario Heritage Foundation, Credit Valley
Conservation

Bob Morris
Credit Valley Conservation

1255 Derry Road West,
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6G4

Phone: 905-670-1615 Fax: 905-670-2210 E-mail: bmorris@creditvalleycons.com
World Wide Web: http://www.creditvalleycons.com



Project Number: 30
Cedarvale Park - Silver CreekCedarvale Park - Silver CreekCedarvale Park - Silver CreekCedarvale Park - Silver Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Halton Hills Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 4th order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 587139 E   4833369 N

Purpose: 
To improve habitat for brook trout.

Objectives:
To reduce water temperature by narrowing and deepening the channel.
Create cover for fish and reduce bank erosion.  Also a demonstration project
for the community.

Description:
Cribwalls were put in along with boulder and wood placement.  Various
plants species were planted to reduce the amount of erosion on the banks.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club

Project Partners:
Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club, OMNR, Credit Valley Conservation, Town
of Halton Hills,  Boy Scouts of Canada

Bob Morris
Credit Valley Conservation

1255 Derry Road West,
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6G4

Phone: 905-670-1615 Fax: 905-670-2210 E-mail: bmorris@creditvalleycons.com
World Wide Web: http://www.creditvalleycons.com



Project Number: 31
Monora Creek RealignmentMonora Creek RealignmentMonora Creek RealignmentMonora Creek Realignment

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Orangeville Watershed: Credit River
Stream Size: 3rd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 572208 E   4864308 N

Purpose: 
Relocate channel to accommodate road widening.

Objectives:
Apply natural channel design as alternate for ditch relocation.

Description:
This was formerly a ditch which was heavily impacted by debris and
pollution.  The creek was moved to the other side of the road and natural
channel design was applied.  The new channel has a meadering sequence of
constructed pools, riffles and a defined floodplain.

Estimated Cost: N/A   Construction Date: 1993  Volunteer Effort: 160 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Town of Orangeville, Consumers Gas, CVC

Project Partners:
Town of Orangeville, CVC, Triton Engineering, Duffin/Northern Peel
Anglers

Bob Morris
Credit Valley Conservation

1255 Derry Road West,
Mississauga, Ontario L5N 6G4

Phone: 905-670-1615 Fax: 905-670-2210 E-mail: bmorris@creditvalleycons.com
World Wide Web: http://www.creditvalleycons.com



Project Number: 32
Wetlands/Woodlands/Wildlife ShelterbeltWetlands/Woodlands/Wildlife ShelterbeltWetlands/Woodlands/Wildlife ShelterbeltWetlands/Woodlands/Wildlife Shelterbelt

and Creek Bufferand Creek Bufferand Creek Bufferand Creek Buffer

Project Type: Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Norfolk Watershed: Dedrich Creek
Stream Size: N/A
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 544250 E   4725000 N

Purpose: 
To explore the alternative uses of marginally productive agricultural land.

Objectives:
To enhance natural areas while contributing to the sustainability of
agricultural practices, establish shelterbelt protection, introduce native
vegetation cover to enhance wildlife habitat.

Description:
Creation of shelterbelt protects adjacent land which consists of local
Carolinian shrub, tree, and prairie plant species along the highly erodible
sandy ridge. Riparian plantings to enhance creek corridor.

Estimated Cost: $11,400.00   Construction Date: 1993 to 1996  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
Canada/Ontario Agriculture Green Plan, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs

Project Partners:
LPRCA, FON, Long Point Bird Observatory, Mary Gartshore, CWS,
Environment Canada, Centre for Land and Water Stewardship, Ontario's
Cattlemen's Association, OMNR, Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement
Association

Wendy Cridland
Long Point Region Conservation Authority

R.R.#3, Simcoe, Ontario N3Y 4K2
Phone: 519-428-4623 Fax: 519-428-1520 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 33
Pottery Road Weir MitigationPottery Road Weir MitigationPottery Road Weir MitigationPottery Road Weir Mitigation

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Toronto Watershed: Don River
Stream Size: 4th order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 631988 E   4838351 N

Purpose: 
Allow fish passage upstream, increase habitat diversity and improve
aesthetics.

Objectives:
The Don River Fisheries Management Plan establishes the section of river
where barriers for migratory species moving upstream are located.  These
barriers had to be mitigated to allow passage of migratory salmonids to
suitable spawning habitat.

Description:
A 2m high barrier was mitigated to allow fish passage by constructing a series
of pools and riffles on the downstream reach. Riffles were spaced based on
the stream geometry and constructed of large armourstone and fieldstone to
withstand flood and ice.

Estimated Cost: $200,000.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
Canadian Highways International,  Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, Metro
RAP

Project Partners:
Canadian Highways International Commission,  Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up
Fund, Metro RAP, DFO, OMNR

Bernie McIntyre
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

5 Shoreham Drive,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1S4

Phone: 416-661-6600 ext. 326 Fax: 416-661-6898 E-mail: bmcintyre@trca.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.trca.on.ca



Project Number: 34
Drag River Walleye Habitat ImprovementDrag River Walleye Habitat ImprovementDrag River Walleye Habitat ImprovementDrag River Walleye Habitat Improvement

ProgramProgramProgramProgram

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Dysart Watershed: Drag River
Stream Size: 10m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 696087 E   4991147 N

Purpose: 
To improve walleye spawning in the Town of Haliburton

Objectives:
The objectives of the program include; develop a concern for fish as they
exisit in natyre, alter habitat to maximize the potential of the population,
develop and outreach ethic in local students and develop community interest
in the resource.

Description:
The Drag River has been significantly disturbed since early settlement.
Problems with erosion, oil contamination, increased sedimentation and
garbage prompted community interest in rehabilitating the river.  Local
students and the community have adopted the river; maintaining an annual
walley watch, building a walleye spawning area and are currently working on
plans to reduce erosion problems and cleanup contaminated soils adjacent to
the river.

Estimated Cost: $19,000   Construction Date: 1998  Volunteer Effort: 1,133 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Haliburton Rotary Club, Haliburton Stewardship Council,

Project Partners:
OMNR, Haliburton Rotary Club, Haliburton Stewardship Council,
Haliburton Outdoors Association, Trails and Tours Association, MTO,
MOE, Emmerson Lumber, Blair Sand and Gravel, Hawk River
Construction, Saar Associates, Municipality of Dysart

Dave Flowers
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

Hwy 35 By-Pass,
Minden, Ontario K0M 2K0

Phone: 705-286-5215 Fax: 705-286-4355 E-mail: dave.flowers@mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 35
Dunbarton Creek RehabilitationDunbarton Creek RehabilitationDunbarton Creek RehabilitationDunbarton Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation, Channel Restoration, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Pickering Watershed: Dunbarton Creek
Stream Size: 1.2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 651835 E   4855166 N

Purpose: 
Relocation and redefinition of floodplain and channel to mitigate flood
damage and facilitate the reconstruction of Fairport Road in Pickering

Objectives:
The rehabilitation plan was the inspiration for the watershed study.  Re-
establish viable aquatic community, improve water quality, increase diversity
of habitats, mitigate potential flood damage, eliminate barrier at Fairport
Road.

Description:
Relocated 100m eastward from original alignment and lowered +/-1.7m in
elevation at its upstream end.  Privately owned land limits alignment
flexibility.  Re-using existing emergent vegetation, creation of off line water
cells and rock ramp installation.

Estimated Cost: $400,000.00   Construction Date: Summer/ Fall 1996

Volunteer Effort:  0 

Funding Sources:
Town of Pickering, Canada Ontario Infrastructure Program

Project Partners:
Town of Pickering

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 510,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 36
Harmony Creek Golf CentreHarmony Creek Golf CentreHarmony Creek Golf CentreHarmony Creek Golf Centre

Project Type: Bioengineering, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Oshawa Watershed: Farewell Creek
Stream Size: 4th order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 675033 E   4861527 N

Purpose: 
To stabilize 16 metres of eroding stream bank using bioengineering
techniques while improving fish and wildlife habitat

Objectives:
Stabilize stream bank, reduce sediment input to watercourse, improve
vegetative cover, foster environmental stewardship with private landowner.

Description:
Test the use of brushlayering in reducing stream bank erosion.  Willow
staking was also used.

Estimated Cost: $500.00   Construction Date: 1996  Volunteer Effort: 32 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Harmony Creek Golf Centre

Project Partners:
Harmony Creek Golf Centre, CLOCA

Carol Seysmith
Friends of Second Marsh

206 King Street East, P.O. Box 26066,
City of Oshawa, Ontario L1H  8TY

Phone: 905-723-5047 Fax: 905-723-4762 E-mail: secondmarsh@sprint.ca



Project Number: 37
Fisher's GlenFisher's GlenFisher's GlenFisher's Glen

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Charlotteville Watershed: Fishers Creek
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 557483 E   4730242 N

Purpose: 
Create cover for trout.

Objectives:
Repair existing eroding slope and create instream cover habitat for brown
trout.

Description:
Bank cover structure constructed of cedar planks, poles and filled with rip
rap. Created 20cm cover in bank.  Structure dressed with topsoil and
vegetated.  Still functional after 15 years.

Estimated Cost: $3,500.00   Construction Date: Early 1980s  Volunteer Effort:  0 

Funding Sources:
OMNR

Project Partners:
OMNR and Long Point Region Conservation Authority

Delbert Miller
Ministry of Natural Resources

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H 2S8

Phone: 519-773-4718 Fax: 519-773-9014 
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 38
Spooky HollowSpooky HollowSpooky HollowSpooky Hollow

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Charlotteville Watershed: Fishers Creek
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 556025 E   4730669 N

Purpose: 
To create spawning habitat for brown and rainbow trout.

Objectives:
To provide suitable substrate for spawning with intent to promote natural
reproduction.

Description:
Addition of gravel to 100m of stream and debris removal in order to create
spawning habitat for brown and rainbow trout.  1-3" round washed stones
were used and still functioning after approximately 15 years.

Estimated Cost: $3,500.00   Construction Date: Early 1980s  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
OMNR

Project Partners:
OMNR and Long Point Region Conservation Authority

Delbert Miller
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H 2S8

Phone: 519-773-4718 Fax: 519-773-9014



Project Number: 39
Washington CreekWashington CreekWashington CreekWashington Creek

Riparian Zone RehabilitationRiparian Zone RehabilitationRiparian Zone RehabilitationRiparian Zone Rehabilitation

Project Type: Riparian Habitat, Habitat Improvement,

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Blandford-Blenheim Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size:
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 536492 E   4794214 N

Purpose: 
To determine long term ecological changes in a forest riaprian environment
of a rehabilitated riparian zone and agriculturally degraded stream.

Objectives:
Assess several rehabilitation practices including treed buffer strips,
production and naturalization plantings, stream bank stabilization plantings
and effects on aquatic habitat and water quality

Description:
Excellent on-going research study by the University of Guelph on riparian
zone rehabilitation.  Research covers riparian zone influence on litterfall,
nitrate reduction, stream temperature,  sediment inputs and floral/fauna
changes.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: started in 1985 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
OMAFRA, OMNR, MOEE

Project Partners:
OMAFRA, OMNR, MOEE, University of Guelph

Maren Oelbermann
Univeristy of Guelph

Department of  Environmental Biology,
Guelph, Ontario N1G 2W1

Phone: 519-824-4120 ext. 3488 Fax: 519-837-0442 
E-mail: moelberm@evbhort.uoguelph.ca



Project Number: 40
Groff Mill Creek RestorationGroff Mill Creek RestorationGroff Mill Creek RestorationGroff Mill Creek Restoration

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Cambridge Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 15 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 554080 E   4803534 N

Purpose: 
To restore stream to a healthy, naturally functional system while providing
erosion protection.

Objectives:
To rehabilitate the study reach using natural channel design and soil bio-
engineering techniques to restore the creek. To continue monitoring for
channel stability/erosion, sediment transport, soil bio-engineering structures
and biological parameters.

Description:
Reach restoration used natural channel design and soil bio-engineering
techniques. Monitoring for channel stability/erosion, sediment transport, soil
bio-engineering structures and biological parameters will continue.

Estimated Cost: $225,000.00   Construction Date: 1993  Volunteer Effort:  0 

Funding Sources:
City of Cambridge, Wildlife Habitat Canada, Harrington and Hoyle Ltd.

Project Partners:
City of Cambridge, Wildlife Habitat Canada, Harrington and Hoyle Ltd.

April Souwand
City of Cambridge

73 Water Street, P.O. Box 669,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W8

Phone: 519-740-4650 ext. 4601 Fax: 519-622-6184
E-mail: souwanda@city.cambridge.on.ca



Project Number: 41
Devil's CreekDevil's CreekDevil's CreekDevil's Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat, Habitat Improvement, Barrier
Mitigation,  Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Cambridge Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 553766 E   4802518 N

Purpose: 
To improve the aquatic environment in the Devil's Creek watershed.

Objectives:
Implementation of aquatic component enhancement strategy for the Devil's
Creek watershed.  Promote public awareness and involvement.

Description:
Techniques used include: natural channel design, pollarding, soil
bioengineering, instream debris removal, dam removal, overhead cover
structures, deflectors, riparian plantings and bypass pond modifications.

Estimated Cost: $220,000.00   Construction Date: 1997 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort:  1,000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
City of Cambridge, OMNR-CFIP, Q-Lube, Quaker State and Federal
Challenge Program

Project Partners:
City of Cambridge, GRCA, Watershed Landowners, Residents and Local
Schools

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 42
Soper Park - Mill CreekSoper Park - Mill CreekSoper Park - Mill CreekSoper Park - Mill Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Cambridge Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 4th order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 556528 E   4801830 N

Purpose: 
To remove a barrier and the restoration of the channel.

Objectives:
To create wildlife habitat and recreational opportunities by valley restoration,
creation of a wetland and rehabilitation for brown trout.

Description:
Rock vortex weirs were used to create artificial riffles. Brush mattresses,
fascines, brush piles and wetland plants were used.  Meadow creation via
reduced lawn maintenance.

Estimated Cost: $120,000.00   Construction Date: 1996  Volunteer Effort:  0 

Funding Sources:
City of Cambridge

Project Partners:
None

Glenn Harrington
Harrington and Hoyle Limited

28 Colborne Street,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 1R2

Phone: 519-740-7250 Fax: 519-740-2119 E-mail: cambridge@harrington-hoyle.com
World Wide Web: http://www.harrington-hoyle.com



Project Number: 43
Hanlon CreekHanlon CreekHanlon CreekHanlon Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Guelph Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 561568 E   4817171 N

Purpose: 
Improve water quality and aquatic habitat.

Objectives:
Implement recommendations of Hanlon Creek Watershed Plan. Remove
debris which is obstructing flow and accumulating sediment which prevent
fish movement. Monitor pre and post water conditions.

Description:
Debris removal.  Water temperature monitoring; pre and post debris
removal.

Estimated Cost: $5,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort:  70 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Landowners, University of Guelph Fisheries Club and GRCA

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 44
Strasburg CreekStrasburg CreekStrasburg CreekStrasburg Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Kitchener Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1 - 1.2m  wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 543842 E   4804930 N

Purpose: 
To provide erosion control as a result of channelization to accommodate a
landfill.

Objectives:
Create 150 metres of coldwater stream while providing habitat for brook
trout and benthic invertebrates.

Description:
Rehabilitation techniques used were brush mattresses, fascines, rock vortex
weirs, and substrate enhancement to provide brook trout spawning habitat.

Estimated Cost: $70,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort:  0 

Funding Sources:
City of Kitchner

Project Partners:
None

Glenn Harrington
Harrington and Hoyle Limited

28 Colborne Street,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 1R2

Phone: 519-740-7250 Fax: 519-740-2119 E-mail: cambridge@harrington-hoyle.com
World Wide Web: http://www.harrington-hoyle.com



Project Number: 45
Strasburg CreekStrasburg CreekStrasburg CreekStrasburg Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Aquatic Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Kitchener Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 542930 E   4803958 N

Purpose: 
To improve aquatic habitat by rehabilitating the stream, educating and
involving the public and implementing and updating a subwatershed plan.

Objectives:
Produce first subwaterhshed plan in Ontario with a steering committee of
interested stakeholders.  Develop rehabilitation  strategy for the watershed.

Description:
Comprehensive monitoring program implemented before and during
rehabilitation.  Instream rehabilitation implemented through community
workdays and federal/provincial summer student programs.  Techniques
used include sediment traps, log crib walls, pollarding, debris removal,
deflectors, overhangs, digger logs, channel reconfiguration and stormwater
retrofits.

Estimated Cost: $75,000.00   Construction Date: 1990-96  Volunteer Effort: 1400 hrs 

Funding Sources:
MNR Anti-Recession Funding, CFWIP, Friends of the Environment
Foundation, GRCA, S-W Kitchener Optimist Club

Project Partners:
OMNR, City of Kitchener, Trout Unlimited, Doon-Pioneer Park
Community Association, Grand River Collegiate, Southwest Kitchener
Optimists Club, landowners, residents and GRCA

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 46
Kolb CreekKolb CreekKolb CreekKolb Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Kitchener Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 545682 E   4813281 N

Purpose: 
To remove a dam and create a natural floodway.

Objectives:
To undertake a 1 km drainage project that reconnects the watershed,
provides fish habitat and improves valley corridor.

Description:
Rehabilitation techniques used included: brush mattresses, fascines, wetland
plantings, rip rap with brush mattresses and snake hibernacula.

Estimated Cost: $300,000.00   Construction Date: 1994  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
Development Charges- City of Kitchener

Project Partners:
None

Glenn Harrington
Harrington and Hoyle Limited

28 Colborne Street,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 1R2

Phone: 519-740-7250 Fax: 519-740-2119 E-mail: cambridge@harrington-hoyle.com
World Wide Web: http://www.harrington-hoyle.com



Project Number: 47
Schneider CreekSchneider CreekSchneider CreekSchneider Creek

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Kitchener Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 4th order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 545724 E   4804787 N

Purpose: 
To provide erosion control in an urban stream.

Objectives:
To control erosion through the use of bioengineering techniques.

Description:
Rehabilitation techniques used include: live crib wall, fascines and
brushlayers.

Estimated Cost: $15,000.00   Construction Date: 1991  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
City of Kitchner

Project Partners:
None

Glenn Harrington
Harrington and Hoyle Limited

28 Colborne Street,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 1R2

Phone: 519-740-7250 Fax: 519-740-2119 E-mail: cambridge@harrington-hoyle.com
World Wide Web: http://www.harrington-hoyle.com



Project Number: 48
Laurel CreekLaurel CreekLaurel CreekLaurel Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Waterloo Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 533140 E   4814190 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish habitat and public awareness of the aquatic resources in the
Laurel Creek watershed.

Objectives:
Enhance degraded habitat, maintain habitat structures, monitor effectiveness
and profile work through Laurel Creek Nature Centre.

Description:
Techniques used include deflectors, log structures and bank stablilizers.

Estimated Cost: $8,000.00   Construction Date: 1989 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 400 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, City of Waterloo

Project Partners:
Trout Unlimited, Laurel Creek Citizen's Committee, Volunteers, GRCA,
Kitchener-Waterloo Collegiate

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 49
Cedar CreekCedar CreekCedar CreekCedar Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Waterloo Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 535847 E   4815077 N

Purpose: 
Improve water quality, aquatic habitat and public awareness in Cedar Creek.

Objectives:
Establish vegetated buffers to stabilize banks, filter contaminants and shade
the creek.  Increase public awareness and involvement.

Description:
Riparian buffer established through tree planting on community work days.
Project tied in with habitat assessment, Yellow Fish Road Program and
public open houses.

Estimated Cost: $4,000.00   Construction Date: 1996 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 150 hrs 

Funding Sources:
GRCA and the City of Waterloo

Project Partners:
Laurel Creek Citizen's Committee, City of Waterloo, Local Neighborhood
Association, Residents and GRCA.

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 50
Colonial CreekColonial CreekColonial CreekColonial Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Waterloo Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 15m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 540024 E   4816819 N

Purpose: 
To remove a concrete channel.

Objectives:
To undertake 700 metres of valley restoration, wetland creation, brook trout
habitat rehabilitation, and stream re-connection.

Description:
Stream rehabilitation techniques used included: brush mattresses, fascines,
rock vortex weirs, and riffle creation. Wetland rehabilitation techniques used
were basking logs, rock piles, and riparian plantings.

Estimated Cost: $250,000.00   Construction Date: 1996-1997  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
Development Charges, Private Donations

Project Partners:
Developers, OMNR

Glenn Harrington
Harrington and Hoyle Limited

28 Colborne Street,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 1R2

Phone: 519-740-7250 Fax: 519-740-2119 E-mail: cambridge@harrington-hoyle.com
World Wide Web: http://www.harrington-hoyle.com



Project Number: 51
Bechtel Park - Laurel CreekBechtel Park - Laurel CreekBechtel Park - Laurel CreekBechtel Park - Laurel Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Waterloo Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 4-9m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 540487 E   4814630 N

Purpose: 
To protect an exposed sanitary sewer.

Objectives:
To reduce erosion risk upstream and downstream; to naturalize disturbed
valley (old landfill). To create wetlands in floodplain for habitat and energy
dissipation. To recreate natural channel.

Description:
Stream rehabilitation techniques used include: brush mattresses, fascines,
rock vortex weirs, and riffle creation. Live cribwalls were installed and
riparian plantings were done.

Estimated Cost: $750,000.00   Construction Date: 1994-1996  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
City of Waterloo, Canada Infrastructure, Regional Municipality of Waterloo

Project Partners:
City of Waterloo, GRCA, OMNR, Regional Municipality of Waterloo

Glenn Harrington
Harrington and Hoyle Limited

28 Colborne Street,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 1R2

Phone: 519-740-7250 Fax: 519-740-2119 E-mail: cambridge@harrington-hoyle.com
World Wide Web: http://www.harrington-hoyle.com



Project Number: 52
Mill CreekMill CreekMill CreekMill Creek

Project Type: Water Quality, Riparian Habitat and Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Puslinch Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 564258 E   4808671 N

Purpose: 
To demonstrate that stream rehabilitation could be accomplished.

Objectives:
Riparian, fish habitat enhancement and public education were main
objectives.

Description:
Instream online dam was removed along with a number of ponds. Placement
of appropriate structures and tree planting. Cattle access was prevented.
20km of overall stream enhancement. One of the first rehabilitation projects
in all of Ontario.

Estimated Cost: >$500,000.00   Construction Date: 1983 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 7100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Federal Employment Program, OMNR-CFIP, Donations, GRCA,
Landowners, City of Cambridge, Township of Puslinch

Project Partners:
GRCA, OMNR, Landowners, Township of Puslinch, KW Flyfishers,
Ministry of Transport, Gravel Companies, Private Parks, Boy Scouts and Girl
Guides, Centennial High School, Aberfoil High School

Warren Yerex
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2761 ext. 249 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: wyerex@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 53
Baden Spring Creek RehabilitationBaden Spring Creek RehabilitationBaden Spring Creek RehabilitationBaden Spring Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Water Quality, Habitat Improvement, Bioengineering and Riparian
Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Wilmot Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 527425 E   4805814 N

Purpose: 
To improve water quality in Baden Pond and aquatic habitat in Spring Creek.
To educate the public on landuse impacts and watersheds.

Objectives:
Involve and educate the public in rehabilitating Spring Creek and improve
the downstream community pond.  Reduce efforts on stocking and establish
a self-sustaining fish community.

Description:
Comprehensive baseline and post construction monitoring was completed
with community.  Riparian plantings, livestock exclusion fencing, rock
deflectors, vortex weirs and other techniques were implemented through the
course of the project.

Estimated Cost: $40,000.00   Construction Date: 1994 - 1998  Volunteer Effort: 700 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Friends of the Environment Foundation, Federal Challenge Program,
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Baden Pessimists, Baden Pond Committee, Wilmot Township, landowners
and Grand River Conservation Authority

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 54
D'Aubigny CreekD'Aubigny CreekD'Aubigny CreekD'Aubigny Creek

Project Type: Water Quality, Habitat Improvement, Channel Restoration,
Bioengineering and Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Wilmot Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 555737 E   4774225 N

Purpose: 
Identify significance of habitat, trigger subwatershed plan, develop
rehabilitation strategy, involve public and implement rehabilitation
techniques.

Objectives:
Monitor conditions in the subwatershed, protect coldwater fish community
from proposed development, rehabilitate degraded habitat and encourage
public stewardship.

Description:
Project involved comprehensive baseline monitoring, and the
implementation of techniques such as debris removal, pollarding, beaver
bafflers, riparian planting, bank stabilization, LUNKERS, deflectors, brush
bundles, barrier removal and log crib walls.

Estimated Cost: $100,000.00   Construction Date: 1990 to present

Volunteer Effort: 2,000 

Funding Sources:
Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club, Canada Trust Friends of the Environment
Foundation, OMNR - CFIP, Brant Waterways, Pauline Johnson Student
Council

Project Partners:
Brantford Steelheaders, OMNR and GRCA

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 55
Rest Acres CreekRest Acres CreekRest Acres CreekRest Acres Creek

Project Type: Water Quality, Habitat Improvement, Bioengineering and Barrier
Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Wilmot Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 2st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 551775 E   4775755 N

Purpose: 
To enhance fish habitat and water quality in a tributary of Whiteman's Creek

Objectives:
Remove barriers to fish movement, provide spawning habitat for brown and
rainbow trout, provide interpretive opportunities and improve water quality

Description:
Project involved the removal of a dam and pond, restoration of the stream
channel using sweepers, deflectors and log cribwalls, enhanced fish habitat by
constucting floating log structures, placement of boulders.  Fish migration
was improved through the construction of Hewitt ramps.

Estimated Cost: $25,000.00   Construction Date: 1988, 1993  Volunteer Effort: 250 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR Sportfishing Fund and OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Trout Unlimited (Whiteman's Creek Chapter), GRCA and Brant County
Board of Education

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 56
Beaver CreekBeaver CreekBeaver CreekBeaver Creek

Project Type: Water Quality, Riparian Habitat and Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Wilmot and Woolwich Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 532592 E   4814791 N

Purpose: 
To work with rural landowners to make agriculture sustainable while
providing benefits to wildlife, wetlands and woodlands.

Objectives:
To implement recommendations of Laurel Creek watershed plan.  To
provide incentives for landowners to use best management practices such as
buffer strips, bioengineering, stream rehabilitation and windbreaks.

Description:
Comprehensive baseline and post construction monitoring was completed.
Riparian plantings, buffer creation, debris removal, brush bundles, deflectors
and other techniques were implemented through the course of the project.

Estimated Cost: $75,000.00   Construction Date: 1995 and on-going

Volunteer Effort: 500 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Federal Wetlands, Woodlands, Wildlife Program, Federal Employment
Program

Project Partners:
Landowners, Laurel Creek Citizen's Committee, Kitchener-Waterloo
Collegiate, Grand River Conservation Authority, Bluevale Collegiate

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 57
Restoring a Riparian Forest Ecosystem -Restoring a Riparian Forest Ecosystem -Restoring a Riparian Forest Ecosystem -Restoring a Riparian Forest Ecosystem -

Canagagigue CreekCanagagigue CreekCanagagigue CreekCanagagigue Creek

Project Type: Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Woolwich Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 2.5 metres
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 533600 E   4833500 N

Purpose: 
To restore a riparian forest ecosystem buffer and to contribute to improved
water quality and fish/ wildlife habitat.

Objectives:
To facilitate ecosystem restoration of a section of the Canagagigue Creek.

Description:
Restricted cattle access through the construction of cattle fencing and
provided nose pumps for alternate water supply. Plantings consisting of
native trees and shrubs were used to restore the site. Site monitoring was also
undertaken.

Estimated Cost: $12,000.00   Construction Date: Summer 1997

Volunteer Effort: 500 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Environment Canada - Action 21

Project Partners:
Landowner, Girl Guides, Boy Scouts, Elmira High School, Environmental
Group

Janet Cox
Woolwich Healthy Communities Clean Waterways Group

Box 154, Maryhill, Ontario N0B 2B0
Phone: 519-648-2272 Fax: 519-648-3549



Project Number: 58
Larches CreekLarches CreekLarches CreekLarches Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Woolwich Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 535557 E   4828667 N

Purpose: 
Enhance aquatic habitat and water quality in the lower reaches of Larches
Creek and Canagagigue Creek.

Objectives:
Restore coldwater habitat by narrowing creek and increasing flow to flush
accumulated sediment and stabilize eroding banks.

Description:
Part of overall naturalization of Victoria Mills Park.  Constructed a log crib
wall and log deflectors, removed a rock dam and planted trees.

Estimated Cost: $3,000.00   Construction Date: 1995 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 350 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Friends of the Environment Foundation, OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Friends of Victoria Mills, Optimist Club of Elmira, Township of Woolwich
and GRCA

Trish Nash
Grand River Conservation Authority

400 Clyde Road, Box 729,
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 5W6

Phone: 519-621-2763 ext. 247 Fax: 519-621-4844 E-mail: tnash@grandriver.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.grandriver.on.ca



Project Number: 59
Carroll Creek ProjectCarroll Creek ProjectCarroll Creek ProjectCarroll Creek Project

Project Type: Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Pilkington Watershed: Grand River
Stream Size: 3.0m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 542631 E   4832707 N

Purpose: 
Restore the creek to meet the habitat requirements of trout.

Objectives:
To control cattle access through fencing and provide educational
opportunities.

Description:
Construction of  electrical fencing to control cattle access. Riparian plantings
took place within the fencing and along the stream.

Estimated Cost: $2,000.00   Construction Date: Ongoing  Volunteer Effort: 100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Trout Unlimited, OMNR

Project Partners:
Landowners

Jim Clark
Friends of Carroll Creek

442 Union Street,
Salem, Ontario N0B 1S0

Phone: 519-846-9010



Project Number: 60
Hamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour Watershed

Stewardship Project - Site #20 and 50Stewardship Project - Site #20 and 50Stewardship Project - Site #20 and 50Stewardship Project - Site #20 and 50

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Flamborough Watershed: Grindstone Creek
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 581800 E   4801800 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish/ wildlife habitat and water quality along 175 metres of
stream flowing through a Provincially Significant Class 1 wetland and to re-
establish natural ecological links.

Objectives:
Restrict landowner lawn cutting practices, provide shade to suppress the
invasive reed canary grass and provide a diversity of floodplain vegetation.

Description:
Extreme flooding events during the spring and fall are the limiting factors.
Riparian plantings and cattle fencing were placed along the stream corridor.
Water quality is being monitored downstream of the site.

Estimated Cost: $300.00   Construction Date: Summer/Fall 1995 and Spring 1997

Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, Wildlife Habitat Canada

Project Partners:
Landowner, Halton and Hamilton Region Conservation Authorities,
Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project, Bay Area Restoration
Council

Jo-Anne Rzadki, Sheila O'Neal / Brenda Axon
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority and Halton Region Conservation Authority

838 Mineral Springs Road, P.O. Box 7099 / 2596 Britannia Road West, R.R. 2,
Ancaster / Milton, Ontario L9G 3L3 / L9T 2X6

Phone: 905-648-4427 ext. 164        905-336-1158 Fax: 905-648-4622 / 905-336-7014
E-mail: admin@hrca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.hrca.on.ca



Project Number: 61
Hamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour Watershed

Stewardship Project - Site #104Stewardship Project - Site #104Stewardship Project - Site #104Stewardship Project - Site #104

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Water Quality, Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Flamborough Watershed: Grindstone Creek
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 587400 E   4800500 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish/ wildlife habitat and water quality along 250 metres of
existing warmwater stream and to re-establish natural ecological links.

Objectives:
Provide a diversity of floodplain vegetation to allow future overhead cover.

Description:
Limiting factor is that the tenant farmer would like to periodically dredge the
stream. Riparian plantings took place on the south side of the stream within a
2 to 6 metre buffer. Tree shelters were also constructed to enhance wildlife
habitat.

Estimated Cost: $461.94   Construction Date: Spring 1997  Volunteer Effort: 24 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, Wildlife Habitat Canada, Landowner

Project Partners:
Landowner, Halton and Hamilton Region Conservation Authorities,
Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project, Bay Area Restoration
Council, Junior Naturalists of the Hamilton Naturalists' Club

Jo-Anne Rzadki, Sheila O'Neal / Brenda Axon
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority and Halton Region Conservation Authority

838 Mineral Springs Road, P.O. Box 7099 / 2596 Britannia Road West, R.R. 2,
Ancaster / Milton, Ontario L9G 3L3 / L9T 2X6

Phone: 905-648-4427 ext. 164        905-336-1158 Fax: 905-648-4622 / 905-336-7014
E-mail: admin@hrca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.hrca.on.ca



Project Number: 62
Farewell Park CribwallFarewell Park CribwallFarewell Park CribwallFarewell Park Cribwall

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Oshawa Watershed: Harmony Creek
Stream Size: 58.5 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 674435 E   4863581 N

Objectives:
To create a floodplain for wetland and create carolinian forest.  To revegetate
stream corridor and involve community in planning process/
implementation.

Description:
Planting of riparian buffer adjacent to manicured recreational area.  Using
live cribwall and branch packing. Future works proposed include wetland
creation and creation of Carolinian forest.

Estimated Cost: $12,000.00   Construction Date: May 1997 - 1998

Volunteer Effort: 45 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Action 21, City of Oshawa

Project Partners:
City of Oshawa, Rotary Clubs, CLOCA, Environment Canada, OMNR

Carol Seysmith
Friends of Second Marsh

206 King Street East, P.O. Box 26066,
City of Oshawa, Ontario L1H  8TY

Phone: 905-723-5047 Fax: 905-723-4762 E-mail: secondmarsh@sprint.ca



Project Number: 63
Highland Creek Rehabilitation CedarbrookHighland Creek Rehabilitation CedarbrookHighland Creek Rehabilitation CedarbrookHighland Creek Rehabilitation Cedarbrook

ParkParkParkPark

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Erosion Control , Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Scarborough Watershed: Highland Creek
Stream Size: 11m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 643000 E   4846000 N

Purpose: 
Mitigate erosion within a 630m long reach of Highland Creek within
Cedarbrook park.

Objectives:
Recreational use, more natural meander geometry and stream profile should
be integrated within the design of the creek rehabilitation works. Mitigate
erosion of banks, stabilize the degrading stream head and establish a riparian
corridor.

Description:
A 630m long reach was realigned to mitigate erosion using installation of
rock ramps, embedded armourstone grade control structure, riverstone
reinforced embankment and the removal of bridges and gabion walls,
floodplain reshaping and tree planting.

Estimated Cost: $450,000.00   Construction Date: Fall 1996 - Fall 1997

Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
City of Scarborough

Project Partners:
City of Scarborough

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 510,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 64
Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project -Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project -Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project -Highland Creek Rehabilitation Project -

Markham BranchMarkham BranchMarkham BranchMarkham Branch

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Toronto Watershed: Highland Creek
Stream Size: 2.0 m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 641922 E   4848756 N

Purpose: 
To restore 1.5 km of channelized stream into a natural watercourse.

Objectives:
Apply natural channel design techniques, soil bioengineering, floodplain
marsh creation and aquatic habitat structures.

Description:
Construction started in 1997 and completed in 1998.  Fascines, brush
layering and live crib walls were used for slope stability.  Floodplain wetlands
created to help treat stormwater and provide habitat.  Rock vortex weirs used
for grade control.

Estimated Cost: $2,700,000.00   Construction Date: 1997 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 1,200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Capital Funds, Corporate sources

Project Partners:
City of Scarborough, Friends of Highland Creek

Grant Taylor
City of Toronto

300 Consilium Place, Suite 1000,
Toronto, Ontario M1H 3G2

Phone: 416-396-7689 Fax: 416-396-5681
World Wide Web: http://www.city.toronto.on.ca/water/index.htm



Project Number: 65
Severn Sound RAP Tributary RehabilitationSevern Sound RAP Tributary RehabilitationSevern Sound RAP Tributary RehabilitationSevern Sound RAP Tributary Rehabilitation

ProjectProjectProjectProject

Project Type: Erosion Control, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Tay Watershed: Hog River
Stream Size: 44 km2, 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 594599 E   4947101 N

Purpose: 
To rehabilitate stream habitat while providing erosion protection and
improvement of water quality.

Objectives:
Address erosion and livestock access problems under the Severn Sound
Remedial Action Plan.

Description:
2692 feet of fencing was installed to restrict livestock access (5 line hi-tensile
with 3 electric). Native trees and shrubs planted during the spring of 1992
along the Hog River.

Estimated Cost: $2,100.00   Construction Date: 1992  Volunteer Effort: >100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, Jobs Ontario

Project Partners:
Severn Sound RAP, Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, OMNR, Landowner

Carrie MacIntyre
Ministry of Natural Resources

2284 Nursery Road,
Midhurst, Ontario L0L 1X0

Phone: 705-725-7545 Fax: 705-725-7584



Project Number: 66
Purpleville Creek Rehabilitation ProjectPurpleville Creek Rehabilitation ProjectPurpleville Creek Rehabilitation ProjectPurpleville Creek Rehabilitation Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Vaughan Watershed: Humber River
Stream Size: 2.0 m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 612724 E   4855591 N

Purpose: 
To rehabilitate 6.5 km of coldwater habitat for brook trout and redside dace.

Objectives:
Improve water quality by restricting cattle access, planting trees and
bioengineering eroding slopes. Improve fish habitat by mitigating barriers
and introducing woody structures.

Description:
1900 metres of cattle fencing, 40 aquatic habitat structures, garbage removal
along 4180 metres of stream, three wet crossings, one culvert fishway and
debris management.

Estimated Cost: $27,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort: 950 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, OMNR-CFIP, Trout Unlimited, Ontario
Streams, Consumers Gas

Project Partners:
Landowners, TRCA, Ontario Streams, OMNR, Canadian Highways
International Corp., Region Of York, City of Vaughan, Action to Restore a
Clean Humber, North Albion Collegiate Secondary School

Mark Heaton
Ministry of Natural Resources
50 Bloomington Road West,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8

Phone: 905-713-7406 Fax: 905-713-7361 E-mail: mark.heaton@mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 67
East Humber River Rehabilitation ProjectEast Humber River Rehabilitation ProjectEast Humber River Rehabilitation ProjectEast Humber River Rehabilitation Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Vaughan Watershed: Humber River
Stream Size: 4.0 m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 613368 E   4852741 N

Purpose: 
To rehabilitate 5.8 km of coldwater habitat for brown trout and redside dace.

Objectives:
Improve water quality through riparian tree planting and bioengineering
eroding slopes. Improve fish habitat  introducing woody structures.

Description:
Debris management over a 5.2 km reach, seven cabled log jams, a native
material revetment, wing deflectors and two LUNKERS.

Estimated Cost: $71,500.00   Construction Date: 1995 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 1,921 hrs 

Funding Sources:
TRCA, Canadian Highways International Corp., OMNR-CFIP, Friends of
the Environment Foundation, OFAH

Project Partners:
TRCA, OMNR, Ontario Streams, City of Vaughan, OFAH - Zone G,
Action to Restore a Clean Humber, Izaak Walton Flyfishers Club,
Department of Fisheries and Oceans

Mark Heaton
Ministry of Natural Resources
50 Bloomington Road West,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8

Phone: 905-713-7406 Fax: 905-713-7361 E-mail: mark.heaton@mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 68
Albion Hills L.U.N.K.E.R.Albion Hills L.U.N.K.E.R.Albion Hills L.U.N.K.E.R.Albion Hills L.U.N.K.E.R.

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Humber River
Stream Size: 4m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 594201 E   4805137 N

Purpose: 
To improve trout habitat and minimize erosion.

Objectives:
Stabilize severely eroding bank and improve instream trout habitat by
introducing cover.

Description:
LUNKER structure was chosen over log jam since the possibility of
vandalism existed. Bank regraded and planted heavily with dogwoods,
sandbar willow and native grasses. LUNKER constructed of cedar and held
in place with t-bars and filter cloth.

Estimated Cost: $2,000.00   Construction Date: 1990  Volunteer Effort: 150 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Trout Unlimited, OMNR, Toronto and Region Conservation Authority,
Islington Sports Club, North Albion Collegiate

Steve Copeland
Ontario Streams

17266 Old Main Street,
Belfountain, Ontario L0N 1B0

Phone: 519-927-5025 Fax: 519-927-3939 E-mail: president@ontariostreams.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.ontariostreams.on.ca



Project Number: 69
Caledon East WetlandCaledon East WetlandCaledon East WetlandCaledon East Wetland

Community Action Site (Centerville Creek)Community Action Site (Centerville Creek)Community Action Site (Centerville Creek)Community Action Site (Centerville Creek)

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Humber River
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 591241 E   4857922 N

Purpose: 
To restore wetland and improve fisheries habitat.

Objectives:
Provide riparian habitat and improve stream channel definition while
reducing siltation.

Description:
Three stormwater outlets empty silt into the river resulting in a high surface
area to depth ratio. Cedar logs were placed in the stream to improve channel
definition as well as provide scour pools. Riparian plantings will provide
future overhead cover.

Estimated Cost: $8,000.00   Construction Date: 1997 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
TRCA, Town of Caledon, Ontario Streams, OMNR

Horst Truttenbach
Ontario Streams
14 Jean Street,

Caledon East, Ontario L0N 1E0
Phone: 905-584-1752 Fax: 519-927-3939 E-mail: htruttenbach@hotmail.com

World Wide Web: http://www.ontariostreams.on.ca



Project Number: 70
Palgrave DamPalgrave DamPalgrave DamPalgrave Dam

Aquatic Habitat Restoration StudyAquatic Habitat Restoration StudyAquatic Habitat Restoration StudyAquatic Habitat Restoration Study

Project Type: Water Quality, Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Humber River
Stream Size: 4.0m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 592972 E   4867237 N

Purpose: 
To investigate the impact of a large dam on the Humber River.

Objectives:
Assess the impact of the Palgrave Mill Dam on the health of the aquatic
habitat including water temperature, sediment transport and fish habitat.

Description:
Study report completed and Community Action Site initiated with the
development of the Palgrave Community Action Group.  Concept design
currently in preparation.

Estimated Cost: $52,000.00   Construction Date: 1996 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: >200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Environmental Youth Corps, OFAH, Friends of the
Environment, Ontario Streams, Izaak Walton Fly Fishing Club, Great Lakes
2000 Clean Up Fund

Project Partners:
OMNR, Islington Sportsmen's Club, OFAH, Palgrave Community Action
Group, Ontario Streams, TRCA, Water Regime Investigations and
Simulations, Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund

Mark Heaton
Ministry of Natural Resources
50 Bloomington Road West,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8

Phone: 905-713-7406 Fax: 905-713-7361 E-mail: mark.heaton@mnr.gov.on.ca m



Project Number: 71
Humber Riffle CreationHumber Riffle CreationHumber Riffle CreationHumber Riffle Creation

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Humber River
Stream Size: 4th order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 594236 E   4864436 N

Purpose: 
Remove a small drop structure and replace it with riffle.

Objectives:
The Humber River Watershed Fisheries Management Plan identifies this
section of the watershed as an Atlantic Salmon, Brook and Brown Trout
zone.  Removal of artificial barriers will improve the quality of the aquatic
ecosystem.

Description:
Wooden drop structure was replaced by a riffle.   An existing riffle
downstream was used as a template for the new riffle.  Large and small
stones were placed in the stream.  Banks were heavily vegetated, therefore
stabilization was not required.

Estimated Cost: $500.00   Construction Date: Early 1990's  Volunteer Effort: 24 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Environmental Youth Corps, Trout Unlimited

Project Partners:
Environmental Youth Corps, Trout Unlimited, TRCA

Bernie McIntyre
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

5 Shoreham Drive,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1S4

Phone: 416-661-6600 ext. 326 Fax: 416-661-6898 E-mail: bmcintyre@trca.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.trca.on.ca



Project Number: 72
Centerville Creek Instream CoverCenterville Creek Instream CoverCenterville Creek Instream CoverCenterville Creek Instream Cover

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Humber River
Stream Size: 4th order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 594113 E   4864368 N

Purpose: 
To increase instream habitat diversity by providing shelter for fish.

Objectives:
This section of the stream has been identified as an Atlantic Salmon, Brook
and Brown Trout zone.  Increasing instream cover is a necessary step
towards making this portion of the watershed more suitable for these
sensitive species.

Description:
Three stakes were driven into the stream in a "V" with the point of the "V"
facing upstream.  Cables were used to hold the logs to the stakes.  The
resulting structure creates a vortex in which fish can hide.

Estimated Cost: $100.00   Construction Date: Early 1990's  Volunteer Effort: 24 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Environmental Youth Corps, Trout Unlimited

Project Partners:
TRCA, Trout  Unlimited.

Bernie McIntyre
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

5 Shoreham Drive,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1S4

Phone: 416-661-6600 ext. 326 Fax: 416-661-6898 E-mail: bmcintyre@trca.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.trca.on.ca



Project Number: 73
Hopefull Creek RehabilitationHopefull Creek RehabilitationHopefull Creek RehabilitationHopefull Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Channel  Restoration, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Caledon Watershed: Humber River
Stream Size: 1.5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 596958 E   4860855 N

Purpose: 
To enhance summer refuge habitat for resident coldwater species.

Objectives:
To introduce overhead cover and to reduce sediment  loading from roadway.

Description:
Debris and garbage (>0.5 tonne) were removed. Trees were planted to
stabilize the banks. Three LUNKERS were put in along with log cover
structures and a sediment trap.

Estimated Cost: $2,000.00   Construction Date: 1991 - 1992  Volunteer Effort: 500 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, EYC Program, Trout Unlimited

Project Partners:
Trout Unlimited, OMNR, TRCA, Environmental Youth Corps, Town of
Caledon, Islington Sportsmen's Club

Steve Copeland
Ontario Streams

17266 Old Main Street,
Belfountain, Ontario L0N 1B0

Phone: 519-927-5025 Fax: 519-927-3939 E-mail: president@ontariostreams.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.ontariostreams.on.ca



Project Number: 74
James Berry Drain ProjectJames Berry Drain ProjectJames Berry Drain ProjectJames Berry Drain Project

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation and Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Norfolk Watershed: James Berry Drain
Stream Size: 1.5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 542730 E   4716280 N

Purpose: 
To provide a design that incorporates the needs of both fish and wildlife.

Objectives:
Establish a 9 m buffer strip along both sides of drain with rock chutes to
protect stream bank from erosion; demonstration of methods for
maintaining or improving drainage outlet and reducing costs.

Description:
The 6 km drain empties into Big Creek Marsh (Class 1 wetland) on Lake
Erie. The drain supports warmwater fisheries including spawning pike. The
work also included sediment basins, a retention pond with a flood control
structure and a fish bypass.

Estimated Cost: $82,670.00   Construction Date: 1992  Volunteer Effort: 1,500 hrs 

Funding Sources:
3W, Canada/Ontario Agriculture  Green Plan of Agriculture, Agri-Food
Canada, OMA, Food and Rural Affairs, OMNR, National Soil Conservation
Program, Murray Marsh Club

Project Partners:
Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association, CWS, Township of
Norfolk, LPRCA, OMNR, Long Point Bird Observatory

Peter Bryan-Pulham
Township of Norfolk
Box 128, 22 Albert St.,

Langton, Ontario N0E 1G0
Phone: 519-875-4485 Fax: 519-875-4789 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 75
Rock Run Creek - Cattle FencingRock Run Creek - Cattle FencingRock Run Creek - Cattle FencingRock Run Creek - Cattle Fencing

Project Type: Water Quality, Riparian Habitat and Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: O'Connor Watershed: Kaministiqua River
Stream Size: 5-7m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  16 536330 E   3009000 N

Purpose: 
To improve water quality by restricting cattle access.

Objectives:
Maintain access to water for livestock.  Improve water quality, aquatic habitat
and riparian corridor.  Enhance resident brook trout population.

Description:
There are 3 cattle crossings(wet/rock crossings) and 2800m of fencing.
Reliance on natural regeneration.

Estimated Cost: $40,000.00   Construction Date: 1994 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort:  125 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
OMNR, Local Landowners, Thunder Bay Community Pastures Inc., Prison
farm(local)

Steven Scholten
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

435 South James Street, Suite B001,
Thunder Bay, Ontario P7E 6S8

Phone: 807-475-1166 Fax: 807-475-1527 
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 76
Lawrence Creek RehabilitationLawrence Creek RehabilitationLawrence Creek RehabilitationLawrence Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Habitat Improvement, Channel Restoration

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Charlotteville Watershed: Lawrence  Creek
Stream Size: 1.5m wide, 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 558486 E   4731924 N

Purpose: 
Improve habitat for brook trout and restore natural channel.

Objectives:
Expose gravel for spawning habitat by introducing log jams and create cover
habitat for brook trout.

Description:
Cover and scour areas created by using deflector logs and digger logs.  Still
functioning after 18 years.

Estimated Cost: <$1,000.00   Construction Date: 1975 - 1980  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
OMNR

Project Partners:
OMNR and Landowner

Delbert Miller
Delhi District Anglers Association

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H 2S8

Phone: 519-773-4718 Fax: 519-773-9014
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 77
Little RiverLittle RiverLittle RiverLittle River

Riparian Habitat RehabilitationRiparian Habitat RehabilitationRiparian Habitat RehabilitationRiparian Habitat Rehabilitation

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Windsor Watershed: Little River
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 342000 E   4684000 N

Purpose: 
To restore 1.6 kilometres of river channel and rehabilitate the riparian zone.

Objectives:
Restore a degraded, channelized waterourse in an urban area, improve water
quality, fish habitat and the stream corridor.

Description:
Project involves the implementation of recommendations from the Little
River Subwatershed Study.  Key components include restoration of the
floodplain and meandering channel, bioengineering using willow stakes and
building of stormwater management ponds.

Estimated Cost: $1,000,000.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 250 hours 

Funding Sources:
City of Windsor, Essex Region Conservation Authority, EcoAction 2000,
Great Lakes 2000 Cleanup Fund

Project Partners:
City of Windsor, Essex Region Conservation Authority, Little River
Enhancement Group, Concord Elementary and Riverside Secondary Schools

Ian Naisbitt
Little River Enhancement Group

399 Woodridge Drive,
Tecumseh, Ontario N8N 3A7

Phone: 519-735-2087 Fax: 519-735-0418 E-mail: inaisbit@mnsi.net
World Wide Web: http://www.mnsi.net/~henderj/



Project Number: 78
Solar Wind Alternate Water ProjectSolar Wind Alternate Water ProjectSolar Wind Alternate Water ProjectSolar Wind Alternate Water Project

Project Type: Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Elzevic Watershed: Little Skeetamatta Creek
Stream Size: 15 km2 drainage basin
UTM Grid Coordinates:  18 323000 E   4938000 N

Purpose: 
To improve instream water quality .

Objectives:
To provide an alternative watering source for cattle while providing stream
habitat protection through construction of livestock fencing.

Description:
Solar powered electric fencing used to inhibit cattle impacts upon stream.
Richie water fountain provides water from an already existing well through
the use of a submersible pump.

Estimated Cost: $14,839.00   Construction Date: 1995-1996  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
Rural Water Quality Program, M.R.C.A. and Landowner

Project Partners:
Bay of Quinte Remedial Action Plan, Moira River Conservation Authority

Paul McCoy
Moira River Conservation Authority

P.O. Box 698,
Belleville, Ontario K8N 5B3

Phone: 613-968-3434 Fax: 613-968-8240 E-mail: quinteca@post.kosone.com
World Wide Web: http://www.pec.on.ca/conservation/



Project Number: 79
Loyalist Creek RehabilitationLoyalist Creek RehabilitationLoyalist Creek RehabilitationLoyalist Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Bioengineering, Channel Restoration

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Mississauga Watershed: Loyalist Creek
Stream Size: 6m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 612500 E   4825000 N

Purpose: 
Mitigate erosion and failure of existing gabion and outfall structures.

Objectives:
Recognize the lack of upstream sediment supplies in the design of
rehabilitation works. Mitigate erosion and downcutting, establish a vegetated
riparian corridor and protect undermined gabion and head wall structures.

Description:
Erosion undermined the original gabion line trapezoidal channel. The
solution included: installation of rock and armor stone grade control
structures, installation of armour stone walls with live staking, topsoiling and
planting vegetation.

Estimated Cost: $250,000.00   Construction Date: Fall 1996  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
City of Mississauga

Project Partners:
City of Mississauga

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 510,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 80
Williamsburg Community Biotechnical WorksWilliamsburg Community Biotechnical WorksWilliamsburg Community Biotechnical WorksWilliamsburg Community Biotechnical Works

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Whitby Watershed: Lynde Creek
Stream Size: 3rd order, 5 to 7m width
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 663684 E   4862213 N

Purpose: 
To provide erosion control, bank stabilization, aquatic habitat improvement
and increased aesthetic values.

Objectives:
To provide erosion control using bioengineering techniques.

Description:
The rehabilitation techniques implemented were brush layering, live crib
walls and instream boulder placements. Brush sourced from Collingwood;
stone and topsoil acquired from local distributor. General rehabilitation
contractor monitors project.

Estimated Cost: $70,000.00   Construction Date: November 1997 to March 1998

Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
Developer

Project Partners:
Erin Mills Development Corporation, Cosburn Giberson Landscape
Architects

Marc Willoughby
Cosburn Giberson Landscape Architects

7270 Woodbine Avenue, Suite 100,
Markham, Ontario L3R 4B9

Phone: 905-475-6988 Fax: 905-475-5930



Project Number: 81
Kent Creek RehabilitationKent Creek RehabilitationKent Creek RehabilitationKent Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Riparian Habitat, Water Quality, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Charlotteville Watershed: Lynn River
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 552201 E   4742538 N

Purpose: 
To lower water level and to stop dredging of quality brook trout habitat.

Objectives:
To lower settling water and stream depth.  To remove stream vegetation and
stop siltation.

Description:
Removed woody obstructions such as willows and dogwoods which lowered
upstream water levels by 6-8 inches. This also cleaned out the gravel and
created spawning habitat. To prevent cattle from disturbing creek, a gravel
entry was provided.

Estimated Cost: $4,000.00   Construction Date: 1980's  Volunteer Effort: 2,000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Simcoe Fish and Game Club, OMNR, Landowners

Delbert Miller
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H   2S8

Phone: 519-773-4718 Fax: 519-773-9014 
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 82
Blyth Brook Rehabilitation ProgramBlyth Brook Rehabilitation ProgramBlyth Brook Rehabilitation ProgramBlyth Brook Rehabilitation Program

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Hullet Watershed: Maitland River
Stream Size: 6-7m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 460000 E   4844000 N

Purpose: 
Watershed restoration and habitat improvement for rainbow trout.

Objectives:
To create spawning and nursery habitat for rainbow trout and a stream
crossing for livestock.  To stabilize the bank by planting trees.

Description:
Instream habitat structures such as rock deflectors, boulder and rock
placement were used. Livestock fencing and also a culvert for cattle crossing
were also put in. Banks were stabilized using rock rip rap and seeding. Debris
removed and gravel added.

Estimated Cost: $370,000.00   Construction Date: 1993 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: >100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, EPF(Action 21), Donations - Private

Project Partners:
Environment Canada, OMNR, Maitland Valley Anglers, Fish America
Foundation, CIBA-Geigy Canada LTD., Maitland Valley CA, FOEF, Nine
Mile Steelheaders, Blyth Optimists

Mike Malhiot
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

Box 819, 100 Don Street,
Clinton, Ontario L0M 1L0

Phone: 519-482-3428 Fax: 519-482-5031
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 83
Bluevale Dam FishwayBluevale Dam FishwayBluevale Dam FishwayBluevale Dam Fishway

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Bluevale Watershed: Maitland River
Stream Size: 30m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 479905 E   4855741 N

Purpose: 
To provide passage for adult rainbow trout to spawning habitat above
Bluevale dam.

Objectives:
To allow for fish passage past Bluevale dam.  Installing a removable steel
fishway during spring and fall.

Description:
Denil fish ladder was used with prefabricated steel on a 25% slope.  It was
designed to capture fish for spring and fall use and shut down during
summer and winter.

Estimated Cost: $6,000.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Maitland Valley Anglers Inc., Champion Graders

Project Partners:
Maitland Valley Conservation Authority, Champion Graders

Glen Hodgins
Maitland Valley Anglers Inc.

P.O. Box 411,
Goderich, Ontario N7A 4C7

Phone: 519-524-5158



Project Number: 84
Napanee RiverNapanee RiverNapanee RiverNapanee River

Shoreline Improvement ProjectShoreline Improvement ProjectShoreline Improvement ProjectShoreline Improvement Project

Project Type: Erosion Control

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Camden East Watershed: Napanee River
Stream Size: 30m wide,  0.5m depth
UTM Grid Coordinates:  18 356758 E   4912776 N

Purpose: 
To control shoreline erosion and stabilize a steep embankment.

Objectives:
Erosion, sediment control and fish enhancement on private lands are
priorities under the NRCA conservation strategy.

Description:
Rock lining over a filter cloth underlay was used to protect the shoreline
from erosion. The upper bank was graded and then seeded with a mulch mat
to establish a vegetated ground cover to control run-off. Shrubs were also
planted along the top of bank.

Estimated Cost: $5,000.00   Construction Date: July 1994  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
NRCA Erosion Control Assistance Program

Project Partners:
Napanee Region Conservation Authority, Private Landowner

Andrew Schmidt, Land Stewardship Coordinator
Quinte Conservation

Box 698, Belleville, Ontario K8N 5B3
Phone: 613-968-3434 Fax: 613-968-8240 E-mail: quinteca@post.kosone.com

World Wide Web: http://www.pec.on.ca/conservation/



Project Number: 85
Lower Napanee RiverLower Napanee RiverLower Napanee RiverLower Napanee River

Fish Habitat Improvement ProjectFish Habitat Improvement ProjectFish Habitat Improvement ProjectFish Habitat Improvement Project

Project Type: Erosion Control

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Napanee Watershed: Napanee River
Stream Size: 50m wide,  2m depth
UTM Grid Coordinates:  18 344647 E   4901482 N

Purpose: 
To control shoreline erosion and restore aquatic habitat for walleye
spawning.

Objectives:
Erosion, sediment control and fish enhancement on private lands are
priorities under the NRCA conservation strategy.

Description:
Rock lining over a filter cloth underlay was used to protect the shoreline
from erosion. The upper bank was graded and then seeded with a mulch mat
to establish a vegetated ground cover to control run-off. Fish habitat creation
through boulder placement.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: August 1995  Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs

Funding Sources:
NRCA, OMNR, Landowner

Project Partners:
Napanee Region Conservation Authority, Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources, Private Landowner

Andrew Schmidt, Land Stewardship Coordinator
Quinte Conservation

Box 698, Belleville, Ontario K8N 5B3
Phone: 613-968-3434 Fax: 613-968-8240 E-mail: quinteca@post.kosone.com

World Wide Web: http://www.pec.on.ca/conservation/



Project Number: 86
St. Helen's CreekSt. Helen's CreekSt. Helen's CreekSt. Helen's Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement, Barrier Mitigation, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Ashfield Watershed: Nine Mile River
Stream Size: 3m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 455527 E   4860000 N

Purpose: 
Improve habitat for brook and brown trout by controlling beaver activity on
stream.

Objectives:
Reduce siltation problems, improve temperature, water quality and fish
passage.

Description:
Beaver dam removal and boulder placements were done in order to reduce
erosion.  Use of stepped weirs.

Estimated Cost: $20,000.00   Construction Date: 1996 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 1,200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
OMNR, Maitland Valley Anglers, Landowners

Jim Vance
Nine Mile Steelheaders
134 MacDonald Street,

Goderich, Ontario N7A 3N5
Phone: 519-524-5036 Fax: 519-524-5306



Project Number: 87
Anderson's CreekAnderson's CreekAnderson's CreekAnderson's Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: West Wawanosh Watershed: Nine Mile River
Stream Size: 3m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 458691 E   4867128 N

Purpose: 
Stream rehabilitation for rainbow trout.

Objectives:
Improve nursery and spawning habitat for rainbow trout.

Description:
150 truck loads of rock and boulder were placed to redefine the channel and
create artificial spawning beds.  Debris was removed, trees were planted and
cattle crossings were restricted in order to reduce erosion.

Estimated Cost: $50,000.00   Construction Date: 1991-1997

Volunteer Effort: >1,000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP and local donations

Project Partners:
OMNR, Local Landowners, Town of Lucknow, Maitland Valley Anglers,
Residents of Lucknow

Jim Vance
Nine Mile Steelheaders
134 MacDonald Street,

Goderich, Ontario N7A 3N5
Phone: 519-524-5036 Fax: 519-524-5306



Project Number: 88
Henry's CreekHenry's CreekHenry's CreekHenry's Creek

Project Type: Water Quality, Erosion Control, Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: West Wawanosh Watershed: Nine Mile River
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 457216 E   4864680 N

Purpose: 
To mitigate rural landuse practices caused by heavy machinery crossing the
stream.

Objectives:
To improve degraded spawning habitat for rainbow trout and to create dry
crossing for farm equipment.

Description:
Placement of culverts for dry cattle and heavy equipment crossings, fencing
off areas to restrict cattle crossings, erosion control using rip rap methods
and boulder placement.

Estimated Cost: $30,000.00   Construction Date: 1992 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: >100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Landowners, Township

Project Partners:
OMNR, Landowner, Maitland Valley Anglers, Stratford Fly Tyers , Bayfield
Anglers, Township of West Wawanosh

Jim Vance
Nine Mile Steelheaders
134 MacDonald Street,

Goderich, Ontario N7A 3N5
Phone: 519-524-5036 Fax: 519-524-5306



Project Number: 89
Normandale Pond RemovalNormandale Pond RemovalNormandale Pond RemovalNormandale Pond Removal

Project Type: Water Quality, Barrier Removal

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Charlotteville Watershed: Normandale Creek
Stream Size: 2.5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 555679 E   4728964 N

Purpose: 
Remove on-line pond by decommissioning dam and re-instating a new
channel.

Objectives:
To decrease summer temperature below existing dam and to open adjacent
spawning area for salmonids migrating from Lake Erie.

Description:
Dam structure was removed using a bulldozer and a stream channel formed
within the exposed pond bottom.  Gravel was added to create spawning
areas just upstream of the old pond.

Estimated Cost: <$3,000.00   Construction Date: Early 1980s  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
OMNR

Project Partners:
None

Delbert Miller
Ministry of Natural Resources

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H 2S8

Phone: 519-773-4718 Fax: 519-773-9014
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 90
Severn Sound RAP TributarySevern Sound RAP TributarySevern Sound RAP TributarySevern Sound RAP Tributary

Rehabilitation ProjectRehabilitation ProjectRehabilitation ProjectRehabilitation Project

Project Type: Erosion Control, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Tay Watershed: North River
Stream Size: 178 km2, 5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 620305 E   4950269 N

Purpose: 
To rehabilitate stream habitat while providing erosion protection and
improvement of water quality.

Objectives:
Address erosion and livestock access problems under the Severn Sound
Remedial Action Plan.

Description:
1400 feet of fencing was installed to restrict livestock access along the North
River.

Estimated Cost: $400.00   Construction Date: May 1996  Volunteer Effort: <100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund

Project Partners:
Severn Sound RAP, OMNR, Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund , Landowner

Carrie MacIntyre
Ministry of Natural Resources

2284 Nursery Road,
Midhurst, Ontario L0L 1X0

Phone: 705-725-7545 Fax: 705-725-7584



Project Number: 91
Tioga Wildlife Area - Pine RiverTioga Wildlife Area - Pine RiverTioga Wildlife Area - Pine RiverTioga Wildlife Area - Pine River

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Adjala Tosorontio Watershed: Nottawasaga River
Stream Size: 200 km2 drainage basin
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 583409 E   4897579 N

Purpose: 
To enhance aquatic ecosystem health and provide erosion protection.

Objectives:
Rehabilitate degraded riparian zones, enhance fish habitat and provide
erosion protection under the Nottawasaga Valley Watershed Plan.

Description:
Part of the Pine River Enhancement Program formed through a coalition of
eight landowners. Techniques used include: livestaking, brushmattress,
fascines, coir, sweepers, high stage deflector and cabled log jam. Work
completed with volunteer effort.

Estimated Cost: $20,000.00   Construction Date: 3rd year ongoing

Volunteer Effort: >3000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR -CFIP, Land and Water Conservation Program, Schad Foundation,
Cliffside, Honda Canada

Project Partners:
OMNR, Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority, Local Landowners

Fred Dobbs
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext. 240 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 92
Baxter Bridge CP RailBaxter Bridge CP RailBaxter Bridge CP RailBaxter Bridge CP Rail

Project Type: Erosion Control, Channel Restoration

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Baxter Watershed: Nottawasaga River
Stream Size: 20m
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 590000 E   4905000 N

Purpose: 
To protect the footings for 600' long x 100' high railway trestle from erosion.

Objectives:
To improve vegetation cover, alignment and configuration of the
Nottawasaga River in the vicinity of the Baxter trestle and to protect footings
from erosion from riverine processes and ice movement.

Description:
Erosion protection options were explored in order to afford protection of
footings and for the installation of sand drains. Reshaping the reach,
reconfiguration of the floodplain and installation of planted fieldstone were
used for erosion protection.

Estimated Cost: $235,000.00   Construction Date: 1997 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
C.P. Rail Systems

Project Partners:
None

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 109,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 93
Glen Huron - Mad RiverGlen Huron - Mad RiverGlen Huron - Mad RiverGlen Huron - Mad River

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Clearview Watershed: Nottawasaga River
Stream Size: 70 km2 drainage basin
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 567693 E   4909734 N

Purpose: 
To protect eroding slopes adjacent to road by use of bio-engineering
techniques.

Objectives:
Slope erosion protection by applying natural approach.

Description:
Bank erosion occurred within the road right of way. Hardened erosion
protection and groundwater seepage were issues. NVCA designed a live crib
wall incorporating fascines to replace eroded bank. Fascines were also used
upslope of the crib wall.

Estimated Cost: $35,000.00   Construction Date: Fall 1993  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
Township of Clearveiw

Project Partners:
NVCA, Township of Clearview

Rick Grillmayer
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext. 230 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 94
Martin Property - MacIntyre CreekMartin Property - MacIntyre CreekMartin Property - MacIntyre CreekMartin Property - MacIntyre Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Clearview Watershed: Nottawasaga River
Stream Size: 50 km2 drainage basin
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 575719 E   4922395 N

Purpose: 
To stabilize existing channel and to improve water quality and fish habitat.

Objectives:
Reduce channel erosion and improve fish habitat for juvenile trout and
salmon.

Description:
Two old weirs caused plunge pools and aggravated lateral erosion. Rock
vortex weirs were used to replace the existing weirs to reduce bank erosion.
Cedar sweepers, live staking, fascines and cabled log revetment were also
used to prevent bank erosion.

Estimated Cost: $5,000.00   Construction Date: 1996  Volunteer Effort: 100 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Land and Water Conservation Program, OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
NVCA, OMNR, Wasaga Beach Fish and Game Club, Private Landowner

Fred Dobbs
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext. 240 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 95
Nottawasaga River Tributary RehabilitationNottawasaga River Tributary RehabilitationNottawasaga River Tributary RehabilitationNottawasaga River Tributary Rehabilitation

Project Type: Water Quality, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: New Tecumseth Watershed: Nottawasaga River
Stream Size: 1 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 597009 E   4890982 N

Purpose: 
To restrict livestock access from the watercourse.

Objectives:
Improve in-stream habitat and upland woodlot habitat, reduce nutrient loads,
reduce erosion and improve riparian corridor

Description:
High tensile exclusion fensing used.  Innovative, gravity fed, insulated year-
round watering station.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: 1996  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
MOEE (Clean up Rural Beaches Program), landowner

Project Partners:
MOEE, NVCA and landowner

Chris Jones
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R. #1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext 237 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 96
Rosemont CreekRosemont CreekRosemont CreekRosemont Creek

Project Type: Water Quality, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Tosorontio Watershed: Nottawasaga River
Stream Size: 59 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 584531 E   4888152 N

Purpose: 
To restrict livestock access from the watercourse.

Objectives:
Improve in-stream habitat, reduce nutrient loads, reduce warming and
erosion and improve riparian corridor

Description:
Combination page wire and electric fence used to exclude sheep and cattle
from Rosemont Creek.  Tree planting in created 30 m wide riparian strip.
Project uses BioMAP protocol for annual monitoring of invertebrates.

Estimated Cost: $8,000.00   Construction Date: 1996  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
NVCA, FOEF, Landowner

Project Partners:
NVCA, FOEF, Landowner

Chris Jones
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R. #1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext 237 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 97
Boyne River Rehabilitation ProjectBoyne River Rehabilitation ProjectBoyne River Rehabilitation ProjectBoyne River Rehabilitation Project

Project Type: Bioengineering, Habitat Improvement and Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Mulmur Watershed: Nottawasaga River
Stream Size: 210 km2
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 590013 E   4889395 N

Purpose: 
To improve stream health and help it reach historic conditions while
improving production of coldwater species

Objectives:
Reduce warming effect of an on-line pond, reduce bank erosion, improve
fish passage and improve coldwater fish habitat.

Description:
Project involved placement of rock deflectors, porcupines, instream boulders
and gravel.  Fascines, live staking, tree revetments and riparian plantings were
used to stabilize the channel banks.  Project also demonstrates large woody
debris management.   Barrier mitigation component includes bottom-draw
conversion, rock vortex weirs and a dam retrofit creating a step pool fishway.

Estimated Cost: $150,000   Construction Date: 1996 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort:  6,400 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Landowners, NVCA, OMNR-CFIP, EcoAction 2000 (Environment
Canada), Shell Environmental Fund, Dufferin South Simcoe Stewardship
Council

Project Partners:
Landowners, NVCA, Nottawasaga Steelheaders, New Tecumseth Streams
Committee, Mulmur Adjala-Tosorontio New Tecumseth Townships,
Alliston Lions, OMNR, Boyne River Rehabilitation Program Steering
Committee

Fred Dobbs
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext. 230 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.com



Project Number: 98
Orchard Creek Fish and Wildlife SanctuaryOrchard Creek Fish and Wildlife SanctuaryOrchard Creek Fish and Wildlife SanctuaryOrchard Creek Fish and Wildlife Sanctuary

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Erosion Control

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: St. Vincent Watershed: Orchard Creek
Stream Size: 2.0 m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 530597 E   4940410 N

Purpose: 
To stabilize eroding channel to improve water quality and fish habitat.

Objectives:
Reduce erosion and enhance fish habitat.

Description:
Boulder protection in combination with tree and shrub plantings along the
banks were used to reduce erosion. Log sills and rock vortex weirs were used
as grade controls.  Gravel was supplied through dredging of Meaford
Harbour.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: 1992 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 5000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Sydenham Conservation Foundation

Project Partners:
Georgian Triangle Anglers Association,

Dave Mather
East Grey Hunters and Anglers

R.R.#1, Meaford, Ontario N4L 1W5
Phone: 519-538-1187 Fax: 519-538-1656 E-mail: davemather@meaford.com

World Wide Web: http://www.meaford.com



Project Number: 99
Realignment and Rehabilitation ofRealignment and Rehabilitation ofRealignment and Rehabilitation ofRealignment and Rehabilitation of

Goodman CreekGoodman CreekGoodman CreekGoodman Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Oshawa Watershed: Oshawa Creek
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 669822 E   4864701 N

Purpose: 
To allow the reconstruction and widening of Thornton Road while
enhancing the wildlife habitat and aesthetic values of the area.

Objectives:
Present an innovative approach to achieving road related objectives while
protecting and enhancing the natural environment.

Description:
Prepared natural design concepts and plantings plans for the re-alignment of
Goodman Creek. The project addresses the slope stability and re-introduces
natural channel features such as meanders, pools and riffles for fishery
enhancement.

Estimated Cost: $165,000.00   Construction Date: August 1994  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
Region of Durham

Project Partners:
Hough Woodland Naylor Dance Ltd.

Mike Wilson
The Regional Municipality of Durham

105 Consumers Drive,
Whitby, Ontario L1N 6A3

Phone: 905-668-7721 Fax: 905-668-2051



Project Number: 100
Scott's Plains ParkScott's Plains ParkScott's Plains ParkScott's Plains Park

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Peterborough Watershed: Otonabee River
Stream Size: > 15m
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 714000 E   4908600 N

Purpose: 
Fisheries Enhancement/Erosion Control.

Objectives:
Stop movement of river into Scotts Plains Park.

Description:
Spawning substrate in stream bed was a result of eroded bank material. To
stop erosion, the morphology of the channel adjacent to the bank had to be
significantly altered.  Upper bank was bioengineered with fascines, livestakes
and brush layers.

Estimated Cost: $330,000.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
City of Peterborough

Project Partners:
Otonabee Region Conservation Authority

Mark Peacock
Otonabee Region Conservation Authority

380 Armour Rd. Suite 200,
Peterborough, Ontario K9H 7L7

Phone: 705-745-5791 Fax: 705-745-7488 E-mail: otonabeeca@ptbo.igs.net



Project Number: 101
Oxenden Creek RehabilitationOxenden Creek RehabilitationOxenden Creek RehabilitationOxenden Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Erosion Control

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Keppel Watershed: Oxenden Creek
Stream Size: 4m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 492638 E   4957038 N

Purpose: 
To improve an escarpment headwater stream for spawning trout and salmon.

Objectives:
Create spawning habitat for migratory salmonid species and create nursery
habitat for juvenile salmonids.

Description:
Spawning areas and plunge pools were provided through the construction of
a series of digger logs, log sills and the addition of gravel. Occasional
maintenance has been required over the years since the early 1980s.

Estimated Cost: N/A   Construction Date: 1980s and ongoing  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
OMNR, Bruce Peninsula Sportsmen's Association

Ray Markelvitz
Bruce Peninsula Sportsmen's Association

Box 548, Wiarton, Ontario N0H 2T0
Phone: 519-534-0402



Project Number: 102
Petticoat Creek RehabilitationPetticoat Creek RehabilitationPetticoat Creek RehabilitationPetticoat Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Erosion Control, Channel Restoration

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Pickering Watershed: Petticoat Creek
Stream Size: 5m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 649530 E   4854114 N

Purpose: 
Mitigate erosion and protect an adjacent residential property  by stabilizing a
meander of the creek.

Objectives:
Improve migration potential through Altona Road culvert.  Enhance riparian
vegetation, protect properties from erosion damages and to implement grade
control to mitigate headcutting.

Description:
Realignment of the meander, installation of a planted fieldstone wall with
root fans, 2 rock ramp grade control structures, reshaping of a point bar and
restoration of the stream corridor with native vegetation.

Estimated Cost: $115,000.00   Construction Date: Fall 1996  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
Altona West Developments

Project Partners:
None

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 510,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 103
Coulter Farm - Maxwell CreekCoulter Farm - Maxwell CreekCoulter Farm - Maxwell CreekCoulter Farm - Maxwell Creek

Project Type: Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Derby Watershed: Pottawatami River
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 501553 E   4929484 N

Purpose: 
To improve water quality parameters through restricted livestock access.

Objectives:
Improve herd health through improving water quality by restricting livestock
access.

Description:
The project is a part of a larger initiative to improve stream health by
restricting livestock access through the construction of a high tension
electrical fence. Wet crossings were constructed of gravel. Future tree
plantings proposed.

Estimated Cost: $3,586.14   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 121 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Grey Sauble Conservation Authority, Student Metis Experience Program

John Bittorf
Sydenham Sportsmen' Association

P.O. Box 264, Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 5P3
Phone: 519-371-1109



Project Number: 104
Collingwood Shipyards - CSL PropertyCollingwood Shipyards - CSL PropertyCollingwood Shipyards - CSL PropertyCollingwood Shipyards - CSL Property

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Clearview Watershed: Pretty River
Stream Size: 50 km2 drainage basin
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 562513 E   4922358 N

Purpose: 
To reduce bank erosion and enhance instream habitat.

Objectives:
Stabilize eroding slope, reduce sediment inputs, enhance instream cover and
enhance floodplain functions.

Description:
Point bar and floodplain regraded to reduce erosive forces on the opposite
bank. Affected bank was isolated from river by moving the channel from the
bank. Instream enhancement techniques used were sweepers and a native
material revetment.

Estimated Cost:    Construction Date: 1993  Volunteer Effort: 400 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR Pit Rehabilitation Fund

Project Partners:
NVCA, OMNR, Georgian Triangle Anglers Association

Fred Dobbs
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext. 240 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 105
Morrison PropertyMorrison PropertyMorrison PropertyMorrison Property

Project Type: Erosion Control, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Clearview Watershed: Pretty River
Stream Size: 3rd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17  563020 E   4924030 N

Purpose: 
To stabilize an eroded bank on the Pretty River.

Objectives:
To protect roadway/private property and test new method of live armour or
joint planting.

Description:
Brush bundles, willow posts and live staking were used in conjunction with
armour stone to provide stability to eroded bank. The bundles consisted of
willow and dogwood cuttings and were used at the river bank interface with
the armour stone.

Estimated Cost: $6,320.00   Construction Date: Fall 1996 and Summer 1997

Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
NVCA Land and Water Conservation Program, Landowner

Project Partners:
NVCA, Clearview Township, Great Lakes 2000 Cleanup Fund, Friends of
the Environment

Rick Grillmayer
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 106
Spooner's HoleSpooner's HoleSpooner's HoleSpooner's Hole

Project Type: Habitat Improvement and Erosion Control

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Collingwood Watershed: Pretty River
Stream Size: 75 km2 drainage basin
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 563768 E   4926990 N

Purpose: 
To reduce bank erosion and poaching while providing cover for fish.

Objectives:
Control deposition of sediments downstream and improve water quality.

Description:
Excessive erosion occurred at the banks of pools, riffles and meanders.
Techniques implemented were a combination of LUNKERS and quarry
stone to create a stone revetment. The slope behind the revetment was
graded back and then planted.

Estimated Cost: $12,000.00   Construction Date: Phase I - 1996, Phase II - 1997

Volunteer Effort: 700 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Land and Water Conservation Program

Project Partners:
Georgian Triangle Anglers Association, OMNR, NVCA, Roman Catholic
Church (owner)

Fred Dobbs
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext. 240 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 107
Pretty River Dyke - FishwayPretty River Dyke - FishwayPretty River Dyke - FishwayPretty River Dyke - Fishway

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Collingwood Watershed: Pretty River
Stream Size: 77 km2 drainage basin
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 563738 E   4928008 N

Purpose: 
To mitigate impacts of constructed floodway on migratory salmonid species.

Objectives:
Create low flow channel in bedrock base of flood way and reduce poaching.

Description:
Floodway constructed in 1975 created a flat bedrock channel. The lack of a
defined low flow channel caused problems for migratory salmonid species. A
notched low flow channel was constructed using a backhoe equipped with
jackhammer.

Estimated Cost: $3,500.00   Construction Date: 1993  Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
OMNR, Georgian Triangle Anglers Association

Robin Craig
Ministry of Natural Resources

2284 Nursery Road,
Midhurst, Ontario L0L 1X0

Phone: 705-725-7545 Fax: 705-725-7584 E-mail: robin.craig@mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 108
Cummings St. BridgeCummings St. BridgeCummings St. BridgeCummings St. Bridge

Fish Compensation ProjectFish Compensation ProjectFish Compensation ProjectFish Compensation Project

Project Type: Bioengineering and Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton Watershed: Rideau

River
Stream Size: 1m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  18 446558 E   5031623 N

Purpose: 
To create spawning habitat for two cool water species as well as resting and
feeding areas.

Objectives:
Mitigate the loss of fish habitat through a compensation plan.

Description:
The construction of a rocky offshore reef of varying substrate sizes provides
enhanced spawning, feeding, and holding habitat for smallmouth bass and
walleye. The roughly triangular structure was 1000m2 and 0.5 metres high.

Estimated Cost: $80,000.00   Construction Date: August to September 1996

Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
Regional Municipality of Ottawa Carleton

Project Partners:
OMNR

Stuart Dean
Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, Surface Water Branch

800 Green Creek Drive,
Gloucester, Ontario K1J 1A6

Phone: 613-560-6086 ext. 2806 Fax: 613-745-9197



Project Number: 109
Morningside TributaryMorningside TributaryMorningside TributaryMorningside Tributary

Aquatic Habitat Rehabilitation ProjectAquatic Habitat Rehabilitation ProjectAquatic Habitat Rehabilitation ProjectAquatic Habitat Rehabilitation Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat, Barrier Mitigation and Water
Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Toronto Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 644021 E   4853160 N

Purpose: 
To rehabilitate 3.5 km of urban stream habitat for reside dace, rainbow trout,
small mouth bass and central stoneroller.

Objectives:
Improve water quality and reduce instream erosion, re-connect fragmented
aquatic habitats, improve instream cover for fish; therefore, addressing the
priorities set out by the Rouge River Fisheries Management Plan.

Description:
Project focused on debris/garbage cleanup,  instream log deflectors,
submerged log covers, LUNKERS, half log covers, brushlayering, fascines,
willow posts, cabled log jams, sweepers, culvert fishway, step pool fishways
and 50 m of natural channel creation.

Estimated Cost: $41,226.37   Construction Date: Summer 1997 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 298 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, DFO, Rouge Park Alliance, OMNR,
Toronto Zoo, Metro East Anglers, Save the Rouge Valley System, Friends of
the Rouge

Project Partners:
Rouge Park Alliance, MNR, City of Scarborough, Metro East Anglers,
Toronto Zoo, Ontario Streams

Mark Heaton
Ministry of Natural Resources
50 Bloomington Road West,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8

Phone: 905-713-7406 Fax: 905-713-7361 E-mail: mark.heaton@mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 110
Parkview Dam Bypass ChannelParkview Dam Bypass ChannelParkview Dam Bypass ChannelParkview Dam Bypass Channel

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Markham Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 10 m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 642207 E   4856218 N

Purpose: 
To provide fish passage at an existing low head dam.

Objectives:
Maintain use of headpond for irrigation and create a fieldstone bypass
channel for all fish species in the watershed.

Description:
21m long fieldstone, 3m wide bypass channel at 5% slope.

Estimated Cost: $26,000.00   Construction Date: Summer, 1997

Volunteer Effort: 200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Canadian Highways International Corp., Rouge Park Alliance, OMNR-CFIP,
York Land Stewardship Council, Parkview Golf Club

Project Partners:
Canadian Highways International Corp., Rouge Park Alliance, OMNR, York
Land Stewardship Council, DFO, TRCA, Ontario Streams, Parkview Golf
Club, Metro East Anglers

Mark Heaton
Ministry of Natural Resources
50 Bloomington Road West,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8

Phone: 905-713-7406 Fax: 905-713-7361 E-mail: mark.heaton@mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 111
Rouge River CircleRouge River CircleRouge River CircleRouge River Circle

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Markham Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 12m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 641727 E   4856754 N

Purpose: 
To moderate bank erosion adjacent to residential properties.

Objectives:
Implement low cost erosion protection and improve vegetation cover.

Description:
Changes in the morphology of the river resulted in erosion along a reach at
two residential properties .  250 live willow stakes were planted to slow the
rate of erosion and vegetation cover.

Estimated Cost: $500.00   Construction Date: Spring 1997  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
Landowner

Project Partners:
Private Landowners

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 510,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 112
Toogood PondToogood PondToogood PondToogood Pond

Sediment Removal and Restoration ProjectSediment Removal and Restoration ProjectSediment Removal and Restoration ProjectSediment Removal and Restoration Project

Project Type: Water Quality, Barrier Mitigation, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Markham Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 2- 30m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 635449 E   4858893 N

Purpose: 
To improve aquatic habitat, water quality and recreational opportunities at
Toogood pond.

Objectives:
Increase vegetation cover and improve aesthetics and diversity of pond edge.
Provide fish passage around the dam and improve recreational/skating
opportunities.

Description:
The works included construction of a step pool fish by-pass channel around
the dam, installation of a diverse range of shoreline treatments designed to
provide shelter for fish, deter waterfowl movement and create viewing
opportunities.

Estimated Cost: $278,000.00   Construction Date: Fall 1997  Volunteer Effort: >100 hrs 
Funding Sources:

Town of Markham, Rouge Park Alliance and  Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up
Fund

Project Partners:
Town of Markham, Rouge Park Alliance, OMNR, TRCA

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 109,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 113
Harvey Brown'sHarvey Brown'sHarvey Brown'sHarvey Brown's

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Markham Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 3rd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 637685 E   4865990 N

Purpose: 
To remove an old dam.

Objectives:
To open up approximately 13km of headwater streams. To improve the
movement of aquatic species throughout the river system as well as to
improve the flow of sediments and nutrients.

Description:
Timber removed from old structure. Vortex weirs installed below the dam on
the concrete pad to increase the water depth and improve habitat.  Fascines
were used to stabilize the upstream sediment and sweepers were used to
direct flow.

Estimated Cost: $1,500.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 350 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP,  Environment Canada (Action 21),  Save the Rouge Valley
System

Project Partners:
Landowner,  Harrington & Hoyle Ltd., Save the Rouge Valley  System,
Rotary Club of Markham - Unionville, TRCA, OMNR

Kim Mandzy
Little Rouge Restoration Project

Box 88005 Cliffcrest Plaza, 2975 Kingston Road,
Toronto, Ontario M1M 3W1

Phone: 416-282-9983 Fax: 416-282-9983



Project Number: 114
Curcio's BypassCurcio's BypassCurcio's BypassCurcio's Bypass

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation, Channel Restoration, Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Markham Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 637467 E   4867043 N

Purpose: 
To create a bypass channel around a degraded pond.

Objectives:
To improve the health of the pond, restore a connected river system and to
enhance habitat for wildlife.

Description:
An old pond had been enlarged without approval and caused damage.  New
valley was created using heavy equipment.  Volunteers dug new 100m
channel  and installed fascines on outside bend.  Restoration includes
regrading of edges and planting vegetation.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: April 1998

Volunteer Effort: 750 hrs

Funding Sources:
Ministry of Natural Resources, Save the Rouge Valley System.

Project Partners:
Save the Rouge Valley System, Harrington and Hoyle Ltd. (design), Fuji
Graphics, TRCA, OMNR, landowner

Kim Mandzy
Little Rouge Restoration Project

Box 88005 Cliffcrest Plaza, 2975 Kingston Road,
Toronto, Ontario M1M 3W1

Phone: 416-282-9983 Fax: 416-282-9983



Project Number: 115
Dixon Hill TributaryDixon Hill TributaryDixon Hill TributaryDixon Hill Tributary

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Markham Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 3rd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 637932 E   4867339 N

Purpose: 
Erosion control on an outside bend of the river.

Objectives:
To clean up and stabilize the river bank, to create both aquatic and terrestrial
habitats and to narrow the width of channel. Release of Atlantic Salmon on
April 18, 1998.

Description:
Landowner requested assistance with eroding bank. Work at site included:
garbage removal from previous construction efforts (dumpster), soil
bioengineering (fascines for stability),  planting of willows and dogwoods,
removal of concrete paving blocks.

Estimated Cost: $500.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 360 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Environment Canada (Action 21), Save the Rouge Valley System,
Landowner

Project Partners:
Harrington and Hoyle Ltd., Rotary Club of Markham/Unionville, Seneca
College Students, Landowners

Kim Mandzy
Little Rouge Restoration Project

Box 88005 Cliffcrest Plaza, 2975 Kingston Road,
Toronto, Ontario M1M 3W1

Phone: 416-282-9983 Fax: 416-282-9983



Project Number: 116
Spring CreekSpring CreekSpring CreekSpring Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Markham Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 638506 E   4860137 N

Purpose: 
To create a stream using water from an artesian well that was being piped
underground to a nearby watercourse.

Objectives:
The Rouge River Fisheries Management Plan aims to restore and improve
fish habitat, particularly for coldwater species.  This project created
approximately 250m of coldwater habitat with the aim of creating a self-
sustaining brook trout population.

Description:
Cold water piped into Robinson creek in hopes of introducing Brook Trout.
Channel dug by backhoe; boulders and rip-rap placed to stabilize channel, as
well as create pools and riffles. Gravel imported from spawning area.
LUNKERS built.

Estimated Cost: $60,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
Town of Markham,  Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, TRCA, Canada
Trust, Environmental Youth Corps

Project Partners:
Town of Markham,  Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, TRCA, Canada
Trust, Environmental Youth Corps, Local School and other residents

Bernie McIntyre
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

5 Shoreham Drive,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1S4

Phone: 416-661-6600 ext. 326 Fax: 416-661-6898 E-mail: bmcintyre@trca.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.trca.on.ca



Project Number: 117
Harding PropertyHarding PropertyHarding PropertyHarding Property

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Markham Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 4th  order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 639920 E   4863535 N

Purpose: 
To stabilize a slope.

Objectives:
To stabilize a steep slope on an outside bend of the river.

Description:
A backhoe was used to regrade slope. Brush layers, brush matresses and
fascines were installed to stabilize slope. Volunteers harvested plants and
replanted as well as prepared bioengineering materials. Sweepers installed
downstream to narrow channel.

Estimated Cost: $2,000.00   Construction Date: May 1997  Volunteer Effort: 450 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Environment Canada (Action 21), Save the Rouge Valley System

Project Partners:
Save the Rouge Valley System, Environment Canada (Action 21),
Harrington and Hoyle Ltd.,  Rotary Club, Maui's Cartage, TRCA, OMNR,
Landowner.

Kim Mandzy
Little Rouge Restoration Project

Box 88005 Cliffcrest Plaza, 2975 Kingston Road,
Toronto, Ontario M1M 3W1

Phone: 416-282-9983 Fax: 416-282-9983



Project Number: 118
Rouge River HeadwatersRouge River HeadwatersRouge River HeadwatersRouge River Headwaters
Rehabilitation ProjectRehabilitation ProjectRehabilitation ProjectRehabilitation Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Richmond Hill Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 1.5 m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 626533 E   4861712 N

Purpose: 
To restore 4 km of coldwater habitat for brook trout and redside dace

Objectives:
Improve water quality through tree planting.  Improve fish habitat by
introducing new substrates, woody structures and constructing small
fishways to connect fragmented habitats.

Description:
6.0 km of garbage cleanup, 2 step pool fishways, 4 K dams, 2 pallet cover
structures, single wing deflectors, LUNKERS, gravel substrate addition,
boulder placement, half log covers, artificial groundwater upwellings .

Estimated Cost: $104,000.00   Construction Date: 1996 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 355 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Town of Richmond Hill, Rouge Park Alliance, TransCanada Pipelines, Great
Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, OMNR-CFIP, Friends of the Environment
Foundation

Project Partners:
Town of Richmond Hill, Rouge Park Alliance, TransCanada Pipelines, Great
Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund, OMNR-CFIP, Friends of the Environment
Foundation, Save the Rouge Valley System Inc., Local Schools, Metro East
Anglers

Mark Heaton
Ministry of Natural Resources
50 Bloomington Road West,
Aurora, Ontario L4G 3G8

Phone: 905-713-7406 Fax: 905-713-7361 E-mail: mark.heaton@mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 119
Rouge River RestorationRouge River RestorationRouge River RestorationRouge River Restoration

Redstone Road BridgeRedstone Road BridgeRedstone Road BridgeRedstone Road Bridge

Project Type: Erosion Control, Habitat Improvement, Riparian Habitat

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Richmond Hill Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 628481 E   4860  764 N

Purpose: 
Implement initiatives designed to mitigate potential erosion problems
resulting from development and the installation of a bridge crossing.

Objectives:
Protect and reinforce a reach of the Rouge River at the Redstone Road
Crossing and to accommodate the natural evolution of the river due to
changes which result from urbanization. To build upon instream features and
to enhance diversity.

Description:
Works were undertaken to stabilize and mitigate the potential future
degradation of the Rouge. Solutions included: reinforcement of the existing
riffles, installation of buried revetments, planted fieldstone walls and planting
of the valley floor.

Estimated Cost: $180,000.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
Felgi Investment Ltd. , Leslie Heights Developments Ltd., Town of
Richmond Hill, OMNR

Project Partners:
Felgi Investment Ltd.

Mark Schollen
Schollen and Company Inc.

220 Duncan Mill Road, Suite 109,
Toronto, Ontario M3B 3J5

Phone: 416-441-3044 Fax: 416-441-6010 E-mail: s.c.inc@netcom.ca



Project Number: 120
Carruthers PondCarruthers PondCarruthers PondCarruthers Pond

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Whitchurch-Stouffville Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 637013 E   4866647 N

Purpose: 
To mitigate impact of a large dam.

Objectives:
To maintain water temperature and help flow of sediment and nutrients
through the system. To reconnect aquatic and terrestrial corridors.

Description:
A stream channel and wetland pockets were constructed within the
impoundment above the dam.  Future works include a new channel that will
bypass the old dam.

Estimated Cost: $22,000.00   Construction Date: 1998 and ongoing

Volunteer Effort: 1000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Rouge Park Alliance, Environment Canada (Action 21)

Project Partners:
Landowner, Harrington and Hoyle Ltd., University of Guelph, OMNR,
TRCA, Ryder Trucks

Glenn Harrington
Little Rouge Restoration Project

Box 88005 Cliffcrest Plaza, 2975 Kingston Road,
Toronto, Ontario M1M 3W1

Phone: 416-282-9983 Fax: 416-282-9983 E-mail: Markham@harrington-hoyle.com
World Wide Web: http://www.harrington-hoyle.com



Project Number: 121
Christian Blind MissionChristian Blind MissionChristian Blind MissionChristian Blind Mission

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Whitchurch-Stouffville Watershed: Rouge River
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 634178 E   4868107 N

Purpose: 
To create a bypass channel around an old pond.

Objectives:
To create a bypass channel around an old pond in order to restore
connectivity of the river.  To enhance the old pond and to improve wildlife
habitat.

Description:
Fascines were used to create the structure for the new stream channel . Top
end was constructed in June and stabilized over summer while the lower end
was constructed in fall.  A berm was created between the two. Native
wetland plants used for vegetation.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 750 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Environment Canada (Action 21), OMNR-CFIP, York Region
Transportation Department.

Project Partners:
Private Landowners, OMNR Save the Rouge Valley System, Environment
Canada, Rotary Club of  Markham-Unionville, Seneca College, Harrington
and Hoyle Ltd.

Kim Mandzy
Little Rouge Restoration Project

Box 88005 Cliffcrest Plaza, 2975 Kingston Road,
Toronto, Ontario M1M 3W1

Phone: 416-282-9983 Fax: 416-282-9983



Project Number: 122
Chan's CreekChan's CreekChan's CreekChan's Creek

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Amabel Watershed: Sauble River
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 486121 E   4942229 N

Purpose: 
To improve the creek's coldwater habitat.

Objectives:
Protect existing habitat and create new spawning areas for trout and salmon.

Description:
This natural spring fed creek empties into the Sauble River.  Prior to the
improvement works, there were no spawning or holding areas present.  The
crew  brought in round washed stone for spawning areas, dug cover holes
and planted the banks with shade trees.  Later that year, brown trout and
coho salmon were observed spawning  on new gravel.

Estimated Cost: $1,500   Construction Date: 1997  Volunteer Effort: 150 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR -CFIP, Sauble Anglers and Hunters

Project Partners:
OMNR, Sauble Anglers and Hunters, Chan family

Jim Simpson
Sauble Anglers and Hunters

643 Main Street, R.R.#1,
Sauble Beach, Ontario

Phone: 519-422-1824 Fax: 519422-1824



Project Number: 123
Rocky SaugeenRocky SaugeenRocky SaugeenRocky Saugeen

Silt Spill Rehabilitation ProjectSilt Spill Rehabilitation ProjectSilt Spill Rehabilitation ProjectSilt Spill Rehabilitation Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Bentinck Twp/Grey County Watershed: Saugeen River
Stream Size: 20-30m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 501200 E   4896000 N

Purpose: 
To enhance health of the aquatic ecosystem.

Objectives:
Provide instream and spawning habitat.

Description:
The target species were brook and brown trout. The rehabilitation techniques
used included: rock vortex weirs, sweepers, low flow channel definition,
instream debris removal, boulder placements, pallet cover, spawning channel
and substrate enhancement.

Estimated Cost: N/A   Construction Date: Summer 1990-2  Volunteer Effort: 2000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Environmental Partners Fund, Landowner

Project Partners:
Landowner, Owen Sound OMNR, B.A.R. Environmental Inc.

Ron Beirnes
ESG International

361 Southgate Drive,
Guelph, Ontario N1H  6H9

Phone: 519-836-6050 Fax: 519-836-2493 E-mail: rbeirnes@esg.net
World Wide Web: http://www.esg.net



Project Number: 124
Sixteen Mile Creek Riparian PlantingSixteen Mile Creek Riparian PlantingSixteen Mile Creek Riparian PlantingSixteen Mile Creek Riparian Planting

Project Type: Riparian Habitat, Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Milton Watershed: Sixteen Mile Creek
Stream Size: 3m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 591700 E   4817300 N

Purpose: 
To restore a riparian tree cover along a manicured/altered reach of the
sixteen mile creek.

Objectives:
Reach is a "potential coldwater habitat." Over 200 "whips" planted to
provide shading and instream cover.

Description:
Project developed to renaturalize manicured floodplain/riparian zone along
an altered channel. Whips were staked to provide shading which would
minimize warming, inputs of woody debris/food and to restore riparian
corridor function for wildlife.

Estimated Cost: $3,000.00   Construction Date: 1996-1997  Volunteer Effort: 70 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Four Seasons Anglers and Hunters, OMNR

David Featherstone
Four Seasons Anglers and Hunters

700 Middleton Cr.,
Milton, Ontario L9T 4C3

Phone: 905-336-1158 Fax: 905-336-7014 E-mail: admin@hrca.on.ca



Project Number: 125
Hamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour Watershed

Stewardship Project - Site #89Stewardship Project - Site #89Stewardship Project - Site #89Stewardship Project - Site #89

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Dundas Watershed: Spencer Creek
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 582900 E   4789800 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish/ wildlife habitat and water quality along 300 metres of
existing warmwater stream and to re-establish natural ecological links.

Objectives:
Restrict lawn cutting practices in the floodplain and provide a diversity of
floodplain vegetation to allow future overhead cover.

Description:
Limiting factors included: dumping of grass clippings, establishment of
woody exotic species, and large angular fill has been dumped along much of
the stream. Riparian planting took place to improve existing natural links as
well as provide future cover.

Estimated Cost: $1,584.01   Construction Date: Spring/ Summer 1997

Volunteer Effort: 90 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Action 21, Town of Dundas

Project Partners:
Town of Dundas, Hamilton and Halton Region Conservation Authorities,
Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project, Bay Area Restoration
Council

Jo-Anne Rzadki, Sheila O'Neal
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority
838 Mineral Springs Road, P.O. Box 7099,

Ancaster, Ontario L9G 3L3
Phone: 905-648-4427 ext. 164 Fax: 905-648-4622 E-mail: hrca1@interlynx.net

World Wide Web: http://www.hamrca.on.ca



Project Number: 126
Hamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour Watershed

Stewardship Project - Site #60Stewardship Project - Site #60Stewardship Project - Site #60Stewardship Project - Site #60

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Flamborough Watershed: Spencer Creek
Stream Size: 1st order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 467200 E   4805200 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish/ wildlife habitat, and water quality along 200 metres of
existing coldwater stream.

Objectives:
Restrict livestock access to stream, reduce contamination of agricultural
runoff, provide for a diversity of floodplain vegetation and overhead cover to
shade the stream.

Description:
Brook trout and other coldwater species were targeted.  Restricted livestock
access by constructing fencing and covered manure storage facility to reduce
runoff. Riparian plantings and water quality parameters have been monitored
annually.

Estimated Cost: $93,000.00   Construction Date: 1994 to 1996

Volunteer Effort: 23.75 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Landowner, MOEE, Clean-Up Rural Beaches Program, Great Lakes 2000
Clean Up Fund, Wildlife Habitat Canada

Project Partners:
Landowner, Hamilton and Halton Region Conservation Authorities, MOEE,
Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association, Wentworth Regional
Health Unit, OMA, Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project,
Hamilton-Wentworth 4-H, Bay Area Restoration Council

Jo-Anne Rzadki, Sheila O'Neal or Bruce Duncan
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority
838 Mineral Springs Road, P.O. Box 7099,

Ancaster, Ontario L9G 3L3
Phone: 905-648-4427 ext. 164 Fax: 905-648-4622 E-mail: hrca1@interlynx.net

World Wide Web: http://www.hamrca.on.ca



Project Number: 127
Hamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour Watershed

Stewardship Project - Site #16Stewardship Project - Site #16Stewardship Project - Site #16Stewardship Project - Site #16

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Flamborough Watershed: Spencer Creek
Stream Size: 3rd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 568200 E   4804400 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish/ wildlife habitat, and water quality along 75 metres of
existing coldwater stream.

Objectives:
Restrict livestock access to stream, re-introduce indigenous riparian
vegetation to floodplain, improve instream and riparian habitat.

Description:
Landowners wish to maintain an existing instream dam which acts as a
limiting factor. Restricted livestock access to stream by construction of a
fence line. Enriched plant diversity through riparian plantings.

Estimated Cost: $8,250.00   Construction Date: 1994 to 1996  Volunteer Effort: 150 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Landowners, Woodlands, Wetlands, Wildlife (3W)

Project Partners:
Landowner, Hamilton and Halton Region Conservation Authorities, 3W,
Federation of Ontario Naturalists, Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement
Association, Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project, Bay Area
Restoration Council, Hamilton Naturalists' Club

Jo-Anne Rzadki, Sheila O'Neal or Bruce Duncan
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority
838 Mineral Springs Road, P.O. Box 7099,

Ancaster, Ontario L9G 3L3
Phone: 905-648-4427 ext. 164 Fax: 905-648-4622 E-mail: hrca1@interlynx.net

World Wide Web: http://www.hamrca.on.ca



Project Number: 128
Hamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour Watershed

Stewardship Project - Site #59Stewardship Project - Site #59Stewardship Project - Site #59Stewardship Project - Site #59

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Flamborough Watershed: Spencer Creek
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 574800 E   4794200 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish/ wildlife habitat and water quality along 342 metres of
existing warmwater stream.

Objectives:
Restrict livestock access to stream and restore streambank vegetation
through natural regeneration.

Description:
Construction of a fence to restrict livestock access situated 2 to 3 metres
from the stream. The species targeted were warmwater. Water quality
monitoring has been conducted on site and downstream.

Estimated Cost: $7,000.00   Construction Date: 1995  Volunteer Effort: 0 

Funding Sources:
Landowner, MOEE

Project Partners:
Landowner, Hamilton and Halton Region Conservation Authorities, MOEE,
Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association, Hamilton-Wentworth
Regional Health Unit, OMFRA, Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship
Project, Bay Area Restoration Council

Jo-Anne Rzadki, Sheila O'Neal
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority
838 Mineral Springs Road, P.O. Box 7099,

Ancaster, Ontario L9G 3L3
Phone: 905-648-4427 ext. 164 Fax: 905-648-4622 E-mail: hrca1@interlynx.net

World Wide Web: http://www.hamrca.on.ca



Project Number: 129
Hamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour WatershedHamilton Harbour Watershed

Stewardship Project - Site #35Stewardship Project - Site #35Stewardship Project - Site #35Stewardship Project - Site #35

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Puslinch Watershed: Spencer Creek
Stream Size: 2nd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 566500 E   4805800 N

Purpose: 
To improve fish/ wildlife habitat, and water quality along 500 metres of
existing coldwater stream.

Objectives:
Restrict livestock access to stream, reduce contamination of agricultural
runoff, provide for a diversity of floodplain vegetation and overhead cover to
shade the stream.

Description:
Restricted livestock access by fencing the stream. Berms and ditches were
constructed to control runoff. Pipes and waterlines were installed for nose
pumps. Riparian plantings and water quality parameters have been monitored
annually.

Estimated Cost: $45,000.00   Construction Date: 1994 to 1996  Volunteer Effort: 35 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Landowner, MOEE, Clean-Up Rural Beaches Program, Great Lakes 2000
Clean Up Fund, Wildlife Habitat Canada

Project Partners:
Landowner, Hamilton and Halton Region Conservation Authorities, MOEE,
Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association, Wentworth Regional
Health Unit, OMA, Hamilton Harbour Watershed Stewardship Project, Bay
Area Restoration Council

Jo-Anne Rzadki, Sheila O'Neal or Bruce Duncan
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority
838 Mineral Springs Road, P.O. Box 7099,

Ancaster, Ontario L9G 3L3
Phone: 905-648-4427 ext. 164 Fax: 905-648-4622 E-mail: hrca1@interlynx.net

World Wide Web: http://www.hamrca.on.ca



Project Number: 130
Nimijohn Farm Stream RehabilitationNimijohn Farm Stream RehabilitationNimijohn Farm Stream RehabilitationNimijohn Farm Stream Rehabilitation

Project Type: Channel Restoration and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Town of Flamborough Watershed: Spencer Creek
Stream Size: 7m width, 3rd order
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 575250 E   4798500 N

Purpose: 
To improve and create coldwater fisheries habitat.

Objectives:
Removal of instream barriers causing blockages or ponding. Restrict
livestock access while providing cattle/tractor crossing.  Eliminate runoff
through the construction of liquid manure tank.

Description:
The species targeted were brook trout and redside dace which were present.
Staged removal of rock check dam to remove a ponded area and then the
addition of a culvert to remove any further water that ponded at the stream
crossing. Fencing completed.

Estimated Cost: $70,000.00   Construction Date: 1993-1997

Volunteer Effort: 100 person days 

Funding Sources:
CURB, 3W, IPL INC., Hamilton Area Fly Fishers & Tyers, Hamilton
Naturalists Club, HRCA

Project Partners:
Landowners, Hamilton Area Fly Fishers & Tyers, HRCA, Hamilton
Naturalists Club

Bruce Duncan
Hamilton Region Conservation Authority

P.O. Box 7099, Ancaster, Ontario L9G 3L3
Phone: 905-648-4427 Fax: 905-648-4622 E-mail: hrca1@interlynx.net

World Wide Web: http://www.hamrca.on.ca



Project Number: 131
Sydenham RiverSydenham RiverSydenham RiverSydenham River

Spawning Channels - Harrison ParkSpawning Channels - Harrison ParkSpawning Channels - Harrison ParkSpawning Channels - Harrison Park

Project Type: Habitat Improvement

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: City of Owen Sound Watershed: Sydenham River
Stream Size: 2.0m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 505400 E   4930700 N

Purpose: 
To create spawning and nursery habitat for migratory salmonid species.

Objectives:
Create low gradient channel to promote spawning and plunge pools to
provide nursery habitat.

Description:
New lower gradient channel was constructed within the floodplain to
compensate for a high gradient section which lacked suitable spawning
habitat. Channel consisted of steps using digger logs, rip rap and rock to line
the bed and banks.

Estimated Cost: N/A   Construction Date: 1980s and ongoing  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
OMNR, SSA

John Bittorf
Sydenham Sportsmen's Association

P.O. Box 264, Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 5P3
Phone: 519-376-2369



Project Number: 132
Sally's CreekSally's CreekSally's CreekSally's Creek

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: East Zorra - Tavistock Watershed: Thames River
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 517492 E   4777065 N

Purpose: 
To provide a long term demonstration project which enhances both fish and
wildlife habitat.

Objectives:
Ongoing demonstration of erosion control, soil and water conservation.
Provide riparian zone as well as instream structures along with educational
opportunities using an educational trail.

Description:
The main features of the project are a cattle and equipment crossing,
streambank stabilization with rock and log rip-rap, grassed buffer area,
creation of fish habitat, plantings of trees and shrubs for erosion purposes as
well as wildlife habitat.

Estimated Cost: N/A   Construction Date: 1987 and ongoing  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, OMAFRA, Friends of the Environment Foundation

Project Partners:
OFAH, University of Guelph, UTRCA, GRCA, Woodstock Public Utilities
Commission, Township of East Zorra, Spriet Associates, Trees Unlimited,
Scouts Canada, Grassroots Woodstock, Millcreek Printing, Resources
Improvement Oxford

Russ Piper
Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters Zone J

R.R.#1, Burgessville, Ontario N0J 1C0
Phone: 519-424-9118 E-mail: plantek@lprca.on.ca

World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 133
Timms Creek ProjectTimms Creek ProjectTimms Creek ProjectTimms Creek Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: East Zorra - Tavistock Watershed: Thames River
Stream Size: N/A
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 523100 E   4782200 N

Purpose: 
To enhance aquatic ecosystem health through the protection of water quality
and the creation of fish habitat.

Objectives:
To restrict access of livestock.

Description:
The project involved fencing along the watercourse, the installation of grade
crossings, alternate livestock watering facilities, tree planting and instream
rehabilitation.

Estimated Cost: $15,000.00   Construction Date: 1998  Volunteer Effort: 600 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, Friends of the Environment Foundation, MOEE, OFAH

Project Partners:
Oxford Fish and Game Club, UTRCA

Jake Wall
Oxford Fish and Game Club
R.R.#8, Woodstock, Ontario

Phone: 519-539-3686 E-mail: info@thamesriver.org
World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 134
Stoney Creek Enhancement ProjectStoney Creek Enhancement ProjectStoney Creek Enhancement ProjectStoney Creek Enhancement Project

Project Type: Barrier Mitigation

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: London Watershed: Thames River
Stream Size: 9m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 479473 E   4763321 N

Purpose: 
To remove two gabion weirs.

Objectives:
Re-connect upstream and downstream aquatic habitat using a series of rock
vortex weirs

Description:
This project is part of a much larger Friends of Stoney Creek initiative
involving bioengineering, riparian planting, wetland enhancement and fish
stocking.  Two gabions weirs and supporting concrete were removed and
replaced with a series of eight rock vortex weirs.  Wiers were spaced on 32
metre centres and fascines were used to bioengineer the stream banks.

Estimated Cost: $13,000   Construction Date: 1998  Volunteer Effort: 160 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR

Project Partners:
OMNR, Upper Thames River Conservation Authority, City of London

Brad Glasman
Upper Thames River Conservation Authority

1424 Clarke Road,
London, Ontario N5V 5B9

Phone: 519-451-2800 ext. 251 Fax: 519-451-1188 E-mail: glasmanb@thamesriver.org
World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 135
Halls Creek ProjectHalls Creek ProjectHalls Creek ProjectHalls Creek Project

Project Type: Channel Restoration, Riparian Habitat and Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: South-West Oxford Watershed: Thames River
Stream Size: N/A
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 515000 E   4765000 N

Purpose: 
To manage agricultural drains to accommodate both fish and wildlife needs.

Objectives:
Manage agricultural drains for efficient outlet, provide fish and wildlife
habitat in and around drains, use bioengineering and natural channel design
techniques on agricultural drains.

Description:
The project focused on watercourse enhancement techniques such as live
staking, crib walls, brush mattressing, root wads, fiber logs, log deflectors,
boulder, and wooden overhand structures.  Buffer strip creation involved
plantings and land retirement.

Estimated Cost: $78,330.00   Construction Date: 1994 to 1995

Volunteer Effort: 1974 hrs 

Funding Sources:
3W, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, Environmental
Youth Corps, Thames River Anglers

Project Partners:
Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association, CWS, UTRCA, OMNR

Brad Glasman
Upper Thames River Conservation Authority

1424 Clarke Road,
London, Ontario N5V 5B9

Phone: 519-451-2800 ext. 251 Fax: 519-451-1188 E-mail: glasmanb@thamesriver.org
World Wide Web: http://www.stewardship.on.ca/



Project Number: 136
Highview Farms Demonstration SiteHighview Farms Demonstration SiteHighview Farms Demonstration SiteHighview Farms Demonstration Site

Project Type: Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Lincoln Watershed: Twenty Mile Creek
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 478250 E   6375000 N

Purpose: 
To improve water quality by reducing erosion and improving health of
riparian corridor.

Objectives:
To design simple, low cost and effective means of soil conservation.  Adopt
ecosystem approach and use natural channel design approach.

Description:
Created wetland for improving water quality and riparian plantings.

Estimated Cost: $45,000.00   Construction Date: 1995 -1998

Volunteer Effort: >2,000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Land Care Niagara, Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association

Project Partners:
Landowners, Lincoln Waterways Working Group, Niagara Peninsula
Conservation Authority, Town of Lincoln

Linda Barbetti
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

1 Stone Road West, 1st floor,
Guelph, Ontario N1G 4Y2

Phone: 519-826-4908 Fax: 519-826-4929 E-mail: linda.barbetti@mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 137
Streamside Fencing and ShrubsStreamside Fencing and ShrubsStreamside Fencing and ShrubsStreamside Fencing and Shrubs

Project Type: Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Kerns Watershed: Wabi Creek
Stream Size: N/A
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 580000 E   5270000 N

Purpose: 
To improve water quality by restricting cattle access, stabilizing eroding
banks, and creating shade by planting trees.

Objectives:
To prevent serious erosion in a walleye and brook trout stream as a result of
cattle.

Description:
10.3 km of cattle fencing was completed, 22,600 trees and shrubs were
planted and cattle level crossing was used.

Estimated Cost: >$22,000   Construction Date: 1992-1995  Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP, EYC

Project Partners:
Township of Kerns, Local farmers, EYC Program, Ontario Cattlemen's
Association, National Soil Conservation Program, Soil and Crop
Improvement Association

Peter Davis
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
Box 129, Swastika, Ontario P0K 1T0

Phone: 705-642-3222 Fax: 705-642-9714 E-mail:  peter.davis@mnr.gov.on.ca
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



Project Number: 138
Mirsalov Cuscuz Farm - Buckhorn CreekMirsalov Cuscuz Farm - Buckhorn CreekMirsalov Cuscuz Farm - Buckhorn CreekMirsalov Cuscuz Farm - Buckhorn Creek

Project Type: Riparian Habitat and Water Quality

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Ancaster Watershed: Welland River
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 476850 E   5980000 N

Purpose: 
Improve water quality by restricting cattle access and re-establish a riparian
zone.

Objectives:
Restrict livestock access while providing cattle/tractor crossing and create a
riparian zone through vegetative planting .

Description:
Restricted cattle access through the construction of cattle fencing and
provided "nose" pumps for alternate water supply. Two stream crossings
were constructed; one of filter cloth and cobble and the other of an old flat
bed transport trailer.

Estimated Cost: $46,000.00   Construction Date: September 1997 to April 1998

Volunteer Effort: >200 hrs 

Funding Sources:
Great Lakes 2000 Clean Up Fund

Project Partners:
NPCA, Project Tree Cover

Jocelyn Forsey and Christopher Attema
Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority

2358 Centre Street,
Allanburg, Ontario L0S 1A0

Phone: 905-227-1013 ext. 245 Fax: 905-227-2998 E-mail: npca@niagara.com
World Wide Web: http://www.conservation-niagara.on.ca



Project Number: 139
Cairns BoulevardCairns BoulevardCairns BoulevardCairns Boulevard

Project Type: Bioengineering

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Springwater/Simcoe Watershed: Willow Creek
Stream Size: 2m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 601020 E   4921000 N

Purpose: 
To repair a large bank failure on Willow creek. Failure large enough to
endanger private land. Site also served as a demo project using soil
bioengineering.

Objectives:
To protect both town and private property, to create a soil bioengineering
demo project and to involve the Twp. of Springwater, Public Works
Department in its construction.

Description:
Upstream armourstone weir increased gradient and velocity of the stream
which caused bank failure. Fieldstones were placed at the base of the bank
and cut brushlayers, straw mulch and seed were used.

Estimated Cost: $10,000.00   Construction Date: July-November 1996

Volunteer Effort: N/A 

Funding Sources:
NVCA Land and Water Conservation Program, Springwater Township

Project Partners:
NVCA, Springwater Township, Environment Canada, Great Lakes 2000
Clean Up Fund, OFAH, Barrie Hunters and Anglers, Canada Trust Friends
of Environment, North Simcoe Environmental Watch, Nottawasaga Region
Dinner Committee

Rick Grillmayer
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

R.R.#1, Angus, Ontario L0M 1B0
Phone: 705-424-1479 ext. 230 Fax: 705-424-2115 E-mail: nvca@bconnex.net

World Wide Web: http://www.nvca.on.ca



Project Number: 140
Young's Creek RehabilitationYoung's Creek RehabilitationYoung's Creek RehabilitationYoung's Creek Rehabilitation

Project Type: Habitat Improvement, Channel Restoration

Contact:

Geographic Location:
Township: Charlotteville Watershed: Young's Creek
Stream Size: 15m wide
UTM Grid Coordinates:  17 557078 E   4734960 N

Purpose: 
To increase productivity of the creek.

Objectives:
To remove sediment load and create spawning habitat by flushing silt from
the creek.

Description:
All major log jams were removed and spawning gravel added.  Bank cover
structures were added to provide holding habitat and cover for fish.

Estimated Cost: $2,000.00   Construction Date: 1980's (ongoing for 5 years)

Volunteer Effort: >2,000 hrs 

Funding Sources:
OMNR-CFIP

Project Partners:
Brantford Steelheaders

Delbert Miller
Ministry of Natural Resources

353 Talbot Street West,
Aylmer, Ontario N5H 2S8

Phone: 519-773-4718 Fax: 519-773-9014
World Wide Web: http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca



 
written by Rick Grillmayer,

Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority

 This appendix provides a brief description of plant species that are common to Ontario and work
well in soil bioengineered projects. Those wishing detailed descriptions of the species are urged to
refer to the following text:

Trees in Canada. 1995. John Laird Farrar, Canadian Forest Service, Natural Resources
Canada. Fitzhenry and Whiteside publishers.

Shrubs of Ontario. 1985. Soper, J.H., and Heimburger, M.L., Royal Ontario Museum.

Some people may have different experiences in terms of growth and ease of coppicing than those
listed in the Relevance to Soil Bioengineering section. This is entirely possible, especially for the willows,
as they are a large and highly variable group of plants.

The following species are presented here:

Heartleaf Willow
Sandbar Willow
Slender Willow
Shining Willow
Beaked Willow
Purple Willow
Crack Willow
Black Willow
Peachleaved Willow
Pussy Willow
Silky Dogwood
Red Osier Dogwood
Alternate Leaved Dogwood
Carolina Poplar
Balsam Poplar

 

 

Recommended Willows, Dogwoods and Poplars
for Soil Bioengineering
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Shrub Willows
Species: Heartleaf Willow (Salix eriocephala) Native
Other names:       pussy willow, hoary willow, river willow, diamond willow
Size and form:

Large shrubs, to shrubby trees. This species ranges across most of Ontario. It is
also a highly variable species.

Field Id Features:
This species often has galls shaped like pine cones on the tips of its branches.
The leaves are lanced -shaped, finely toothed, 100 - 150mm long, and have dark
green upper surfaces, with pale (glabrous - no hairs) undersides. This species also
has stipules (small mini leaves where the leaf attaches to the twig) that are 10-
20mm long, and persistent.

Habitat:
Commonly found in roadside ditches, abandoned fields, alongside streams, and
rivers. Can also be found growing in dry, well drained soils.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
This species grows readily from cuttings. Of all the willows in Ontario, S.
eriocephala appears to flourish in the widest variety of growing conditions. S.
eriocephala coppices readily, and can be harvested repeatedly. It is also one of
the most common shrub willows, often growing in large, pure stands. The root
system is shallow and fibrous, but reaches as considerable distance from the
stem. S. eriocephala can tolerate partial shading.

 

summer - growing condition

 

 fall dormant - ready for harvesting
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Species: Sandbar Willow (Salix exigua) Native
Other names:

slender willow, coyote willow
Size and form:

Small to medium sized shrub. This shrub often grows with a singular straight
stem, with small side branches.

Field Id Features:
Leaves linear-lanceolate (narrow and moderately long), 40mm - 70mm long.
Leaves also found on short, leafy branches. Sometimes infected with pine cone
shaped galls at the tips of branches.

Habitat:
Commonly found on riverbanks, point bars, and gravel shoals. Can also be found
on sites ranging from wet, to well drained.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
The form of this species makes it easy to use in both livestakes and fascines. It
coppices well, and can tolerate a moderate range of sites. S exigua also will grow
in areas that are inundated for a short time. Fast growing, with a shallow, fibrous
root system. Moderately shade intolerant. Common, can be found growing in
large stands.

 

 summer - growing condition 

 

 fall dormant - ready for harvesting
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Species:  Slender Willow (Salix petiolaris) Native
Other names:

Meadow willow
Size and form:

Medium to large shrub. Grows in dense clusters, up to 5m high. Very Common
Field Id features:

Leaves are small 20-70mm long, pointed at both ends, often pointing up. Mature
forms often have numerous dead branches in the cluster. Stipules small or
absent. Clusters, or individual bushes often have a ragged appearance.

Habitat:
Wet to moderately well drained sites. In southern Ontario this willow can be
found in old fields that were too wet to continue working. S. petiolaris also fills
in old cattle pastures.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
This is one of the most common species in Ontario. Often found in large fields.
The presence of dead stems in the bushes can make it difficult to handle.
Growth from cuttings is often poor, slow at best. Coppices moderately. Roots
shallow and fibrous. Does not appear to take inundation well when used as a live
cutting. Valuable as a wildlife shrub, providing food for deer and dense nesting
sites for birds. The coppice will almost always grow better as a cutting than the
mature stem.

 

 summer - growing condition 

 

 fall dormant - ready for harvesting
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Species: Shining Willow (Salix lucida) Native
Other names:

glossy willow
Size and form:

Medium to large shrubs. Branches upright.
Field Id Features:

Leaves glossy on both sides.
Habitat:

Prefers wet sites, but is rarely inundated.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Grows moderately well from cuttings. Roots shallow and fibrous. Ranges across
most of Ontario. Coppices well.

 

 summer – growing condition
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Species: Beaked Willow (Salix bebbiana) Native
Other names:

diamond willow, bebb's willow, livid willow
Size and form:

Medium to large shrubs. Multi-stemmed, or grows in clusters.
Field Id Features:

A large multi-stemmed shrub, with a furrowed diamond shaped pattern on the
bark. The upper surface of the leaves are dull green and wrinkled, with whitish
hairs underneath. Clusters sometimes have dead stems. Often with large
persistent stipules.

Habitat:
Found mostly on moist sites. Abandoned fields, power corridors, meadows.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Common, often found in large numbers. Coppices well, rows from cuttings
moderately well. Moderately shade tolerant. Appears to be able to tolerate a
moderate range of moisture levels. Does moderately well when inundated for
short periods of time. Root system shallow, fibrous, widespread.

 

 

summer - growing condition  fall dormant - ready for harvesting
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Species: Purple Willow (Salix purpurea) Non-native, naturalized.
Other names:

Purple-Osier willow, streamco, stream willow
Size and form:

Medium sized shrub.
Field Id Features:

Twigs are purplish, and very flexible. Buds or leaves, are subopposite (almost in
pairs on opposite side of the twig).

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Grows from cuttings moderately well, coppices well. This species is not
common, and those employing soil bioengineering should avoid its use in order
to minimize its distribution. Commonly used in European soil bioengineering. It
is grown and sold commercially, especially in the U.S., under the name
"streamco" or "stream willow".

 

summer - growing condition 
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Tree Form Willows
Species: Crack Willow (Salix fragilis) Non native, but naturalized.
Other names:       brittle willow.
Size and form:

Medium to very large trees, with broad crowns and spreading branches.
Field Id Features:

The twigs and branches of this species are brittle, and branches up to 3cm in
diameter snap with ease. Leaves are 70-150mm long, slim, with small or no
stipules.

Habitat:
Found in growing alongside streams, rivers, and ditches. Very common.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
The root system of this species is deep and widespread. This feature would make
it of value if used in areas where deep soil failures are a problem. But it is also
this feature that makes it undesirable to use on small streams as the rootmass can
constrict and entrench the stream channel. Grows readily from
cuttings, but harvest and transport of older stems is a problem because of its
fragility. Crack willow coppices well and stems between 1 to 3 years of age are
not as fragile as older stems which make them easier to work with. This species is
very common, frequently colonizing disturbed stream channels. In projects were
the use of native materials is not a concern, this species will work well on large
rivers.  This species also frequently hybridizes with Salix alba (white willow), and
S. nigra. The resulting hybrids are quite similar to S. fragilis. Crack willow and its
hybrids with white willow are commonly mistaken for Black Willow.

 

fall dormant - ready for harvesting summer - growing condition 
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Species:           Black Willow (Salix nigra) Native
Size and form:

Small trees, rarely over 12m tall, crowns broad, irregular, branches spreading.
Field Id Features:

Twigs are brittle at the base, but will not break as readily along the stem as will S.
fragilis. Leaves have large persistent stipules. The bark is dark brown, often
black, and has scaly, flat ridges.

Habitat:
Wet areas, riverbanks, valleys, and swamps. Also found along drainage ditches,
lakes. Not nearly as common as S. fragilis and can be locally rare.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Grows readily from cuttings. Like S. fragilis, has a deep, spreading root network,
making it suitable for projects were a strong deep root system is required.
Tolerates partial flooding.

S. nigra is very shade intolerant, will only grow well in the open. Not
recommended for small streams, suitable for medium to large sized rivers.
Coppices well.

  

 summer - growing condition 
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Species: Peachleaf Willow (Salix amigdaloides) Native
Size and form:

Medium sized trees or large shrubs. Ranges across Southern Ontario.
Field Id Features:

Twigs are tough, can be bent into a complete circle, S. fragilis breaks readily
along the length of the twig, S. nigra at the base. The leaves are whitish on the
underside, and tend to have no stipules. Can have a ragged appearance with a
single main trunk and numerous smaller side branches.

Habitat:
Similar to S. nigra; wet soils, riverbanks, wetlands.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Like S. nigra, tolerates seasonal inundation. This species also does well in very
wet soils. Has a deep, widespread root system. Grows readily from cuttings.
Transports well.

 

 fall dormant - ready for harvesting  
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Species: Pussy Willow (Salix discolor) Native
Size and form:

Small trees or large shrubs, sometimes up to 6m tall.
Field Id Features:

The catkins of this species are the first to emerge in the spring. The upper
surface of the leaves are bright green, with the underside whitish. The twigs tend
to be a dark reddish brown. Stipules often absent, but often large and persistent.

Habitat:
Prefers wet soils. Can be found along streams, lakes, and in wetlands.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
This species will coppice well. It can also be used along smaller streams, because
in its tree form will not entrench the channel. Roots system appears to be
moderately deep. Grows well form cuttings. Common.

 

 summer - growing condition   

 

 fall dormant - ready for harvesting 
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Dogwoods
Species: Silky Dogwood (Cornus amomum) Native
Other names:

swamp dogwood.
Size and form:

Small to medium sized shrub.
Field Id Features:

Twigs not as bright as C. stolonifera, fruit is blue (persistent to make
identification in fall easy).

Habitat:
Similar to C. stolonifera

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Roots well from cuttings, coppices well, roots shallow and fibrous. Not as
common as C. stolonifera.

 

fall dormant - ready for harvesting
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Species: Red Osier Dogwood (Cornus stolonifera) Native
Size and form:

A small to medium sized shrub.
Field Id Features:

Twigs are bright red-purple, berries are white, leaves are shortly pointed.
Habitat:

In moist soils, alongside streams, wetland, often found in wet fields, under
powerlines, in roadside ditches.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Coppices well, roots well from cuttings, roots shallow and fibrous, takes
inundation quite well. Very common shrub, often found growing in large
patches. Shade intolerant, easily suppressed by other species of shrubs. An
excellent candidate for providing habitat on small streams. Also provides
excellent wildlife habitat.

    

 summer - growing condition

 

fall dormant – ready for harvesting
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Species: Alternate Leaved Dogwood (Cornus alternifolia ) Native
Other names:

pagoda dogwood.
Size and form:

Large shrubs to small trees.
Field Id Features:

Leaves alternate along the twigs, tend to cluster at the ends, fruit is blue.
Habitat:

Grows in well drained soils, tolerates shading, often growing as an understory
plant in deciduous forests. Can be found alongside streams, swamps and
roadside ditches.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Roots from cuttings moderately well, coppices well, roots shallow to deep.
Restricted to southern Ontario. Least common of the listed dogwoods. Does not
grow in large numbers and plants are usually found as individuals.

 
 

summer - growing condition

 

fall dormant - ready for harvesting
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Poplars
Species: Carolina Poplar (Populus canadensis) Non native, naturalized
Other names:

Canada poplar
Size and form:

A medium to large tree, trunk straight and distinct, has a wide shallow root
system.

Field Id Features:
Similar in appearance to cottonwood; large wedge shaped leaves, large sticky
buds.

Habitat:
This is a cross between European Black Poplar, and Eastern Cottonwood. Has
been propagated in Canada for well over a century. Still produced by many
nurseries for planting in windbreaks, and fencerows. Does not occur commonly
in the wild.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Grows readily from cuttings. Will also grow in a wide range of conditions.
Extremely fast growing. Coppices well. Like all poplars, it is intolerant of shade.

 

summer - growing condition fall dormant - ready for harvesting
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Species: Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamifera) Native
Other names:

Eastern Balsam Poplar
Size and form:

Medium to large trees.
Field Id Features:

Leaf stalks long (up to 100mm), often with glands at the base of the leaf. The
terminal bud (the bud at the tip of the branch) is the larger, up to 25mm long,
hairless, sticky, and aromatic.

Habitat:
Moist, rich, low lying ground.

Relevance to Soil Bioengineering:
Like P. canadensis, grow well from cuttings, but does not tolerate dry conditions
as well. Fast growing, coppices well.

 

 

summer – growing condition 

 

 fall dormant - ready for harvesting



 

Native trees, shrubs and herbs of Ontario are listed to serve as a guide for environmentally friendly
planting schemes commonly associated with riparian restoration, stream rehabilitation projects,
storm water quality facilities and natural corridors.

Varying tolerances to road salt exist with these native species.  Highly tolerant species are identified
in purple and moderately tolerant in blue.  Those species listed in black exhibit a low tolerance to
salt or little information is available to support a tolerance rating.
 

Dry Soil Conditions
Black Maple (Acer nigrum)
Mountain Maple (Acer spicatum)
Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum)
Manitoba Maple (Acer negundo)
Smooth Juneberry (Amelanchier laevis)
White Birch (Betula papyrifera)
Bitternut Hickory (Carya cordiformis)
Pignut Hickory (Carya glabra)
Shagbark Hickory (Carya ovaga)
Ironwood (Blue Beech) (Carpinus caroliniana)
Alternate-leaf Dogwood (Cornus alternifolia)
Round-leaved dogwood (Cornus rugosa)
Hawthorn (all except English) (Crataegus spp.)
Beech (Fragus grandifolia)
White Ash (Fraxinus americana)
Prickly Ash (Zanthoxylum americanum)
American Mountain Ash (Sorbus americana)
White Spruce (Picea glauca)
Red Pine (Pinus resinosa)
White Pine (Pinus strobus)
Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides)
Common Cottonwood (Populus deltoides)
Black Cherry (Prunus serotina)
Chokecherry (Prunus virginiana)
Pin Cherry (Prunus pensylvanica)
Red Oak (Quercus rubra)
White Oak (Quercus alba)

Recommended Native Plants
for Stream Corridor Rehabilitation
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Pin Oak (Quercus palustris)
White Elm (Ulmus americana)
Black Gum (Nyssa sylvatica)
Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis)
Butternut Walnut (Juglans cinerea)
Black Walnut (Juglans nigra)
Red Cedar (Juniperus virginiana)
Common Juniper (Juniperus communis)
Cucumber Tree (Magnolia acuminata)
Red Mulberry (Morus rubra)
Staghorn Sumac (Rhus typhina)
Downy Serviceberry (Amelanchier arborea)
Sand Dune Willow (Salix cordata)
Upland Willow (Salix humilus)
Canada Honeysuckle (Lonicera canadensis)
Northern Honeysuckle (Lonicera involucrata)
Alder - Leaved Buckthorn (Rhamnus alnifolia)
Blackberry (Rubrus allegheniensis)
Wild Black Currant (Ribes americanum)
Common Elder (Sambucus canadensis)
Sassafras (Sassafras albidum)
American Yew (Taxus canadensis)
Nannyberry (Viburnum lentago)
High-bush Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum)
Rose (Rosa aciccularis)(Rosa blanda)(Rosa carolina)

 

Moist/Wet Soil Conditions
Red Maple (Acer rubrum)
Silver Maple (Acer saccharinum)
Yellow Birch (Betula lutea)
Red Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica)
Black Ash (Fraxinus nigra)
Green Ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica var. subintegerrima)
Bur Oak (Quercus macrocarpa)
Swamp White Oak (Quercus bicolor)
Balsam Poplar (Populus balsamifera)
Trembling Aspen (Populus tremuloides)
Basswood (Tilia americana)
White Elm (Ulmus americana)
Black Spruce (Picea mariana)
Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea)
Tamarack (Larix laricina)
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Eastern White Cedar (Thuja occidentalis)
Peach-Leaved Willow (Salix amygoaloides)
Bebb's Willow (Salix bebbiana)
Hoary Willow (Salix candida)
Heart-Leaved Willow (Salix eriocephala)
Sandbar Willow (Salix exigua)
Shining Willow (Salix lucida)
Slender Willow (Salix petiolaris)
Autumn Willow (Salix serissima)
Basket Willow (Salix viminalis)
Black Willow (Salix nigra)
Pussy Willow (Salix discolor)
Balsam Willow (Salix pyrifolia)
Speckled Alder (Alnus rugosa)
Alternate Leaved Dogwood (Cornus alternifolia)
Red-Osier Dogwood (Cornus stolonifera)
Grey Dogwood (Cornus foemina)
Silky Dogwood (Cornus amomum)
Roughleaf Dogwood (Cornus drummondi)
Beaked Hazel (Corylus cornuta)
Swamp Red Current (Ribes triste)
Smooth Gooseberry (Ribes hirtellum)
Meadowsweet (Spirea alba)
Riverbank Grape (Vitis riparia)
Nannyberry (Viburnum lentago)
Southern Arrow-wood (Viburnum dentatum)

Native Herbs for Wetlands
Water Plantain (Alisma plantago)
Yellow Trout Lily (Erythronium americanum)
Toad Rush (Juncus bufonius)
Dudley's Rush (Juncus Dudleyi)
Common Rush (Juncus effusus)
Marsh Pea (Lathyrus pallustris)
Wild Lily of the Valley (Unifolium canadense)
Water-Milfoil (not Eurasian) (Myriophyllum spp.)
Common Arrowhead (Sagittaria latifolia)
Small-Fruited Bulrush (Scirpus microcarpus)
American Great Bulrush (Scirpus validus)
Narrow Leaf Cattail (Typha angustifolia)
Common Cattail (Typha latifolia)
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Bladderwort (Utricularia spp.)
Waterweed (Elodea canadensis)
Common Reed Grass (Phragmites ausralis)
Reed Canary Grass (Phalaris arundinacea)
Cut Grass (Leersia oryzoides)
Canada Blue-Joint Grass (Calamagrostis canadensis)
Water Horsetail (Equisetum fluviatile)
Marsh Horsetail (Equisetum palustre)
Rattlesnake Fern (Botrychium virginianum)
Bublet Fern (Cystopteris bulbifera)
Sensitive Fern (Onoclea sensibilis)
Lady Fern (Athyrium filix-femina)
Large-leaf Pondweed (Potamogeton amplifolius)
Fowl Meadow Grass (Poa palustris)
Bladder Sedge (Carex intumescens)
Greater Duckweed (Spirodela polyrhiza)
Common Duckweed (Lemna minor)
Water-Stargrass (Heteranthera dubia)
Toad Rush (Juncus bufonius)
Yellow Water-Buttercup (Ranunculus flabellaris)
Pitcher-Plant (acidic soil) (Sarracenia purpurea)
Spotted Touch-Me-Not (Impatiens capensis)
Water Parsnip (Sium suava)
One-flowered Wintergreen (Moneses uniflora)
Wintergreen (Gaultheria procumbens)
Canada Goldenrod (Solidago canadensis)



disturbance factors allows us tocreatenew and
stable stream environments using natural
materials. This holistic approach results in
dynamically stable natural channels that provide
thebasisfordiverseandsustainable aquatic
communities.

Aquafor applies
design projects that blend i n to the

environment. Our approach of using historical
analysis of stream behaviour

principles of natural channel
behaviour t o

and modelling of

Aquafor has experienceassessing and addressing stream related problems resulting fromurban
development, agricultural activities, forestry and mining. Each project is designed to meet
environmental, social and economic conditions related to the site. Strong emphasis is placed on
creating ecologically functional, aesthetically pleasingsolutions that meets community goals. This is
achieved in part by using bioengineering techniques and avoiding traditional means of ‘stream
training’ such as gabions, concrete and straight incised channels.

Aquafor Beech Limited
(AQUAFOR) was founded in
1990 t o provide water resource
engineering s ervices to public
and private sector clients. The
firm has specialized i n the
creation of natural, functioning
streams, rivers and w etlands,
and provides planning, feasibility
analysis, detail design and
contract administration services.

Projects a re rooted in a w atershed
context and are based onthe
sciences related to water quantity,
water quality, river behaviour, and
aquatic system ecology.

AQUAFOR has o ffices in Brampton
and Kingston. For further
information please contact Dave
Maunder
( ) or
Jamie Luce ( ).

Aquaforhascompleted h undreds of
watershed planning studies, channel
and wetland designs, both in
Ontario, B .C. and internationally
(Vermont, Texas, New YorkState).

maunder.d@aquaforbeech.com
luce.j@aquaforbeech.com

Utica, New York

Etobicoke, Ontario Etobicoke, Ontario

Markham, Ontario

Mu d Creek Stream Creation

Humber Creek StreamNaturalization

Existing Condition Design

Humber Creek Stream Naturalization

Bruce Creek Bank Stabilization



Aquafor has developed solutions related to the creation and/or enhancement of
functioning wetlands. Projects i nclude the creation of: large lacustrine
wetlands for stormwater treatment, wetlands for erosion control, riparian
(stream side) wetlands for compensation, design of bypass channels to
improve wetland hydrology, and bioengineering w etlands for improved function.

Aquafor has experience with large river s ystems and steep channels in
numerous geographical settings. Consequently, we have addressed
problems with channels cut into rock, glacial till, boulders, gravel, sand
and organic sediments.
Shown Below, the White River was destabilized due to gravel extraction.
Aquafor designed a solution to stabilize the channel using principles of
steep c hannel mechanics.

Aquafor has completedmanystudies related to dam
mitigation and fish passage issues. Solutions
implemented include dam removal, and fishway design.Markham, O ntario

Palgrave, Ontario

Vermont Vermont

Rouge River Fishway

Stormwater Management Pond
Markham, Ontario

Humber River Fishway

White River Stabilization White River

Dunkers Water Treatment Wetland
Oshawa, Ontario
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Creating Healthy Streams  
 

Before we can begin to manage aquatic 
environments successfully, we must shake off the 
shackles that bind us to the earth and learn to soar. For 
living in the water is like living in the air, an ever-
changing environment where currents provide food, 
warmth, and oxygen, and where all that surrounds us is 
the product of where it came from, not what is here. This 
concept can be difficult for people to comprehend.  
Humans like things to be stable, we like to come home to 
the same house we left this morning, go to the same office 
we worked in yesterday, and eat lunch at the same 
restaurant. To terrestrial creatures this is a stable, 
comforting, and nurturing environment. In the aquatic 
realm however, this ‘sameness’ translates into stagnation 
and it is anything but nurturing.  Movement on the other 
hand – a dynamic environment –brings life like a fresh 
breeze.  Understand this and we are well on our way to 
the creation of a healthy stream.  
 Our next step in the restoration of a healthy 
aquatic environment begins with an understanding of 
where the water originated, the features it has been 
exposed to on its travels, and how those varied 
environments have changed it. We must consider it in its 
lowest flow and its most raging torrent; on its warmest 
day and its coldest; when the sun shines into its depths 
and in the middle of the night. Only then can we begin to 
think about how to use those resources:  temperature, 
dissolved oxygen, nutrients, velocities, and bedload, to 
create desirable environments on a site targeted for 
restoration, always remembering that the water moves 
off-site and will contribute to the nurturing of life 
downstream. 

Recognizing that streams are a product of their 
watershed, we know that successful restoration must 
include an understanding of that watershed’s resources 

and constraints and how these can and will be managed. 
Our experience has taught us that successful restoration 
involves three essential activities. First, we must establish 
a comprehensive understanding of the dynamic elements 
of the aquatic environment as they are presented to the 
site by the upstream watershed. This requires an 
understanding of the physical, chemical, and biological 
processes of the watershed and the site, and their 
interaction.  Second, we must develop a comprehensive 
restoration plan that manages all of these processes on the 
site to create a healthy, dynamic, desirable ecosystem that 
is both resilient and safe.  Third, we must initiate and 
maintain communication with the community to ensure 
that citizens understand the issues and process, that they 
feel comfortable participating in the decision-making 
process, and that they take pride and ownership in the 
final product and its management. 

Harrington and Hoyle Ltd. has successfully 
completed over ninety stream restoration projects in the 
province of Ontario.  Our experience includes: watershed 
planning; landscape scale environmental planning; 
stormwater management design; evaluation of degraded 
channels; design, construction and monitoring of soil 
bioengineering structures; design, construction and 
monitoring of natural channels; design of habitat features 
to meet specific targets; and removal and naturalization of 
hard structures in watercourses.  Most important, 
however, is our record of successfully utilizing natural 
channel principles to achieve stable, ecologically healthy 
valley systems. The firm is one of only three recipients of 
the Ontario Association of Landscape Architects’ 
prestigious Carl Borgstrom Award for Service to the 
Environment.  

 
 

Harrington and Hoyle Ltd. has 
successfully completed over ninety 

stream restoration projects in Ontario. 
 

 
Partner Glenn Harrington, OALA, FCSLA, has 

a long and proven track record as an environmental 
advocate and has been involved provincially in the 
development of watershed and subwatershed planning, 
stormwater management, natural channel design, 
restoration techniques and watershed ‘report card’ 
monitoring initiatives.  He is currently specializing in 
naturalized stream channel and wetland creation and 
restoration, shoreline naturalization and groundwater 
protection activities.  Projects designed by Mr. Harrington 
have been awarded the City of Toronto Urban Design 
Award (Chester Springs Marsh) and, most recently, the 
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Rouge Park Award for wetland restoration and the 
Toronto and Region RAP 2000 Award of Excellence for 
wetland restoration work. He is an accomplished speaker, 
skilled at involving the public and building consensus, 
and regularly lectures on the technical and philosophical 
aspects of environmental stewardship. 

 

 
Representative Projects . . . 
 
Moffat Creek in Churchill Park 

This project was part of the reconstruction of two 
bridges on regional roads as well as the entrance to 
Churchill Park.  Harrington and Hoyle Ltd. participated in 
extensive public consultation to achieve a consensus on 
the removal of an online pond and the creation of a 
naturalized stream and offline pond.  The project involved 
management of runoff from the adjacent community zoo, 
as well as preservation and upgrading of heritage 
structures.  The consultative process was extended to 
include preconstruction signage in the park, with 
explanations as to why reconstruction was necessary and 
the expected results.  The naturalized channel allowed 
spawning runs from the Grand River to enter Moffat 
Creek for the first time in over thirty years. 
 

________________ 
 

Mill Creek at Soper Park 
Soper Park is a popular recreational destination, 

located close to downtown Cambridge.  During the 
development of the park in the early 1900's, Mill Creek 
was straightened and reinforced with fieldstone walls, 
many of which were later replaced by armour stone.  
 Harrington and Hoyle Ltd. was retained to 
develop a plan to rehabilitate the creek at Soper Park to a 
healthy natural condition, including the removal of the 
stone walls.  The specific goals were to provide long term 
erosion protection, improve habitat and water quality to 
attract brown trout to the lower reaches, and enhance all 
opportunities for recreation.    

 The design included the creation of a meandering 
channel combined with various bioengineering structures 
within a naturalized flood plain. Three wetlands were 
incorporated to provide wildlife habitat, water quality 
improvement and to enhance the natural character of the 
site. In recognition of their historic value, the fieldstone 
walls were left in place where possible.  In 1998 the creek 
was stocked with brown trout which now thrive in the 
stream, despite heavy fishing and recreational pressures.  
This provides an exceptional model for the potential of a 
healthy and productive natural system to exist within an 
intense urban recreational setting. 

________________ 
 

 
Kolb Creek 

This reach of Kolb Creek, also known as Kolb 
Drain, is the lower part of a highly urbanized stream in 
the north east part of the City of Kitchener. In anticipation 
of further local development, the floodway has been 
modified to correct local flooding, and to restore the 
natural functions of the creek valley, including the 
removal of an online pond.  Harrington and Hoyle’s 
design included valley grading and soil bioengineering 
reinforcement for the low flow channel, floodway and 
side slopes where appropriate. The design also 
incorporates naturalization concepts for the new valley 
and a public trail with connections to a proposed park and 
subdivision. 
 The project was constructed in the fall of 1993 
and now provides spawning habitat for creek chub as well 
as year-round habitat for a diverse forage fish community.  
The project’s success demonstrates the tremendous 
opportunity for creation of a healthy natural environment 
associated with a municipal drain. 







Internet Resources

Canadian Sites

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/

This website describes the responsibilities and activities of the OMNR and provides contact
information for each of the Ontario offices.

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources - Private Land Resource Stewardship Program

http://www.ontariostewardship.org/

Detailed descriptions of stewardship activities in Ontario are provided by this website, including
information on fundraising and expertise for the private landowner.  Many links to related sites
are provided.

South Western Ontario Land Stewardship Demonstration Areas Catalogue

http://www.stewardship.on.ca/

An extensive listing of terrestrial and aquatic stewardship projects in Southwestern Ontario.
Each project is described in detail, and location maps and contact persons are also provided.

Conservation Ontario

http://www.conservation-ontario.on.ca/profile/consareas.htm

There are 38 watershed-based conservation authorities in Ontario.  This website provides
contact information, location map and links where available for all the conservation authorities
in Ontario.

Ontario Streams

http://www.ontariostreams.on.ca

Ontario’s Stream Rehabilitation Manual is accessible through this website.  Other resources,
including study reports, links to local stream stewardship groups, and the Onstream Forum are
available.

http://www.mnr.gov.on.ca/
http://www.ontariostewardship.org/
http://www.stewardship.on.ca/
http://www.conservation-ontario.on.ca/
http://www.ontariostreams.on.ca/
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Explore Ontario’s Biodiversity

http://www.rom.on.ca/ontario/

The Royal Ontario Museum has created this wonderful website that includes profiles and
pictures on Ontario’s species at risk.  It also provides customized field guides for your local area.

The Watershed Report Card

http://www.watershedreportcard.org/

The Watershed Report Card is an Ontario-based tool designed to help individuals, schools,
community groups, and organizations inventory, assess, and develop an action plan for a
watershed.

Yellow Fish Road

http://www.yellowfishroad.org/

The Yellow Fish Road program is a national program led by Trout Unlimited Canada.  Started in
1991, Canadian youth learn about water supply and the impact it has on the health of their
community.

United States Sites

Adopt-A-Stream Foundation - Washington State

http://www.streamkeeper.org/

This site provides access to information relating to adopting streams and tips for streamkeepers.
The foundation has published a “Streamkeeper’s Field Guide” and a Streamkeeper video hosted
by Bill Nye (The Science Guy).

Adopt-A-Stream Pennsylvania

http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/enved/EnviroEd/Can_Do/Adopt_a_Stream.htm

The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission has developed a cooperative Adopt-A-Stream
Program.  State-specific details relating to this program are provided here.

http://www.rom.on.ca/ontario/
http://www.watershedreportcard.org/
http://www.yellowfishroad.org/
http://www.streamkeeper.org/
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/enved/EnviroEd/Can_Do/Adopt_a_Stream.htm
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Adopt Your Watershed

http://www.epa.gov/adopt/

This site is hosted by the US Environmental Protection Agency.  It has a national catalogue of
watershed interest groups and useful “how to” resources.

IES 900 Restoring Nature

http://www.ies.wisc.edu/research/ies900/nancycasestudies.htm
The Institute for Environmental Studies, based at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, has
posted several student case studies involving dam removal and habitat restoration.  These
research papers are well written and worth reading – especially “Salmon Restoration Through
Dam Removal” by Rollie Wilson.

Kentucky Division of Water

http://water.nr.state.ky.us/dow/streamrf.htm

This is a listing of stream restoration references produced by the Division of Water for the state
of Kentucky.

Save Our Streams

http://www.saveourstreams.org/SOS-aastream.htm

This is the adopt-a-stream site for Maryland. Information packages on stream clean-ups, stream
surveys, tree plants and other rehabilitation activities are available.

Center for Watershed Protection

http://www.cwp.org

This resource centre is located in Maryland.  The site provides excellent technical information on
stormwater, describes projects and lists publications related to restoring urban watersheds.

River Management Society

http://www.river-management.org/

A membership-based organization that promotes river conservation and protection through
communication and education.  This organizaton is based in Montana.

http://www.epa.gov/adopt/
http://www.ies.wisc.edu/research/ies900/nancycasestudies.htm
http://water.nr.state.ky.us/dow/streamrf.htm
http://www.saveourstreams.org/SOS-aastream.htm
http://www.cwp.org/
http://www.river-management.org/
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Bioengineering Group

http://www.bioengineering.com

      A consulting firm that provides a full range of rehabilitation and restoration services.  Their
website provides current project descriptions and photographs, a reference section of
publications and a listing of upcoming conferences.

River Network

http://www.rivernetwork.org

This is a national organization with offices inn Oregon, Washington, Montana and Vermont.
The website features a directory (with links) of river organizations listed by state or province, a
resource library, access to books and newsletters and a calendar of upcoming events.

Pacific Rivers Council

http://www.pacrivers.org

      A river conservation group based in Oregon, their website provides a listing of national
conservation programs, downloadable publications, and features a multi-media presentation of
their Knowles Creek restoration project entitled “Save the Coho”.

Watersheds - Stream banks

http://h2osparc.wq.ncsu.edu/descprob/strmbnks.html

      A service of the North Carolina State University, this website provides detailed descriptions (no
photos) of management, soil bioengineering and hardened structural techniques.  There is also
an extensive list of related references but no links.

Watersheds - Stream beds

http://h2osparc.wq.ncsu.edu/descprob/strmbeds.html

      Also provided by the North Carolina State University, this page describes streambed
management techniques including check dams, deflectors, grade stabilization structures and low-
head dams (weirs).

http://www.bioengineering.com/
http://www.rivernetwork.org/
http://www.pacrivers.org/
http://h2osparc.wq.ncsu.edu/descprob/strmbnks.html
http://h2osparc.wq.ncsu.edu/descprob/strmbeds.html
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Washington State Department of Transportation - Bioengineering

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/eesc/cae/design/roadside/SBwebsite/mainpage/Index.html

This is a highly recommended website on soil bioengineering produced by the Washington State
Department of Transportation.  It includes planning and design tools, on-line publications, a
project showcase and cost-benefit research.

River Alliance of Wisconsin

http://www.wisconsinrivers.org/

The River Alliance of Wisconsin is a non-profit group of citizens, organizations and businesses
dedicated to advocating for the protection, enhancement and restoration of rivers and
watersheds in Wisconsin.  This website is an excellent source of information on small dams.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - Office of Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds 

http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/watershed/

This website features the Watershed Information Network that contains an informative Water
Science Glossary of Terms, q&a drop-down menus and watershed discussion forum.  Also
provided are free downloads of EPA (multi-agency) documents Stream Corridor Restoration:
Principals, Processes and Practices and Protecting and Restoring America’s Watersheds.

U.S. Department of Agriculture Interagency Stream Corridor Restoration Handbook

http://www.usda.gov/stream_restoration/

This website is specific to the document Stream Corridor Restoration: Principals, Processes and
Practices published jointly by the EPA and several other American agencies. This document is
available at this website as a PDF file.

Global Rivers Environmental Education Network

http://www.earthforce.org/green/

This site mainly caters to educators but is also useful for community groups or landowners
interested in monitoring watershed health.  A catalogue of how-to guides, curriculum-related
programs and monitoring equipment is provided.

 

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/eesc/cae/design/roadside/SBwebsite/mainpage/Index.html
http://www.wisconsinrivers.org/
http://www.epa.gov/OWOW/watershed/
http://www.usda.gov/stream_restoration/
http://www.earthforce.org/green/
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American Rivers

http://www.amrivers.org

River issues including dam removal, water quality, land use and sprawl are discussed in layman’s
terms with background information, restoration techniques and case studies included.  This is an
excellent source of information on dam removal.  Books and gear, publications and tool-kits are
also available through this site.

The World Commission on Dams

http://www.dams.org

Up-to-date news reports and case studies from around the world with a focus on dam removal.
Dam statistics and WCD studies are provided by region.  You can download the PDF version of
Dams and Development (the Report of the World Commission on Dams).

Australia

Riversinfo Australia

http://au.riversinfo.org/

This is an online data reporting and management facility used to assist in managing
environmental information regarding Australia’s rivers.  Includes publications, links to agencies
and groups, bulletin board and a childrens section.

Streamwatch

http://www.streamwatch.org.au/

This website features a community monitoring and action network.  Information resources
include an action guide, maps, data and eLib (an electronic library).

MAY 2002

http://www.amrivers.org/
http://www.dams.org/
http://au.riversinfo.org/
http://www.streamwatch.org.au/


This checklist has been designed to help you track the progress of your project as you move
from STEP 1 to STEP 7.  You can add your expected completion dates to the right of the
check box to help schedule your activities.

STEP 1: FOCUS

Create mission statement !

STEP 2: RESEARCH and RECONNAISSANCE

Investigate your watershed (Data Sheet 1) !
Landowner permission (Data Sheet 2) !
Reach level investigation (Data Sheet 3) !
Classify stream type (Data Sheet 4) !
Stream site survey (Data Sheets 5, 6 and 7) !
Revisit mission statement !

STEP 3: EVALUATION AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT
        
      Consult with MNR and/or local Conservation Authority !
      Organize and analyze data from STEP 2 !
      Identify watershed level issues !

Identify reference reach !
Identify reach level issues !
Identify site level issues !
Identify opportunities and constraints !
Consult with MNR and/or local Conservation Authority !

STEP 4: GOAL, OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS

Create your project goal !
Create your project objectives !
Develop your project targets !
Public, stakeholder and regulatory agency consultation !
(verify need based on project scale)

STEP 5: PLAN, CONSULT AND PREPARE

       Consult with MNR and/or local Conservation Authority !
Prepare base maps !
Prepare draft Adopt-A-Stream concept plan !
Document long list of alternatives !

Project Planning Checklist
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Public, stakeholder and regulatory agency consultation !
Document preferred alternatives !
Finalize Adopt-A-Stream concept plan !

Prepare work plan !
Prepare project budget !
Prepare fundraising plan !
Prepare and submit grant proposals !
Confirm partnerships !
Secure landowner permission !
Secure regulatory approvals !

STEP 6: IMPLEMENT

Finalize design details !
Confirm Stream Team commitment to project !
Consult with MNR and/or local Conservation Authority !
Confirm volunteer expertise !
Devise checklist for materials and equipment !
Determine work party dates !
Purchase materials and equipment !
Coordinate volunteer labour force !
Make contingency plans for bad weather !
Inform media !
Divide tasks into manageable segments !
Coordinate set-up crew for work day !
Divide volunteer labour into teams !
Assign group leaders to teams !
Assign teams to task segments !
Record volunteer activity (Data Sheet 8) !
Take photos of before, during, and after !
Check over completed work thoroughly !
Tell everybody about next planned work day !
Check for anything left unfinished !

STEP 7: MONITOR AND REPORT

Consult with MNR and/or local Conservation Authority !
Develop monitoring plan !
Revisit and repair any failures with implementation of tasks !
Monitor effects of project !
Summarize volunteer hours and activities !
Monitor project performance indicators !
Report project summary, volunteer effort and
results of monitoring to partners, agencies and sponsors !



Date___________ Name ______________________ Group______________________

Watershed Name________________________ Watershed Code__________________

Begins in_________________________ Flows Through_________________________

Ends in___________________________(name city, township, counties, regions, etc.)

Drains into___________________________________________  (name body of water)

Square Kilometres_____________ Approx. Length___________ Width____________

Driving/Hiking
Directions_______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

CLIMATE

Average yearly precipitation:    < 20 cm !  20-40 cm !     40-100 cm !    > 100 cm !

Most of the precipitation is in the form of:   rain !  snow !

Most precipitation occurs in (month(s))_________________________________________

Floods most commonly occur in (month(s)) _____________________________________

Droughts most commonly occur in (month(s), year(s))_____________________________

Coldest month of year_______ Warmest month of year_______ Yearly temp. range______

GEOLOGY / TOPOGRAPHY

Describe briefly the geologic history that shaped your watershed______________________
________________________________________________________________________

(add separate sheets as necessary)

Describe the physical characteristics of different reaches of your watershed:

           Upper reaches        Middle reaches        Lower reaches
     Uplands (rock, hills, or flat)           ___________         ___________         ___________

Watershed Inventory
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     Valley (broad, medium, narrow)     ___________         ___________         ___________

     Gradient (steep, medium, gentle)   ___________         ___________         ___________

     Channel (straight, meandering)      ___________         ___________         ___________

     Bottom (boulder, cobble, gravel, fines) __________    ___________         ___________

Predominant rock types:  Limestone !    Shale !     Canadian Shield !

Specific soil types present___________________________________________________

Highest point__________________________ Lowest point________________________
(include elevation and location)

WATER RESOURCES

Headwaters originate from:  surface run-off !    wetlands !    lakes ! groundwater !

Length of your stream____________________

Names of tributaries________________________________________________________

Order of your stream at the outlet point of your watershed_______

Names of lakes____________________________________________________________

Number of wetlands                few (1-15) !          many (15-25) !          abundant (>25) !

Areas underlain by aquifers (if any)____________________________________________

SOILS

Predominate soil types______________________________________________________

Areas with soil suitable for farming____________________________________________

Areas with soil unsuitable for development______________________________________

Areas with potential soil erosion problems_______________________________________

VEGETATION

List the native and introduced plant species that dominate the different plant communities
of your watershed:

         Native                          Introduced
   Upland forest                   ____________________                    ____________________
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   Riparian                           ____________________                    ____________________

   Grassland                         ____________________                   ____________________

Wetlands         ____________________                   ____________________

   Other plant communities ____________________                   ____________________

Percent of your watershed now covered by forest ______________%

Reasons for the loss of forest ________________________________________

Time period over which the loss occurred_______________________________________

Endangered or threatened plant species_________________________________________

FISH (Attach extra pages as needed)

Native species (circle if endangered or threatened) ________________________________

Non-native species_________________________________________________________

Locations of fish hatcheries and species produced_________________________________

Types and locations of barriers to fish migration__________________________________

WILDLIFE   (Attach extra pages as needed)

Native species (circle if endangered or threatened)_________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Non-native species_________________________________________________________

Key wildlife habitat areas____________________________________________________

HISTORICAL (Attach extra pages as needed)

The earliest human inhabitants were___________________________________________

Describe briefly the settlement of your watershed_________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Cultural and historical resources in your watershed________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Current watershed population_____  Projected population in 10 years_____  20 years_____

Watershed population 10 years ago________  50 years ago_______  100 years ago_______

Areas where most of the people live____________________________________________

List towns, cities, & counties and the percent of watershed land area that each encompasses

________________________________________________________________________
(attach a list of elected officials for each jurisdiction)

What makes people want to live (or not) in your watershed?_________________________

LAND & WATER USES

Estimate the % of your watershed zoned for each land use and check the activities that apply

   rural residential_____%            densities (# of houses per hectare)_______________

   urban/suburban residential_____%               densities____________________________

   commercial_____%                    light commercial !                heavy commercial !

   industrial_____%            light industry !         heavy industry !

   agricultural_____%  grazing !              confined animal !               dry crops !
                                                                                 irrigated crops !                   nursery !

   forestry_____%   clear-cut !          selective cut !          roads !           tree farm !

   mining_____% type of mining:__________________________________________

   parks/open space_____%       swimming !     boating !     fishing !      other !_____

   other recreation_____%              ski resort !      golf course !      other ! __________

Percent of watershed that is public land_____%         private land_____%

Percent of watershed covered with impervious surfaces_____%

Sources of domestic water supply for watershed residents___________________________

Location of sewage treatment plants (if any) servicing watershed residents______________

Areas that rely on septic tanks________________________________________________
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Altered hydrology (dams, diversions, detention systems, culverts, dikes, drained wetlands,etc)

       type of alteration                              location                                       purpose
____________________          ____________________          ____________________

____________________          ____________________          ____________________

____________________          ____________________          ____________________

____________________          ____________________          ____________________
(add lists as necessary)

WATER QUALITY / QUANTITY CONCERNS

Water quality classification(s) of your stream and tributaries__________________________
(attach standards and regulations protecting watershed resources, include enforcing agencies)

List pollutants of concern and their potential sources (include locations if possible)

             pollutant                                 point source                           non-point source

____________________          ____________________          ____________________

____________________          ____________________          ____________________

____________________          ____________________          ____________________

____________________          ____________________          ____________________

AREAS PRONE TO FLOODING/DRYING UP   (Add extra pages if necessary)

Location Circle One Dates

_________________________________ Dry     Flood   ________________________

_________________________________ Dry     Flood   ________________________

_________________________________ Dry     Flood   ________________________

SUMMARY OF WATERSHED ISSUES (Attach extra pages as needed)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________



Name_________________ Group__________________ Date__________ Time______

Stream Name________________________ Reach Name/#______________________

Section__________ Township_________ Range___________ Reach length_________

Reach Begins_____________ Ends___________ (in UTMs, Lats/Longs or river km)

Reach Landmarks________________________________________________________

Driving/Hiking Directions________________________________________________

Weather Conditions ❐❐❐❐   Clear     ❐❐❐❐   Cloudy     ❐❐❐❐   Rain     ❐❐❐❐   Other__________

Air temperature ___ °°°° __ (C or F)          Recent weather trends____________________

Fish:

Type/Species
(if known)

#
Adults

#
Juveniles

#
Dead

# Redds
or nests

Description and comments

Stream Reach Survey
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Wildlife:

Birds Herps
(reptiles and
amphibians)

Mammals

Type,
Species or
Track/Sign

# or
Comments

Type,
Species or
Track/Sign

# or
Comments

Type,
Species or
Track/Sign

# or
Comments

Vegetation:

Type Abundant Moderate Sparse % of
reach

covered

Species present

Conifer trees

Deciduous
trees

Shrubs

Herbaceous

Grasses
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0-15    15-30       30+
Width of Riparian Zone:    Looking downstream: Left Bank   ❐    ❐           ❐
(metres) Right Bank        ❐           ❐           ❐

Overhead Canopy: (at least 1m above water)  0-25% ❐   25-50% ❐   50-75% ❐   75-100% ❐

Cross Section Shape:

  Valley Channel

 ❐             ❐           ❐      ❐           ❐           ❐           ❐          ❐             ❐

Channel Characteristics:

Gradient              Low ❐              Moderate ❐               Steep ❐                        ______%
Sinuosity        Straight ❐           Meandering ❐           Braided ❐     
Channel Length:_______m  divided by Valley Length_____m equals  Sinuosity________

Major Stream Type:   AA+ ❐❐❐❐    A ❐❐❐❐      B ❐❐❐❐     C ❐❐❐❐     D ❐❐❐❐     DA ❐❐❐❐     E ❐❐❐❐     F ❐❐❐❐      G ❐❐❐❐

Stream Banks:

Vegetation cover:         Abundant ❐           Moderate ❐           Sparse ❐           _______%

Bank stability:         Erosion in some areas ❐           Erosion in many areas ❐           Intact ❐
          Collapsed in some areas ❐        Collapsed in many areas ❐

Artificial protection:          none ❐           < 25% ❐           25-50% ❐           >50% ❐

  Describe and evaluate______________________________________________________

Bank steepness:  (What percent of the total length is represented by each?)

   <45°_____%              >45°_____%              90°_____%              undercut > 90°_____%

Reach Habitat:

# or length of pool______ divided by # or length of riffle______ = pool : riffle ratio_____

Large woody debris: Abundant ❐           Moderate ❐           Sparse ❐           None ❐
Small organic debris: Abundant ❐           Moderate ❐           Sparse ❐           None ❐
Overhanging debris: Abundant ❐           Moderate ❐           Sparse ❐           None ❐
Overhanging bank: Abundant ❐           Moderate ❐           Sparse ❐           None ❐
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Overhanging vegetation: Abundant ❐           Moderate ❐           Sparse ❐           None ❐
   (< 1m above water)
Aquatic vegetation: Abundant ❐           Moderate ❐           Sparse ❐           None ❐
Boulders: Abundant ❐           Moderate ❐           Sparse ❐           None ❐

Human Alterations:

Dredging            ❐ Garbage/litter ❐         Culverts         ❐
Channelization ❐ Toxic substances ❐         Pipes         ❐
Diversions          ❐ Sewage ❐         Detention ponds         ❐
Dams                  ❐ Bridges ❐         Storm drains         ❐
Weirs                  ❐ Roads ❐         Other_____         ❐
Dikes                  ❐ Other_____ ❐         Other_____         ❐

Land Uses:

   (Enter "1" if present, "2" if you think the land use is impacting the stream.)

residential _____ forestry _____ grazing _____
commercial _____ mining _____ crops _____
industrial _____ recreation _____ irrigation _____

Comments On Stream Reach:



APPENDIX F

Stream Cross Section Survey

Name___________________________________ Group_____________________________ Date_____________ Time__________

Stream Name_________________________ Reach Name/#________________________

Weather Conditions: ❐❐❐❐  Clear ❐❐❐❐  Cloudy ❐❐❐❐  Rain ❐❐❐❐  Other________

Air Temperature:_____°°°°___ Recent weather trends:____________________________________________________

Site Name/#_________________ Site Description: habitat type, landmarks, etc._______________________________________

Site Location: UTMs:_______________________ Latitude___°°°°___'___"N   Longitude___°°°°___'___"W          River km:________

Driving/Hiking Directions:____________________________________________________________________________________

Depths at 0.5m Intervals:

Distance (0.5m intervals) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Bankfull depth (m)

Wetted stream depth (m)

Horizontal Distance:

Point Left bank start point Left bank wetted edge Right bank wetted edge Right bank start point

Distance 0 m



Name_________________ Group__________________ Date__________ Time______

Stream Name________________________ Reach Name/#______________________

Section__________ Township_________ Range___________ Reach length_________

Reach Begins_____________ Ends___________ (in UTMs, Lats/Longs or river km)

Reach Landmarks________________________________________________________

Driving/Hiking Directions________________________________________________

Weather Conditions ❐❐❐❐   Clear     ❐❐❐❐   Cloudy     ❐❐❐❐   Rain     ❐❐❐❐   Other__________

Air temperature ___ °°°° __ (C or F)          Recent weather trends____________________

Site Name/#_____________
Site Description (habitat type, landmarks, etc.)_________________________________________________

Site Location (lat & long, transect #, and/or river mile)__________________________________________

Substrate Size
(percent stream bottom that each
size represents)

Silt, clay, mud

Sand < 0.1 cm

Gravel 0.1- 5 cm

Cobble 5-20 cm

Boulder > 20 cm

Solid bedrock

Comments

Stream Bottom Survey

Embeddedness      Consolidation

(an estimate of the          ❐   Loose
average percent that
cobbles are embedded)      ❐   Moderately difficult

                                  to move

     ❐   Tightly cemented

    %
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Site Name/#_____________
Site Description (habitat type, landmarks, etc.)_________________________________________________

Site Location (lat & long, transect #, and/or river mile)__________________________________________

Substrate Size
(percent stream bottom that each
size represents)

Silt, clay, mud

Sand < 0.1 cm

Gravel 0.1- 5 cm

Cobble 5-20 cm

Boulder > 20 cm

Solid bedrock

Site Name/#_____________
Site Description (habitat type, landmarks, etc.)_________________________________________________

Site Location (lat & long, transect #, and/or river mile)__________________________________________

Substrate Size
(percent stream bottom that each
size represents)

Silt, clay, mud

Sand < 0.1 cm

Gravel 0.1- 5 cm

Cobble 5-20 cm

Boulder > 20 cm

Solid bedrock

Embeddedness      Consolidation

(an estimate of the           ❐   Loose
average percent that
cobbles are embedded)      ❐   Moderately difficult

                                  to move

     ❐   Tightly cemented

Embeddedness      Consolidation

(an estimate of the           ❐   Loose
average percent that
cobbles are embedded)      ❐   Moderately difficult

                                  to move

     ❐   Tightly cemented

    %

    %



(for streams greater than 1 metre wide)

Name___________________ Group_______________ Date__________ Time_______

Stream Name______________ Reach Name/#____________ Site Name___________

Site Location: Latitude_____°___'___"N River km:______________
UTMs________________ Longitude_____°___'___"W Transect#:_____________

Site Description: (e.g. transect #, landmarks, etc.)
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Driving/Hiking
Directions:____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Weather Conditions:              ❐  Clear        ❐  Cloudy        ❐  Rain        ❐  Other_________

Air Temperature:_____°___ (C or F)

Amount of precipitation in last storm____________ Time elapsed since last storm_______

Other recent weather information_____________________________________________

Velocity Float Trials:
(using a tennis ball or orange)

Trial # Time Distance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Total

       / =
Total time/# of trials        avg. time

Flow Calculation 1
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Cross Sectional Area:
For channels less than 5 metres wide, record depths at 0.25m intervals     Depth = D
For channels greater than 5 metres wide, record depths at 0.5m intervals
For channels less than 10 metres wide, record depths at 1.0m intervals
All measurements should be recorded in metres.

Cross Section 1
Width:________m

Cross Section 2
Width:________m

Cross Section 3
Width:________m

Average Cross
Section Width

# D # D # D # D # D # D
1 11 1 11 1 11
2 12 2 12 2 12
3 13 3 13 3 13
4 14 4 14 4 14
5 15 5 15 5 15
6 16 6 16 6 16
7 17 7 17 7 17
8 18 8 18 8 18
9 19 9 19 9 19
10 20 10 20 10 20

( + + ) / 3 =
Average average average

Average Cross    Average Cross       Average Cross
Sectional Area   =    Section Width   X    Section Depth     =

Average                                        Average
Surface   =         =                    X  (0.8)      =  Corrected =
Velocity              Velocity

Flow =     m/sec.  X m2     =               cms
                  Avg. Corrected         Avg. Cross         (cubic metres/second)
                          Velocity      Sectional Area  

Notes:
1. Measure your cross sections in the transition area between a pool and riffle.  Avoid

measuring in riffles.
2. Make cross section 1 and 3 the beginning and end of your velocity float trial.  Start your

float well in advance of the upstream starting point.
3. These calculations only provide an estimate of flow velocity.  If accuracy is required,

consult a professional hydrologist or geomorphologist.
4. Accuracy of the estimate can be improved by measuring the flow velocity of the channel

at 2/3’s of the depth of the water column.  Try removing pieces of the orange peel to a
point where the orange is submerged 1/3 into the water column from the surface.
Conduct ten trials and recalculate average velocity without the velocity correction factor.
This technique is a little more challenging yet will provide a more accurate estimate.

                   m2

         /

distance/avg. time

           

m/sec. velocity correction
factor
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